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Chapter ? 

The Poor Law 

One of the major elements in the Melbourne Goverment' a legislative 

prograazae. for Ireland was, the. introduction into that country of a poor 

lair 
, 
More than any other issue in the 1830' ss, this question caused 

confusion and division among both Irish Tory and liberal members. 

However, it is clear from: the events of 1837-8 that, the majority �of 
the 

Irish Tory members and a considerable. wmber of the liberal-unionists 

adopted what was essentially a, eautious, conservative approach to the 

issue, with the likely expense of the :, Government' a proposed measure. 

contributing in no wall part to their fears. 

From the i820' s pamphleteers and members of Parliament commented, 

on the fact that while in, relatively prosperous England there was a 

system of compulsory poor relief, in Ireland the destitute had to rely 

on various sources of relief, notably grand jury presentments, 

Parliamentary grants and voluntary, contributions.. The result was a 

'system' of relief which was hardly, cem nensurate. with the, scale of Irish 

poverty. In particular, there was inadequate provision for able-bodied 

adult paupers. And in the, poorer West of Ireland especially there were. 
1 

deficiencies in all classes of relief. 

Perhaps the most important advocate of a poor law in the early 

years of Vihig rule was the Lord Lieutenant, Anglesey, who pressed 

continually for a provision for I the aged and helpless poor' and "a 

labour rate' (tax) for employment of the able-bxdied. His friend Lord 

Clonourry shared these views and probably influenced Anglesey. But they 

met with resistance frcm. Greys, Melbourne, Stanley and Lansdawnev who 
2 

were discouraged by the 4uses under the English system of poor laws. 

The 1630' a also saw a spate of activity, from, both English and Irish 

members in favour of an Irish poor lams, with the liberal-unionists 

Smith O'Brien, James Grattan and Sir Richard 1 usgrave particularly 

prominent. O'Brien'a pamphlet of 1830 and the resultant bill of 1831 
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envisaged a system of outdoor relief for the aged, helpless and infix 
3 

that is, for those physically unable to work. This combination - 

outdoor relief, given only to the impotent - was to be the policy of 

the majority of Irish poor law enthusiasts at least until the. Government 

took the initiative in 1837, and characterized all of the poor law 

measures proposed by Irish members until that date, though some of them 

did permit relief of the able-bodied in times of 'general distress: 

The cause was apparently advanced . in August 1831 when Sadler' s motion 

in favour of the principle of a poor law for Ireland was defeated by only 

12 votes and Althorp refused to give it a direct negative. Wyse voted 

for the. motion though he 'did not ' exactly known a4y - but it is only the 

principle, and that is so vague (it) may be. considered without going very 

far: Sadler was ' in great glee: And James Grattan, who, like. almost 

all of the Irish speakers, supported the motion, thought the division 

'carried the question'. a view which he also imputed to Althore and 
k 

Lansdowne. In fact Stanley reported to Anglesey that the debate 'virtually 

carried Poor Laws for Ireland' i so small was the Government majority and 
5 

impressive the turnout of the Irish members. In September 1831 James 
6 

Grattan and Sir Richard Musgrave. brought in another Irish poor law bill. 

In June 1832 a substantial body of Irish liberal members supported 
7 

Sadler'B second attempt to pledge the House on the question. Later in 

the-year O'Brien tried to fozm. a national society to promote an Irish 
8 

poor law, 

In May 1833 the English Tory Jahn Richards moved in favoir of an 

Irish poor law. James Grattan seconded the motion, which was also supported 

by the. repealer Henry Grattan and (later) by William O'Reilly. The motion 
led to a compromise proposal from Althorp, the appointin, ýnt of a Royal 
commission on the condition of the Irish poor. y Stanley and Grey 

had come to the conclusion that 'some provision .. for the poor, strictly 

confining it to those who are disabled by age. & infirmity, might .... be 

useful', it only, thought Stanley,, because it 'will beep the liberals 

quarrelling among themselves and save them from, the necessity of abusing 
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10 
the Government every night: James Grattan, however, was moved to 

suspicion, and disappointment by the decision to appoint a Counission. 

Ha complained is his journal that, 'The Irish took no part & were glad 

to get rid of the question by means of Althorpp a motion, which is (I fear) 
11 

getting rid of it... We agreed to the Caz ission with too much facility'. 

And he claimed that he had been, dishonestly upstaged by Richards. 

G rattaa's ovrn motion on the giestion had been' in the pipeline for acme. 
12 

time. But Richards had persuaded him, to allow him: to movve' it instead 'by 

telling me a pack of lies. He said Peel would support him, &a number 

of ELgiieh members: Now not-one of them did.,, " He is'a forwards strong 
13 

tanner & did the question mischief .' 

Though Archbishop Whately gras made its'Chairman, the-liberal-unionist 

More 0' Ferrall was regarded in Governme nti circles as ' the head of the 

Comnission' until his resignation Croon it-in August 1835 after taking 
14 

office. The recommendations of the Commission were not to appear for 

nearly three years. -MMeinwhile, after the 1835 election, the pressure 

fran'Irish and British liberals was stepped up, following the return of 

O'Brien and Musgrave to Parliament-along with another poor law enthusiast,, 

Sharman Crawford. These and other members expressed their impatience with 

and distrust of the Royal Commission and the Government respectively. 

Various hills sire introduced, including one in 1835 from O'Brien, James 

Grattan and Musgrave., the same bill' resubmitted in 1836 by Grattan and 
15 

M umgrave, and another in 1836 frass O'Brien, Wyse and Crawford. 

Attempts were made to rouse opinion in. Ireland. " O'Brien tried to 

organize support in Limerick for a poor law. Another' enthusiast, 

Thaddeus O'Malley, felt that O'Connell had sought early in 1837 to pit 

O'Brien Chors de combat, mainly and chiefly because yat were a distinguished 
17 

advocate "of' a poor lair. ' Crawford courted danger directly by seeing his 
18 

role as being 'to, push Dan upon the poor lags: This approach led to an 

open rift between Crawford and O'Connell on the issue. in the General 

Association in December 1836, when O'Connell opposed Crawford's efforts 
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to cazait that body to the: principle. 

The abuses of the unreformed English systan lent aimunition to 

opponents of an Irish poor lair, at least until the Amendnent Act of 1831}. 

Many Irish liberals, though probably a minority, were opposed to the idea. 

George Evans, liberal-unionist member for Co. Dublin fron 1033, wrote in 

1829 that in England the paupers had 'spent what they got without care, 

knowing that men their own means of support should fail, they had the 

produce of the industry of others to recur to... ' He contended that such 

a system in Ireland would corrupt those who received relief and ruin 

those taxed for its provision, and that theTnglish advocated an Irish 
20 

poor law in order to keep the Irish poor in their own country. Standish 

O'Grady doubted that a poor lave could even begin to care Ireland' a 
21 

problems. O'Connell and Spring , ice were, generally speaking, opposed to 

a poor law, both stressing that it would mean the application of resources 

to unproductive, purposes and both particularly hostile to relief of the 
22 

able-bodied. O'Coanell's vacillation on the. subject possibly owed much 

to the favour with which the Catholic hierarchy regarded the idea; indeed 

one: of the bishops, James Doyle, publicly upbraided O'Connell for his 
23 

opposition. 

The efforts of individual Irish liberals were not matched by the 

Tory members. They were. not responsible for any of the initiatives of 

the 1830a- Indeed,,, though individual members vacillated somevdiat and 

the. Party was clearly divided, the majority of Irish Tories appeared to 

regard the. introduction, of an Irish poor Iav writh some unease. John 

Musgrave wrote in 1832 that 'the landed proprietors are generally 

unfavourable to the. principle' and one. of Wyse' a correspondents felt that 
2l 

'the. rich are against them in general'. Between 1831 and 1833, Bateson, 

Shaw and Conolly made much of the abusea of the English system, -though 

Bateson' a conditional response contrasted with the, outright opposition 
25 

of Lefroy MA Shaw. The Irish Tory Lord Dunraven. wrbce to O'Brien in 

March 1333 of his fear that the abuses of the English system would creep 
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in "" ' the primary,, & to many an iniperables, objection' - and that it 
26 

would. *brinj constant collision between Protestant & Catholic;. ' 

Sawa falt very strongly on the 'issue. In Larch 1834-the Inspector 

General of Police in Ulster reported that °on a late occasion a Petition 
, 

was got up in favor of the. Union, when four gentlemen, -wtose-joint incomes 

amounting (sic) to £50,000 a yrear, refused to sign its declaring that , 

Repeal was preferable, to Poor Laws. The Grand Jury of Fernnanagh passed 

resolutions or a Petition in favour of (the Union) 8, v&ich Lord Belmore- 
27 

rei'usad to, sinn upon the. some ground: In tact' Belmore wrote to Roden 

in October 1834. that if the Irish were given poor laws I similar to those 
he 

which have proved so fatally injurious in Engjand'Awould advocate' Repeal 

oP the Unionb A`measurro whioh inalüded. relief of the able-bodied would 

! cheok the'labouring poor of' Ireland Prom. seeking industrious emplou nt 

in other parrta of the Ecxpire' by encouraging them 'to'remain as paupers 
28 

in idleness at home: 

In 1835-. 6. several of the Irish Tories oppposed'the_ private bills then 

before Parliaments, but expressed a willingness-to hear the Government's 

proposals. They, too, were particularly opposed to any suggestion of 

relief being extended to the able--bodied. Only the Earl of Limerick 
29 

declared that he was opposed to any poor lair in Ireland. I nahire,, 

happy with the status ciw,, reported that the old and infirm were well 

cared for under existinZs, voluntary relief schemes,, and that 'the. able: 

bodied need but little help except occasional relief in sickness or 

accidents' ; them was rya much employment in Don and. Antrim, that no 
30 

person need be idle if he chooses to work: Wellington was prepared to 

sanction only a measure -Mich would exclude. the able-bodied, with safe- 

Latards against control of the system by the priests, and Peel was i sure 

that the utmost caution will be requisite to prevent trm3 transfer bodily 

of the: whole landed, property of Ireland'from its present posses=cs to 
31 

the poor: 
32 

Under pressure. from an impatient Rusael1,, the Royal Ccuni. asion 
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finally Lamed its recoamendations in April 1133G. Extensive gxblio . 

works and emigration facilities were advocated and the ncgv English 

Wortthouso-acntred system of toad' relief rejected. The Gotrerruent found 

the proposals too far-reaching, however, going as,. they did beyond the 

relief of the destitute to envisage measures to remove the causes of 
33 

destitution. Russell sent George. Nioholls, a poor law commissioner in 

England, to Ireland to assess the applicability of the English measure. 

of 1834. to Irish needs. After a. notoriously brief visit,. io September- 

October *1Q36# Nicholls concluded that conditions in Ireland were well 
35 

suited to the general principles of the English Act. 

lie recocmended the establistnent of a national system of relief for 

All classes of the &ntitute., including the. ab1e-bodied. Relief was to be 

strictly confined to the wor cone -in oräer to apply one of the. leading 

principles or the English Acty the wor2=oa toot of daatitution. The 

ayatert vas to be funded by means o£' a compulsory rating of the landlords 

and oocupters of Ireland. It was to be actninistered by a Cocniasioncr 

neaonded. fron the. English Board of Co missionara, and,, locally, by boards 

of guardians. These boards - apart from a proportion of ex o iota members 
36 

chosen by and, trag, the magiutracy - were to be elected by the ratepayers. 

This plan divided-the Government. Howick, Duneannon, Morpeth and.. 

Mul ravve approved the plan, and Russell, his preconceptions apparently 
7 

vindicated, accepted it in its essentials. But Melbourne Aas unenthusiastio: 

'I rather acoeda to Poor Laws, in Ireland, than approve of them', he 

subsequently informed Russell. And, ominously, most or the Irish in the 

Government were unhappy. O'Ferrall gras adamantly opposed to the 

restriction of relief to woridu5uces and was later to claim, regarding the. 

plan as a thole, that he 'with all his humble but strenuous efforts had 
39 

sought to prevent its imposition on the country. ' 

Lansdowne Trau still of foreboding and saw $ the: nece sty of making the 

Irish poor raeauure an strictly experimental as the case admits. ' Spring 

Rico, on reading Nicholls* a report, wrote that I the objections to vmy 
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oche for Irish poor hors appcar to z inzupoz ble. No step taken by 

any Governncnt involves such very carious consequences: After consenting 

'reluctantly & -without hope'. he joined Lansdoviuo in Tn Acing to limit tha 

extent of the. Goverment' e cozd. t ant to Ian ezpcr3: mcnt' which they felt 

would probably have to be aborted. I. onths later Rice still expressed 

reluctance, and insisted that the measure was only as co perimant - and one 
40 

which 'vrill unquestionably fail. ' It in interesting to note also that in 

December 1836 the Whig Talaa of Lcinntcr wan still hoping "that tho 
l4 

recaumendations of the Ca uninaioncrc would be 'attended to' before Easter'. 

In spite of ach reservations among leading Irish T' gs, Nicholl' e 

vicz: s were adopted almost en bloc by the Goverment and embodied in the 
42 

bill which was brought In by Russell an the; 13th of, ? cbreary 1837. In the 

cubzequont debates many benefits were claimed for a poor Iris, by coma 

even of those Irish members who received the measure coldly and went on to 

oppose it at the. third reading. It would alleviate distress; the outrages 

associated with vagrancy and destitution would diminish, ans additional 

capital would be drawn to Ireland. as a result; indiaeriminato, tcful 

aid to vagrants would be reduced; it would case the, burden on the. poorer 

clas ; es by taxing the landlords, who had previously been beyond the reach 

of the mendicant; and fear of a high rate would induce landLoida to take 

an interest in tha welfare. of their tenants, in order to keep the, latter 

out of the ranks of the destitute. These points closely resembled those 

forwarded in Nicholl 's Report. In fact they were the, argt uts used by 

liberal proponents of the poor lass in previous years ans represented a 

fund of well"eatablished ideas. One factor which was'not openly 

acknowledged by supporters of the measure in 1aß-g was the P asuro fror 

English sources to give sufficient relief in Ireland to reduce Irish 
4-3 

iigration. 

The hope that landlords would be induced to care batter for their 
44 

tenants ras expreaned by many members, of all parties. It represented 

one of the. principal mcchaniama by which the proposed meal ire was 
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envirazed'as a means to permanent improvement in Ireland, as opposed tcx 

ucroly a rcdictributive, assault on'd&stitution. And as"such it was used 

to counter the cc= on critieian -- often made with the Royal Coamission's 

ambit gust recce cndations in mind - that 'a measure which did not directly 

create, enploytaent'could not effect substantial good. The liberal. -unionist 

Lord Clements took a special interest in that aspect of the question. His 

pamphlet of 1838 contained a fall description of the developments which 

h he envisaged - develormenta which, he believed, would invigorate tu- he 

Irish aeon without the problems of'the widely expected transition 

Trait Ireland's rl rented Paros to the English ]Ärß-faxen system, and 
45 

without', recourse to Government stated peblia works. 

Though Clements believed that the poor lan tmuld bring iiiproveaents 

within the frcaertrork of Ireland. t s srsal]r-farar system. Dane political 

economists hoped that it would actually expedite the transition to larger 

holdings. It would provide an alternative means of xpport to poorer 

tenants and cotticre and thereby ease the process of consolidation of 
46 

mall holdings. Nicholls shared this vicar. In Parlin lent sane English 

members, notably Charles Huller,, toots this view. Irish members went no 

farther, horrevcr, than eapreesing a hope that the swears: would act to 
47 

diminish the violence. followingevictions. 

The debates on. the poor law sawn much self-congratulation aazocg the 

members over 'the absence of party spirit' & Such cct neat was certainly 

ju3tifie& if by it Ran meant the frequency of divisions within parties 

and of improbable alliances between the liken of'Sir'Robert Batenon and 

Daniel O'Connell. ' Voting behaviour in the jg divisions reflected the 
48 

differences within the Irish Parties. 'Irish Tory disunity was not 

eircmaacribed by the existence of forceful leadernhip on the part of 

Sir Robert iaeel, who' nupporteä the ' near re without ent1:: s3ia= and Tdoaa 

part` in Proceedings wan'rainimal. He and the other leading British Tories 

(and She ?) were no doubt influenced by the need to enact a poor I as 

part of the settlement of the corporations question. 
45 

Those in a position 
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to influence the Irish liberals, the Government and. 0' Connell, adopted 

more clear-cut stances, but in o? psitioý,,, n to one another. O'Connell, after 

initial hesitancy, bitterly attacked the bill, He argued that the extent 

of poverty was so great the rate would press hard on the landlords and 

farriers, and would diminish their capacity to provide employment; many 

paupers would have to be refused relief, and these would react violently 

on discovering the. poor law's detrimental effect on the charitable 

instincts on which they had previously relied; and the workhouse would 

constitute an undeserved and much resented punishment for thosa moo- did 

succeed in obtaining, relief. O'Connell in facts displayed a great 

readiness to consider the interests of the destitute, though he also 

made a strong appeal to the interests of the ratepaying farmers and 
50 

landlords. 

The measure had a fairly easy passage throu x. Parliament, albeit 

one interrupted by the King's death and the resultant dissolution of 
51 

Parlinment. With most English members of both parties in favour of it, 

there was in the Comaons *not the least alteration of any importanoe in 
52 

the Uill* * the: Government making few conoesaions and winning all of the 

divisions. In the Lords the bill was altered in aome. important details, 

as shown below, but not in its essential framework. There was,, howeveer,, 

much criticism of and. a considerable degree of outright opposition to 

the measure in both Houses, particularly from, the Irish members. In the 

early stages of the bills, O'Brien., Crawford, Clements., Vlyse, French and 

Redingtons, liberal-unionists, expressed serious reservations, and Gibson 

of Belfast condemned the measure outright. James Grattan was the only 

liberal-unionist to express any real enthusiam - $a, triuaaph' gras his 

characterization of the, measure in his journals - though he "too bad 

acquired renervationa by the time of its reintroduction in December 037, 

For the. Irish Tories., Yoang and Litton were enthusiastic in the early 

debates; Conollyi Shor and Lucas gave, the, measure a qualified welooare; 
53 

and Bate son was especially critical. 



Table I Irish Tories. 

I2345789 10 
Viso. Cole 0 X 0 0 X X X X X 
Cooper X 
Coote 0 X 0 0 X X 
Corry 0 X 0 0 0 X X 
Hayes X X 0 0 X X X X 
Jones 0 X 0 0 X X X X X 
A. Lefroy 0 X 
Lucas 0 0 X X X X 0 
Perceval 0 X 0 0 X X X X 
Archdall X X 
F. Bruen X 
Darner X X 0 
Dunbar X X X 
Fox 0 X 
C. Hamilton X, 
G. Hamilton 0 X 
Xackson 0 0 0 X X X 
Longfield X 
Vesey 0 X 
Bateson X X X X X X 
A. H. Cole X 0 X X 
Meynell X X X 
O'Neill X X X X X 
Verner X X X X X 
Litton 0 0 X X X 0 
Castlereagh X X X X X 
Conolly 0 X X X X 
Maxwell X X X X 
Hillsborough 0 X X X 
Kirk X X 0 X X 
T. Lefroy 0 0 X X X 
West 0 0 
Bateman 0 0 X 
Ellis 0 X 0 0 
Tennent X X 
Blennerhassett 0 0 X 
Alexander 0 
Young 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 
Shaw 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 

I. Postpone Committee. 2. Postpone Third Reading. 3. Outdoor 
Relief(s). 4. Outdoor Relief(ii). 5. Omit x5 clause. 6. Law of 
Settlenment(i). 7. Law of Settlement(ii). 8. Electoral Rating. 
9. Exclude Able-bodied. 10. Local Option. 

X-For motion, against Government. 
0-Against motion, for Government. 



Table 2 Liberal-Unionists. 

O'Connell X X 0 0 X X 
Ma . Ir. Tories 0 

- 
X 0 0 X X_ _ X X X 

00'F'errall 0 -- -ý- -- --- 0 
ö R. Howard 0 0 
n Gibson x 
r Jephson 0 . 0 X 0 0, x 
v ®Woulfe 0 0 0 0 0 

Stuart 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 
French x 0 X 0 0 0 
Curry 0 0 X 0 

.0 
X 

Chapman 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 
Ferguson 0 X 0 X X X X. X 
Acheson X 0 
Wyse 0- 0 0 0 X 0 0 
Fitzgibbon x 0 0 0 
H. R. Westenra x X X 0 0 X 
Redington 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
Barry 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S. O'Brien 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 
Clements 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 
Yates 0 0 X 0 0 0 
Hutton 0 X 0 0 X 
Chester x X 0 X 
J. Grattan 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 
F. J. Howard 0 0 0 0 0 
Somerville 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
O'Callaghan 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maule 0 0 0 0 0 
J. C. Westenra 0 X 
Hume 0 0 0 0 0 
Musgrave 0 
S. White 0 0 0 0 X X 
Evans x X 0 X X 
Crawford x X 
Brady X 
Bryan 0 X 0 

e e Archbold 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 
Bodkin x X 0 X 0 

_Brikeman_ 
X 

- 
X 

-X_ ,0 - 
X 

--- -- T. B. Martn 0 0 
John Power 0 
Lord Brabazo 0 0 0 X 
Maipony x 0 0 
Cave 0 

I. Postpone Committee. 2. Postpone Third Reading. 3. Outdoor 
Relief(s). 4. Outdoor Relief(ii). 5. Omit f5 clause. 
6. Law of Settlement(i). 7. Law of Settlement(ii). 8, Electoral 
Rating. 9. Exclude Able-bodied. 

X-For motion, against Government. 
0-Against motion, for Government. 
©-Officeholder. 
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The principal. objections of these. members a considered bclai,, in 

conjunction with evidence drawn fron events in ConrAttea. 116-ow 

ventured to divide the lIouse on the firnt or second reading of either 

bill. Hoover, on the 9th of February 183$: O Connclt opposed the notion 

to go into Cczittc c:. This step - coming an it did, before. the bill. ooU2d 

be fully examined ". van generally regarded as a mistimed move and, was not 

well supported. Four Irish Tories voted. with . 0' Connell; 46 opposed himp 

including seven v4io were later to join hire In opposing the. third reacting. 

And the notion war supported by only a minority of Irish liberals. Six of 

0' Connellt a j2' Irich liberal supporters were unionists; but = too were 
5 

more, than half of the 40 Irish liberals who oppoeect O'Connell. 

It is clear that the full weight of Irish Tory opposition was not 

bzou t to bear until after the. defeat of soma important Tory &ienc , cnts. 

In Committee, most Irish Tories supported the Goverment more often than 

note the. majority of the. 37 divisions having followed cmcrx ents freu the 

liberal side of theiiouso, Some, of the divisions concerned issues in 

thick traditional radical and conservative interests were reasonably clear. 

The Proposel to make, magistrates ex officio, guardiane, and thereby to 

guarantee the influence of the landed gentry and. aristocracy was diviesd 
55 

upon four times. And there sere four divisions concerning the systcc of 

'ration of gu. ardiana - two on plural Voting and one each on voting by 

56 
secret ballot and. voting by pray. 

In addition, the House divided on O'Brien's notion to male, landlords 

pay a larzer share of the. rata (two-thirds i. teal of the proposed ones-halt, 

thoui it wan provided that laadlorda charging{ excessive rents would have 

to paar more than onr harf) , oa 0' Connell' a proposal to e=pt freu the. 

rate all tenants belog. £10, and ca S h=* s proposal to apt ministers' 
57 

m ones as r'ateablo property, on all of these issacs the likely Tory point 

of vier is fairly clear; and in X11 cloven divisions that point of ýr 
5a 

received the, unanimaun support of the Irish Tories, On the other hand, 

three of the twelve Irish Tories who voted did not share Stanley$s 



Table 3 Liberal-Unionists. 

12 _2 _io II 
G0'Fbrrall 000 

"c J. Martin 000 
n R. Howard 0 
e Gibson 0 
r Jephson 0000 0 0 00 X 0 f 

@Woulfe 000 0 0 01 0 0 X 
Stuart 0000 00 0 0 X 
French 0 0 X 00 0 0 
Curry 0 0 X 00 0 0 X 
Chapman 00X0 
Ferguson 0000 X X 
Acheson 0 0 X 
Wyse 0 0 00 X X X 
Fitzgibbon 0 X 
H. R. Westenra X X X 0 0 0 
Redington 0 X X 00 0 X X 
Barry XXXX 0 00 0 0 X 
S. O'Brien 00X0 X 0 0X 0 X, X 
Clements 00X0 X XX 0 0 
Yates X 0 0 X X 
Hutton X 0 X 
Chester X 0 X 
J. Grattan XXX 0 X 
F. J. Howard X XX X 0 X 
Somerville 0 X XX X X X 
O'Callaghan X 
Maule X 
J. C. Weatenra X 
Ruine X X 
Musgrave XX 
S. White X X 
Evans X X 
Crawford XXX 
Brady X. XX 

e Bryan X X XX X X 
Archbold X X X XX X X. 
Bodkin XXX X XX X X 
Bridgeman XXX X X XX X X X 

I., No ex officio guardians(I837). 2. Reduce ex of ficio 
guardians. 3. Popular election of ex officio guar dians . 4. No ex officio guardians(I8 38). 5. Landlords pay more. 
6. Exclude tenants under CIO. 7. Plural voting principle. 
8. Plural voting amendment. 9. Voting by ballot. I0. Voting 
by proxy. II. Ministers' money. 

X-Radical/liberal side of issue. 
0-Conservative side of issue. 
@-Officeholder. 
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objection to the paying of Catholic priests for providing religious 

instruction to Catholics in tha worldwusca. Diva out of eleven Irish 

Tories voted to pontpono the cla ce. which threw the rate entirely on the 

occupier in the firnt instance (with the landlord' a d=e-to, be held back 

out of the. rent). Lucas and Conolly arguing that euch a provision would 
59 

cause: difficulties for poor tenant a. And., as drown below, there was other 

evidence that Irish Tories did not invariably subscribe to the apparently 
60 

obvious Tory line. 

Liberal voting in Ca nittee followed. a. pattern rou; ilry similar to 

that seich it was to folloii on the third reading - that in, repealers 

and unionists both divided, but unionists much lese prepared than 

repealers to oppose. the. Government. In the 37 divisions is CQRnitteo the 

majority of liberal-unionists supported the Government more often teen 

not, 04le Of Connell and the repealers were generally in opposition. The 

individual voting records of the. liberal-unionists in the clown 

divisions which demonstrated Irish Tory unity in defence of conservati 

are. provided is Table -3. It in clear that, with the exception of the 

uininters' money question, isnea which would appear to be fairly good 

indicators of the tacnbersf position along a radical-conservatives 

dfri eri Jcm, con . intently led to division among the liberal, -unionists, - %bile 

0' Connoll and most, often all, repealern united at the radical end of 

the. din*ion and Irish Tories united at the conservative. erne. So, the 

liberal unionists cannot be designated 'radical' or 'conservative' on 

this evidence. Table 3 slows that while the group had'a radical wing 

(Bridge a. n, Dod' , Archbold, Bryan, eta, ) and a co*inervatt4@ Ring 

(Jcpheon, Voulfe, Stuart, to talm those. who voted often), a rnmber of 

Hutebers cannot - on thin evidence. - be ascribed to either wing (Barry, 

O'Brien, Ylyne, Clementa, It. R. Westenra, Redingtou). 

Other issues divided both. Tories and liberals. There follows a 

di: cus3ioa or the questions of outdoor relief, the E5 clause, satticaant, 

electoral rating, relief of the able-bodied, and, briefly, the, motion to. 
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permit areas to opt out of the operation cf the bill. Theo* issues, 

particularly outdoorn relief, and, exeluciort of the able,. bodied, were central 

to the poor lax questions and consideration of them will servo to 

highliit the attitudes and preoccupations of the. members. Voting. In 

the. divisions is given in Tables 1 and 2. The liberal. -unionist raebers 

are-listed In Table 2 according to the radical-conservative speetru 

tentatively suggested above (with the addition of six members who did not 

vote in the divisions on Ichich the cpcctr= was based). 

In May 183Bp Lynch wrote that,, 'the. Limitation of relief to worta- 

houses see= to be the twain object of aversion with opponents of the 
fit 

measure in Ireland. ' It was clearly the rain objection with O'Ferrall; 

according to l: orpeth he 'said that if Mr Nicholls intended to confine 

relief to the worin-homes, it v=lcl'produce a rebellion in Ireland: 

O'Brien, consistent with his views before 1837, attempted to remove 

this limitation,, twice moving that guardians should be given discretionary 

poorer to provide outdoor relief. He argued that the workhouses represented 

an um7arranted its ent of the destitute, be they physically incapable 

of worki. n for their own subsistenco or part of the notoriously large 

surplus of Irish labour. And, setting the: Royal Cca iiasion' a estimate 

that 2,385,000 people would require relief at cone time cs-th year against 
63 

Nicholl5's opinion that 80,000 worldiou .e places prove sufficient, ha 

claimed that the number of destitute was to great either the majority of 

Paupers would be ignored or the property of the country would be 

confiscated, in order to house, all in (relatively expensive) worlthousee. 
64 

O'Connell and Crawford were the other principal supporters of'outdoor relief. 

Iiovrever, Russoll felt that 'no vigilance of enquiry .. could prevent 
65 

imposition if a system of outdoor relief s to be resorted to. . biorpeth 

felt that confinemaent of relief to the world o u: e 'supplies the check 

which the experience of England and the character of Iricbm n gives every 
66 

one reason to believe wau. ld prove effective: The prohibition of outdoor 

relief helped to secure Lanndo,, Ya nequiecoance in the bill. The 
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majority of both Irioh Tories and liberal-unionists in Parliament opposed 

O'Brien's motions. They, and the Government, speatöern contend d. that in 

the absence of the worldiouse: test of destitution, almost all. would seek 

aid, as had been the care in En, -, land, Olements. rirote, in a sense 

bearing out O'Brien's ardent, that 'stich in the poverty of the. parish" 

alon3 the coast that I consider out door relief .. would and in 
äQ confiscation', though he did favour outdoor relief for the. dick. For 

Irith liberal support O'Brien. had to rely heavily on the repealern. On 

his first motion, in 1837, only three of his Irish liberal supporters 

were fell= unionists; 15 liberal-unionists opposed the motion. In 1838, 
69 

five` liberalrunionists supported O'Brien; 1} voted against. 
Shan shared the viert that without the wort ousse test the measure 

would lead to a" virtual confiscation of the mole landed property! of 

Ireland, in 18371,15 Irish Tories voted for restrietin; relief to the 

workhouse,, but Dateson., Castlereaji , Verner and Archdal1 - all taster 

Tories - supported 0' IIricn a motion. In the, folloczing year., Dateson 

found himself In a minority of 8 to In ions; tha Irirn Tories,, with his 

formes allies failing to vote. (Table. 1. Nos. 34). Only scattered rc=rks 

exist to explain the readiness of coma Irish Toriea to forgo. - tho apparent 

economies of a wor'houza teat of destitution. Castlereagh contended that 

outdoor relief bad sufficed in the. North of Ireland and that, far frag 

Providing a useful test against expensive abuse, worlthoucoa there would 

be, a highly unneoes ; a, ry expense. Bate . on oli tie that only by means of - 70 
outdoor relief oauld mendicancy be. el l anted. 

It is probably fair to concludes that in opposing outdoor relief the 

majority of Xriah Tories and liberal-uiionista viere primarily concerned 

with the interests of'the ratepayers, as opposed to thowa oP the. äoatitute. 

Certainly the principal ar nt at'ainzt outdoor relief - the need to 

limit the umber of claimants - was a direct appeal to the i=ediate 

interests of the ratepayer. It in significant that, apart from QSßrienI a 

advocacy 
. 
and FerLu . on` s mized response., the aupport - ech an it in - for 
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outdoor relief came very much from. the radical end, of the'spactrun, of 

liberal-unionist members depicted in Table 2. There was strong 

opposition among those who reacted oonzervatively or ambiguously in the 

divisions used to suggest the ideological apseurum (Table 2s, Nos. 3-4). 

The issue of emnption from the rate of tenants under £5 again 

divided Tories and both groups of liberals. Clause 71 provided that 

ocaupiera of tenants of less that £5 annual value could deduct all of 

the poor rate from their rent; in other words, their landlord would be 

liable for all of the rate. The clause was defended on grounds which 

did not betray a humanitarian interest in the plight of the poorer tenants, 
71 

though Clements considered that this factor would influence some. Russell 

was worried that the poorer tenant 'would not be so intelligent in working 

the bill' 0 and that the collection of rates fragt them would ' give rise 

to constant dispstes and vexations: At a later stage. he, explicitly stated 

that the. clause was introduced for these reasons and not 'with the view 

of exempting those persons as being a class which ought to be, free fray 

such a demand. ' (for poor rates). Spring Rice, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, feared that enfranchisement of the poorer tenants would admit 
72 

'a set of voters directly interested in the mitanagement of the measure. ' 

According to Clements, writing about the clause's likely reception in 

the Lords, it would be supported because of the *mistaken apprehension 
73 

of the'danger of an extended constituency. ' The danger was not merely 

that of popular control of the-administration of the poor law. Sweeney 

has contended. that conservatives were concerned about the spectra of 

poor law guardians exercising a local influence extending far beyond poor 
7' 

law matters, subverting the traditional prei-eminence of the gentry. 

Nevertheless, a majority of both liberal-unionists and Irish Tories 

voted against the olauseo The opponents of the clause did not state 

openly that they wished to tax the poorer tenants in order to case the, 

burden of the betten-off. ' Crawford, Lynch, French, Lefroy,, - Lucas and 

Bateson all went to the opposite extreme and oontended. that exemption of 
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the poor tenants would induce landlords to clear their estates ofPonall 

holdings or to raisa rents of existing holdinZa above £5. Lucas alto 

claimed that a high rent level owed much to local circumstances and did 

not necessarily indicate prosperity,, that the provision would divide 

farming comnunities,, and that it would discourage the unrated tenant 
76 

from improving his property lest his rent be raised as a result. 

Thouli he did. not speak on the debate on the clause, Clements opposed 

143ß it vigorously outside. Parliament. His pamphlet at the, beginning of 

contained a denunciation of the clause, and., in the spring, he wrote to 

both Russell and Nicholls in an attempt to secure. its abandonment.. Like 

Lucas he felt that 'the constituency above £5 cannot be supposed to be 

essentially elevated in circumstances above the smaller tenants: He 

complained that in the. Tlest of Ireland, where ' pox laps nine-tenths of 

the farmers' occupied 1sn4 at below £5, I thew exemption of the many will 

cause the. arbitrarily selected few to feel their poor rate: as a great 

burthen: And he considered that Nicholls intended to encourage 
71 

consolidation by means of the clause. But C'lements% chief objection was 

that even tenants under £5 could give more employment if they could be 

induced,, by the poor rate, to adopt better agricultural methods. Given 

the situation in the meat of Ireland, by, this clause, he told Nicholls, 

the , hole fabric -of self improvement which I have been fondly rearing 
78 

up crumbles under me: Russell, in fact later acic2ow3edZ-ed Clements s 
79 

views and treated then with some, deference. 

An on the issue of outdoor relief, the, Immediate interest of Irish 

landlords gras fairly clear; it lay in rejection of tha exemption of the 

poorer tenants. For all that th3 aetsbers claimed to be, concerned wit . 
the long-terra welfare of the emiptecd tenants, it is at least possible 

that in opposing the. clause the majority in both. unioni. ' t groupe teere 

stron, Zly influenced by the threat to landlord interests. Significantly, 

opposition to the clause vivo particularly strong in the- conservative and 

middle cc tionn of the spectrum of liberal. -unionist r bens (Table 2. No. 5). 
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And it in probably oignific alit that the clause was removed in the. (more 

conservative) house of Lords. 

Thous there eras:.. gain disunity, on the` law of settlement them. 

were clear majority views smons both Tri: h Tories and liberal. unionistn, 

the forior in favour of and the latter opposed to nach a provision. A 

law of settlement would can that a pauper could be relieved only in or 

by the. union in Which he normally -ouldod. An the bill stood, a pauper 

could claim relict in any workhoi: cc. Several Irish Tories - Lucy, Litton, 

Jackson, Bate; on - protected that this would tan the good landlord and 

the rich district would be burdened by an influx of paupers from the 
8o 

estates of bad landlords and poorer areas. Sa= of these members clearly 

had protection of the. relatively pEutperless North in mind, thous there 

is very little atguestion in the divisions that the Irish Tory split on 

this issue occurred on at, regional basis. Downshire wrote that the. opposition 

of som: Seestern members to settlement reflected their desire 'to lessen 

the population of their districts. T do not however res how the. North can 

be invaded as it were by the hordes of poor people frag these parts..: 

Coole spoke in nisntiar terms at an anti. -poor law meeting in Belfast in 
83 

Pebruary tQ3O. 

Lucas`a two notions for a settlement provision were both supported 

by the majority of Irish Tories, 19-. 5 and 11-4 respcativcly,, with Sbaw 
81* 

and Young aver-presents in opposition. 
85 

Opponents of settlement, inoludind Nicholls, pointed to the litigation 

and the restraints on the movement of labourers which the law of settlement 

had caused in En3land. And there ware factors which made it especially 

ncceaaary to forgo Euch a law in Ireland. Unlike his Enaliah counterpart, 

the Irish pauper would hava no legal right to relief - dispensation boing 

at the. discretion of, the. guardians. It was generally r-aapted that a law 

of settlement would uan concession of the right to relief, since it 

would prove inpossihle to force. a pauper homo and then refuse hira relief 
there. But denial of a right to relief van an important safeguard against 
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the possibility that the system would sink beneath the. weight of Irish 

pauperism. Russell cited this as the key difference between the English 
8ä 

cyst= and that proposed for Ireland. Re. and Shaw stated in Parliament 

that concossioa of auch a right was tantamount to large. -ac ale confiscation 

of property. The contract between Shawn determination to preserves the 

safet^uard of discretionary relief and the view of Lucas and Hayes that 

in practice the safeguard would be inoperative obviously contributed to 
87 

the division in Irish Tory ranks on the settlement question. 

Vlhile most Irish Tories scanted a settlement law, a majority within 

both sections of Irish liberals opposed the. proposal. The liberal. - 

unionists divided 17-5 and 23-tß. against the proposal (Table 2, Nos. 6-7). 

Wyse'° s original position -- in favour of a settlement hiss - he ascribed 

to a desire. to nahe each district support its orrn poor and every absentee 

pay for his neglect; and he feared that without euch a law cities like 

Waterford - his Constituency - would have to support mendicants fron 

adjoining counties. His argument, then,, was essentially thee. an that 

used by the majority of Irish Tory spea mrs. But in 183£3 he and James 

Grattan, rho had also supported Lucas in 1837, E changed their votes in the 

belief that simultaneous enactment of the poor law throughout Ireland 
88 

would automatically restrict the movement of paupers. Crawford 

advocated the law of settlement as a necessity if landlords were to be 

rewarded according to their treatment of their tenants and given an 
89 

interest in their tenants= welfare. But Clements, thou of oourse, 

strongly. desired the latter end, did not agree that a law of settlement 

was neces ry. The dis: retionary parer of the guardians would be wielded 

in favour of local paupers. This ' practical settlement' would mean that 

the landlord would be induced-to keep hin tenant out of the ranks of the 

destitute, but without the inconvenience: of restrictin, the labour 

market and the. injustice of dan; dnZ relief to persons rho nirit have a 
90 

=moral but not a legal entitlement. Lynch,, O'Brien and, (belatedly) iWys 

91 a ce, d- ti t th@ i xardian i' discrotion would amount to sa practical, sott nt; 
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Those. liberal-unioszista at tha con. ̂-. ervative end of the spectra i 

(Table. 2, Nos. 6-7) were as mach opposed to. tha cettletient lavz as thosa 

at tha radical end - in fact cli fitly more opponed - in spite of their 

being closer ideologically to the pro-. ettlement Irish Torien. The 

tendency of this issue not to generate, hardened opinions a. on3 ý, y 

Iriuh liberals - witness the vacillation of Vyae, Grattan and several 

others - may have induced liberal. -unionists amply to follow the. 

G ovoraaent line. It is interesting to conjecture, hot. ever, that it 

was an argunent possessing sae appeal for those mindful of landlord 

interests - the need to deny a right to 'relief - :: hic h evayed 
92 

conservative-leaning Whigs against settlement. 

Closely related to the satt1eient issue was the question of electoral 

rating "" meaning tho charging of the coat of relief in the. union work- 

house against the (mauer) electoral division in which the pauper was 

resident. A provision. to that effect was inserted in the bill by the 
93 

Lord«, Nicholls described the, results as *a sorb of quasi settlement as 
94 

between the different divisions: It did not involve, the power of 

removal between unions, thooe not resident in the union bein3 chargeablz 

againct the union at large. In other words,, the object of many Tories 

prevention of the movetnent of paupers into areas relatively free of 

destitution - was not attainable by means of this provision. fiozeveri 

Its effects proved advantageous to the. landlord interest. The tendency 

of paupers to drift into t -a e and eventually to come upon the raten 

thera Want 4 the landlords, by a coup de mir,, cleverly succeeded in 

getting rid, to a large extent, both of their poor and their poor-raten, 

the burden of maintaining their evicted and poverty-ntricaen tenants 

falling, mainly, not on thew ., but upon the ratepaycra of tho urban 
95 divisions: Though landlords owned urban property too, they probably 

dis benefit fray the. disparity thick grevi up between tha rates in. urban 

and rural divisions. 

I. _z_cas had moved a uirailar provisioa in the Commons - involving 
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parishes insteaä�of the. electoral divisions. It on the Support of 13 

out of 15 Irish Tories, Shaw and Young again standing apart from. their 

colleagues (Table I No. 8). Only Ferguson out of 14 liberal-unionists 

voted for the motion (Table 2, No. a), though Grauford, agitating' outwith 

Parliament, advocated a similar amendment. The. only speakers after Lucas, 

M= and L orpeth, stressed the, practical difficulty of locating so 

precisely a paupcr'c-ý origins, and : harr felt the provision was an attempt 
96 

to establish a settlement principle. Regarding the motives of those 

involved, it should be, noted that, trough the issue became extremely 

controversial in the ensuing decade, thosdrdw, advocated the provision 

in 1837-& were not accused of deliberately favouring landlord interests; 

it was generally recognized as ,a genuine if misguided attempt to ensure 

local responsibility. 

The issue of whether or not relief should be extended to the able-'' 

bodied destitute- caused heated discussion. The debate generated many of 

the mme argaments an aronic over cn tdoor relief, with opponents claiming 

relief of the able-bodied. would, bankrupt Irish property, and supporters 

claiming that to deny it Would be to discriminate against the, blameless 

unemployed and cause a dangerous degree of resentment. Irith Tory members 

repeatedly protected against tho inclusion of the able-bodied. They 

contended that it ' would prov% by tr, too oppressive for the land to bear' ! 

and that the bill, by raising expectations it could not meet, would do. 

more to induce discontent than the. hoped-for tranquillity. Shur was 

particularly adamant,, clearly regarding this an the sing most objectionable 

aspect of a moazure of which on most other important points he approved. 

Iie moved exoluaion of the able-bodied and vas supported in the division by 

lß other Irirh Tories; only trio, Lucan and John Ellis,, dissented (Table 1j, 

iyo. 9). Uta expressed faith in the mart Ouse teat to "ýzclude all but 

the truly destitute$ and Talcri contended that to discriminate against the 

able bodied. would be to i97 gaore much genuine _need. 

The. motion divided Irish liberals 25-20 against, with liberal.. 
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unionists voting against by X4-12 (Table 2 No. 9). Clements opposed 

the motion on the grounds that the calculations of the extent of - 
destitution were 'mere s. sto paper'; the poor law would not be overwhelmed 

by weiht of nunbern because it would operate to increase employment 

and thereby to reduce the ember of destitute. But he also had faith in, 

the more direct mechanisms which were =eh-emphasized in the House - the 

strin,. -, eney or the wor aase test and the rift of the guardians to refuse 
9a 

relief. Some felt,, like Lucas, that common justim demanded relief of 

the able-bodied - justice to the blameless unemployed, and to the poorer 

classes on uh= nen&tcant3 vrauld continue to prey W they viere not offered 
99 

relief. 

O'Connell ntronZly advocated exclusion of the able-bodied, lflo: 

Sham contending that the property of Ireland could not maintain all the 

Irish destitute and that there v=ld, be disappointment and irritation if 
100 

the hope vas held out that it could. Rice,, privately, regarded, this as 

tire: most objectionable part of the measure and informed Russell.. that, 

1 To adopt any an undertaking the relief of the able-bodied poor of 
Ireland will in my mind strike a blow at the whole. social system of the 
country,, check industry, retard civilization & introduce an uncertainty 
with respect to all property. It supplies the only element of mischief 
from which we have hitherto been protected* 101 

According to Wtyse* a diary the liberal-unionist member Nicholas Ball 

felt that restriction of the Irish poor law to the impotent poor was 'the 
102 

Secret with of many, who support' the bill. Twelve liberal-unionists, 

none of vhoa opol, {e on the issue,, supported M=9 a motion. O'Connell, 

it many be noticed, wac, in opposing relief of the. able-bodied and supporting 
103 

outdoor relief, thous possibly inconsistent, at least in line with the 

majority opinion of before 11337 - unlike O'Brien; who now took P. I liberal' 

lins on both ismes. 

Exclusion of the able-bodied won support frag all Parts of the , 

npcctr=, particularly at the two extremes, of liberal-unionist embers 
(Table 2 No, 9), Perhaps not no curpriain3ly given that the Lome: brought 

acreement between tha Irish Tories and O'Connell. The Lords later inserted. 
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a provision which resembled Shame's proposal; by it "a preference was 
101r 

given to the aged and ihfiraa poor, and the destitute children. ' However,, 

this provision fell far short of excludin<! the able-bodied; indeed,, 

Nicholls had approved the principle of auch a preference in his First 
105 

Report. Relief of the able-bodied was the issue 'which brought the greatest 

censure on the bill in the. Lords, 'when Fitzrilliaa. " e motion for their 

exclusion was supported by Fitzgerald, Carbery (Irish Tories), Fingall 

and Clanricarcle (Irish TTdSz) in muc, li the same terms 'au had been used by 
106 

havx and O'Connell in the lower House. Lord Dommhire, too., felt that 

the measure should. concern only *the aged & infirm. ' , but 'I imagine that 

this proposition will be. too simple & moderate in expense, to admit of 
1.07 

adoption: 

Finally., it is necessary to notice an amencbent which demonntrated 

that some Irish Tories felt that conditions in the North especially aid 

not warrant a measure lila. the one proposed. Castlereagh moved an 

additional clause to enpwer the. Ca xaisaioners Ito exempt frm the 

operation of the Act such parishes as were willing to take upon themselves 

the care of their own poor', because in auch of the North existing relief 

had been found sufficient. Dateson strongly supported the amendment., 

hoping it would allow the continuation of outdoor relief. Thous most 

Tories had opposed the latter: the_ ame ndnent won the support of 12 of the 

16 Irish Tory members tatdn1 part (Table 1,0 No. 10),, not all. of therm 

Northern members. ShthI opposed the clauses, expressis the. fear that it 

would permit outdoor relief and reiterating, hie viev that the wor'ithouse 

was the bill's most important check against abuse. This was the. occasion 

of a particularly strong attack by BP. teson on Shan, demonstrating both 

the atrenith of feeling and the seriousness; of the. rift in Irish Tory 

ranks. Only Somerville out of to liberal-unionists taking part voted 
loa 

for the amendment, 

on the, third reading of the bill,, the oppositionict cause fared 
109 

quite well amon, the Irish members. 22 Irish liberals voted against 
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the. measure., 24 for. A -clear majority of liberal-unionists (16-9) 

supported, the measure (Table 2, No. 2), A similar proportion-. of 
110 

repealers (13-6) voted against. O'Brien and Clements, two of the, liberal 

unionists most interested in the subject, submerged their disapproval of 

nacre aspects of the bill and supported the third reading. Clements felt 

he could support the bill because its most objectionable provision, the 
141 

£5 clause, would, he believed, soon be repealed. He was the only liberal 

-unionist to speak in the third reading debate. O'Brien said later that 

he too accepted the measure in the hope it would be amended at a future: 
11V 

date. James Grattan., according to his journal, was pleased with the 

measure; he noted that 'we are getting what we aslod' for and commented 

angrily on 0' Connellt s conduct; he was ' only activated by faction, his 

policy (in)to prevent any beneficial measure, so he opposed the poor bills, 
113 

& that I will remember: Crawford, no longer in Parliament, publicly 

denounced the bill on the grounds that his objections regarding settlement 
1% 

and outdoor relief had been overruled, 

The third reading division saw an almost unanimous expression of 

Irish Tory disapproval of the bill, only Blennerhassett of the 17 Irish 

Tory members voting supporting the Gaverrraent (Table J,, No. 2). And the 

chief characteristic of the debate was the barrage, of Irish Tory 

condemnation of the measure. However, their solidarity in the division 

was cam=hat deceptive. Iucas# Young and Shaw., 'who had earlier shown 

themselves to be particularly eympathetie to the measure and defiant of 

their comrades., did not vote. Lucas was disappointed that the Government 

had maintained the £5 clause., the intention to establish large unions, 

and their opposition to the. laiv off, settlement., He stated that he did, not 

knorz hos he should vote. Shaw did not speak on that occasion, but it is 

possible he shared Lucas's dilema, particularly given is strong and 

unsuccessful advocacy of exclusion of they ebl©-bodied. Castlerea; h cited 

two grounds for his vote anrainst the bilit feeling in the North of Ireland,, 

where., he claimed., a workhouse eysta was not necessary, was against $ this 
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grievous t azure, of is tion' ; and there. Uraa a temptation to jobbing 

inherent in the Cc=in iencrn' p=crn to appoint paid officers. Verner, 

Hayes, Young, Corry and Conolly all stated that the measure would crave 

too ezpen3iva a burdcn on the lands, with the latter two particularly 
115 

unhappy about inclunion of the ablebodied. 

The appnrent hardening of unionist opposition to tha bill tou: ar 

its final stages mines the suspicion that members vero influenced by 

opinion in Ireland. The opponents of the bill in Parliament made. auch 

of the. ' public cl=our' against the =am=*, 11onteagla wrote of hin 
116 

'brother Squircn,, rha of all parties and creeds are claztied at the ta .r 

Roden and 2. Iae Hale described 'the obneeiot news of, the iea hure. to the 
117 

feelinan and the interenta of the. Irith people: Even those favourable to 
118 

the Aeazu re, =includiuZ Nicholls him. -elf,, conceded its unpopularity. On the 

other hand, Drt and wrote in January 168 thatq - 'Wlith rc, -ard to tha whole 

glas I do not thin% it has excited Loch interest here. The people .. know 

nothing of it; the farmers and sott; ers'aho are to pay ttno as little - 
11$ 

and at resent care little ..: Mac Hale, alco felt that the people were 
120 

too 'tired of petitioning' to express their opposition. O'Connell later 

aduitted that his opposition to the mearirc in 14374 'rude no I preasion 
124 

on the ublie. sind: In the general election of 13371, Vnich interrupted 

consideration a£' the bill. is rarlia nt,, the poor la-i issue. played very 

little part.. 

The evident division within the. Iri h Tory ran'cs clearly restricts 

tha extent to . dh ona can generalize, about their attitude ta=ds the. 

Irish poor 7. aß:. fowovrcr,, the. weight of evidence does lugest that, for 

all their liberal. pretensicz on soma aspects of the is=e} the. ii . jority 

of Iri: h Tories were primarily concerned with the interests of the rate 

payern in general and the landowning ratepayers in part; cular. They wished 

to licit the scope (that in, cxenrq) of the poor-law by opposing outdoor 

relief and relief of the able-bodied; they would have required paupers to 

ponsesn s. residence qualification; and at the third reading uta in 
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particular there was aä impressive aud'instructive Tory consensus to 

the effect that the. bill' a principal fault was its cxpeaae. On such 

issues on the £5 clause, the right of magistrates to beea e ex officio 

guardians, plural voting, voting by ballot and proxy, and the proportion 

of the. rate vß'1 landlords should pay, all or most of the Irish Tories 

voted according to the. immediate. interesta of the landowning class. It 

would be wrong totally to ignore the evidence that Irifli Tories were- 

mindful of the. interests of the destitute and the lower classes of rate- 

payers, but their response when these interests conflicted with those of 

the landowners was generally clear-cut and often unanimous. 

The liberal-unionists were even pore. divided,, and clearly differed 

along more fundamental lines than, did the Irish Tories. In divisions in 

$iich the landlord interest is clearly identifiable (Table 3). while the 

Irish Tories united behind that interests, the great majority of, liberal- 

unionists showed, at least occasionally, some propensity to carve the 

lower classes in prays mich challenged the immediate interests of the 

Iandomin ads. A mall majority of liberal-unionists supported 

inclusion of the able bodied. And a considerable majority resisted the 

ratepayer-orientated appeal of the Irish Tories on the third reading. On 

the other hands, the response of most liberal-unionists to outdoor relief 

and the C5 clauses, and of a large minority to relict of the, able-bodicds, 

was essentially conservative. And, Table 3 also show thm propensity of 

several liberal-unionists to react conservatively. Furthermore, notalth- 

standing the majority decision on the third reading, there. was a 

particular tendency among these conservative minded liberal-unionists, 

all- of them landlords, to rebel on the third reading (Table 2. No. 2). 

suggesting perhaps some common feeling between the Irish Whirs and Tories. 

In incidental discussion in 1337 the. Irish Vdhi. g Lord Clanricarde and 

several Irish Tory peers had expressed their dislike of the bills, though 
122 

Roden merely stated his belief that a poor law was required in Ireland. 

When it was sent up to the Lords in tha following year the Irish Tory 
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peers male v. determined effort to 'prevent the infliction! of 'this most 

objectionable measure' upon Ireland, 'iu its present shape. $ Roden wrote 

to stellinaton that, 

'There is not a man, woman or child in the country aho is not opposed 
to it., No benefit can be derived from its bat the power & tha taxation Will 
be excessive & oppressive in establishing a staff sdiich cannot make the 
proposed measure efficient: ' 

Rodea was especially worried that tho. faiLire of the taxation 

proposals to * Uos for the effect on incomes of debt charges. 'must have 

the effect of ruining some of our resident proprietors!,, vthile the. sy3tc1 

as a whole 'would be of no benefit to the poor in proportion to its 

tremen&ata cost; And it was 'a bill giving a power to Coainsioocrc 

tihich might at a future. day fall. into hander that would. complete the downfall 

of the Protestant aristocracy of Ireland. ' Tie urged the outright rejection 
123 

of the bill. 

Twelves Irish peers - including 1)o«n4iire, Londonderry, Limerick and, 

in the chair, the Whig Clanricarda, - and 5 or 6' cam oaers' met in the 

Carlton Club on the 5th of May to di=u--3 the innue. There. gran 'a decided 

feeling against the bill as to the Workhmsa nyst=,, but all acl . ttted that 

there. should be a poor law for the relief of the aged & infirm., the widows 
124 

& orphans: A second meeting on the 9th sent a deputation t Iellirgton. 

The Knight of Kerry urrote to Wellington on the. 12th to express his 'strong 
125 

alarm' at the measure and urge its rejection in the Lords. However Lord 

Clancarty wrote to the Duke apecifically to counter the influence of tha 

other Irish Tory peers and to express hin approval of- the bill. FIe even 

favoured the inclusion of the ably bodic1, on the grounds that the system 
126 

could riot 'effect any real good' if they were excluded. Lord Devon al: o 

supported the bill and wellington wan aware that 'the goat body of the 

English proprietors' favoured it. He urged the Irish to propose. 

'reasonable amendments. ' But he rejected as 'impracticable' a Proposal 

of voluntary assessment which was sent by an iaarcaa1nz: Xy frantic Z odcn,, 

scolded the latter for the. failure of the Irish Tories to con y the 
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ciueation until the laut i inutes, cna retaindea him of the Tdcloopreact 

approval of the. bill in the Cozaonz and the anbiguous behaviour of the 

IrLzh Tory members. Roden acäaitted that the 6 peril' they were. in was 

"greatly caused? by 'the supineness F: ignorance of our Repreceatativcs 
127 

in the Uouzc of Cc=onc,, who cannot be. toai wach blamed: 

The, moat inportant aracncbcnta mada in the. Lorda have alreadj bean 

discussed - the removal of the £5 c1ausc: and the introduction of rating 

by electoral divinioa - as has. the particularly strong opposition to relief 

of the able-bodied. The measure as, a vthole span dnnounccd in the soxc7hAt 

restricted dcbaten by the Whig Lords Clanricarae and nitz, zilliam and by 

Torie: :. ike. Londonderry ienticaths, Roden, Fitzgerald and. Glennall. 

However the vita taken by Larga and Lac Intyre that in the Lords the 

measure 'elicited. the only serious demonstration made, by the "Irish 

interest" an a whole. in the thirtien' needs qualification. According to 

both the debates and divisions a considerable majority of Irish MdZ peers 

into. For the. bill. And thou) uzest Irit Tories were oppozecu, there were 

notable exceptions in Lords Wicxlovr, Downes and Down3hire. 

The Dublin Zvening Lail wan critical of We11in; ton for having ' set at 

nou ht the unanimous opinion of the. landed interest of Ireland' by accepting 
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the ecnence of the mcueure. But the Dulae' u course en=ed the panyaae of 

the bill. In June 1B38 the moderate: Iri; h Tory Lord Clare wrote that., 'The 

Poor 1zu in a fearful exxcrittcnt, but am, it iss Mha 2avz it is qy duty to 
'630 

aanint its operations: The Irish Vthig Charles Broc, nlow irrote to Uuzr L1 

in Lu, m t that the bill ' co=n forth frau Parliament ritt an honest experittent 

of benevolence & charity .. I entertain oanguinc hopes that it Will trorrk 
i31 

its & proves the great Icgtzlntive t awre or vor administration. ' 

Prerxh, re rlmbiy fcr one tlho had opyed the: third reading, declared that, 

A=a the aoliorations derived by Ireland troma T-12-S Govornient shall 
be hereafter recorded in the page of history, the measure which will be 
dcscri bed as try great corner-atone upon which the good.., ' y pile of Ir" 
civilization shaU have. been reared is the. Poor Lai Act - that great 
polit3ci 1 act; tzntor between the duties of tha rich, and the natural ri&ihts 
of the, poor. * 

''132- 
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,- 
Nichollo was appointed resident commissioner to administer the. 

introduction of his am scheme, in spite of Drm=ad's fears that his 
133 

tactlessness would oauee. 'resentment. In February 1839 Smith O'Brien 

protested at the"delay`in putting tha measure into operation, but in 

June the Lord Lieutenant infornäd. Russell that 

'The Poor Law, Unions arc growing 'up rapidly under the visa & active 
guidance or our excellent Nicholls who will have told you more. fully than 
I can how entirely the opposition which vas made to the measUm in 
Varliament has disappeared, after it were became law: 134 

135 
Nicholls himself, on the some day, made precisely the same claitt. 

In March 180 he informed Normnby that they were ' proceeding very 

satisfaotorile with the poor law, and by August he had 'seen much to 

confirm & nothing to weaken' him opinion that it would succeed, 
r, 
with most 

of the unions formed, workhouse construction and the valuation ' progress- 

ing satisfactorily', and the first collections of rates, in Cork and 
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Dublin., proaming ' no difficulty. ' In January 1 040 Jac'zon called the 

poor law a' good' measure, 'the most valuable' introduced, by the Whigs. 

But Tory opposition in Parliament revived in I W, hen 
, 
various 

administrative malpractices came to liEit. In 181+0 and 181+1 the Inch 

Tories 'Zlengall. and Westmeath ledi the Upper House in continual sniping 

at various aspects of the working of the poor law, particularly the alleged 

influence of priests and 'agitators' in the election of guardians, the. 

appointment of a liberal partizan, Denis Phelan, as an assistant 

commissioner, and the falsific=ation of' returns to. Parliament by one, of 
the poor law officials. Wicklow alone of the Irish Tories defended the 

poor law administrators, with the assistance of the. Iri: h. Whigs Fingal 

and Headfort. Wellington stated in 1841 that he ras ' altoLether 

disappointed' in the way in which the measure had been l-rouit into 
137- 

operation. 

The Duke was, in Pact under considerable pressure from the Irish 

Tory Lords Carbery and, especcially, WeAmeath" on the ' abo a-mcntion(d 

'evils' in the working of the poor law. Clanearty., an advocate of the 
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mea 2r in 183gß attempted to rebut the aoausations; is Balliaaslo, the 

poor law, ha said, - had been ! the moans of harmonising the oammonly 

äieooril" elements of Irish eooietg & of direoting attention to thw 
13$ 

1 general SmFovemeat of the. oouutry. ' The lib, lthood that a TorX 

Goratr at would subvert the system alarmed, James Grattan, 1o considered 

that the p or lax was ow of the * baostiois], ages, one which 
1ý9 

had been 0 eminently s mo. ssfat 9 And in 8eptambar 1844, on the accession 
to per of the Tories, Nidiolls, concerned at the lins taken by 

Toll iagton aad the offer. oritios, approached members of the Govwramont 

to ask for a declaration in tsvaxr of the poor . At 
- 
that time 26 warb. 

houses hat been c*pla#ea and iOD are were "in hand". Nicholls told 

Ds Gres $ that the sjstea is mm ra working sell, that in nsn of the 

unions there is great desire to act as guardians & that religious feelings : 
have been in nsi oases to bar to different sects acting together. He, 

contemplates perfect ultimate: a mows. ' Psrt at Nicholls's anxiety arcs. 

front the fact that the Irith Coassrmtives 'are to me: q instances (more 

especially in the North of Ireland) hostile to it (the poor law), & 

believing ar professing to bsU*m it was a This nsa. rs, & that it will 

nur be put an ends to, e most active In refusing to raise the =oay! 
UO 

for the union houses. ' 

Pssl 8u4 assured Nicholls that I. llingtoo did not gatstiou the 

prinoipU of ht y= 1a1, and In Parliai. gt stated that 't bare was w 

intention whatem ca the part of hw Ka4est3' a Govsroeneot of Qraposing 

acq dwAgs in the Iriab Ptxw-] r. * - 8lww exprssaad his ' great aatiataotiM' 

at this &Mxm . at and, thous wars that the iatroduation of the 

=& n* bad bsaq att. nded with ' oiroamstanoss at mu* diftionltj , he 

bali"tid that1 - 

lit bad bsso, CM the whole, sucosssful, and that if it wen 
ooptimzsd to be judioiws], y sRministsrsd, and Met with a lair and 
reasoeabls genoral support, it waalä be tomd to ooni tos in a greet degree to *s advantage of the public without the least injury to the interests of the poor. $ t41 

G ratio was auiclaa of Ntohcfls' $ past in violation of th. Lot 
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with regard to the poor lau valuations, snd' feared that the ` Cemcaissionsr 

was influsnoed by the Irish radicals end'wauld oonaiv* in the latter'e- 

& kinaticm of the'syata*; he, entertaidsd grave` dcubts-as, to x Tether or 
142 

not Nicholls ehoula be 811owea to stay in Ireland. But in Ootobec 1841 

the Irish Tory Imo, Claimarty'wrote to Eliot in te=s tavamrabl& to'both 

INi oholls and' the Poor Im w, aad aimtiar views . rs expressed by other 

oo entry gentle m wowlted byr N2iot. ' 'C]azaarty felt that NiohoUs" a 

dismissal 'would be most impolitic as regards the great iaraasaw now oanin8, 

w et his auspices, into full practical operation; and'both harsh and 

Unjüat as regards the ewn, who to wt opinion bait by the emotion as 
iß. 3 

the Poor law done more ! or this w"tabed oazntry than was over dons before. 

Grä} was 34resaed with C1anoarty' $ opinion and, - snomraged by Eliot 

wä Do Gzs -,, ho tmxatod in Nfaholls' i abilities uad political 3mpartialtty 

and felt, that I tha appöiatýsnt of a nu aaA mould aleck or impel the 

provrsza *ti the Poor Dear 0=4 Bsio3 ill am msklage , the Home 3saratary 

coaolu4aa'that 0 past miaoi errors aast be overlooked, & some, relianoa 

mmtst bi planed on the new' bias being given trat the change of - euporema 

thority. " ' Ha felt,, b0wev ; that same of Ntchalld' a appointments were 

" justly öonaidered moat ob3sotionabli by am lrieada! ' and gave iratrußtioaa, 

eveat 
__ _ carri. d '04t, that Phelan and roan of the other oftiosrs shoo1d 

be d 

Glonggan appa'oaohed Graham sad 1. Uiagton is October November 18rº1 

with mom oomplaiats against the poor lax afainistratioa, but Gsta 

prsaamed that with both Gleagall an Westmeath I part; spirit' had 
145 

" distorted fiats & misrepresented tn*th: `A more seriioui embe rrassaaat 

aLroes ntr. lativ. 3y a mpathotio O1anosrty wA Viwouot Bermrd, the 

ns i Lj-el+eoteä Tory =mom for Bandon, questioned the practice of piyiiog 

rýoac otuºý1.4n. in proportion to the n znber of their ouen auioaots. 

The result was that the Catholic priests mss betut pl than the 

Protestant clergy, & sit i&tic a Clanosrt7 thou t' ugsust' to the utter 

and 4 injurious' 'to the Established Church, The Govrxmot rstiased to 
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oyerrale. Nioho ls.. Their, oonsiderable a nnoyanae with 03anaa ry for his 

decision to, bring the matter before Parliam of poseibl.. piti$atedä 

them in his . speed he v"t on ßo, praise Nioholla, and opine that. Us . 
Isi83i poor. lau has 0 'generally, done muu* good.,! 

Thaw ' bad acooaats of the feeling abroad as regards the p"ut of 
U7 

poor rata'', wers, in oiratlatigon as early as Ostaber 1841, , 
ths threat of 

reaiatan»: d*b not muterjl2» to wW oimittomnt drgro .- t2 en3 , e� 

of 182. In FebrmuT 
. 
1842 the Irish . Whig Lord Oarear noted, that than wan 

as "t no die&zkblj ºtioo , _to pay the rate and' volunteered that hs ;! waa 
14' 

against bist. as nm, lovaar&bla 
_ 
to K he Poor : 2#x. ": . -Apart, . fzm 02&aort3 a 

*itiau the ii * ; was not diaaaassä in Parliament until Ju3y#. vhen . OMfoacd 

demAwäsä ! arms xrp3auaºti oif , r. riling cutdoor r. 1i t, , as had tacmn, pleas 

In Sn näi . 
&pI m dated . 

the effect of the 
. poor -1 on ta2u}tary effort and 

the baroh trat t under , it of Irish ire in England, and prCpa rc qd 

the riment a failure. ' 0' Connell stated that a poor " Im was 

s ioab],. and ºqutats , 
In irsland, : agreed . 

that , rorldx am, relief , was 

not eaou ,- aad pocediotad ao unprecedented rsaist uaoe . to tto. rata= t the 

lther colt Fitte French oomplained that .I the Poor. 3. r hwä,: 

been larded on Ireland by an English majority' and aallea for NidwIla' is 

ätmismal on t) grounds of his having greatly underestimated th., expanse 

at the low 

, Book in Ireland O'Ooaaall, 8poradiaU3, and tha Tory Bysning Mail, 

mors oousistsatly, cocioted a campaign against the. poor law. The Mail -, 
deprecated, the iatrodiotion of politics into the local boards "" ' public 

sycating societies for the, exhibitions of guardians returned by. priests'- 

supported alanaarty on the. chaplaincy, issue,, and *amp] id that, the, 
, 

' enormona tan' was 'swallowing up, tha. I Perty of the rich' and �.. 
'indiatrious' poor without benefit to the destitutei moat of the. rate 

being spent on a4ainiatratioa. The aministratore, especially Nicholls, 

oaae in for most oxitioiaa being abused as ' despotio& e' inefficient', and 
" over paid'' .f revision of the system of sdmi oiatration was the Hair s 
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first priority in ice, though they-also called for settlement and 

vagrancy laws. Lord Bernard and the guardians of Bandon also called 

for such revision, but the poor lawr'was defended by the moderate Tory 

Evening Packet and the Whig Evening Post. Eliot' a attempt to transfer 

the, medical charities to the poor law administration stoked the fires 

of discontent, as did a series of disputes between individual Boards 

and the Commission; but it was the resistance to the poor rate in various 

parts of Ireland, increasingly serious from August 1842, ich brought 

matters to a head. The Mail opposed such resistance to a legal impost 

but attributed it to resentment against the fact that most of the rate 
150 

was spent on administration. 

On the 20th of December 1842, O'Connell wrote to the guardians of 

Co. Cork that 'our present system of " poor laws must be. either totally 

abolished or exceedingly modified, or it will produce a sanguinary and 

general insurrection. ' The Jtai1 claimed that O'Connell' a letter was 

'generally admitted to be. the best and most useful production that ever 

perhaps issued from his prolific pen' and declared that Ireland was 
151 

'unanimous' - in opposition to the poor law. Eliot had reported in November 

that the poor law ma 'working well' j, a report which led Graham to feel 

that the Coaanittee of Inquiry, threatened by O'Connell would do more good 

than harm. It would uncover nothing embarrassing and constitute_'a bone 

which will tale a good deal of gnawing and will stop the mouths of some 

yelping curs. -But the spread of resistance to the rate persuaded Graham 

of the inadvisability of granting a Committee: 

'The enquiry, will be mistaken for a condemnation of the system; 
payment of rate will be suspended; and O'Connell will claim the triumph 
of the. defeat of another illegal impost ... on the-other hand if we are 
firm, and resist Enquiry,, and testify a resolution to defend the measure, 
I do not despair of its ultimate succecss. To. a limited extent it has done 
good already... ' 152 

De Grey concurred in the. view of the damaga mich an Inquiry would 

do to a system which I in mang places is quietly making its was . and wan 

confident that resistances would be overcome by unwavering support or the 
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., 

law by the Government. However, De Grey also felt that Eliot$ s' working 

well' claim was $ too sanguine a statement' , and reported that O'Connell$ a 

letter was I exciting every possible feeling of hostility to the Poor Law 

... it will cause much trouble & difficulty: And Graham saw Niohol3 *' a 

decision to leave Ireland as "a symptaa that he too has misgivings' about 

the, workability of the. measure. After O'Connell" a letter he. expected 'a 

furious assault' on the poor law, with 0' Connell ' joined by the. Irish 

landlords generally .. who are beginning to feel the rate. ' He feared 

that Nicholls had committed 'many follies and indiscretions: In general 

he had " great doubts whether the, measure is not a failure & with -- 

Imendicaney, poverty, destitution unmitigated; and. 'no change of any 

kin! l is effected', except that they had spent £1 million on workhouses, 

established $a large establishment of paid officers throughout Ireland's, 

and had to levy a rate 'not less burthensame than Tithe and hardly less 

odious, which will have the effeat of endangering rent and which will jive 

to that vagabond O'Connell a fearful advantage: Nevertheless, Graham 

continued to oppose a Commission of Inquiry and wished to 'give the 

measure a trial for another year under more prudent management', though 

he. was ' not sanguine as to its ultimate success: By the end of January 

181.3, the Goverment had agreed to resist Inquiry and to bring in an 
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amending measure. 

From November 1642, the Mail had demanded *a searching inquiry' into 

the poor law, and this cry was continued into the. new year in conjun3tion 

with a demand for 'a thorough revision ' of the poor law, including 

exclusion of the. able-bodied* Similar demands emanated from. local meetings. 

Most notable of all, on the 27th of January the. Duke. of Leinstar chaired 

a meeting in Dublin which resolved in favour of 'an immediate and searching 

inquiry into the operation of the whole system' with a view to its 

amendment. French was the only liberal-unionist M. P. involved,, and 
Leinster the only Whig peer, but there were almost 20 Irish Tory M. P. 's 

and peers. A deputation was sent to De Grey the next day and was told 
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that an inquiry would dely legislation and oreata dangerous expectations. 

Da Grey report. -. d to Grahan that the meeting 'could not agree upon 

anything specific' with regard, to amenctaents. O'Connell, meanwhile, 
151a 

continued to assail the Act and to urge its entire: repeal. 

Eliot's announcement on the 3rd of February that the planned. 

amendment bill would not make 'any alteration in the fundamental 

provisions of the Irish Poor 3aß.! did not please the Mail, which announced 

its support for the committees of inquiry to be moved for, by Smith O'Brien 

and. Lord ClanrioardQ. And the. movement in the country for emendment or 

repeal of the poor law continued, winning support from Danraaven, Belmore, 

Enniskillen, Crofton and other leading Tories and also featuring the 

repealer Archbishop Mao Hale. Peel was informed by a Dublin correspondent 

that, 

'Our Poor Law. drags heavily along. I never recollect any measure for 
Ireland which has so much distorted and distempered the publio mind.... 
Aristocrat parson, Friest, landlord, farmer, middle man, peasant, beggar 
-º all are in declared hostility to the successful issue of the poor law 
experiment & if suds general opposition to it continuee I do not see hoer 
it can be made to work. 

On his election for the University, however, George Hamilton, though 

he urged 'revision' of the poor law, felt that an inquiry should be 

undertaken only if the amending measure failed, and then upon the 

initiative of the Government and not a private member. Five days later,, 

on the 15th of February, the Irish Tory members met at the Carlton Club 

to consider their course on Smith O'Brien' a motion. They sent a 

deputation to Eliot 'to impress upon the government their sense of the 

great dissatisfaction which prevails throughout the whole of Ireland in 

reference to the operation of the poor layr. ' But they offered to support 

the G overnment in resisting O'Brien's motion 'as being calculated to 

paralyse- the whole system's provided that the Government would introduce 

a measure. 'to meet the. most flagrant detects of the law: They added that 

they, too, felt that the Government itself should institute the inquiry, 

if the amending bill 'should fall - in rendering the system efficient: 
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This retreat fragt confrontation did not satisfy he Mails, vahioh urged 

the, Irish Tory mambera" to insist on 'the immediate, appointment of an 
155 

impartial co=ission of inquiry. ' 

" In Parli=ent in IE43 the unionist members liberal and conservative, 

played the major roles the majority of repealers having acceded from 

Parliament. A large number of liberal-unionists expressed dissatisfaction 

with the working of the poor law. In the Lords, Clanricarde described` 

the expense and nitsmanagecient attendant on the system, 'and the"consequent 
156 

clamour, discontent and disturbance; However, it was among the members 

of the lower House that discontent was most evident. - Smith O'Brien `was 

particularly. prominent. On the. 23rd of Marsh, he moved for a Select 

Coainittee to inquire into the operation 'of the poor law. He claimed that 

there was a 'universal concurrence of opinion in opposition to the. Poor- 

law. ` lie. 'attaoloed-the Commissioners (G Borge Nicholls, 'in 'effect) for 

their administration of the law#- stressing `the. way in which their ` 

arrogance had alienated the. gLiardians; their extravagance the ratepayers, 

and their insistence on, a rigorous workhouse; test the destitute. And he 

described a number of " defects' in the, law and possible remedies which 

the Commit tee` should eaaminej'stressing above all, the rest being relatively 

of, ' trifling impoirtance. ', that an inquiry was required to examine the 

possibility of extending outdoor relief to orphans, widows and others, 

given, the opposition from ratepayers to the, great expense of workhouse 

relief and its unsuitability and unfairness as a mode of relief to these 
157 

classes of pauper. 

Crawford, FergusoneJAVhsoo-Norreys and French spoke in favour of 

the motion, French and Norreys producing general denunciations of the 

poor Luv. The motion was easily defeated, In 'thee division, 11 Irish' 

liberals, 9 of them liberal, -unionists, supported the motion; but 5 liberal 

.. unionists voted with the Goverrmentz Howard:, Stuart, Armstrong, Ross 

and the former (? ) repealer Barron, Ross and Barron expressing a 

considerable degree of satisfaction with the law as it'stood and Ross, 
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content to await the. Government's amendnent bill, Soy the.. pattern of 

liberal-unionist disunity on the Irish poor lair persiat ed. Even O'Brien' is 

seaonders, Norreys, oonoeded that he diel not, agree with O'Brien on all 

points. In the Lords a similar motion from Olanrioarde was opposed by 
i5$ 

the only other Whig spealcer,, Lord Lansdowne. 

If the liberal unionists as a _ro craved from majority approval of 

the poor law in 1838 to majority dinillusion tent in 181+3 (O'Brien was the 

only individual who voted for the third reading in 1838 and for inquiry 

in 18k3), the behaviour of the Irish Tories was in direct contrast. 16 

Irish Tories voted with the Goverment in 143 and only two, Arohdall 

and Claud. Hamilton, for the motion. Hamilton dwelt in debate on the 

despotic conduct of Nicholls towards the. guardians and the, expensive 

misnanagement of the. assistant oo maissioners. But, as George Hamilton 

and Shaw later remarlbd, it was already clear that few of the able. -bodied 

were claiming relief. For all that the critics of the poor law denounced 

the expense . underestimated by Nicholls - of establishing the system of, 

workhouses, it was becoming obvious that the law's safeguards against 

needless recourse to relief were proving effective. In January 1813, 

with nearly three-quarters of the workhouses open, 31,572 people were 

receiving relief, well schort of the 80,000 vhioh Nicholls allowed for in 
159 

1836. 

This may have been a factor in the. concbiot of the Irish Tory members 

in March 1843, The terms of O'Brien' a attack,, particularly his advocacy 

of outdoor relief, would, have alienated Irish Tories; and they were no 

doubt influenced by party loyalty and the fact that the Government ask 1 

for forbearance until. its amendment measure was disclosed. Shaw, and 

Bernard spoka for the Irish Tory opponents of inquiry. The former admitted 

the lava' s unpopularity and its defect in providing relief for the able. 

bodied; but he supported the Goverment view that an inquiry would 

paralyse the working of the laws, and, claimed that it had not yet been 

given 'a fair trial' ; the burden must be felt, before the benefits could 
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accrue. Outdoor relief, he said, 
Iwould 

mean virtual confiscation of 

tha-landed prcperty of the country. Bernard described several defects 

in the law but expected that the Government's proposed measure would 
160 

prove more useful than an inquiry. The Mail lamented the defeat of the 

motion by 'the tribe of place-hunters or place holders: In opposing 

inquiry into a system which had plundered Ireland and driven her near 

to rebellion, the Irish members were acoused of applying 'the Don't - 

Embarrass - the - Government Doctrine', and Shaw and Bernard were 

assailed for their friendly disposition towards Nicholls. The Mail 

continued to denounce the. system and to point to instances of resistance 
461 

to the rate and petitions for inquiry. 

The Government's bills, introduced ist Apr$1 184.3, Froposed to exempt 

from the rate tenants of property under £4. annual value (#: 8 in certain 

towns) and tQ increase the proportion of ex officio guardians (magistrates) 

to one third of each board. And, in spite of the. widespread criticism of 

the extent of the powers of the. Commissioners, the bill tended in acme 
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ways to increase thee. When the second reading oame up on the 5th of Mays 

French moved its postponement with a strong,, general attack on the existing 

lair as an expensive burden which brought benefit or contentment to na class 

of person. And the amendment bill ' did not remedy one existing evil., but, 

on the contrary, gave: additional grievances to complain of. ' O'Brien and 

Crawford supported the. motion, but it was withdrawn after Wyse and O'Ferrall 

stated that they wished to go into committee on the bill. Radington and 

Ferguson subsequently objected to going into Committee O'Brien wrote to 

the guardians of Tuain that the. amending bill would only worsen the 

existing law and that a Select Committee of Inquiry was a necessity. In 

debates on the general state of Ireland in the summer of 1843, Crawford,, 

John O'Brien# French and Smith O'Brien continued to urge the unpopularily 

of the. poor laws, 'the, reckless extravagance and gross mismanagement' of its 

administrators and the inadequacy of the amendment bill. Wyse wrote to 

his brother that the vmencaent bill 'does very little, except on one or 

two points., 
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In attaold. ng the bill, French, Crawford and O'Brien, and, subsequently, 

Redington,,, argued that the proposal to increase the, proportion of ex officio 

members was I calculated. to stifle popular control' of the boards of 

guardians. And Wyse wrote that by thus ' throwing more: weight into the 
161+ 

hands of the, landlords' the bill added to discontent in Ireland. French,, 

Crawford, O'Brien Redington, O'Ferrall, Murphy, Ferguson, Ii. 1. O'Connell, 

Zlorreys, Archbold and Somerville all complained of the. failure to check 
165 

the powers of the. commissioners and of their past abuses of their powers. 

The liberal-unionists also objected to the £4 exemption provision. 

Wyse wrote that the exempted tenants 'will not ultimately be benefited 

by the change, It is a bribe to ^leariný - few landlords .. will. not 

prefer one tenant who pays X10 and in liable to the. tax to two who pay £5 

each and are exempt'. Ferguson and French argued the same point in 

Parliament; and French said that the. Goverment merely wished to use the 

landlord as an instrument to collect a tax thich could not be collected 

under the existing law, and that the intention gras to exclude the =all 

occupiers from the poor law and municipal franchises because they tended 

to vote for the nominees of the Catholic clergy. Except that the inunicipa 

franchise was not mentioned, French in fact read the Goverunent' it thinking 
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correctly. Redington moved that the landlord of an exempted tenant should 

continue to pay only half of the rate, instead of taking over the whole 

burden as proposed., but the motion was negatived without debate or division. 
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In the Lords. Lansdowne supported the. £A clause. 

The system of rating by electoral division, with its unequal taxation 

of different divisions and overburdening of towns,, was criticized by 

O'Brien in correspondence and by hier and 1lorreys in the. debate on the. motion 

for inquiry, and thouji an attempt gras made in the bill to causa more; paupers 

to be ' chargeable to the union at large. ' , O'Brien still moved for union 

rating in Committee and Norreys and Muzphy Joined in behind-the-scenes 

efforts to urge: on Eliot the: insufficiency of the proposed change and the 
168 

necessity of union rating. However, the Whig Lord Carets urged on Wellington 
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the disadvantage of union rating, ý that it would aala3. 'vzell na. 
169 

estates'liable to an equal as$as=ent frith neglected properties: 

O'Brien also moved an amendment to permit outdoor relief for orphans. 

He and Cranford had earlier advocated outdoor relief in` general. and, were 

'supported' in the debate: on the particular issua of orphan by Wyse and 

Ferguson. 'But the: 'latter two were convinced of I the, general iuespedienoy' 

of tha principle of' outdoor relief. ' Ross had said such relief would 

*swallow up the rental of Ireland', and Lansdowne in the Lords made much 

of the necessity of a workhouse teat. ` In the division (unlisted), O'Brien' a 

motion was defeated by 50 votes to 7, clearly failing to unite liberal, - 
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unionists. 

In general, - then, libe=l unionist division was an evident in 182+3' 

as it had been in 1837-8. And it was O'Connall' a Repeal agitation which 
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benefited most fron the controversy. The bill also divided and in sane 

respects disp]t as°d the Irish Tories. Sam ciabers of the (mainly Tory) 

deputation to De Grey in January had wanted a clause to exempt poorer 
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tenants franc the poor rate. iiotrevver, when Eliot informed the deputation 

of Irish Tory membcrs in February that the. landlords would have to, pay the 

rates on teneaents under £5 it tins objected that this 'would operate moat 

injuriously' in some parts of' Island, particularly the. 'feat, where, most 

tenements were of lcT value, and it was suggested that at least 'the 
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landlord should never be liable for more than his moiety: In Parliament, 

in advocating exemption of tenants under E5 to ease the collection problem, 

Bernard made the siena stipulation. When. the. G overr sent brought in the 

bill, throwing all of the burden on the landlords, : hair welcomed the 

clause. But G eorge Hamilton complained bitterly that the landlord was to 

be used as a rate-collector, shifting; onto him 'the. odiue of collection ... 
the fairer and. better plan would have been to et all tenants under a 

certain value, and to leave the landlord, an at preaeut, liable to his 

moiety of the rate. ' 

Before. going into. Committee, the Goverrnment abandoned the. proposal 
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to increase tha proportion of ex ficio- guardians, apparently in 

deference to liberal opinion; Yiyse wrote that the docision was part of 

the Government' a plan to govern ' in a more. favorable. and, partial tone to 

the great nass of the-people', in response to the Repeal agitation. 

Bernard deprecated the. concession. He felt that. 'the coma tine and 

prosy votes (had not) afforded to the landed property that protection 
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which was intended: Bernard had called in March fora general union 

rate because' the system of rating by electoral division discriminated 

against towns, and when union rating was not included in the bill he 

conspired with political opponents to petition against the existing aystea. 

In lugust it was Theraas Vecey, Tory member for the Queen' a County, who 
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seconded O'Brien' a motion for a union rate. - 
' These were, serious differences between the Irish Tory members and 

the Goverment, but the. extent of difference must not be, exaggerated. 

M= claimed in May that the, poor law had worked reasonably well, with - 

many, worldiouses efficiently run and. destitution reduced, and in supporting 

the £1 clause in the amending measure he was concurring in what he: saw as 

'the main and leading object' of the bill. Acton of Wicklow was generous 

in praise of the poor law, its administrators and the amending bill. Even 

Bernard and Georgs Hamilton, prominent in criticizing the amending bill, 

expressed themselves in favour of the system as a whole, denying that iý 

had failed and echoing liar'a earlier claim that it had not yet been given 

!. % fair trial: There was no indication of strong and widespread 

dissatisfaction-with'the. Governnent in either the debates c divisions on 
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the amending bill. In sunj the disaffection of the Irish Tory members on 

the, subject of the poor lays . sir red but -did not reach 'serious proportions, 

in spite of the Goveimient' a failure to charge radically a measure. which 

most Irish Tories had opposed in 1033, 

The Maii, however, contended Y Qreusly that the vuendment bill would 

worsen an already ' evil' system. Only the. increase of ex orficio guardians 
and the valuation clause. won the ) ail'a approval, and withdrawal of the 
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former brought a predictable rebuke. They continued, also, to assail 

the truinous system'' as a whole and to describe the continuing resistance 
17a 

to rates. And the Irish Tories of the House of Lords,, as in 1638, 

produced e. stronger protest than the M. 11.0 a, Wioklow argued that an 

inquiry into the poor law would paralyse. a system which had not yet had 

'a fair trial' '#' was working well in ' many parts f and would becoma more 

accepted when rates fell as the hiah initial costs ceased to havm an effect. 

Downshire also, opposed the motion for inquiry, preferring to"make. 'calm 

and temperate alterations' by means of the' amending bill. But, even after 

introduction of the amending bills, Glengall, Mountcashell,, Charleville, 

Carberys, Clancarty and. Roden deprecated the ' despotic' and politically 

partisan behaviour of the Commissioners and the expense and unpopularity 

of the system, and advocated a Committee of Inquiry, though Clancarty was 
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still in favour of the: general principles of the system. 

As for the content of the amendment bill, Clare and Wicklow welcomed 

the 44 clause as an aid to collection. But Mountcashell. and Clare took 

the initiative in urging the. Government to amend or abandon the system of 

rating by electoral division and. were dissatisfied with the compromise 
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proposal in the amend ent bill. Glengall privately urged Wellington to 

allow restoration of the original clause on exof icio guardians and 

Charlevilla-evidently lamented the loss of a provision to ensure. I that 

the distribution of the rates should be in the hands of a better class of 
1.81 

persons. ' From Valencia, the Knight of Kerry feared Ia general and 

successful resistance' to the rate, endangering rents and other taxes as 

well; he recommended susstnsion of the operation of the poor laws 'with a 

vier to revision if not retraction of the preposterous & impracticable 

measure. There, can be no wound to Conservative pride in this course. ' i and 
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it would be positively slay in Ireland. - 

Peel and De Grey doubted that suspension would. add to the security of 

other 'legal obligations' and thought that resumption of collection would 
183, 

prove almost impossible. However the Goverment were. not unconscious of 
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the existence of opposition to the poor law in every part of the 

political spectrum in Ireland. Wellington in particular felt the 

embarrasmnent of supporting an amendment bill 'containing no provision 

to provide. a remedy for the various complaiats of the conduct of the 

Commissioners' and was aware of a very general feeling in the house 

of Lords against the Poor Law .. among our Landed Proprietors: Pressed 

especially by Clanricarde and lIonteagl a, he was prepared to concede an 

inquiry of some description in the. following session, and Graham 

favoured the appointment'of Select Comnitteen in both Houses at the 
IN,. 

beginning of the session. 

During the recess Lord Devon urged the propriety of inquiry and 

Clare lamented the continued unpopularity of the poor rates in Limerick 

and the disorganisation which the: Commissioners had caused in the 
t85 

acbiinistration of the poor law in that county. In November# having 

previously left the defence of his Governmant' a measure to the 

Conservatives, Russell declared to Monteagle his continuing confidence 

that the poor law twill clo in time as much as I expected .. In ten years 

more,, muh good will be effected by this . ried and. resisted laws, if 
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it is not set aside. 

Pressed again by lionteagle and Norreys, Wellington and Graham 

remained prepared to conoede. Committees of Inquiry during the early 

months of %8t 4,, Graham most unwiliinglyq howev^er# for he was confident 

that the recent Act would ease tha collection problem, anxious that the 

amended system should be given 8a fair trial', and afraid that inquirywould 

' Unsettle men' a minds on the, subject at the moment vdien they were 
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beginning to, subside into acquiescence: At the sum time, the., liberal,. 

unionists French and Clanrioarda continued to denounce the poor last 

systen, calling 'this odious and inoperative lax* an 'entire failure' as 

an answer to poverty in Ireland; it was necessary to use Ian army' to 

oo3leat the. rate,, and the system: was run by aI useless, expensive and 

despotic Commission. ' 
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However, Clanricarde felt that a Cacnittee of Inquiry was no 

longer necessary, that they knew enouEs to revise the nymtem inuediately. 

And , when Norreys moved for a Committee at the end of April, Bellew asked 

for delay and contended that the system 'worked well in some parts' and'- 

$ should be maintained. ' Peel agreed to the C=ittee on that occasion, 

but by the 14th of Hay the Covernment had decided to, oppose its 

appointment. G rahaa explained that the Irish. In neither House had 

shorn a desire for a Committee, that, on the contrary, $a great mafy+ 

objected to suds an inquiry *as tending to Impede and throw difficulties 

in the way of the, working of the Poor- Law: He mentioned Barron as one 

such member, IIe3lcw,, opposing the Conmittee, again spoke of the I good 

results of the poor law,, and he and Russell were confident of its 

increasing popularity. French, O'Perrall and Redington joindd Norreys 

in advocating a Camiittee, urging the defi. oicaias of the poor laxpand in 

the division the Irish liberals divided 8-3 in favour. ; Mith the Whig 

and Tory leaderships united,, however, the motion was overwhelmingly 
189 

defeated. 

The role of the Irish Tories in this turn of events was crucial. 

One Irish Conservative wrote to Peel in March predicting that O'Connell 

would turn, from Repeal to agitation against' the poor law, which was 'a 

miserable failure', and that " in this latter agitation he will be joined 

by every class and denomination of persons. We are sick of such Poor - 

-laws, they will ruin us without conferring any proportionate good. ' But 

only two Irish Tories spoke against the poor ]aw in Parliament= Westmeath 

described the experiment as a failure,, with rates collected by force of 

arms, and urged revision of the laic; Gregory of Dublin, called the poor 
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law 'the greatest of all' Ireland's grievances. The Irish Tory peers 

who had denounced the system and called for inquiry in 184.3 remained 

silent. And, in the lower House, young contended that the workhouse was 

"admirably suited' to Irish needs, ,, that Ireland should be 'most grateful' 

to Russell for the measure., and that it would confer, 'vast advantages' 

on the country. 
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Conolly recognized the unpopularity of the law but contended that 

in that law was to be found the gem of much that was good, and in the 

end it would confer a real and substantial benefit to the independent 

poor: Shaw spoke twice in opposition to the appointment of a Committee; 

it would 'Paralyse' a law which was 'working gell' in moot unions, with 

relief 'afford. d to considerable numbers at a moderate cost' and 

resistance to rates substantially overcome* Norreys ascribed the 

Government' a change of mind to Shaw* e influence. But Graham mentioned 

Shaw, Con lly and Vesoy as being opposed to the Committee and the acts 

of cwissbn and commission of the Irish Tories in general were probably 

decisive. In the division on the Committees, the Irirh Tories divided 

7-3 against Norreys. The conduct of the Government in refusing the 

Committee and Shaw's part in the decision were sharply criticized in 
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the Mail. 

Norreys himself admitted that feelings in Ireland on the question 

did not run so high in 18"# that the. 'Irish people appeared to have for 

a, time gone to sleep on the subject of the Poor Law. , -According to 

Nicholls, by Iiay 1841, 'resistance to the collection of the rates was in 
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great measure overcome: After the defeat of the poor law' a opponents 

in May, only Maori do, French and Ferguson, with brief support from 

the Tory MMountoashell, continued to assail the system, dwelling chiefly 
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on the mistakes of its administrators. Though there were later that year 

several bitter disputes between individual boards of guardians and the 

Commissioners, which saw the Government solidly behind the latter, the 

general picture. was one of a system which had outlived most of the 
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administrative problems vtich plagued its early history. In November 

Londonderry, an opponent of, the measure in 1838, announced to his tenantry 
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that he. had changed his mind and approved of the system. 

The session of 1845 saw French, Clanricaräa and O'Brien (the. latter 

then a repealer) again sniping at the system and demanding $a law suited 

to the wants and the c3: rau=tat, of the people'. But these were only 
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brief renarica and, on the other Aide,, Barron described himself as 'a 

warm supporter' of the law., and Londonderry told the Lords of, his - 

desire to. give it *a. fair trial* and his conviction that ' it would 
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prove in the end a beneficial lavr. ' By January 1 i5, with 113 of the 

130 worldiouses opened, there were. 43,293 inaates, of vh= only 9,231 

viere able-bodied, and of the latter only 2,809 were. male. And there 

was little resistance to, the rates. The. rate amounted. to less than 

sixpence in the pound, which Scrope subsequently contrasted with the 

English rate of two shillings. At the end of 1ß45, when the firma 

were not Mt. affected by the. Fwiina, z4,218 paupers were relieved in 
19a 

123 workhoumes. 
The year 1e46 sax the poor law again rubJeoted to considerable 

critioisa in Parliament, largely as a result of ifs manifest inadequacy 

in view of the Famine. The latter factor was emphasized by French when 

he aslod for a Committee of Inquiry and by Crawford, French, O'Brien and 

Scrope Shen they pressed for the adoption of outdoor relief. French, 

Crawford, O'Brien and the O'Connelln also nada clear their conviction 

that the poor law had failed in gen3ral, and Soicrville called for 

'sncncaent* of the syntexa. But Shaw -Conolly, O'Ferrall, the. O'Conor Don, 

Sourer villa and, at least initially,, the 0' Connells were unrrilling'k$o 

impose the extra burden of outdoor relief. Shaw, Conoly and O'Fcrrall 

claimed that the poor law was beginning to operate, cucceaafully. Conolly 

in particular felt that the poor law wan 'working well' and increasingly 

popular, and that the £A clause had effectively ended resistance to rates, 

though he and O'Ferrall agreed aril. French that the Cawniszioners often 

acted unfairly towarda the. boards of guardians;. Londonderry again 

pronounced himself 'a perfect convert' and claimed that the poor law 

*would be, one of the greatest blensinge to Ireland that had ever been 
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bestowed: 

Outwith Parliament, Gregory of Dublin emerged as another Irish Tory 

convert, writing; to Peel in February 1046, that to, grant outdoor relief 
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during the Famine would be *a, most dangerous measure.. The poor laic is 

at present beginning to work well but such a system as this if once 
200 

introduced would unite against it all the property of the, country. ' In 

May a number of leading Irish Whigs and Tories - including Leinster, 

Clanricarde, kionteagle, Career (V+ igs), Wicklow, Clarep Charleville, 

Viscount Northland, U. P., J. H. Hamilton, M. P., G. A. Iiamilton, M. P. 

(Tories) - agreed that outdoor relief would lead directly to 'the. 
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confiscation of all property. ' 

Lord Clancarty, in moving for a Select Cczanittee of the Lords to 

inquiry into- the poor lawv felt that even its opponents desired only 

amendment., not repeal. Though critical and doubtful in sorge respects, 
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he was generally pathetic to the existing system* And his Select 

Cazittee, the first to inquire into the poor law as & , whole sines its 

inception, approved the existing let tin its main principles' 1, and 

noted with scar satisfaction that 'the. able-bodied in general .. have 

abstained from applying for warldwum relief. ' It was claimed that 

resistance to the rate was much diminished as a result of exemption of 
20,3 

the poorer tenants from 1843" 

The changes recommended by the Committee were not fundamental, 

involving emigrations, vagrancy and medical relief. Viitneaaea like the 
the 

Irish Tories Conoliyr, Longfield, Lucas and Georgo Hamilton andAlibera'ls 

s Norreys, Ferguson, Crawford, and Bridgeman reported that on the. 
2Ot . 

'whole the law worlmd well in their own localities. Only Crawford, 

O'Brien and. Denis Phelan found the law ' utterly inadequate' , as O'Brien 
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pit its but their resultant demand for outdoor relief was rejected. 

The Committee also determined to persist for the time-being with the: 

systca of rating by electoral division, which was criticized in evidence 

by Norreys, O'Brien, Phelan and. Conolly but approvo3 by Crawford and 
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Lucas as tending to stimulate local improvement. 

Irish %Nhig and Tory peers were both well represented on this 

Caz]ittee. Its conclusions stnaaked of the views of the chain=n, hoviever, 
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and it would be a Gastalu to impute them to old critics like Clanricarde 

and Charlevillep both of vhons were members. On the other hand their 

apparent acquiescence in the Report is perhaps significant. The 

absente of Irish Tory condemnation of the syste2,, 'in evidence or in the 

conclusions of the Comiittee, conforms with the clear drift of Irish 

Tory opinion tovrards acquiescence in the poor law. No Irish Tory apoe 

out in Parliament against the poor law after 184)+. The evidence for 

their motives is hardly conclusive but the less troubled working of 

the law after 184.3 was undoubtedly a factor; and it is perhaps fair to 

state that Irish Tories were moUifie& not by the fact that the poor 

lagt relieved Irish poverty but by the fact that it did not - that in$ 

it did not relieve the able-bodied., whose act lion was the principal 

Irish Tory fear in 1.837-. 8" 

The Irish liberals were as divided in the 1840s an in the earlier 

debates. O'Brien,, Crawford and Clauricarde: all regarded the rejection 

by the, able-bodied of workhouse relief as a sy ptaat of failure, and 

Clanricarde and French had as almost obsessional suspicion of the poor 

law administrators. But the volume of Irish liberal criticia of the, 

system, also diminished after May 1644, until. its merits were again 

called into question by, the spectre of Famine. Thai 
. 
latter was to 

disrupt and, transform the systcu, but only t=porari2, y,, ancL its subsequent 

re-eutablishmeat on the same principle is another neasuz of the extent 

of acquiescence. or favour it had achieved. before the disruption. 
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13,375 (14), Spring Rice to Doyle,, 18 March 1833. Bourke Papers, . MS 8477 13 , s' ng Rice to Bourke, 19 Feb. 1630, U. O'Connell, 
Correspondence of Daniel 0' Connell, IV, 1826,0' Connell to, Barrett, 
11 July 1831; V, 2117, O'Connell to Barrett, 2 Oct. 1834., 2125, 
O'Connell to Cobbett, 2 Nov. 1834.; 2324, O'Connell to Fitzpatrick, 
1 April 1836. üc. J. Fitzpatrick, Doyle, II, 285,362-8. DSP, 17 Dec. 
1836. Hannaxd, 5,393,27 July 1a31, Rice, 6,847-51,29 Aug. 1831, 
Rice; 13,849.. 55,19" Juno 1832, Rice, 0' Connell; 17,349,2 April 1833, 
0' Connell; '$7,871-9,2 May 1833,0' Connell; 20,191-2,31 July 1833, 
O'Connell, Rice; 26,1212-1+, 199 March 1835, O'Connell; 29,324- 39, 
8 July 1 ß35s Rice, O'Connell. 

23. W. J. Fitzpatrick, Doyle, II, 320,362.. 70. For the remarkable 
inconsistency of O'Connell on this question see also A. Mac Intyre,. 
The Liberator, 209. "11. B. N. McGrath, Introduction of the Poor Law 
in Ireland, 1831-38 (M. A., U'niverntty College Dublin,, 1965), 23.7. 
t, 16 Jan. 1841. 

24. Smith O'Brien Papers, Ma 127, f183, Musgrave to O'Brien, 31 Oct* 1832, 
VTyse Papers, MS 15025 (4), Scully toWyao, 17 June 1835. 

25. Mansard, 5,391-2,27 Ja], j 1831, Bateson; 5,1107,10 Aug. 1P31, 
Conolly; 6,851,29 Aug. 1831, Lefroy; 7,594,26 Sept. 18311, Bateson; 
13,863,19 Jux 1832, Conolly; 17, x-90,2 biay 1833, Cono], ly, 
0h8x; 20,194,31 July 1833, M=- 

26,, Smith O'Brien Papers, M 427, £240, Duaraven to O'Brien, 25 March' 1833. 

27. Hathertoo Papers, D260AV0jJ2059, Stovin to Gosset, 24. March 1832., 

213. Roden Papers, Vol. 14, £609, Biro to Roden, 21 Oct, 183L 

29. Hansard, 28,1201-3,25 June 18.35, Limerick; 29,3334 3º+0,8 Ju r 1835, Hayes, A. Letroy; 31,230.1,9 Feb. 1836, Sh 'ýr, ýoun3; 33,60 s k May 1836, Bateaon; 33,899-902,13 ýY 1836, Downshire, Fitazerald, 
Wicklow. 
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30. Down shire Papers, D671/C/35V113, Do%7ntiira to Gtzl' aa, 31 March 1836. 

31. feel Papers, Add 1Z 40,310, f155, V ellinaton to Peel, 8 Sept. 1836, 
Wellington Papers, Port. 42, f89, Wellinjton to Peel, 8 Sept. 1836. 
C. S. Parker, Sir Robert Peel, II, 326, feel to Wellington., 12 Sept. 
1836. 

32. How Office Papers, 110 12216, pi96s 236,259,314,412. Nonteagle 
Papers, IM 551, Rim to Dnm=nd, 13 Sept. 18351 ibid, Rice to 
1Ihate]yr, 13 Sept. 1835. B. J. Tiihately, Life and Correspondence of 
Richard Crhately, Is, 199. 

33" Rsamll himself described their failure in these terms (Hansard, 39, 
483-4,1 Deo. 1837) . The controvrsial raeor= ndkitions, were in the 
Third Report frca the Co mdssioners for inquiring into the Condition 
of the Poor in Ireland, P. P., 1836, m0 1. See also G. O'Brien, The 
Economic History of Ireland..., 177-81!. Nicholls, History of Irish 
Poor Law, 130-47. 

Y *W Nicholls, History of Irish Poor Law, 157. First Report of G. Nicholls, 
Esq., to Ilia Xa. enty's Princtpil. Secretary of State for the Ham 
Department, on Poor Laves, Ireland, P. P., 1837, LZ, 203. home Office 
Papers, 110 122/17, p31, Russell to Nicholls, 22 Aus. 1836. 

35. On Nicholls' a progress in Ireland, his clear caiuitment to the En3lia i 
aystea, and the 'sovereign coateapt' in vdilch he Uraa held by eocie of 
the Poor Law Cazmissioncre, sea Russell Papers, IM 30/22/20, f166-7, 
Uulgrave to Russell, 22 S ptr 1836; ibi , f188 . 9, Nichols to Morpeth, 
23 Sept. 1836; ibid, f217-B. Morpeth to Fussell, 5 Oct. 1836; ibid, 
f273.4 Nicholls to Russell, 17 Oct. 1836. Mont eagle Papers, M 13, 
382 (i), Wbately to Russell, 2 Oct. 1836. E. J. Vhately, Life and 
Correspondence of Richard Rhately, I, 360-1. 

36. P. P., 1837, LT, 201. Nicholls, History of Irith Poor Law, 160-M. 

37. Russell Papers, H) 30/212C, f275, Hawict to Russell, 18 Oct. 1836; 
ibid, f287, Dancannon to Russell, 19 Oct. 1836; ibid, /2D, £40, 
Russell cacao, 16 Nov. 1636; ibid, f117, uuigrave. to Russell, 4 Dec. 
Xs ibid, f143, Russell memo, n. d.. iionteagle Papers, MS 13,383 

Uorpeth. cri to Cabinet, Nov. 1836. 
. 

3a. Russell Papers, II? D 30/22/? r, f50, Melbourne to Rua sell, 4 Sept. 1837 
(also in Broadlands 1155, MEI4W/395) 9 See also 'U. It, Torrens, Memoirs 
of Melbourne, II0 243-4. 

39. Russell Papers, fl 3C/2212D, f42, Morpeth to Russell, 19 Nov* 1836. 
Hansard, 68,1343,5 May 1043,0' Ferrall; 7tß, 1197,14. lay 1844, 
O'Ferrall. These efforts were evidently covert; he did not break 
ranks in Parliament. 

40. Russell Papers, Pß0 30/22,12D# f149 Rice to Russell, 20 Nov. 1836; 
ibid, f133, Rice memo, (Dec. 1836); ibid, f281, Lansdowne, to Russell, 
Dec. 1836; ibid, /2, f123, Rice to Russell, 16 Mach 1837; ibid, 
f130, Lansdowne to Russell, (March 1837); ibid, /2^, f195, Rice moo, 
17 º ept" 1837. Monteaglo Papers, M 545, Rice to Melbourne, 13 Jan. 
1837; ibid, Rice. to En ; or, 15 Jan. 1637; ibis MS 533, Rica to Vhatelys 
26 Nov. 1838; ibid, MS 53! 4 Rice to Russell, 27 Aug. 1833; ibid, MS 
51*3, Rice to Horton, 7 Sept. 1838; ibid, 118 13,382 (8), Lanad=n3 to Rice, 15 Dec. 1836; ibid, 18 13,339, Rica Cabinet macmo, 26 March1838. Broadlanda 1183, GCJI$/47, Lansdowne to Palmerston, Feb. 1837. And sea Han: ard, 68,1386,8 May 184.3, Lan . 
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41. Russell rapers, M 30/22/2D, t277, Leinnter to Tavistock, 21. Dec. 1336, 

4.2. P. P., 1837, III, 451. Hansard, 36,4544.78,13 Feb. 1837, Russel. 
Nicholls, History of Irish Poor Lair, 222-32. 

1+3. George O'Brien discussed this factor at length. G. O'Brien, The. 
Economic History of Irelan3 ..., 16, -73. Also Mo Grath, Introduction 
of the Poor Law in Ireland, 2-32. In earlier years it was openly 
advanced by Engliuh supporters of an Irish poor tar. 

44-. Hancard, 38,384. -5,28. April 1837, Crerrford; 38,809,11 hag 1837, 
Stanley; 36,850,12 May 1837, Viyse; 40,777-8,5 Feb. 1838, Style; 
40,986,9 Feb. 1838, Conollg; 40,1271,52B1,19 Feb. 1338, Clements, 
Wyse; 42,688,695,698,703,707,30 April 1838, Iiorpzth, Conolly, 
Sogdes, Clements, 11. Rcohe. See also Vt. S. O'Brien, Plan fo r the 
Relief .. (1830}, 17-8,51. A. H. Lynch, An Adärese to the Electors 
of Galway on the Poor-Laux Bill for Ireland (London, 1833), 22,60, 
53-4,58-63. Nicholls, History of Irish Poor Law, 256. Perceva1- 
Maxwel3 Papers, D32411/G/1/103, Downehire to Maxwell, 7 April. 1838. 

45, Lord Clements, The Present Poverty of Ireland Convertible into the 
Means of her Improvement, under a wellt-acäninistared Poor Law.. with a 
preliminary view of the state, of agriculture in Ireland. (London, 1633) . 
See also Clements Papers, U5 14,298, Clements to Mo Call, 16 Feb. 
1838; Clemm: ts to W. alsh, 2911arch 1833; Clements to Binns, 6 Apri. 
1838; Clements to Russell, 6 April 18311 (also in Russell Papers, H0 
3W2/3As f289); Clements to Goodif'f, 11 April '1838; Clements to 
O'Beirne, 21 April 1838; Clements to Nicholls, I May 1836;; Clements 
to Maguire, 11 May 1838. Clements expected that `tenants, on theie 
small holdings, would provide employment to, avoid the burden of the 
workhouse destitute; the landlord's role would be to avoid pres. ing 
the tenant into destitution and to give hier guidance and financial 
aid to enable him to introduce farming methods-which would increase 
both employment of the landless and agricultural production. Year 
of the rates then, would initiate a succession. of developnent3 vhich 
would ultimately benefit landlord, tenant and labourer. 

46. Tlichorles History of Irish Poor Lair, 166. P. P. s 1837, LT, 9. 

4.7. See R. D. 'C. Black, Economic Thought and the Irish Question, 1817-1870 
(C=bridge, 1960), for a discussion of the, theoretical background. 
Also McGrath, Introduction of the Poor Law in Ireland, 2--9. George 
O'Brien,, veat so far aa to describe consolidation as the principal 
object of the Government in introducing the bill. G. O'Brien, The 
Economic Histor7 of Ireland..., 188-92. Mansard, 33s 836,12 May 
1337, Buller, 

48. At least 1Q; of Irish Tory members differed from the majority of their 
fellows in 16 of the 3g divisions, a proportion highly untypical-; ' 
them, in the 183)' a. And the liberal. unionint members reoordod. this 
extent of disunity in 35 divisions. 

1+9. Hanaards 36, x+97-5042,13 Feb. 1837, Peal; 38,446-50, I May 1837, Peel; 
42s 7i5-7s 30 April 1838, Division; 43,439.40,2914aY 1838, Peel. 
See above, chapter 6. 

50, M. O'Connell, Correspondence. or Daniel O'Connell, VI, 2502, o'Connel3, 
to Fitzpatrick, 1Q Feb. 1838; 2505, O'Connell to Mao Bale, 18 Feb. 
18313. A. J. Pitzpatrids, Corresponde noe of Daniel O'Connell. II, 129, O'Connell to Barrett; 15 Feb. 1838. IEP, 1g Dec. 1837,19 April 1833, =s- 30 July 1838,. Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/2F, 1187, rjarburton to 
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9 36,48,5-92t 13 Feb. 1837; 38,36ß- Russell, 16 Nov. 1837. Hansard 
83,28 April 1837; 38,1168-9,2 June 1837; 40,779-80,5 Feb. 1838; 
40,947-65,9 Feb, 1833; 42s, 681.4,30 ELpri1 1838, O'Connell. For 
a fuller account of O'Connell' a position, wýe A. Mac Intyre, The. 
Liberator, 209-11,217-21,225-6. 

51, The Goverment re-introduced the measure (P. P. 21837-8, V, 305), with 
minor modification', in Dece aber 1837. 

52, M. O'Connell, Correcpondenoe of Daniel O'ConneUs VT, 25ii= O'Connell 
to Fitzpatrick, 3 March 1038. 

53" Personal Journals .. by Jam as Grattan, MIS 1Z., 148,13 Feb., 1 Mays 
22 Dec. 1837. Mansard, 36,47O. 504,13 Feb. 1837, O'Brien* Sharr, 
Grattan; 38,383-41+5, v 28 April 1837, Crawford, O'Brien, Conolly, 
Bateson, Clements,, Shaer, YLyse, Lucas; 38,631,8 May 1837, ahaw, 
Crawford; 39,492-501p I Dec. 1337, Shag, French, Lucas, Young, 
Clements; 40,778-436,5 '0b. 1838, $baw, Gibson, Grattan, Clement-316, 
40,973.89,9 Feb. i 833s, Shaw, O'Brien, Lucas, Redington, Conol]. y, 
Litton, ' Young, Gibson; 40,1007.. 9,12 Feb. 1833, Cements. 

546. Hansard., 40,990-2,9 Feb. 1838, Division. See Tables I and 2 for 
the Irish Tory and liberal, -unionist voting in this division. The 
order in which the libera 1r-unionist members are: listed in Table 2 
is explained below. 

55. The Tines, 29 May 1837; Hansard, 40,1245-6,16 Feb. 1838, Dividions. 

56. Mansard, 41,999-1002,19 March 1833, Divisions. 

57. Hansard, 41,903"-4j, 16 March 1838,0 41,993,19 March 1833; 41,1185, 
23 March 1838, Divisions. 

58. In ten of these: divisions, the Irish Tories were. voting with the. 
Government, a . net radical-liberal amendments, In one -- on the 
ens tion of ministers' money "- they were in opposition to the 
Government. 

59. Hansard, 38,1210-1,5 June 1837, Division, 41,975-80,16 March 
1838, Lucas, Conolly, Division. 

60. The. question of who rhoul. d pay the rate in the first instance was 
regarded by O'Connell an crucial; he. warned Warburton that the 
Governcient* a proposal would cause ' an agrarian convulsion, a renewal 
of 1lhiteboyi='. However, it did not emerge. as one of the major 
issues -discussed in Parliament. Russell Papers, R30,30/242ä , f187, 
Warburton to Russell, 16 Nov. 1837. iiansard, 41,974-5,16 March 
1838, O'Connell. 

61. A. H. Lynch, An Address to the ELectorn of Galway ...,, 22. 

62. Russel]. Papers, PRO. 30/22/2D, f42, Xorpeth to Russell, 19 Nov. 1836. 

63. P. P., 1836, ,5 (Cctiasion). P. P., 1837, LT, 239 (Nicholls). 

61+. Hansard, 36,478,13 Feb.. 1837, O'Brien; D8,385,395-7,28 April 
1837, Crartord, O' Brien; = 691, BM 1837, Crawford; 3(3,1163.4, 
1168-9,2 June 1837, Crawford, 0'Connaxl; 40,978"-g, 9 Peb. 1a38, 
C'Brien; ). 1,78,23 Feb, 1838, O'Brien, 0'Conn]. IEP, 2 Sept. 183 j0 
15 Feb,, 17-May 1839 (Crawford). 

65, Russell Papers; Rý 3W22/2D, tj43, Russo) memo, n. d.. 
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66, Monteagle Paper ä, 
CMS 

13,383 (5) 
, Morpcth Cabinet Demo, Nov. 1836, 

67. Ruszell Papers, Rio 3CV22/2D, f28.1, Lansdowna to Russell, Dec. 1836, 

68. Clements Papers, MS 14., 298, Clements to Stauart, 19 May 1838. 
sard, 38,429,1 May 1837; 40,1008,12 Feb. 1838, Clements. 

69. Table, 2, Nos. 3-4. The Ties, 5 June 1837; Mansard, 44,79-80, 
23 Feb. 1838, Divisions. 

70. Hansard., - 39,494., 1 Dec. 1837, Sharr; 40,975,9 Feb. 1838, s11Lx i; 41, 
1195-6,2.3 March 183Ej 42,678.81,30 April 1838, Castlereagh; 38, 
425,1 May 1837, Bate; on. 

71. Clements Papers, 14-, 298, Clenents to Nicholls, I May 1838" 

72. Hansard, lß. 1,991,991-2,19 March 1838, Spring Rice, Russell; 44, 
578-9,24 July 11138, Russell. 

73. Clements Papers, US U, 298, Clmenta to Nicholls, 1 May 1833. 

71+. S. Morgan Sweeney, The House of Lords, in British Politics, 183a-` 
1841 (D. Phil., oxford, 1974-), 38-9. 

75. Tables 1 and 2, No. 5. Mansard, 41,993-4,19 March 1838, Divisian. 

76. A. H. Lynch., An Address to the Electors or Galway .., 18-19. IGP, 
20 Feb. 1838 (Crawford). Hansard, 39,426,41+3. -4j, 1 May 1837, F. ateson, 
Lamas; 41,67,23 Feb. 1836, Lucas; 4.1,991-2,19 March 1838, French, 
Luca. -.,, Lefroy. 

77. On this point see: also T. O'Malley, A. Word or Two on the Irish Poor 
Relief Sill and Mr. Nicholls' a Report (London, 1837), 24" 

78. Clements Papers, 1 1ty 290, Clements to Rtaell, 6 April 1838. (Alec 
In Russell Panes, MO 30/22f 3A, f289) i Clements to Nicholls, I U&y 

- 
1838. Lord Clu cats, The Present Poverty of Ireland ..., 140.4. Sea 
also Clements Papers, MZ 14,298, Cl nts to M& , eire, 11 Lint 1833. 

79. Hannard, 41+, 579,24 July 1833., Russell. 

80. Iianzard, 33,4Zlr-5,4"-5s 1 Mary 18.37, Bateson, Lucca; 38,808,11 
May 1837, I3ateson; 41,61-71,23 Feb. 1833, Lucas, Litton, Jackson. 

81. =ratI4 s contention, that, 'the demand for settlement .. earn from 
the mors wealthy parts of the country - noticeably Ulster', is base& 
on an analysis of the divisions, vhich misleadingly groups u2eIahcrs 
frag pauperized counties like Galway, Sligo ans Donegal with r Kerr 
from prosperous east Ulster. B. U. 11oGrath, Introduction of the.. 
Poor Law in Irexand, 221. 

82. Roden Papers, Vol. 12,653, Downshire to Rodent 27 May 1837. 

83.147,13 Feb. 1838. See also Isaac Dutt'p The PooxQAvs Dill for Ireland 
Examined .... (London, 1837), 16-8,40" 

8iß.. Table 1, Mon. 6-7. Hansard, 38,850.52,121M: ay 1837; 4.1,72-3,23 
Feb., 1838, Divisions. 

85. First and Second Reports of G. Nicholls, P. P., 1837, LI, 25.7; 1337-at XMIII, fir. 
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66. Russell Fapsra, IW 30J22/2D, f143, Russell cacao, n. d.. 

87. Tian: ard, 38,8 r-% 12: uay 1837, Shams; 36,1168, ,2 Jun* 1837, 
Russell; J1,66-7,70.. 23 Feb. 1838, Lucas, Ids. The radical member 
for Southwark, D. W. Earvey, asserted that the desire to protect 
property by denying the. pauper a right to relief was 'the great source' 
of resistance fron proporty-owners to the lam of settletwato 
flan=d, 38,843, v 12 May 1837, Harvey. 

88. Hansard, 38S, 1+398,1 Ua 1837; 38,850,4a May 1837; Ji, 70,23. Feb. 
B3a, Plyyse. Personal Journals .. by James Grattan, M 14.4 11+8, 

23 Feb. 1838. Their expectation of simultaneous enactment era not, 
in fact, fulfilled. 

89. Hansard, 38,38i., 2ß April 1837, Crawford. IEP, 10v 15,1? Feb., 
12: MIa1y,, 7 Juno 1838. 

90. Clements rapers,, M 11+, 298, Clements to McCall, 16 Feb. 1838. 
Lord Clements, The Present Poverty, of Ireland..., p124.32. Hansard, 
41,69,23 Feb. 1838; tr2,703,30 April 1833, Clement se 

g1. A. if. Lynch, M Address to the Electors or Galway .., 66-70. iiansard, 
38,398,28, April 1837, O'Brieni 38,833-5,12 May 1837, lynch; 41, 
70,21 Feb. 1838, Wyse. 

92, For a detailed disc. tsuion of the settlement question, see Charles 
Halidary, Itecessity of Combining a Lain of Sattlemant with Local 
Asseac et in the Proposed Bill for the Relief of the Poor tof Ire]. an 
(Dublin, 1838) . P. ]?., 1837, Lt, 25-?, 1537-8,7CIXYIII, 14-9 (Nicholls) o 
Nicholls, History of Inch Poor Lair, 181,202-3. T. A': alley, An 
Idea of a Poor Law for Ireland (London, 1837), 10-15. 

93. Nicholls, History of t1e Irish Poor Law, 220-t. 

914... Ibid., 288. 

95, R. Barry O'Brien, I? ifty Years of Concessions to Iroland, It 573" 

95. Hansard, 41, %197-9,23 March 1833, Lucas, Sliasr, Morpath, Division. 
Sae also 38,813,11 U ay 1837, Lzzcaz; 40,986,9 Feb. 1838, Conolly; 
428 695,30 April 1838, Conolly. MPS 17 Feb., 7 Juno 1838" (Crawford). 

97. Hansards 38,424-a 28 April 1837, Bateeon; 33,691,28 April 1837, 
^h=; 38,808,11 May 1837, : harr; 39,4.94-5,1 Dec. 1837, Shaw; 4.0, 
779,5 Feb. 1838, x; 40,975-6,986,9 Feb. 183B, Shaw, Conolly; 
44,1265-83,19 Feb. 1.838, Sh=, Conolly, Lucas, Ellis, Division; 
4.2,694-5s, 30 April 1838, Corry, Conolly. And coo Isaac Butt, The 
Foor w Bill for Ireland Ermined .., 44-1. 

98. Clements Papers, = 914,, 298, Clements to Binns, 6 Apr. 1 1838; Clements 
to Goodiff, 11 April 1a38; Cleznents to O'IIeirne, 21 April, 19 May 
' 838. Hansard, 40,1270-4,19 Feb. 1838, Clements. iiorpeth and 
Barron, as well as Ellis, mentioned these : 'actors in the debate on 
the motion - Hansard, 40, t268"-72,19, Feb. 18-38, Miorpath, Barron. One 
wonder. - if they were as optimistic as Cleo nts, wha believed that 'soma 
half dozen wretched objects in the coarse of the year may be c pefnd 
.. to take refuge in such asylums for e short time.. Bitt these will 
surely be rare instances' 9, Cleaents Papers, MS 14,298, Clements to 
O'Beirne, 21 April 1838. In the Haase he. said he. ' did not believe 
that any able'-bodied Irirbaan would ever go into a workhouse. ' , Hansard: 
389,129,1 Mag 1837. 
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99. A. It. Lynch, An Address to the Rlectors of Galway .., 4-5s 36-71, 
52-4; Hansard, 36,459-60P 13 Feb. 1637, Ruasrll; 39,484-5, I Dea. 
1637, Russell; 4C, 1271-2,1231". 2,19 Feb. 1838, Barron., Russell. 
See also Russell Papers, 10 3CV22/2D, fllr3s Russell , n"d"; 
Lionteagle Papers, I la 333 (5;, Morpeth Cabinet memo, Nov. 1836, 
for an argznent which stresses the moral and practical difficulties 
of pointing out 'one class of objects as entitled in preferences to 
another'. 

i00. Russell Papers, IM 30/22/2iF, f187, Henry Warburton to Russell, 16 
Nov. 1837. Hansard, 40,779-80! 5 F"eb. 1833; 400 12769,19 Feb. 
1836, O'Connell. 

i0t. Russell Papers, IM 3O/22/2D, A%, Rice to Russell, 20 Nov. 11336; 
; bid, /V, f195, Rice moo, 17 Sept. 1837. 

102. Wyse Papers.. ALS 15016 (2), Wyse diary, 9 March 1838. 

103, A. Mao Intyre. The Liberator, 221-j. 

104. Nicholls, History of Irish Poor Law, 220. 

105. Y. P., 1637, Lz, 334. 

i06. Mansard, 43,364. -9,26 May 1838, Pit=llli' , FitzTerald; 4.3,47. -91, 
31 May 1638, Dingau, Clanricarde, Carbery, Fit=Mim. Also 43,361, 
28 May 183$, Clanricarde. Among Irish landlords explicitly approving 
their inclusion were Tlizklow (Tory),, Conyn , Cloncurry and 
Lansdownc: 43,351r 5,23 Mir 14331, T is L; 43,472-3,492,492-3s 
Conynghan, Clonourry, I. ansdawm. 

M. Perceval f4axwelL Papers,. D; G/1/103, Doan lire to J. 17. Ua=ell, 
7 April 1838. 

10g. Hansard, 41,11955.7,23 ga& 1g38, " Castlereab, Maw, ßateson= 
Division. Beteson forwarded a similar motion at a later stage, vdUch 
was negatived without a division (Hansard, 42,541,9 April 133B), 

109. Hansaurd, 42,715-7s 30 April. 1838, Division. 

11W. 13-9 if Barron, Lynch and Bellew are ipoluded as repealers. They are 
not counted here among the liberal-unionists. Classification was 
particularly difficult at this time. 

111. Clements Papers, MS 14,298, Clements to Russell, 6 April 1333; 
Clements to Nicholls, 1 May 1833, Hansard, 42,703,30 April. 1038, 
Clements. Clements's private correspondence chow him to be mors 
favourable to the measure than did his utterances in Parliament. 

t12. Hansard, 66,, 1367-8,23 March 1843, O'Brien. 

413. Peroonal Journals .. by Jeuaw Grattan, 
, 
U3 i4v 148,16,24 March 183&j 

ibid: US 14j, 149 30 APril. s 30 Mar, 15 Jurys 26 x 1ß33" 

114.. IEPs, 12 Ma., 7 June 4$38. 

415. Hansard, 2.2,678. ai, 703-5,30 April 1833, Caatlere& h, Youngs Corry, 
M*"ea, Conolly, Verner, Lucas. 

116, Monteaglo Papers, 13 543, Spring Rice to Wellington, 29 Sept, 1338. 

Ill. bi. 0' ConaoU, Correspondeac3e of rani al O' Conrvll: VIA 2503, M Halt 
to 0' ConneU, 27 Feb. 1ß33. Wellington Papers, Port. 50s, f 13j, Roden 
to V1.1inBtop! 31 Marah 1a3ß. 
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118, Clements Papers, HC i 4s, 298, Clements to Mortimer., 12 March j830; 
Clements, to Hugh T(alsh, 29 March 1838; Clements to O'Beirne., 21 April 
1838; Clements to Slevin, 21. April 1838; Clements to Maguire, 11 May 
1633. Monteagla Papers, 10,13,390 (6), Russell to Rice, 16 Oct. 
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Chapter ß 

The Liberal-Unionists, 1ßr+1-º3 

Irish Toryism's response to the conduct of Peel' a Government 

provides an obvious theme for this study's approach to the politics of 

the 1840's. No less interesting, however, if somewhat less striking,, 

was the attitude of some liberal-unionists to Peel's Government and its 

handling of the repeal upsurge of 18ZI3. That crisis produced expressions 

of liberal. -unionist opinion unprecedented in insistence and fervour. the 

Arms Bill debates of May till August 181+3 and the- debate on O'Brien' a 

motion on the state of Ireland in July 1843 involved remarkably wid 

ranging consideration of Irish affairs, with liberal, -unionists playing 

the leading roles; and the Remonstrance of August Iä43 was no less than 

the, manifesto of Irish liberal-unionists, who came closer on this occasion 

to bearing the characteristics of a coherent Parliamentary pasty than at 

any other time in the period under study. 

The General Election of 141 left the liberal-unionist group in 

Parliament relatively intaetp in contrast with the Repcalers in Ireland 

and liberals in Britain. And potential waverers in Ferguson and Ralph 

Howard joined with the rent of the Irish liberals in voting for the 
1 

continuation of the Whig Goverment. However, until 1843 liberals 

British and Irish -were to provide ineffectual opposition to Peel's 

Govercment. This was partioularly true with regard to Irish affairs. 

The British Whig leaders found 01 Connell' a repeal agitation an 

embarrassment and were wary of any action which might be construed as 
2 

cooperation with him. Emerson. Tennent felt that De Grey's initial steps 

at the-head of the administration in Ireland left the Irish liberals 
3 

'literally without a single pretext for dissent. ' Ferguson informed O'Brien, 

perhaps in jest, that he approved of the appointments made by Peel. 

The liberal unionist Ulster Constitutional Association ceased to 

function and became the object of ridicule by O'Connell and the Tory 

Evening Mil; O'Connell claimed that there was no Whig or liberal party 
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6 
in Ireland except the. repealers.. But his own efforts hardly prospered; 

until 1843 the Mail could ' pity the baffled demagogue. ' and celebrate his 
7 

0 decline and Pall' as he struggled to revive the ' def umot' Repeal agitation. 

1Yyae wrote from London in üeptember 1842 thats 'Everyone of any thought 
8 

here looks with pity and pain on the manner O'Connell is squandering himself: 

In Janna, ry 1842, they Irish liberals, with unionists primarily 
9 

responsible, proposed Lord Morpeth for the vacant City of ; Dublin seat. Not 

only did his defeat by the Tory candidate underline the decline of liberal 

fortunes in Dublin but the apparent reluctance of Irish liberals to 
1Q 

contribute to the election fund indicated a mom general malaise. The 

liberal unionists were thrown-into some disarray by the great debate in 

1842 on financial and economic questions, dividing, for example, on 
11 

Villiers' motions to repeal the Cora Laws, and on the degree of protection 
12 

to be afforded to Irish oats, and Smith O'Brien and. Ferguson broke ranks 
13 

to support Peel's income tax measure. They were divided also in response. 
14 

to the demands of the Chartists and on Ward" a motion for the Ballot. 

., " Though productive . of motions and questions on a wide range of issues 

in 1842, the, liberal-unionists did not make a significant contribution to 

the Parliamentary opposition until July, when Shell. initiated a debate on 

the conduct of the Irish Government. Sheil,, Soaerville, U. J. O'Connell, 

Charles Buller and Palmerston contended that 0 the old system, of asoendenoy' 

had been ( partially restored, with important offices filled from. the ranks 

of, the Irish Tory party to the exclusion of Catholics, Press prosecutions,, 

Catholioa excluded from juries, and so on. More than 20 Irish liberals, 
15 

mostly unionists, supported the motion and none voted against. But many 

members were absent and the debate was a laclo-lustre affair which hardly 

did Justice to. the aubject, particularly when oonaidered in oamparison 

with later efforts which took place against the background of a severely 

disturbed Ireland. The Mail ridiculed Sheil and could quote even the 
16 liberal Spectator in agreement. Russell did not think that Shell had 

presented a strong case, and the Government were happy. with 'the vary 
17 tritt t debate. ' 
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It was with sons justice that Peel taunted the Opposition in 1843 

with having remained almost silent on Irish affairs during the previous 
48 

two sessions. The early stages of the session of iß43 did not see a 

I iberal-unionist resurgence. On the Poor Law, Medical Charities and 'the 
19 

Distress of the Country' they failed to present a united front. An issue 

Which caused uproar in Ireland in the spring of 1543 - namely, the 

giving of the contract for Irish mail coaches to a Scottish firn - was 

virtually ignored by the liberal-unionists in Parliament, though a number 

of them, did join in extra-Parliamentary efforts to have the decision 
20 21 

reversed. In biay and June they were still divided on the corn question. 

However, their position was in one. respect promising. The decision 

of O'Connell and the other Repeal members to remain in Ireland left the, 

liberalrunioniats as the spokesman of Irish liberaliai in Parliament. 

They were thus enabled to fill the role of interpreters of the discontent 

of the summer of 1843, posing an wello'infozmed and disinterested arbiters 

between Tory misrule on the one hand and Repeal demagoguery on the other. 

Furthermore, liberal, -unionim remained viable as a Parliamentary force 

in terms of numbers. Some of the members who had supported Repeal a 

decade earlier had reverted to that line. But others of that ilk - 

notably Sheil, Bellew and probably the O'Conor Don - remainedýunionists, 

and James Poser, thoug, apparently reverting to his faith in Repeals, did 
22 

not join O'Connell in the Repeal Association. Robert Archbold of Kildare 
2 

was aenother of the$e independent Repealers3 Bridgman and Bodkin plumped 

for Repeal in 1g4ps, but both had been so close to O'Connell from, their 

entry into' Par'liMent in 1835 it is difficult to regard them as defectors 

from libera anum, Arguably, then, the only member who, before 

October 181+3, clearly deserted Parliamentary and unionist politics for 

Re aJL was Caleb Powell, O'Brien' U colleague and friend from. Limerick. 

In 3'[ay 18tß. 3, the liber ionist M. P. 's numbered nearly 40, at a 
conservative, estimate. And, their strength in the Lords was unimpaired. 

Some liberalF. Un niste were so alarmed by the remarkable resurgence 
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of Repeal in April and May 1ß43'that they were driven into collusion 

with the Government. De' Grey, the. Lord Lieutenant, received ' many 

ocxmnunications' fron 'Whig & Liberal gentlemen' to the effect that 

'semething must be done though he suspected that they would provide 

I little support or defence' if the. Government attempted to coerce the 
25 

agitators. A 1fhig; laadowncrs, James Naper of Co. Meath, approached the 

Irish Goverment on behalf of himself 'arid the Dulm of Leinter to 

propose a declaration against Repeal b; unionists of every description 

and the establishment of a Royal Commission to consider 'improvements' 

in the state. of Ireland. Graham, weloaaed the. former proposal but 

deprecated the latter as an 'act of tame submission' to 'the Agitator. ' 

Neither suggestion was acted upon; in fact,, Leinster refused to sign an 
26 

anti-Repeal declaration organized by the Irish Tories. Shell urged on 

a member of the Government the necessity of 'an immediate increase of the 
27 

military force's so great was his 'alarm' at the growth of agitation. 

But most liberal-unionists wre impelled by the revival of Repeal 

towards not collusion but collision with the Government. Thomas Wyse, 

poi with Smith O'Brien, played a leading role in the activities of the 

liberal-unionists, provided invaluable insights into this process in 

tatters to his brother. So vivid is their portrayal, events will be 

described largely within the framework of an edited version of those 

letters. They reveal a politician possessed of clinical calculation. 

It emerges that the course of the liberal. -unionists was planned well in 

advance,, and that what appear at first sight to be cries of frustration - 

O'Brien's motion in July and the. Remonstrance in August - were elements 

of a grand strategy which, at least for Wyse, had implications for the 

development of an Irish liberal party, for the future of Peel' s 

Governaent$ and, above all,. for the, way in whioh Ireland would thereafter 

be treated by the British Legislature. 

Wyse realized in May 184.3 that the opposition to Peel' a Government 

was still in a somewhat disorganized stater 
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' Mhigs there are none, at least no 'Whig party. All our old Treasury 
arrangements are given ups no circulars, no chipping, anyone speaks, fights, 
guerillas as he can... There, is no Opposition in fact in the true 
disciplinarian style of the word. The time is not yet cane. Our Irishmen 
are still more, scattered. The "moder'es" are the only in attendance. All 
the O'ConndUites still away ... 

Regarding the British responza to O'CoaneU$ a agitation, Wyse 

continued: 

'Many admitUcal administration to be no bad thing in the abstract 
for I-yn country, but they do:, not trust the man or his men. The instalment 
principle has alaraed all. They will refuse any & everything. They are not 
less puzzled how to pat it down. All coercion measures every man of sense 
must see to be ineffectual - now. Pass the most stringent act you know - 
next daffy we thould have to repeal this not another agitation. It would be 
only shifting the question a stop baclwards. ' 2ß 

IIyae: then adserted to the. Tory Lane Fox" a notice of intention to 

man on the 11 of May 'a resolution with a view to put (sio) a stop to 

the agitation for the repeal of the union, and to call on the Government, 

if it have not sufficient pacer to attain that end, to a'sk for the 

29 necessary power; According to Wype the. Government were embarrassed at 

the prospect of this motions, committing than as it did to coercion, and 

hoped to persuade Fox to withdraw. Howcveri O'Brien 

' Very Judiciously thought it was a moment not to be lost to the 
moderate section in Ireland ... we (Wyse and O'Brien) went over the 
resolutions he proposes to move in amendments together. The provocation 
was great, and all admit Lane Fox , deserves the answer. It will embarrass 
government still more than the original questions and we are resolved it 
shall now stand as a substantive motion even should L. Four withdraw. It 
is the only course which our section could take consistently with our 
character as Irishman and men of temperate politics. We propose to do all 
we can to assist the discussion of the question in Ireland, by using all 
efforts to obtain our remedy first here. Should we fail, we have worked to the last, the faults, blunder or crime of the result will not be ours. 30 

W fully appreciated the importance of O'Connell's absence from 

Parliament: 

'0'C' does not wish a premature discussion. At the some time he 
might be tempted when the question of coercion is on theta s". There is no doubt, for us it would be far bettor he was aw . Tja can speak with more weight in °u3r' attitude of an independent Irish party than under his 
wing, and say thingß sh from us will have their effects tho from him they would provoioa little more, tän scoff or jeer. O'B. and others of us are determined to bo explicit enough. The Arms Bill will give us another opportunity ... The Bin will appear a Bill for disarming the Catholics & leaving Orangemen armed., 31 

In the evert FOýr' 0 motion as abandoned, and O'Brien' a postponed. 
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It is clear from Wyse' a letter that he and O'Brien were planning a 

Parliamentary role for the liberal-unionists. O'Brien wrote to his wife 

on the 9th of May that,, 

'People. here. are at last beginning to get a little frightened about 
Repeal. That is a good sign. There is never any chance of Batting anything 32 
in the way of conciliatory government from England until she becanes alarmed'. 

There is a suggestion here, that O'Brien. shared Wysae s opportunistic 

attitude. But in public he wan rather less philosophical, and his 

disullionment with the. Union was made fully apparent. In reply to the 

Corporation of Limericls' a request that he should advocate Repeal ha 

described the Act of Union as an 'iniquitous measure ... 

' ... I em deterred from seeking its repeal on the one hand, by a 
conviction that the attempt to procure its dissolution oust be attended 
with much risk to the peace and security of both ocuntries,, and on tha 
other, by a persuasion that if Ireland were. admitted to enjoy the 
advantages of a perfect union with England .. there would result frag 
such an union many benefits, as well to Ireland as to the empire. at large, 
which could not be obtained under separate legislation and government: 

He admitted that the past treatment of Ireland did not augur well 

for the prospect of such a union and was 'not surprised that the. Irish 

people look to the restoration of their legislature as the only effectual 

security against that system of misgovernment under which they have 

suffered sinc* the union. ' But ha felt that the Government might,, by 

the force of opinictll-be made to give Ireland justices 

'So long,, then,, as a hope of obtaining good government through other 
means than a severance of the Legislative connexion remains on my mind,, I 
shall adhere to the union. When that hope is extinguished, I shall not 
fear to contemplate the. remaining alternative: 33 

O'Brien later wrote. privately to the liberal-unionist General Bourke 

that$ 

'Unhappily Government never learns the errors of its legislation & 
management in Ireland until the country is thrown into a state of general 
corznotion ... the people of Ireland have learnt by long experience that 
the only remonstrances on their part which are attended to are those 
which are coupled with an apprehension of disagreeably consequences in 
case they should be not at nought. ' 34. 

Wyse' a opportunistic view of the. Government's Arms Bill was evident 

in the latter quoted above. gis letters of the 15th and 16th of May refer 

to meetings of Irish members on this bills, that of the 16th under the 



Table A Irish Liberal Voting in 25 Divisions on the 

A rms Bill of 1843. 

Votes Votes 9b Vote 
against cast by against 
Govt. member Govt. 

QClements 25 25 100 
GS. O'Brien V 24 --24 100 
CWyse 22 22 100 
80'Conor Don . '520 ' 20 100 
@M. J. O'Connell 19 19 100 
eCollett VVV - 16 16 100 
Matton 16 16 100 
@Chapman n V 14 '=14 100 
GEsmonde 13.13 100 
®R. Gore 13 13 V 100 
U? Barron 12 12 100 
Power 12 12 100 

eBrowne II II I00 
®J. 0'Brien 99 I00 
©Dawson 88 100 

Watson 8 
.8 

100 
Bodkin 77 100 

©Cavendish 77 100 -- 
U rphy 77 100 

M. J. Blake 6 V° V6 100 
©Carew 66 100 

French' 66 100 
,,. D. Roche 66 100 

GRedington 4V 4" 100 
E. B. Roche 44 100 

GArmstrong 22 100 
V. Blake 22 100 

©Cave -2 :2 I00 
W. ayard 22 100 
®Sheil 22 100 
@V. Maher II I00 
@Somerville -Y .°II I00 , 
GRoss 18 19 94.7 
4J-Norreys 16 17 94.1 
00'Ferrall 12 13 92.3 
®Tuite 10 II 90.9 
a1Pigot 89 88.9 

Archbold 15 17 88.2 
Stuart 12 24 50 

@Ferguson 6,16 37.5 

t-Li beral-Unionists 
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35 
chairwanahi p of Clemente of Leitrim*- References to many mich meetings 

were to be lade in the coming weeks. Sheil looked forward. to the debate 

on the second reading of the bill with a more personal opportuni a, 

having *no doubt of doing better than I ever did & shall return to my 

little sbitioua wife, I trust, with a large addition of laurels. At 

all events ,I have worked day & night at the subject* -I 
have left 

36 
nothing undone: --_ 

The Arms Bill was, in Chia Secretary Eliot' a words, 'a bill to 

amend and continue the laws relative to the registering of azms, and - 

the importation,, manufacture and sale of arms, gunpordar and ammunition 
31 

in Ireland`,, laws which were due to expire at the end of the session. 

The bill , came up for second reading on the 29th of May. 1 rom then until 

it passed the third reading on the 9th-of August, the bill Tms to be the 

vehicle, in conjunction with t -he debate, on O'Brien' a general motion in 

July, by which *the state of Ireland' was maintained aa an almost 

constant subject of debate in the Commons, so wide-ranging were the 

debates to prove. -- The Irish liberals initiated and,, with the aid of their 

British allies,, carried on this remarkable species of opposition. 

The Irish liberals were. responsible for almost all of the 25 

divisions on the Arms Bill. Their voting record is suanarized in Table 

A. Stuart and Ferguson clearly differed from their. libera]f-unionist 

colleagues. Their votes with the Government included support for the 

general principle of the bill, though neither voted for the third reading; 

their opposition was confined to c]etails. Stuart stated t hat though he 

found some of the clauses I objectionable% he thought there was Ia necessity 
33 

for some such measure as this in Ireland' . Eis course lily brought 
39 

denunciation from O'Connell. Ferguson spoke only in Committee, on details. 

In spite of these dissentients, liberal-unionist opposition to the meas=V 

was impressivft and not without effect on the shape given to the bill as 
40 

it passed through, the Sousse. 

The British Whig leaders were. somewhat embarrassed by the, whole 
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affair, for they found themselves being urged by the Irish to oppose a 

Bill the principle. o f which they seemed, to have approved when the 

Melbourne government continued the arms laws, which had been in force 

almost continuously frag 11796. Russell, therefore, admitting the necessity 

of sana such measure, announced he could not oppose the second reading, 

and eventually abstained. He voted. against 11yse's motion to prevent the 

Bill going into, Committee. Ha announced he would support the bill if it 

was reduced tto the existing law, and oppose. it otherwise, an approach 
1M 

about which Wyse vas not enthusiastic. In spite of this declaration he. 

continued to support the Government in several important divisions; on a 

loo-turnout third reading division he did not vote. His saving grace in 

Irish eyes was probably his (and the other Whig leaders') full 

participation in the attack on the general Irish policy of the Government. 

The Irish liberals warm mercilessly beaten with the accusation that 
42 

they now opposed what they had once supported, However,, the majority of 

Irish liberals were able-to shrug off these accusations and vehemently 

pillory the Governments, though they followed several different lines of 

approach. Those. who had not sat is the Parliament of 1837-41 seemed 

noticeably mom free to condemn the principle of special restrictions 

for Ireland. 1d. S. O'Connell simply admitted previous negligence. 

Clements seemed to caaprcmise along the sane lines as Russell, though 

his opposition to the new provisions led his to offer a much more 

consistent resistance. Many argued that there was no justification in 

the crime figures for thei new clauses proposed by the Goverment., and 

these were attacked - in particular the "branding clause" and the 

increased penalties . with some výehedncnce. 

Various-other tacks were used to evade the taunts from the 

Government benches, However almost all the liberal speakers resorted 
to attaakf ng tho Government' a overall policy in Ireland, anking if this 
bill was the Govvernment' a oaly aaste to the discontent. They demanded 

a policy of conciliatioa as than only effective answer to dißat'f eotion, or 
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even to criae. In previous chapters their demand regarding the church, 

the Corporations and the poor law haae. been noticed, and to these were 

added sore recent grievaanaes such as the Goveranent's distribution of 

patronage, their dismissal of repeal magistrates,, the shrincing 

Parliementary franchise, and problems in relations between landlords 

and tenants. It is clear fron: Wyse. * is correspondence that he and O*Brien 

were loosing to bring the state of Ireland before the House, and the 

Arai Bill proved a suitable vehicle. By it the state of Ireland. was 

kept before Parli' ment throughout the ut uer. 

Regarding Repeal, in the dour e of the debates on the: Arms Bill 

Joba O'Brien made it clear that he deprecated the *pressont perilous 

agitation as not only 'hazardous' but 'impracticable. * Listovel deplored 

the agitation and Ross attacbsd Repeal an both impracticable and ruinous. 

But Crawford threatened that he wo uld support repeal if the Aras Bill 

were passed. It was widely asserted that th+ik agitation was directly 
k5 

attributable. to the conduct of the Goverraent. 

Early in Juna Wyse. satyr the prevention of coercion, an one of the 

primary objects of the Irish wmberat 

"I do not think Peel will allow his party to push natters to a 
collision, though many or his Irish supporters might desire it. (Any 
attacks by t he. Orangemen will be suppressed) as long at least as 
Parliament are sitting and the Irish representatives are as vigilant as 
they new are ... It collision, be. avoided there cannot be a pretext for 
violent measures. Fie laugh at the idea of an Act to maka it Treason or 
a 12--A meanour to agitate the question. (repeal)... We should. have another 
agitation to repeal this new Algerina Act ... The people are. organized 
enough to elude the laic.. In the interval the government & Legislature 
'would day by clay, get more in the wrong and. malte more. converts than 
O'Connell could hope to gainn, under ordinary circußatanaes: i6 

Us assessment of Feel' a attitude to coearoioa was sharedL by most in 

and out of Parliament, Orange and liberal. Aa will be scen belaws however, 

Elyse coma to fear that there would indeed be *collision! followed by 

coercion. In the same. letter Wyse: displayed the optthi= Tdiich was an 

essential element in his strategy in the coming months. There Was, ha 

felt, a movement towards ooroiliation, with many talking or "throwing 

the Church overboard, increasing the members, lowering the franthiee, 
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re-organising lax of laadlord & tcraots, expending cdacations, and 

proviätng largely for public worI in Ireland .... 
" '... I hear them every day - Protestant & Catholics, Tory as well 

as Whig and Radical. They think (whey we meet is society they are. 
rational enouJi) that the. Church is not worth thm expense, and trouble, .. (and) now would be rift glad. for any plea to gat rid of the whole concern. 
The Tory peers, for the most parts, are disaffected to the present 
Goveranent and pleased enough to see them in difficulties: 

T1yse went on to outline the means by v4iich careral Irish liberals 

hoped to maintain the apparent-drift tati7ards conciliation, revealing in 

the process that the I ecwnstrance. of Lug=t man plaaaod months beforehand 

as part of a general plan to engineer public opinion: 

'These views are constantly present to a maall section of us - 
O'Brien, Ross,, Crawford, Reddington, (Denham Norreys to a certain degree). 
Under all circumstances we adere to these great reforms, but are. not 
indifferent to any others. Our course is to let the Repeal movement fig ht 
our battle - and 'when the acceptable time shall arise, and the public 
mind shall be ripe, to be. ready with our UltSmatn in set formal terms 
under the name of Declaration of Rights. (Say nothing of this). O'Brien 
and I have had several consultations on it, and wes ohal], not be wanting 
when the House & Country are ready to receive it: 

This composed* opportunistic attitude to the Repeal movement is 

quite striking,, particularly as others spoke at this time of the danger 

of civil, war. Wyse consistently argued that O'Connell would not risk 

violence. Indeed he. voiced here the view that 0900=011 Was not sincerely 

ccmitted to Repeal at all, but had been. forced to agitate by the. all 
'7 

of the Whig Gamrmient and the state of his personal finances. The Irish 

%hig Lord Carcvr also felt that Repeal was not really the object and. that 
4a 

there was no danger of ' insurrection' . 

At the and of . [ay 1843, Lord Chancellor Sugdee began to di=iss 

magistrates %ho attended Repeal meetings. The di=is als caused, or at 

least occasioned, a number ce defections to Repeal, notably those of Sir 

Colman 01Loghien (sop of Sir Mieba: el9 the fosZUer memh: r for 1) ngannon) 

and nine other raembera of the Irish bar. Smith O'Brien and others 
49 

resigned fror the magistracy in protest. O'Brien' a resignation won hin 

a letter of thanks from the Secretary of the Repeal Anzociation; he replied 

that tha Goverment had Trongly attempted 'to repress the voice of 
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national indignation. ' lie characterized the Repeal agitation as 'a 

great national effort originating in the highost and noblest impulses' 

and ca pr icing 'many of the, best and ablest of our land. ' Their object 

wan the seins as his, 'to obtain for Ireland good government, toý put an 

end, once, and for ever, to the unjust, eaelunive, overbearing, and anti- 

national syntea: of damimation by vthich Ireland had been oppressed for 

600 years: And thouji he still hoped, that this was attainable within 
50 

the union, he did not blame thosa ho, looking to past experience, disagreed. 

4lyee was aware of the advantage to be reaped frccL the magisterial 

dismissals: 

'We are to a man most indignant, and who in not ?, at the, most 
outrageous attempt to put done by arbitrary means the right of any 
subject of these realmsýto discuss public measures 4 move petition for . y' 
Repeal of' act of Parliament, but we. are consoled by the consideration 
that the signal imbecility of the proceeding, is equal to its injustice, 
and working far batter for us then ue could do for ourselves. Our great 
object acv is to put this in as glaring a point of-view an possible. 
before: the publics, house our questions, motions for returns, etc. Vie 
1QXM iatrinejically the government is weal and. (eternally ?) surrounded 
not in Ireland only but is these countries by confusion. *. - 51 

Liberals, particularly the Irish liberal. -unionists, duly harassed 

the Government over their conduct on t his - issue, with accusations and 

questions over the ensuing months and 9 in mid-July, a not debate of the 

Lords in which Clanricarda,. Forteecus, Lansdowne and Cottenha pressed 

the issue to a division. The furore in Parliament clearly caused some 
53 

consternation within the Government. -T 
Vyse'a statement of his aims put a higher priority on changing the 

way in which Ireland was governed than merely displacing the Conservatives. 

He also took pride in the efficiency of . the. Irish liberals" Opposition .' 

to the Arms. Bt11.: 
' You now have ( -) of all oar. Irish progress, enou .ý. to dish 

them (the. Goverment) not only froa the citadel, but very considerably 
to ro-fashion the whole concern -a far. more. important matter than any 
cheque. - mating of parties. But the great difficulty .o is to talcs their 
place: our men are in, a. state of conplete solution. No one seems to know 
his Brother. If it were, not for these () follies of the Government 
you would bha seen this session p through in, a sleep " All the. anti, - 
corn law discussion produced nothing but weariness... Tire Irish members 
have wakened them - they alone. O'Connell's absence has. been fortunate. 
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We hava redeemed the position .. we had in 1830.31, and are na za caapaat, 
united, energetic and working body,, which the House is beginning to Reel 
and respect. All forcacrly done was attributed to the head chomaan. The. 
quieter the man was, the more his words wern. left ... Our future action 
in very obvious. Via are determined to let nothing pans, to put fornard in 
one shape or another all our claims. deuce O'Brien' a finance and 
Reddington' a arena & my Education motions ý- the Provincial Colleges 
the University of which say nothing yet) in readiness for a fitting 
opportunity. The Whigs must follow. They do it reluctantly enough.. Lord 
John excepted who has spotten out ? Many of then think too rarely. But 
the day will come .. there. must bee- a total fusion of the party: 54 

The relationnhip of VIysB. and the Irish to the. Whig leadership gras 

clarified in Wyse's next letter: 

"I was this morning invited to attend a meeting at Lord John' a 
strictly private and select - only about a dozen of the. late ministry 
Lords Cottenhm, Lansdowne, Campbell, Monteagle, Clarendon, Clanrickarde, 
hintop Morpetht Lcbouchere, ihuller, Sir G. Grey and. self - on affairs of 
Ireland. Lord John particularly addressed himself to me, and asked me 
minutely my opinion on the subject. I told him I thought it better not 
to give the matter a party character, to allon the. Irish members at first 
to meet .. and having drawn up their resolutions, or expressed their 
views$ it would then be for the late Ministry to sea how far they could 
adopt and support theme together with the thole of the rest of the 
opposition. The Irish were. very jealous of being considered, especially 
at the present ant, as merely a portion of a party or political game, 
and it would lessen their influence both in the. Souse & Country to appear, 
in so grave a position as the. present, to folly not lead. This I knew to 
tae the feeling of many of the most moderate and temperate (O'Brien, Ross 

others no confessed themselves to me. yesterday) and, even for party 
purposes it was the most expedient course. The general tactique I thought 
ought to bet questioning, moving for returns, &o# &: c, and occasional debate, 
on secondary questions, so as to allow the government to convict itself as 
auich as possible; that having done that - and the Irish members pronounced 
vzhat they had in view distinctly - then Lord John should come Poniard 
before the Session terminated, & in a general motion (non I thought 
premature) declare his empathy, and view of the. entire policy in every 
particular - but on the broadest Grounds " nothing less would & now for 
Ir� aland. This would go an a manifesto to the. country during the recess... 
If anything could. neutralize. Repeal,, such a course would da it. If it did 
Pot, at least their conscience and conduct would be clear as to specific 
measures ..: 55 

In fact Rua3elL had already intended a general motion on the, state of 
56 

Ireland. In tha, event the general motion later in the Session was mov+ed, 

by O'Brien and seconded by Wyse - that is, the Iriah members were still 

leading and not folloritng. The manifesto was issued at the end of the 

session. Russuf' a general motion, lvrhich lit O'Brien's called for the 

11ous0 to CO into ccirnittea on the. state. of Ireland, was not brought 

fomard until. the next session, in February 1844. Ylyse continued: 

'BF the course I suggested, the just independence and feelings of .., the Irish representation would be. left regarded. (gin), and the late 
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government would not have to taka the initiative and prematurely commit 
themselves to , opinions & measures frou which they might with to get loose... 
I in glad to say that this view was strongly, approved by Lord John and 
adopted an the course to be pursued... I rent after to the meeting of 
Irish members, 15 of us, and saw O'Brien (to whoa I certainly Mentioned 
thins which he highly approved) and ., we went into consideration of a 
letter to the absent members. lie, oppoced anything public or remonstrant 
but each engaged to write to those whom, he could influence. I threw out 
hints at a future meeting (nie) of coming to some declaration but I 
find there will be no occasion for 'this yt... Say nothing, about cur 
government meeting: 57 

W'yseta next letter to his broth r contained an accurate asaessment 

of the Government's intention to chow forbearance, after the triumph of 

the moderate section of the Cabinet: The. two scenarios which he 

painted - one, the attrition of the. Repeal movement by a steady 

application of the law. and, by " governing in a more. favourable and 

partial tone to the great mass of the people, doing nothing offensive:. * 

without however yielding anything-esnential", and, two, coercion of the 

Repealers ifs but onlyif, an outbreak made it easy to justify - may be 

talgen as outcomes the avoidance, of which the VTyzed-O'Brien plan was 

designed to effect, by pressing for immediate and far-reaching remedi. a 

for Irish grievances. Of another possible outcome, Repeal, Wyse wrote: 

' 'Here (in England) to a man they have the country with them against 
Repeal. I have not, yet met a single. Englirhzian, and scarcely an Irishman, 
for. I confess my objections no, far from being weakened are stronger and 
stronger, and that is, the case. with many, many. As to the idea of 
persuading John Bull to this -on the ground of its being only another 
Catholic question - it is nonsense. J. Bull, and not the () part 
but enlightened part of the nation, see in it nothing short of separation 
-and with reason ., and then, as a matter of course, their own utter 
degradation to a second power, if not lower, in the scale of Europe. For 
this John will l fight - as for his existence, & fight to the last. It is 
then simply a question which of the two is the strongest (sic)aand. likely 
to beat`the other. On thin head no man with two grains of brains can have 
a doubt. - 

There was a clearly a divergence between this view and that taken 

publicly by O'Brien. Tlysa was not optimistic at this stage that the Tory 

Government could be brought down; 

'La to upsetting of Ministers .. it is quite as absurd. Ministers 
are very. uncomfortable., but - not half no much as we were for the last years. 
They will go on through their entire Parliament & the Election $ will decide an to what is to follov. -... Every one of our man who know aD; d hin 
would be sorry we now came in .. The T hiza would have to deal with the 
very, question, - & to them it would be-no acnparison more embarrassing than to Tories. 
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With-regard to elections, Wyse expressed the fear that continuation 

of-the present situation would see the liberal-unionists squeezed out on 

a. massive scale by Tories and Repealers. With a vier to Pirming up the 

middle ground ha and O'Briea viere. continuing to plan the Remonstramce: 

'The document we have in view crust be one for which we can stand up 
before all men, not of daalamation only but soun d sense & knoawledr! e... ' 5f3 

Two days later he wrote: 

'O'Brien and I are decided .. about our declaration & we have been 
considering .. the various topics. As it is likely to have an important 
effect & to be a historic document we must take some care... This briefly 
is our policy - to have this document approved by the Irish members, 
s igned by them and then followed up by the. intermediates & moderates in 
Ireland. We shall have an alternative at the close, which in case of 
refusal or rejection will leave every subscriber to it hereafter with or 
against Repeal as he may think fit. When this is before the public some 
time, Lord John will be called on, as if by the, Irish moderate party to 
take a bold step forward, and so far from it appearing 7a: -h it will. as 
will really be the case) be seen as the only means left of tempering and 
staying the existing agitation and warding off the: evils which otherwise 
may follow, it will place us all, in our true position and will enable us 
to retain (a most important matter for its liberty & quiet) some-control 
over the feelings and judgement of the country. As to topics - Church, 
Franchise, Representation, Public Works, Education, Grand Jury Reform, 
Finance and Patronage will form our head. complaints. Tenuree, of land & 
Emigration shall not be neglected. In fact we intend a regular manifesto 
as and such as will give unity of action and, opinion -to our section at 
last, not only now but in all future sessions. O'Brien tells ma my 
suggestions to the late Goverment were most Judicious & their view of 
them great encouragement to every () supporter. If acted on they 

would go far indeed. in restoring them to the confidence of the Irish 
People. This observation I made, at our meeting the other day of Irish 

members - stating that _ the Representatives of Ireland - not this or 
that section of the late Ministry - rhould begin and it was for theta to 
follow - as I was in every hope they would (I said nothing of the meeting) 
were formally united - and mada as I afterwards learned from 
conversation with them the best impression. If the matter is well, managed 
we shall I think ultimately succeed and at all costs we shall rally 
together a party which it is quite obvious only require soma such course 
to bring and keep them together. 

O' F(errall) has not the confidence of our Irish 2i. R. ' s and did not 
attend then or Lord John's meeting, being out of' own... 

Tomorrow our course of action for the Axms Bill will be settled. 
O'Brien and I think we should fight it at every stage. Lord John & 
O'Ferrall do not, lest we. should have small divisions. Vie can't (accept? ) 
that. Who cares for divisions now? The-point is, the great point, to show 
that Ireland has in her representatives men on whom she can rely..: 59 

This letter was a clean state= nt of Wyse'ss ambition to mou1A a 

united Irish liberal. -unionizt party. He went on, subsequently, to 

describe their Artaa Bill. successes,, referring specifically- to his motion 

on the 15th o June for referral of the, bill to a select ca 4ttea to 
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inquire into the justice and wisdca of continuing restrictions on the 

bearing of arena in Irelands 

'Our debate on may Motion ... is prcueedin; vigourously, the speeches 
e=ellent, and the subject well sustained.... Already two of the most 
objectionable clauses are strick out and others will follovr. Our 
obstinacy as I predieted, and shortness of time compel this. 0'F(4. =41) 
told men the night before. lant,, that speaking to Graham after the debate, 
he said they would cut doin the. Sill in Committee very considerably to 
meet the wishes of Irish members... ' 60 

Graham was also driven to a virtual refusal to adopt a more 
fit 

conciliatory Irish policy. Wyse was deli&ited; 

'Nothing could be more important than the latter part of last uight'a 
debate. Grahams made an immense blander. I with you could have seen Peel's 
face, and Lord John` s, Howick' s, and Sey=ur' a glee... Lord. John took 
admirable advantage of it. He follotied exactly the. tactique I recce ended 

... allowing the Irish an Irish to makm themselves felt as a qty - to 
malte their own battle. - to wait till the enemy assembled .. and then, as if 
forced1to coma up, with his croup de r'eserve.. It told admirably and he was 
in great dolight as indeed me all were afterwards. It has done him as much 
good with us as with the opposite. party, greatly restored confidence 
between the Whig section and the Irish,, and given us a station and 
importance as such we never have had since our first campaign in 1E130 & 
1a31s, when we acted for our_, with Lambert, Walker, Wallace, Leaders, 
Dawson, O'Conor Don, Chapman, &o. O'Connell' a absence also has been of use. 
The Irish speak with a self-reliance and vigor they had not before, and are 
listened to not as his puppets but as interpreters of the feelings of 
large manses of the country... It is quite clear we are getting to lose 
quarter on all the great questions and before the end. of the session 
shall have the pro__ of our future campaign fairly traced oat: 

Wy went on to describe the Irish resolve ' to fight every inch' on 

the Arun Bill and his prid& in their new-found ' effi:. iency' . His closing 

comments reveal the extent to thick their oppoeition was organized: 'We 

are to have a meeting at two o' cloak tomorrow to distribute our partu and 
62 

order of battle man by man during the Cc aaittee: Three days later, Wyse 

was still jubilant and. optimistic: 

6A. ) say nothing could. be more judicious than both the substance & 
mode of the movement. We had a far larger majority (sic) than we had any 
reason to expeet. 63 Remember the Whigs had continued (not indeed such a 
Bill as this, but a Bill) and were so far (the. _tre nnuuoun Vlhiga) somewhat 
hampered. I broke loose at the outset and. I an quite sure had great 
influence in determining others, amongst th= O'Ferrall, Pigot, and I 
almost thine Lord John himself ... (Even) laut night he apologised to me 
for not voting with me. Had. I asked his advice, he probably would have 
deterred ma - indeed he hardly could have acted otherwise. It is this 
freedom of action I want to establish - hence my urgency with his to let 
us act as an Irisch party and follow in honorably after with other members 
of the late goverment... We maxt however bye. allowed to push forward, 
allowed or not I for one wi11 do it; 
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Wyse went on to describe O'Ferrall'a reluctant accession to the 

plan, having found no support among the Irish members for his at g=ent 

that the discussions in the Hou e. would add to the flame in Ireland. 

Figot was 'morn franks attends our meetings zealously, as indeed does 

O'Ferralls, and acts as our Attorney General in bringing our amendments 

into shape... On Thuraday we meet to get each of our tarts severally 

arranged (for Co nittee)... We have. the magistrate question .. when all 
61+ 

is ripe: On the 26th he reported, 'Via open with the Arms Bills, and da 

not wish to gett beyoud the Branding clauses today. Our order of Battle 

is very good..: 

O'Brien was in much less buoyant mood. Thous he again declared 

publicly that he was not a Repealer he claimed that he shared the 

Repealers' indignation and sorror over Ireland's grievances and revealed 

that he had come to Parliament that session determined to try for just 

one year more to secure useful legislation for Ireland. Instead he found 

himself having, to defend her interests against new assaults - the poor law 

bills, the arms bills, the Croa7. mail-coach contract., the magisterial 

disjssals, and so on. If he believed Graham' a late speech he would turn 

to Repeal iniaediately., but he had not yet given up hope of redress within 

the Union. And he expected 'that the present cabiaet will soon be broken 
66 

up by differences of opinion with regard to Irish policy. ' 

In a less despondent vein, O'Brien wrote to his wife that he did ' not 

think that Peel & Co. will be in a hurry to bring in ne-quires of coercion 

for Ireland after the sample which he has had of our vigour' in the Arms 
67 

WM debates. Though, rs shown in chapter 10,, this- factor did not 

feature in the decision of the Cabinet against coercion in Uay-June, 

Graham did in fact note later., after the Wyin debate., that the 'resistance 

and delay' Y+hich had net the Arms : bill was a 'foretaste of the struggle 

rhich a. coercion bill would cause: And it was the principal reason for 

the Cabinet's refusal early in Jul. to propone an extension of the 

P''ccessioos Act to include the Temperance bands-, Which had beoo ao o 
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6a 
auxiliary of the repeal agitation. Caleb Powell indicated to 0"Brien 

that the liberal, -uniöniste efforts were also noted in Ireland, where 

liberals were duly appreciative. But at the. same time. he patt their 

success in a proper perspective when he claimed that "the public 

demonstrations here (Ireland) have made their efforts more effective. 
69 

than they would otherwise have proved. ' 

On the 3rd of July Wyse expressed his opinion of O'Connell's 

timidity, wrhichs, hefelt, precluded a deliberate recourse to violence or 

to co revolutionary a move as a rent strike, a novae which Wyse himself 

viewed with horror: 

'O'Connell is not the man for a coup da main or any rational measure. 
He. has in his hands the carrying of the question -º Pro teas - but he is 
not the man to use the instrument. The goverment know this - for they 
are not ignorant of his conduct on former occasions when prosecutions 
were hanging over his head. ' 

However,, although convinced of O'Connell' a personal timidity, Wyse 

was apparently increasingly conoerne4 that his followers could collides 

with the. Orangemen in " the North, where, repeal meetings were being held: 

'The very moment such a circumstance shall occur (and it depends 
upon our enemies you will see the whole coercion policy developed. 
Already Peel has got credit from his party for forbearance. This will 
aid him greatly wheh the day for action shall arrive. ' 

But Wyss quietly returned to the scenario he. favoured.. discounting 

the chances of both Repeal and the status quo: 

'I have not the least idea that anything even like Repeal of the 
Union .. can tae place - but there is no doubt the Tory system, with 
its Church & Aristocracy, will haveto bate much of their present 
prerogative, and peel's Cabinet, unless we play our game very ill, 
crumble gradually before us.... 

The feeling in England is still with us on the Arms Sill. We have 
managed it well, on the avowal of every one. And Pigot hat had great 
merit - but not that of first originating or organising the arrangement. 
That belongs to me - and that fortunate meeting at Lord John's. We have 
behaved with great moderation and yet firmness - and will take care vage 
do not lose: it: 70 

Some hours later he wrote again: 

'Another night of fierce fighting on the Arms Bill, now two in the 
morning, just completed at one o'olock... We have not, after 

.3 nights, 
allowed them to get beyond 11 clauses, or rather 8 postponed, and 
without a single factious tß .9 : 71 

Tbs sympathetic Dublin Evading Poem praised the opposition to the 
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Arms Bill and adverted to " the practical proof it affords of what may be 

achieved by a united party: Their 'Private Correspondent' wrote of as 
72 

wwefl . disciplined an opposition as I ever am..: Peel complained in 
73 

Pariirient of the slow progress in Coiittcc. 

Vtym was under so= pressure at this tim fromm the Repealera in 

Waterford. But he. informed them that, though ' by no means surprised' 

that others had turned to Repeal 'after the late proceedings of goverment', 

and yielding to none in 'the deepcat sende. of the wrongs and grievances 

of Ireland', his, 'Ian and. declared conscientious convictions' remained 
74 

opposed to Repeal. Carew and Murphy, the latter i cwhat equivocally, 
75 

also resisted pressure fron constituents to support Repeal. 

On the 4th of July O'Brien brought on his motion on, the state of 
76 

Ireland. After almost monopolising the business of the Rouse for five 

nights it was defeated on the i2th of July. The grievances complained 

of were merely those already discussed in the Arms Bill debates, and the 

debate degenerated to some degree into a question of censure of the 

Goverment. Nevertheless, the. final product was a remarlnble compilation 

of vie a, for the most part calmly and lucidly expressed, on a wide 

speetrus of Irish issues. Freed of the difficulties involved in opposing 

the Arms Bill, Irish Whigs like O'Ferrall and Stuart, both of wham spolaa, 

and the British Whigs enthusiastically assailed the appointments and 

measures (and, in sane cases, lack of measures) of the. Goverment. 

Of the 12 Irish liberal speakers only one, E. B. Roche, was a 

confirmed O'Connellite Repealer. : hedea of differences on this question 

vrera apparent among the others. O'Brien again doscrii ed 'the wrongs 

inflicted upon Ireland* under the Union and sympathized with those who 

turned to Repeal in * despairs of good government from Britain. Such 

recourse was ' natural' . The * cry for Repeal is not the voice of treason, 

but the language of despair' . He felt that 'Ireland would be at this 

moment a more happy and more prosperous country than it now is if the 
Vaico of 1800 had not taIom pie... std, however, I oling to the hope 
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of good goverment from a British Parliament. When that hope is extinct, 

I shall not fear to contemplate the remaining; alternative' 9 Repeal, cthich 

was both $ practicable' and 'consistent with the allegiance which I ale - 

to my Sovereign. ' "Wy; e agreed that it 'was only in the ordinary course 

of human naturel that, so many in Ireland should respond to 'her present 

state of suffering and forced inferiority' by turning to Repeal. He and 

Crawford preferred a federal system. Crawford' s support for the Union 

was conditional; it oust be 'upheld by equal ri ta. ' 

O'Ferrall was uti21 opposed to Repeal but would not Igo to war' with 

the Repealern,, ecpccially if conciliation were not tried. Barron mid he 

had joined Ia Repeal association: 
7? 

stating their opposition to Repeal. 

Norrcy and, Ross were forthright in 

Hoc ever, all of t he Irish liberal 

speataers joined in expressing their unhappiness with the way in which 
7$ - Ireland was governed, and voted unanimously for the motion. The 

acknowledgement by almost every speaker of the dangers of the state of 

Ireland - indeed the debate took place in an atmosphere, of crisis. 

probably suited Wyse' a plans to rouse British opinion in preparation for 

tt Remonstrance. There was, than, much to make ups frag the liberal- 

unioniat point of views, for the defeat in the division and the failure 

to win concrete pledges frog the Goverment of remedial meestre$. 

In addition, the debate brought out a degree of Tory disunity. 

Thera 'were indications of äiccontent among the Irish Tories (cee Chapter 

10) . And there was evidence of rpresaire from the Goverment' earn 

supporters for a. more conciliatory policy toward3 Ireland. Roua and 

Lasoellas pressed for concessions but did not vote on the motion. The 

Young Englanders Cochrane., )tanners and Smythe: also advocated conciliation 

and voted rith O'Brien. Graham certainly toot this development seriouoly. 

The speeches of these 'yc ing men' were 'but saazples of a lurking feeling 

'Which is widespread and,, urhich, threatens fatal consequences ... our 

position with respect to -Irish affairs is very uncomfortable ... i and'waý 

shall have an uphill battle' to 'fi'ghts, if indeed wa still- retain thä 

confidence of the. House of Caanon As 
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Wyse also'noted the disarray in the Conscrvative rantc3. Writing 

to his brother after three nits of the debate, he rejoiced at this 

direction it : gad taken and painted a remarimble picture o: disunity even 

within the Goverment; 

'Our debate in-going on vigorously ... the speeches, frp whatever 
side of the House they cone, seem to be in favour of the motion. Rous 
came out last night,, as Lascelles and Cochrane did the night before for 
Ireland & ar ainst the Church - and tonight I understand we are to have 
Gregory, Monte (- ) and Peter BorthwicIS... The importance of thin 
datermination of "loung England", as the Fuzzy section is called, is the 
sense, of insecurity which it has induced in the. hostile. c=ps and the. 
divided air it given to the party before, the public. The government seams 
to stand on such men as Howard Douglas only .. and their on i aediate 
dependants, & to be almost as much at variance with their country as with 
ours. Even the. Cabinet is not unanimous ... bast night Stanley was Wking 
notes to answer Graham. Peel took them out of his hand. Ho did not epeeic 
.* and the. debate went off without a single, government speech, except the 
Attorney General' a... The Goverment 

, 
are anxious... In the meantime it in 

amazing how rapidly & thorour the Conservatives out of the House at 
least are coming round .. 

(with) daily denunciation of the Church. ' 

Wyy ,e mentioned Gladstone, ardinge and Aellic ton as other disaentients 

to their Government' a policy, with. 1 , eel. trying ' to keep all back, thinking 
81 

matters will mend or melt: one. of O'Brien' a liberal friends in Ireland 

told hißt that, "The debate has done great good - it has given the 
82 

Gover=ents its tirat Serious blow - Picot gives you great credit for it. ' 

It certainly raised O'Brien' a standing in Ireland, even among outright 
83 

repealer;.. 

On the persistent newspaper r =ours of the imminent collapse of the 

Covert ent, Rym wrote, 'Peel outs No indeed it will take some, time & 
84 

effort to do that yet. Our political warfare however goes on well' . In 

particular the effort to rouse opinion in Britain continued. Irish 

members (Clements, French, Hatton, Norreys, Crawford, C'Brien, Archbold 

and Wyse) were inntrumental in organizing a meeting of the constituents 

of Marylebone, on the state of Ireland, but.. the Irish members did not 
a5 

attend. Vyco reported-. 

'The. LLarylebone meeting is going ofd' admirably .. We Irish M. F. 'ß 
have agreed not to attend; it would only look'too much like iciplorin 
nyrspath_y - like deputations from anti-slavery &() Charitable. societies. Via stand & are determined to stand on far higher ground. Wo speak as the organs of a Nation to a Nation and call not for favors but right Soo . 
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This I=ever -is only a portion - an offshoot of the whole u ovement' . 
Wyse went on to describe his cooperation with O'Brien to. organizes a 

meeting of all Liberal n=bers. Cleneutu played a prominent role; 

O'Ferrall was again reluctant. Regarding the requisition; 

'Its purport is short and simple - having been denied justice by 
Parliaaent & J: iniatcra we appeal through the. Representation of England & 
Scotland to the several Constituencies for their declaration of opinion 
aa., to our grievances, warning them of their danger, &a, &c. A aeries of 
rosolutionu will be adopted -& each English & Scotch member will take 
his () to his County or Towa & try his effort (cLo) in stirring up 
their saveral constituencies. Thin done - we. propose a. solemn remonstrance 
to be formally signed befom we break up, by the Irish members, and thus 
leave John null is the recess to his own ruminations. If it succeeds so 
much the better, if not our dui is done: 86 

O'Brien! in approaching Russell upon the subject of the =cting of 

liberal members,, apparently explained that they jai: iced 'to have meetings 
ßZ 

in town & country in support of a liberal policy towards Ireland. ' The 

requisition for the meeting Evas, in effect, an appeal to the British 

publ4o to press e,, eonciliatory policy on the Government In order to avoid 

'a collision of the sister kingdoms in a struggle for the national. rights 
8$ 

of Ireland. ' it was drawn up, by O'Brien and amended in consultation with 

Wyse. Nineteen Irish me bers signed it. The meeting itself was attended 

by nearly 100 members, on the 18th of July. Palmerston, Wood, Bernal and 

others argued against the Irish plan of public meetings in BritaLn, and 

most of the members concurred. Russell had already shown an interest, 

privately, in 'moving an Addrean to the Cron on the subject of Ireland. 
91 

before Parliament separaten', but when it. was staggested at the meeting 

that he should declare in Parliament what he vould do for Ireland, if again 

in office, he was 'too cunning to commit himself in each a manner. ' LU 

this can hardly have satisfied T y�e, though ' it -seemed to be the universal 

opinion that a document, embodying the. views of the Irish Bombers, should 
92 

be prepared, in order that it should be submitted to a future meeting. ' 

The. Irish continued to wage war in Parliament. On the Arms Bill., 

Peel was driven to e. . speration; , 
' ... There is a certain Lord Clements in the House of Commons, 'an 

unparalleled bore and with means o£'obstructing public' business by a 
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combination of ignorance and perseverance unequalled in the annals of 
Parliament. Be took 13 divisions last night on miserable points in the 
Arms Bill. I was haunted thrazghout the remainder of the night after 
the business gras over by the sound of his voice. ' 93 

Peel subsequently wrote to De Grey that he was ' deafened by the 

hoarse voice of Lord Clements repeating the same. thing for the fiftieth 

time: Graham'andBroughau concurred in viewing Clements as 'mischievous' 
94 

and. ' contemptible' and 'a madman' . Russell' s amendaent to restrict 

magisterial rights under the Arma Bill to force entry into private houses 

had 'a good minority', thought wlyse, and Cranford' a motion denouncing the 

whole measure involved 'the assertion of the constitutional principle on 

which many of us originally started. ' It was less successful, haaever, 

'several having found themselves too entangled by former admissions, and 

support of Arms Bills, recent declarations (sic) to join hißt... We shall', 

continued yce, ' send it out of our house the and of the. week amidst the 

united execrations of one. section of the. Irish members. There will be an 

animated closing discussion..: And, in addition, there was the prospect 
95 

of Ward' s motion, motion on the Irish Church. 
Preparation of the Remonstrance continued. According to Wyse on the 

29th of July, 'our projected b: anifesto (is) still concocting between 

O'Brien and self. ' On the 31st he wrote: 
'O'Brien and I have been indefatigable in preparing the. Remonstrance 

- for auch, ire no are resolved to call it - and not Address, Appeal, etc.. Ou h1'ß little idea of the difficulties we have had to contend with on B' d"7013 -& the Patience and perseverance requisite to overcoaa them. I think I gave; you an account of our first Cc ittce (the Requisitionists) in the Reform Club - after the General Meeting. They elected me Chairman, 
ana 110 discussed generally the topics which were to form the atbject matter of the Address. Thee were ordered to be embodied by a Committee of five - self, Sturm ('Villiers),, Ross, 11. John OtConnell, and O'Brien. At our second ting the carersl drafts were read, and. O'Brien received charge 
to t 

thm into 
and 

C404 other. At our (3rd? ) O'Brien produced the draft, 

alterations. pr 
da motion, to have it printed, leaving large margin for fted 

copies were sent to each of the members and oray Ore ýt 
in 

ate ) to conzider alterations - Our meeting continued toda one t j. 11 
_ hoped we t to and we got throuji about one half, & it is to be 

(C NY) with OtEritQ our labourn tomorrow. I spent two hours yesterday 
l iWith 

O' 
eu 

going over carefully every paragraph and introduced several 
Roan, Goxe " Ma had today a (latecall? ) meeting - Wyse. (Chairman),, 

O'Connor Dons d; eý ' Poý7er, 3turrt, Caren, Archbold, Norreys, Collett, 
y tecy and, e The v olo was extremely catiefactory, every word Fully and temperately canvassed..; 
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BixIO FZya® went on to caaplain at length of O'rerrall' a attempts to 

obstruct the. process: 

I ... He opposed not the document only, but the whole proceeding - 
thought it could answer no possible purpose., no one would sign it, it 
would be torn in pieces by O'Connell - finally were we prepared if our 
party Caine in to adopt it? ... We laughed openly at hin idea of its 
embarrassing a future ministry . and said if they did not - whoever they 
might be - support these just and feasible demands - they had no right 
to ta. ico office - and the, right not assured, they would soon have to leave 
it and the. sooner the better" ... He made no sort of impression .. (He is) 
under the tow of, his master instead of above it and more servile than even 
what is demanded by h., is former and future superior.. Of course having gone 
so far he will not again join us .. Even. O'Brien is scmetimes disgusted 
by his paltry, truckling, insidious conduct and almost tempted to give up. 

We place our solemn remonstrance on record, against the conduct 
pursued towards the country call for redress -& warn this county? of 
the consequences of refusal - We at least shall have done our da . i; e 
have done in and out of Parliament our best. Vie know also there is 
powerful neutral or intermediate party in Dublin who 'rill at ones find in 
this document a sort of confession of faith and a bond of Union.. We have- 
taken the greatest pains with the: language. and opinions so as to offend 
none, but to be perfectly plain and. incontrovertible to all -I think 
after much work we have or shawl have succeeded. I don' t care. one jot 
what O'Connell may say or not say on the matter - and as to effect upon 
my claims to future office - into a Ministry I would not go on other 
conditions. Such a Ministry an would not carry out thesd views would not, 
nor ought to, endure; a day. I at all events will never hesitate between 
office & my country -I never have - and respect myself far too much now 
to begin: 97 

There is a strong suggestion here - reinforcing the less-on of the 

July 18 tweeting - that the Whig ]. eaderrhip did not approve of the. 

Remonstrance. plan - presumably becauce it caild embarrass a fut= ministry,, 

ennUning the character of a manifesto to which they would becoma cot itted. 

Ihi1e. Wyss adopted a fairly independent stance vir. -e, -via the \thig leaders, 

O'Ferrall appears to have opted for the security of follovring'his former 

and future superior'.. Russell, as he had wished to do over the ilraa'ßiU'too: 

'Thank God up to this time we can quote his ov; n experience against 
him* Had his acýýrirs been taken on the Aras Bill discussion - or on O'Brien' e 
motion - not one single, word would have been uttered in Parliament... re 
raved air body, & country frown the disgrace of offering to Parliament our 
fission to an Arms Bill provided Government withdraw theirs. ' 98 

Ward' a motion drew attention back to the Church, on which issue Wyse 
99 

displayed his custanary optiaiaa. And the " last debate on Lord Johns a 
100 

motion was capital. Ministers are certainly very much shaken. ' This was 

a reference to Russell' a motion on the 'State of the Nation' on the. 28th 

of July. _roland featured prominently in the speeches, though few Irisin 
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took part. George Wyss did not share his brother' a enthuntatn. Ho 

criticized Russell' a 'gratuitous' statement about the illegality of the 

monster meetings in Ireland., ''clearly indicating', he thought, 'that had 

he been in power, similar modes of coercion would have been adopted. As 

regards thin country (Ireland) this speech is as unfortunate as his 

Finality one previous to the dissolution. One almost imagines that he 

so expressed himself in order to 
., =e reel & Cc, in office, until this 

101 
Repeal , "rar was at an end: 

Wyse also discussed the widespread expectation c: a ninisterial 

collapr4e: 

'Many indsed apprehend, it may be too soon., I one, of them - If there 
be a ehant*e - it must be one of princfp-ies and one that can & will be 
worked ü, It is not worth while walking M stairs for the pleasure of 
being Ucked down again .... Our Remoras rt anee in not yet completed. I was in the Chair today fron 
1. to 4. O'Brien in quite out of patience & had he anticipated no much 
cavil & opposition would never have undertaken it. Not co -I -I lau at 
his want of experience. This is mere hunan nature ... I doubt . vdiether 
we shall have more, than 15 or 20: 102 

On the 4th of August he reported: 

' tie are proceeding in our good work, but = sorry to- say amidst much 
disagreement and obstacle. O'Brien was with me early yesterday with the 
"Keaonstrance" ... Our numaroug changes have greatly improved it, and I 
now think, tho' in many points not no strong as he and I would have 
desired, yet an strong as we could (to meet others) make it, and on the 
whole more vigorous than fron what early conversations with our party 
others we had reason to expect (sio) .? e had two paragraphs on ti a 
Financial question, which appeared to O'Brien and ma very important if 

not essential, but after very long discussions on all its bearings, via 
were left by the. Caxittee in a minority of two (he and I) and obliged 
to withdraw it. The paragraph also with reference to the Repeal was more- 
precise and energet:. e. Villiers Stuart proposed an amendment vftdch softened 
it considerably dorm, and which, in order to gain general acQaiencence, 
was also conceded. It still. stands however a maciffento of which no 
Irishman not a Tory need be ashamed, and with many points on which even 
Tories must coincide: 103 

The Remonstrance (see Appendix 1) has been referred to several times 

In previous chapters. It me e], y narized the grievances discussed in 

Parliament. Thera. is evidence, of more agreement on Ireland* n grievances 

than upon the, required remedies,, though on several points the docent 

is remarkably forthright, albeit gw, notably in demanding ' perfect 

equality' between the different religions in Ireland, The remonstrants 
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concluded by warnin3 that every day'a delay in attending to Irish 

grievances added to the strength of the Repeal movement. The importance 

of the Remonstrance lies in its faction as the manifesto of a srould-be 

liberal-unionist party. Wyse went on to describe the next stage: 

As Chairman, and for the trouble I had taken throughout, O'Brien 
requested me to take the first place in signing it, and at all hazard of 
sounding jealous, I thought it right to do no. I fixed my name,, and he 
his - and undertook to get the signatures of the other members in the 
House. - We agreed also on a circular to be address. -d to absent members 
for their nahes on authority to sign -Ye shall omit none. On going down 
to the House about 7I found O'Brien much dinappointad. He had been able 
to procure very few names. Even those who had first approved hesitated. 
V. Stuart, who had been with us in all the discszasics, and had drawn up 
(a draft of) an Address himself,, doubted. Lord. Clements refused no plop, 
.. o saying it was a proceeding he did not approve of, did not lilts parts 
... amerrille .. said he agreed with every word, an excellent document, 
but it would do no good - it put us in a false position &() would 
not sign. O'Connor Don, who had also talma part in our councils, had 
declined - Repeal out?, (it would be attacked by O'Connell - this the 
true motive) - and would not sign. Shall, who had promised the day before 
& had h irhhly approved the aovenent to me - as well as O'Brien - "would 
sign if O'Brien wished it, to oblige, him', but O'Brica purposely and 
indignantly refused. O'Ferrall of course not only will not, but in 
laughing and enjoying the refusals. Carew hesitated,, but I succeeded in 
shooing him how innocent at least the proceeding was - it was not more 
than each and all had been saying in their speeches & addresses to 
constituents and would have to say and much more again - ha signed. 
Notwithstanding all this, we have succeeded in getting 15 signatures soý 
far, and I think we may hope. for 10 more. But this is not what ought to 
have been the case. The univ--rsal representation on our side of the 
House should have signed it. They will yet have to regret their 
pusillanimous conduct, to give it no more unkindly or truer names 

I make no co=ent on the. conduct of these men, but I observed to 
O'Brien, vho was much annoyed and indignant at such tergiversation, that 
this was too much the. case with our Irish politicians & he would not be 
surprised if he knew them as well as I did. Vie have every courage but 
moral courage. That we want. He said, had he anticipated half what he 
had met or experienced from our own side., he never would have touched 
the subject. I would -& time will prove me right. It .. brought out the 
real. stuff ... I am quite- persuaded- that whatever late or future minister 
may say the mind- and character of both countries will do us justice. As 
I often ear to. O'Brien, "Rais ca clue doss ... As to liinisterns, they will 
come to us and our friends, we need not go to then. 104. 

It is clear from the above that it was not 'an Irish Members of 
105 

Parliament London Conference of 29 M. P. 's' which drew up the Remonstrance. 

The 251 signatories consisted of 14. or 15 original adherents; Vtyyce said 15, 

but there were. only. 11 signatures already on tha printed circular cent to 
106 

absent members. , The: others were added later, several in response to the 

circulars. 

Wyse wrote a second letter on the 4th of August: 
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" .... think of Clements, Somerville. Sheil. i 'Maket t remaining 
still obdurate each on their own grounds. I renewed the attack last 
night and this mornin3q without effect. Clements pleaded even disapproval 
of the general tenor .. 

shad already taken too prominent a part - would 
assist in carrying out the measures, but did not like to afford hin 
signature to a pledf; ett ... Saaervi3lu again'expressed assent to each 
clause - or paragraph - but it could answer no purpose hero or in Ireland. 
Zheil stumbles at one of the paragraphs ... but approves of every other. 
He deprecates however the whole: movement, thinks it will lead to no good 
- and prove very embarrassing to ciinisterialists. ' 

After making a jibe about Mail' a desire to return to the Treasury, 

lyre a;; ain naco it clear'that he had a: conorption of overriding national 

interests: 

'I said to him = *I tell you, theil, neither Lord John or any other 
can think of returning to office unless they are willing and declare 
themselves willing and now promise to give us these and-perhaps greater 
el ands - or if they did they would- have to walk out in a month or two .. For my part, I am quite sure no Irish Representative would or . ought' to 
have a choice. Even as a party man now is the time to speak out and let 
there be no doubt or question of the matter" ... In the meantime Chapman has 'joined - and Sir ii" (ontague) =is strongly 
for it. All our letters are. gone off today (printed Circulars)-to the 
remaining liberal members, to authorize their signatures to be affixed 
without delay. 

The. point is, very fern, not O'Brien. himself, is sufficiently aware 
ha« parties lie in Ireland. They are, ignorant of the existence certainly 
of the wishes and influence of the intermediate party "., depend upon it, 
they will join heartily - You will see every shade of Irish Liberal 
politics - even the Federalists - will find themselves reflated ... Others 
again are in great fear that O'Connell will interfere. and carve document 
and signers (sic) without mercy. b1y answer is always herwill not =- & 
" rn nd *i e* - It is ri t, in the face of a thousand O'Connells. But we 
are not such fools as' to leave it id doubt. O'Connor Don has been' induced 
to write to him, in forwarding the circular, and should he not sign request 
at least his neutrality. 

O'F(errall) I have not seen and O'Brien &I are. agreed not even, to 
ask hin. O'Brien things he will -yet -sign -. but' this is a more matter of 
accident. Had we the rest, of the Irish (even intermediate) representation, 
be would ask lsave frota Lord John 'gat it - and boast afterwards to 107 
English members that he and he only had been at the bottom .. of the whole. ' 

The. counting out of the House on lard' e ruction vas another 

disappcintrnent. In : 7yye* o next letter, the full extent of O'Brien' e 

fru . tatioz was. re realed: 

'O'Brien is inpatient and can't endure any longer delay. I had hit' 
with t three hours on Sunny in 1 eneington Gardens. Vile were talking over 
every bearing cxr. this"ixost madncntoua subject - and'agreeing on all but one. 
He is decided on leaving i'arlinment anti throwing himself into the Repeal 

`tovement in November` if nothing be done in the interval by the Government. 
licit v hat can: "- ( sic) -. once Parlinunent 'is ` up - they are simply aä&inistrative. 
I have done all, I-could to change thin resolution - but he is more than 
firm - obstinate. Beis uicc of begging -- and will beg no longer - ton 
yearn he ban been doing; "and without avail, p nothing else. Ho will bring the matter soon to a crisis ". ti o' . ha in, cacrifieed & sacrificed he must be, in the attempt. I did all. I could to deter him, not on private but 
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public giround, in vain... We shall all be considered in the. House not 
as the intermediate party we now are but as Repealers in transition - 
and lose much of that influence which as moderates we hold. Our 
declarations will go for little more in and outside of the House, but 
milk and water Repeal spectres. It will sow distrust amongst our own 
body, as you must perceive not by any means subdued- and go far I an 
afraid to break us up altogether as a party. I shall feel it particularly 
for on him and one or two more only can I thoroughly rely. He wants me 
to take up, the. same movement anew next year, and. we discussed the 
propriety of my giving notice at the. close of the Session of a motion at 
the ccim encement of the next for a Committee of the 'hole House to 
consider a series of Resolutions carrying out the several demands of our 
Remonstrance, but though willing enough to talm such lead on myself, were 
he still with. us, I greatly fear it would be ineffective after such a 
retreat as his .... I am greatly afraid he has more enthusiasts than experience. I 
expressed to him the. want of heart and soul and honest and honor and 
firmness of the men with whom hwas about to unite. His only answer 

was, "Is it right? .I have been considering all that and will-not be 
deterred from fixing a course. because of its supporters. I have done my 
duty for two years now unceasingly.. We have no hope fron anything else"* 
I endeavoured to show o_ much had been gained & how much more t ere 
]loons. Nothing made impression and I am sure you will see his declaration 
ere long. 

Should such be the case, O'F(errall) and S(heil) and the rest will 
set the whole down to vanity and interpret all the Remonstrance movement 
as a mere trick. He and I the workers - the other Irish members the dupes. 
No matter . they have no ri t to judge him. They cannot understand 
such a man: 108 

As Wyse anticipated, O'ConneW a reaction to the. Remonstrance was 

not altogether unfavourable. He felt he could not appear to accept 

anything less than Repeal, and that the English did not have enough 

sympathy with the Irish people to render a calll, on them to redress Irish 

grievances anything but futile. However, though for these reasons he 

would not sign the. document,, he called on other repealers to sign it if 

they chose, adding that all signatories were thereby committed to repeal 
103 

if that grievances set forth were not remedied. George Wyse realised that 

O'Connell' a ambiguous response could have a mischiewue effect; 

'By the proceedings in the. Association you will see that you have 
judged correctly as to Dan's opposition. He accepts it as a Repeal 
document "in future" and calls on every one to sign it. What will 
O'F(errall) & S(heil) now say to it? They must sign it or bid adieu to all 
possible chance of office. You may rely upon its being adapted as the 
pled e on all future Elections,, & that no Government can rule this 
oountry without pledging themselves to adopt it as their rule':, of conduct. 
I perceive that O'Conne3l gives the merit of it to O'Brien ... I think it 
just as well. it, should be so considered at present - as growing out of the 
rejection of th, & motion made by him. The vote which the Association has 
come. to may possibly deter O'Perrall & others from joining. 

You must warn the English people of the dangers of refusing sing these demands or neglecting even their examination =... " 
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. George Wysß also opined that O'Brien should continua in his present 

course for another session "& test how far this remonstrance hau been 

received in England. So early a (junction) as November certainly places 
1ti0 

you & the rest in an unfair position: Par from growing out of the failum 

of O'Brien's motion in July the Remonstrance was, of courses envisaged by 

several Irish members more than a month. beforehand. 

tieanevhile responses to-the circulars were coming in from Irish 

liberal members. The Smith O'Brien Papers contain brief notes givira`the 

assent of Thooas Redington, Sir"David Roche, - Sir if. W. Barron, ' Henry 

Grattan, Wm. Maenamara, Sir Andrew Armstrong and Benjamin Chapman (an' 
111 

authority of Sir Montague, his elder brother). 3S. Blake, Pierce Butler 

and Caleb Powell- declined, on the grounds thatothe documents In Blake. ' is 
112 

words, 'contemplates continuation of the Union. ' Fitzstephen'French -- 
declined on other grounds; 'Tho' concurring in the greater part, I do not 

assent to all it contains. ' "The Goverment had made some. Catholic 

appointments, he wrote; 'and he did not approve. of: the Wyse-Musgrave system 

of county boards, shish the Remonstrance appeared to have recommended. 

And 'I also think the repeal of the present poor law should occupy a 
113 

Prominent position amongst our demands. This is not touched on: The 

omission of any mention of the poor law is indeed surprising, given O'Brien's 

deep interest in the subject and the resistance it-aroused in Ireland. It 

is perhaps reasonable to suggest that the issue proved too divisive to 
114. 

permit agreement. - 

Wyse commented that, 

*Notwithstanding all croaking and (canting) - opposition fra* official, 
ex official and official expectant ; -' Whig and Repealer, ' O'Brien and I have 
already got 30 names, (out of which only two repealers) and have no doubt 
we should have many more had we time or patience to wait. 115 O'Brien 
thinks of leaving i aediately and says ve+. ought not to delay beyond 
Thursday. It IS not possible to get at Cave, Bellew ands e or two others, 
and Layard (why no one understands), Clements, Somorville, Bla12 (repealer? ) 
still refuse.. .... -e The papers here have not noticed it more than in Ireland, I-suppose 
owing to private influences .:. When sent officially froa us the. case may be. different. 0 Brien ` tells me the Pilot is larodat y ".. 

Ö! Brien, and 
propose to send copies to all the Dublin and Principal London papers, -with notes in most cases, no that we shall put to the test whether-they will 
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insert and notice or not.... I as not-very anxious on the matter, it is 
more: in the view of a historic document, to %hicih we may hereafter have. 
frequently to recur, both in and out of Parliament, as justification of 
future proceedings, than as an appeal designed c' likely to produce 
irrmý__ediate. & especially pular effects that I think it of value. ' 116 

This seems at odds with Wysar a earlier hopes that the Remonstrance,, 

as the culmination of the skilftx], manoewms of the Irish liberals in 

Parliament during the acr, would°stimulate British public opinion to 

sympathy with Irish complainants, 

The response of the British and Irish press was indeed meagre. The 

principal 'AS/Liberal papers in London, The Globe and The Morning 

Chronicle, both carried the Remonstrance, but the former did not comment 

editorially and the caaments of the Chronicle, though laudatory, were 
117 - 

cursory. In Ireland the Evening Post carried the document, but editorial 

coaaent consisted of the briefest' of references to the, great importance' 

of 'the. admirable address; The reaction of the other leading liberal- 

unionist paper, the Northern Whig, to this 'important document' was even 

more desultory. The Pilot, probably taking a cua front O'Connell, praised 

'the aclairable protest of the manly band of Irish members' , though they 

claimed that it was the. Repeal agitation vehich was the moral per at 

their baeka. ' The more independent Freeman' a Journal denounced the 'tame 

and inconclusive document' for the failure to support its demands with. a 

threat to turn to Repeal. 'Vie cannot conceive anything more foolish', than 

a demand possessed of no sort of canation to force couplaince. The Tory 
1'iß 

Mail scoffed at Of Connell' s9 dupes' ,. -- 
Duffy subsequently wrote that, 

'The address was probably as little heeded as tim appeals and 
remonstrances of Hancock and Franklin, to the British nation# two 
generations earlier; it was scarcely published in the Government organs 
and founä no echo even in the vhig. press: 419 

,. Tlysa continued tö plead, with O'Brien: 

The course. I have been suggesting to O'Brien for future. proceedings is simple,.. I strenuously continue to advise him to keep his position 
and w rI9 :! A at leant for another session; mush may occur in that time; 
And it *i"Ot moment for him and us & above all all our Cause that every. thing ýld. be done firmly, cooLlyi patLentlyi but pereeveringly. We have attaifed, whatever some capers may says character on that head 
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already. I cautioned hire an to the results of his step, even on the cause 
he was about to espouse. I know the en too well, whatever the ma ,s of 
the people may be, their chiefs are hollowness .. the vileness and iniquity 
of these underhand. politicians ... he has at last promised he will not 
only do not hing before November, but keep altogether out of the way... 
Should Parliament not meet however in November he means he says to join 
the Association... Uy plan is quite other (sic). I never was in less 
love with Repeal, or less likely to be persuaded of its advantage to 
Irk d.. I think its success would be a most fatal blows, and as far an 
I am concerned, be the signal of my instantly retiring from public life 
and the country. I know the hundred-headed tyranny which would be 
established and the thousand factions that would spring up .. under our 
feet. We have great enthusiasm .- no moral courage -I doubt much whether 
we ever shall. Without that there in little permanent public virtue ... England would watch her opportunity -& conquer us again with ourselves. 

We am not decided whether I shall give notice or not - but quite 
resolved to begin the next session with a general motion on Ireland - taking each of our demands 'seriatim' and throwing them into the form of 
resolutions with "It is Just and expedient that &o' & proceeding. This 
of course after a week's debate will be negatived - and then I purpose 
the econd portion of our proceedings - Each Irish member (capable of 
the task) to tales one of our demands and give notice of some motion 
which will bring it forward, no that we thus should be enabled to fill 
the entire session with this succession of Irish questions. To do this 
effectively# Irish members must show great determination and coolness & 
concert, and the want of these qualities after late experience is what 
I most fear. If carried out, an I understand it -I have little doubt of 
its effect. I do not undervalue in the meantime O'Connall'a cooperation 
in Ireland. ire understands the question thoroughly - ne better proof than 
the-manner he has dealt with our Remonstrance ..: 120 

Interestingly, Wye's plans for the next session followed precisely 
121 

the advice given to him some weeks earlier by Thomas Davis. Wyse still 

resented O'Ferrall'a condwct: 

"Otperral3. said characteristically a few nights since - v4en sitting 
beside me on the front benches. The whole thing (the Rem. ) depends on 
circumstances. If it fails, it is not only waste paper, but worse - siuah 
a production if not noticed does great harm - if otherwise, &I think (he 
might have added, & fear it will. (sio), it becomes hiatoriaa and of 
great moment'. ' 122 

George Wyse felt that O'Ferrall, : hail, Cave, Bellew, French, 

Somerville and Clements all refused in order to improve their chances of 

office under the Whigs; 

'Poor and miserable calculatora:, They seem to Forget that they 
must pass the ordeal of a vote on all & each of these questions, for I 
presm* you will a_vstematieally put then totia test. It is not fair they 
should escape. Try them on each question & vote. They must declare 
themselves. I hope the press will not let them off... At all events -You haver done your duty. ' 123 

The Wyse. letters for the next couple of months are. not extant. O'Brien 

went to Europe on the. 19th of August 18rß. 3, lent he I should be led to form 
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a precipitate decision' on Repeal. He was ' anxious to got out of the -ay, 

of Politics for a,: 'few weeks being tired to death after six months of .. 

unavailing toil. ' He had already decided that he would not 'return to 

the. British House of Commons after the expiration of the present year. I 

cannot afford to waste the vthole of wo life in fruitless efforts to serve 

my country &I have long been of opinion that I should be- more, useful at 
122k 

home: 

By the time of his return in mid-October, the. Goverment had proclaimed 

the Repeal meeting at Clontarf and begun the prosecution of O'Connell. and 

eight other Repealers., On the. 20th of October O'Brien sent in his 

subscription to the Repeal Association. In explaining his decision to the 

Secretary of the. Association O'Brien described his growing sense of 

diel lusionaent over the years as Parlismeat treated Ireland like 'a 

depan1ent tributary province. ' The 'entreaties and expostulations' 

addressed by the. Irish liberals to the Government during the previous 

session were all ' in vain' . Their ' last appeal to the British people... ' 

the. friendly remonstrance of men averse to agitation and for tha most part 

favourable to the Union, was treated with neglect, ridicule, or defiance: 

But still 'a hope remained on my mind' that the Government would recall 

Parliament ' and submit some general systea of conciliatory measures' for 

the ' tranquillization' of Ireland. Instead they ' have resolved to deprive 

us even of the liberty of complaint: So, 'reluctantly convinced that 

Ireland has nothing to hope from the sagacity, the justice, or the 

generosity of the English Parliament, my reliance shall henceforth be. 
125 

placed upon our own native energy and patriotisaa. ' 

It is clear from Wyse' is letter or the 8th of August that O'Brien was 

almost decided on joining the repealers by the 6th of August, before. the. 

Remonstrance vim made p bUo,, not to speak of Clontarf and the State: 

Prosecutions. A possible factor which O'Brien did not publicize Was his 
dicappoiatLxnt in his own colleagues. According to Wyse he. was sickened 
by the negotiations with and eventual response of the libera3, -unionists. 
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Also the outcome of the July, 18 meeting with the British Whig leaders 

and. their conduct on the Amts Bill, can. hardly have, been satisfactory. 

There is no record of O'Brien' reaction to the defeat of his motion in 

Jul # but Wysa. 's triumphant-account of the, debate dictates caution 

before describing it as a disappointment. 

O'Brien' a mother was greatly upset by his ' selfish' and ' heartless' 
126 

decision to proclaim himself Ia Rebel and a supporter of Rebels. ' 

Palmerston and Monteagla were cynical about the whole affair. The former 

wrote, 

'I see Smith O'Brien is said to have declared himself a Repealer. 
These Irish members frn the south are obliged to yield to the feelings 
of their constituents, and such conversions therefore mean just nothing 
at all, but that the converts wish to keep their seats. 

_127 It was an example of ' low selfishness' in Monteagle' s 
vice. "At any 

rate, it was a sad reflection on the prospects of the liberal, -unionist 

campaign that one off' its principal figures effectively pronounced it a 

failure. And O'Brien was folloared soon afterwards into the ranka'of the 

Repealers by John O'Brien, one of the members for the City of Limerick. 

His opposition to their ' perilous' and: ' Impracticable' experiment was 

overcome, apparently, by the Government's demonstration by the 'late 

arbitrary invasion of popular rights' that there was no longer hope. cf 
128 

'concession of the Just demands of Ireland. ' 
125 

Elyse remained aloof from Repeal. His intentions in 143 are: fairly 

clear from his correspondence. His object involved more. than the under- 

mining of either the Repeal movement or the Conservative Governnent. There 

was a positive side too: he wished to establish liberal-unionir' as than 

vehicle by which conciliation of-Ireland' a grievances "eoüld be achieved 

in the. British Parliament. This would involver then moulding of a cohesive 

liberal-unionist party. Success would stew: the Repeal tide, sich Ayse 

seems to have regarded more as an opportunity for him than a threat-to 

the Union. Wyse generally - though he vacillated on this point- did 

not expect that Peels a Government would fall; but he, did expect that the 
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Tory approach to the government of Ireland would have to be abandoned in 

the face of presire frm the Repeaters in Ireland and fr= a cohesive 

Irish opposition in Parliament, In n=, Myna envisaged a consolidation 

of the liberal-unionist part and of the liberal-unionist approach to 

Irish affairs, 

It is difficult to estimate the extent to vthich other liberal, - 

unionists shared Wyse's ends. He mentioned O'Brien, Ross, Crawford, 
130 

Redington and Norreys as fellow-schemers at an early stage. Those vo 

refused to sign the Remonstrance were probably not enthusiastic about a 

forceful Parliamentary party, particularly those who were sensitive to 

the threat an independent group would offer to the Britich Whig leaders. 

At any rate, the mixed response of the Irish members to the Remonstrance 

suggests that Wtyse? a hopes of a cohesive liberal-unionist party cape of 

dictating a conciliatory Irish policy to the Government were not well 

founded. The effect of their Parliamentary activities on Government 

policy is debatable. Feel's reluctance to coerce and his decision to 

follow a. more conciliatory course: were principally a direct response to 

events in Ireland. Vlyse, as shorn in the next chapter, subsequently 

attempted to secure, throtJi O'Brien, the support of the Repeal members 

in Parliament, possibly an admission that the independent strategy of 1ßl+3 

had failed. And O'Brien' a defection and withdrawal fron Parliament 

demonstrate that he. believed the strategy was not succeeding. It would, 

however, be. 'a mistake to dismiss entirely the exploits of the liberal- 

unionists in 1ü43. They constituted a vigorous effort to impose a liberal+- 

unionist solution to the greatest crisis experienced by unionise in the 

first thrm quarters of the nineteenth century. 

.. ý'. :< 

. -ý,., 
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11 Chapter 9 

The Liberal. -Unionistss, ' 1843-6 

The debates of the s=er of 1843 alt much on the problems of 

landlord tenant relations in Ireland, its prominence marking something 

of a burgeoning revolution in Irish priorities. _A number of factors 

combined to. bring this about s evictions increased as a result of 

disfranchisement of the 40 /, freeholders in 1829 and the growing 

profitability, of larger grazing farms; the tithe reform of 1838 withdrav 

the olergyman from the frontier of religious warfare and, to a degrees, 

placed the landlord there in his stead; and 1842-3 was a year of 

agricultural depression in which landlords generally refused to lower 
1 

rents accordingly. 'Fixity of Tenure' was one of O'Connell's principal 

cries as he agitated for Repeal. The spears in Parliament in 1843 

rejected this proposal, and even Crawford, the principal agitator of the 

question and the-'Father of tenant-right', informed Peel that he 
3 

disclaimed such 'extreme views'. Most regarded legislation on the 

subject with a degree of diffidence, but some of the Irish members were 

ready to suggest various remedies. Peel, Graham and Stanley conceded 

tha a Couanission of Inquiry was, justified by the general state of tha 

peasantry of Ireland, and that the inquiry.. might show the necessity of 
'a 

legislative enactment to and the excesses of some landlords. 

'When, on the 9th of August, Crawford brought on his bill to 

compensate ejected tenants for 'valuable or useful improvements', Peel 

promised that he. would consider the whole question, and this rather vague 
5 

commitment satisfied the liberal, -unionist speakers. In subsequent weeks 

the subject was discussed by members of the Irish and British Governments 

and a firm decision was taken to appoint a Co®niasion of Inquiry under 

the chairmanship of Lord Devon, an English Conservative with extensive 

estates in Ireland. The principal actors in these discussions hoped 

that a Commission would ' correct some malpractices by exposing them' , 
that limited improvements might be effected by subsequent legislation, 

and that 'at all events sympathy with the sorrows of an entire people. 
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will be evinced by the Governments, and the public mind may be softenid 

and soothed in some degree by kindness of purpose and by exposure. of 

injustioe'. There was little_to suggest that the issuing of the 

Commission was merely a oynical ploy; indeed Peel wrote that 'the main 

object of, it should rather be to, dispel error, iin& effect, permanent good 

by practical and well, considered suggestions than to serve any temporary 
6 

purpose of allaying excitment: 

Some difficulty was encountered in constituting the liberal part 

of the Commission in the manner desired i two liberal-unionist landlords 

of thich at least one should be a Catholic. O'Ferralls, Lord Carew, Sir, 

Patrick Bellew and William Tighe of Kilkenny all declined to serve; Graham 

found, the refusals 'very embarrassing' and he and De Grey feared that the 

Irish Whigs would refuse to act through fear of the clamour excited by 

the subject. However, Redington and. Ferguson, the liberal-unionist 

members for Dundalk and Londonderry, agreed to serve,, though De Grey 
7 

feared that Ferguson would be considered a well wisher of the Government' 

O'Connell objected to the fact that the Commission was 'perfectly 

one-aided . all landlords and no tenants',, }to its being, led by a 

Conservative., absentee landlord, and to the. inclixsion of George Hamilton, 

'one of the 
. most virulent of aleeku. taced Orangists. ' Lord Clanricardes, 

writing to Monteaglei , called the Commission 'a puerile mischievous 

absurdity. They. meanp as you say, to sheep nothing can be done, but the, 

people will not bow to the authority, of those Commissioners, & pro tau 

9 they lend their sanction to the cry. ' Sir Montague Chapman, former Whig 
10 

member for Westmeath, 
_ 
palled the Comaission. ' a mischievous foolery. ', In 

the debates at the-beginning of the following session, Crawford, Bellew 

and Fortesoue welcomed the: Couunission,, but most. liberal speakers were 

sceptics or downright hostile; many , 
lamented 

. 
the fact that it contained 

only landlords, claimed it would produce no new evidence and would raise 

false and dangerous expectations, argued that Imediate, legislation, was.., 

necessary, and asserted that the Government had appointed-the Commission 
11 

merely to evade that necessity. 
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il In spite of the setback of Smith O'Brien! s defection, liberal- 

unionists continued to contrive to carve out a distinctive role. At the 

end of October 181.3, Clanricarde, Anthony Blake, Sheil, Pigot, Ross and 

Sir Montague Chapman, - all. liberal-unionists, concocted an address fr= 

Irish peers to the Queen. Clanricards, writing to Monteagle and Palmerston, 

regarded the, address as 'very moderate' and divested 'as far as is possible 

of party character, .. an expression of opinion upon tha general condition 

of the country, not as opposition to Ministers, but apart from all party- 

view' , though he believed that in thus bringing on ' consideration, at least, 

of a prudent, conciliatory & steady line of policy for an Irish Government', 

the address might be ' of use to the country & to the liberal party ... 

le** We should Shen there are persons interested in Irish affairs 
who are adverse to the influence & power of the Repeal association but who 
do not approve, these capricious, blundering, fitful starts of energy of 
the. Government that only increase the publick disquiet & alarm.. Things 
never were in such a state as they are here (in Ireland). All classes 
discuss daily, & familiarly, the greater or less probability of civil Urar, 
massacres & conflagrations ... The legitimate authorities have no power or 
influence in the country. They hold it simply in military occupation ... 
The Government are supremely ridiculous & ridiculed ... the good, civil 
government of Ireland is a difficult matter undoubtedly & made tenfold 
more so by their blunders: 12 

The Address expressed 'alarm' at the 'perilous condition' of Ireland, 

declared the insufficiency of - the ' use, of force' , urged 'a healing system' 

of 'comprehension and conciliatory legislation .9 to win the attacbment 

of the great body of the people , and prayed the Queen to. call Parliament 
13 

together to pursue that course. Clanriearde wrote $many letters' to 

Irish peers and, though Lansdowne demurred on the grounds that no such 

initiative. should be talgen before the end of O'Connell' a trial, Russell 

approved and the Duke of Leinstet and ' abt. 14+ more' peers agreed to sign. 

Clanricarde, however, was undecided about proceeding and may have. been 

confirmed by Monteagle in the vievx that as they were ' so near the certain 

meeting of Parliament .o it may be absurd to ask for greater hurry'. At 
14 

any rate the Address was apparently abandoned. 

Clanriearde and Monteagle. agreed that the. Government were. 'right to 

interfereto stop the Repeal agitation, but, wrote Clanricarde, 'not by 
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coercion alone; and he disapproved of the decisica to prosecute O'Connell. 

The prosecution could succeed only by means of a 'packed' jury$ rendering 

trial by jury 'a farce for years to come! and leading to 'murders d: 

bloodshed' . If O'Connell. were acquitted, ! what a triumph for hint & what 

an addition to the strength of his hold over the people. ' ` The. Government 

would then oome to Parliament for coercive powers, but 'how can they come 

to accuse people who they confess have done nothing-to subject them to 
15 

legal blame? & whose proceedings they permitted all last session? '. 

Cloncarry publicly described his fear that a partial jury would. 

convict O'Connell and his view that no impartial jury would convict upon 
16 

the existing evidence. The fact that the liberal, -unionists Pigot, Sheil 

and Mahony agreed to serve as counsel for O'Connell and his fellow 

Traversers is further evidence that sann liberal-unionists deprecated the 

prosecutions. Pigot and others wrote to Russell to lament the, tendency of 

the prosecutions to drive unionists to Repeal, and Lansdowne feared that 
17 

the action against O'Connell had 'much exasperated' the agitation. Many 

of the British Whig leaders were concerned at the state of Ireland at this 

time and particularly that prosecution would merely make O'Connell 'till 

the end of the trial a hero, & when convicted a martyr , raising 110 

repealers for its, though Pa]merston could not ' forgive him his wicked 

endeavours to get up hatred of peace between the Irish and the Saxon,, an 
18 

he calls us, and shall not be sorry if the prosecution succeeds; 

In the meantime Wyaa continued to work on the Parliamentary 

strategy. He and his colleagues ('We") planned in August, as ehawn above,, 

to begin the session with a general motion in Ireland and to Follow it up 

with motions on each of their demands,, I so that we than should be enabled 
19 to fill the entire session with this succession of Irisch questions: In 

mi3-Novemberlp Wyse, typically optimietio, hoped that the prosecution of 

O'Connell would induce him to adopt the parliamentary approach. The 

supposed benefits of 0"ConneWlWs absence had apparently been forgotten: 

'The great chance is the Trials will be adjourned even farther than 
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January, perhaps sine die* The result is obvious - O'Connell would be 
comparatively quiet, goverment would get out of a serious 'embarrass 
but the moderate party would greatly gain -a locus .e between him and 
the old Irish party might be re-established, and an active series of 
operations devised for the. session. It seems to met that it will end so.: 

O'Brien had written to him about resuming his ' old line at 
20 

operations, with a view to a junction between all: A week later, Wyse 

wrote to O'Brien about the latter's defection to, Repeal: 

'I was you know, after our (' ) confinement in Kensington 
gardens, quite prepared for your joining the Association, tho' not 
before the opening of next session - when I thought (and still think) a 
strong movement might be made, and with effect, for the, country, ' 

After acknowledging the selflessness of O'Brien's decision to join 

the: Repealera.. Wyse described his own position: 

' .. the course I have been compelled to take is from conviction also. 
I honour freedom & conscience and can never pardon fanaticism bdanigotry 
- but for tyranny under the name of liberty, and the most shameful intrigue 
and corruption under the name of conscientious conviction, and protected 
by a popular watchword, I have no toleration ..... I will not allow you 
to think I yield in any one point to you in hearty devotion to Ireland, 
or that because I cannot go"quite so far (faith, not courage, wanting) we 
cannot keep company many a mile yet together. I think with you a great 
deal, short of Repeal, might be done next and every succeeding session by 
proper union and system. Indeed to the want of both amongst us, more than 
to any other cause, I ascribe our present condition. We have been all 
along striving to make ricks without straii". The arms bill debate 
revealed to us and the House ourzeal power. If we could only get 60 
members, as you say, to work as we did for the last two months of the 
last session fron, the first rst day to the last of next, we might have some 
hope of seeing our Remonstrance embodied in useful measures. Our program 
should be without respect to whispers, intrigues, backstair counsels, or 
timid calculations -a series of motions founded on that document, 
beginning with the Address and not terminating till the last vote of supply. 
Bull has been wakened and maces; to think - the prosecutions must fail - 
new blunders will. follow, and we shall meet in February under the best 
possible auspices for the good cause. But to put all this to fulfil (sic), 
no men must work themselves. It will not do to stay away on leave of 
absence two thirds of the session, or spend. the remainder, as some amongst 
us are accustomed to do, in damping every effort: 

After a short discourse on the apathy of some members - particularly 

the lawyers - 'until they see the doors of office more than half open', 

Wyse returned to making plans for next sesaiont 

'The Reform Club,, a few days before the Session, would answer better. 
It would be out of the shadow of the conciliation Hall, Tihich soma amongst 
us dread. How this is to be managed is the question. I have spoken to 
two or three and find them willing to cooperates, but lazy to acmence. Perhaps a circular signed by some of our meng or tha mere, requesting the 
ear attendance of the Irid members, would be effective. It would 
remove all jealousy ofninisterial or other summoning,, and preserve that color of a substantial Irish party irrespective of Ins and Outs, thich 
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we were so uxious to. establish last session. Will you be up in Dublin 
before the d of January. If so, we might consult and confer here at 
our ease; 21 

Several references in this letter reinforce the impression that 

Wyse was nor winking of a junction between all Irish liberals, Repeaters 

and union1aia ( it would require both sections to. muster the 60 members 

he hoped for, and he clearly wanted the Repeal members to end their 

abstentionist policy). O'Brien. ' a reply demonstrates, however, that Wyse 

was seeking such a, junction only on his own terms. Referring to Wyse' a 

letter, O'Brien Wrote: 

'I am sorry that you do not concur in the propriety of a meeting of 
Irish M. P. 's in Dublin in January. If O'Connell. could be induced, to leave 
the Repeal an open question, to the Irish M. P. 's in the () of such a 
meeting. I ua persuaded that the Cause, of Ireland would be much advanced 
by the assemblage in our metropolis of a majority of the Representatives 
of Ireland, and. as there - is there is no reason why all practical 
letion should be suspended, during the discussion of the Repeal 
question it seems to me that there are many points upon which it would. be 
desirable that the Irish members should not only have. a private under. 
standing among themselves but announce collectively their opinion to the 
world. The first of them would be -their determination to resist to the 
utmost limit of Parliamentary Privilege any measure of Coercion for 
Ireland. Upon the other points touched in our manifesto we might also. 
agree upon some minimum. Without such an understanding then members who 
go to Parliazent will merely appear as individuals, speaking their own 
private sentiments, without support from their constituents or from 
public opiW ... the great majority of the. Irish M. P. 'a would have gone to Dublin it Of Connell & you had agreed in thinking such. a meeting desirable. 

that it ;$ 
reed to myself I must repeat what I told you in London, viz, 
not my intention to beg any more from the British Legislature, 

I shall take every opportunity of. letting the British Government & 
Plant know what we think ought to be done but 'l will waste: no, more 

am sure 
iinng 

eeki 
time in 

only eänto fearithout 
tpy debate ng 

over to to tany he 
fmeeting 

of 
but to wait until. we see what measures are proposed by the Goveranent" If a Coercion, Bill, which I fully expect, is introduced I 

pres`C tt all the Irish Liberals of every shade will repair at once. to London to resist it. If on the contrary useful measures are proposed I intend cogcurrentlyc with the Committee of the Repeal. Association .. to 
e'g=3"ne' 840h 
opinion measures in detail and unite with them in reporting our 

POn each in succession. I an persuaded that our voice. will be. 
much more 
t iitt m 

Potential (sic) when reinforced by the public opinion of Ireland 
that d be if spoken is the House of Commons. Experience, has taught 

make at mýrcment will yield nothing to, reason & that the. Whigs will 
to their . on behält o our interests except they fancy that it conduces 
moral fr party interests. Thus we have. nothing to rely upon but the 
give as ou"* of public opinion of Ireland. It shall: be my endeavour to 

weight an lays in my power to that -opinions" 22 
At`the 

beginning of January, Qyse still felt that a meeting of the 
Irish lib ral 11. P. ' 13 in Dublin would not sucoeedt 
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'An eff ativ demonstration I think would be good, but this I fear 
much cannot be hoped in our present position. _I 

have had a good deal of 
car iunieation of late with Irish. mnbers .. and the many would join, 
others would as certainly stand aloof... There, is a ging sense on all 
sides of the folly, and evil, not to say peril, of the present mode of 
governing Ireland .. but, I doubt, notwithstanding, rlhether you could get 
together, even of liberals, any thing lilfls a tolerable representation of 
their different sections ... I fear it would end either in wider rupture 
or a milk & water atfAir - both failures.., A signed. declaration would 
not fare better. Ilona could be more precise and to the point than our 
Remonstrance. - yet there it lies, without any other body sending in 
their sanction & adhesion: 

Ayae felt that sorge, would fear a meeting would I look very like 

attempting to overawe if not judge at least jury in the approaching 

trials', but it is fairly clear that the main problem was Whig reluotanoe 

to be associated too closely with O'connell. Sheil and Pigott according 

to Wy3e. s shared his doubts, aqd Sir Montags e Chapo n wrote# 

I don't think anything can be done by. a public meeting - our party 
is too muds divided ... I was in coczaunication, with many of the. leading 
Irish Whigs & know how unwilling they would be to. enter upon any course 
of action just now. ' 23 

No, general meeting of the Irith members took place,, in fact,, 

on the 13th of January an Aggregate Meeting of the Roman Catholics of 

Irelandd, was held to protest against the exclusion of Catholics from the 

jury to try O'Connell, attended by the liberal-unionists 4Zyse, Redington, 
2tß 

Sheil and Esnonde and a number of leading Repealer 3. Pigot, possibly 

through illness, was not at this neeting, but was informed that, 

' the various classes of the. Roman Catholic co aunity - including 
those most averse to agitation and who have. for years abstained from it. - 
were never, even before 18290, better represented. The fact is that very 
great indignation in felt, and felt univssrsally ... ' 25 

'Wyse perceived an intention among the liberal ncmbers to act in the 

approaching session 'with vigor and. union' a and he welcomed Russell' s 

decision to move for a Committee of the whole House on the: state. of Ireland: 

'This of courses will bring forward the whole question of past & 
future goverment .o and I think will afford you (0'BrLen) and all of us 
the very opportunity we desire at carrying out the views expressed during 
the last session: 26 

Though Wyse was by then convinced that the. Remonstrance had been a 
futile exercise as far as the English people were concerned . 'Had the 

mole Irish representation addressed the R, hinocerous, the result would 
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have. been much the same' - he was still confident that efforts in 

Parliament were worthwhile, and regretted that O'Br :. en' a ignorance of 

the character of his new colleagues and of the, implications of Repeal 

had talgen hin onta, a different path: 

'Had he continued to fight the battle he had began so well last 
Session with patience and endurance, he would have. been nearer to t he 
a, ccomplis1ient of his desires than he can ever be under the banners under 
which he now serves. ' 27 

Palmerston acknowledged the potential of the. Irish, at least for 

obstruction of any coercive legislation= when he observed of the 

Goverment' a experience with the. Arms Bill: 

(This) must have, shown them: that a compact body of opponents, 
though fear in number, may, by debating every sentence anä word of a bill, 
and by dividing upon every debate, so obstruct the, progress of a bill 
through Parliament that a thole session may be scarcely long enough for 
carrying through one measure; and of course the Irish members on our side, 
and all the. English and Scotch Radicals, would sit from morn till eve, and 
from eve till day morn, to prevent any more stringent law being enacted. 
The line ich the members of the late Goverment would take in such a 
case: Would depend upon the nature of the measures taken as a 'hole ..: 28 

Elyse duly isent out circulars to the liberal members to urge 0 the 

necessity for Irish liberals of all shades of opinion to be present at 
29 

the opening of the Session: Hwever, O'Brien continued to hold the 

view that further action in the British Parll ent would be useless and 

in a public letter advised the Repeal members to remain in Dublin and 

consider Irish questions within the Association,, a policy to which 
30 

O'Connell gave his assent. The liberal-unionists refused, then, to . _° 

carbine with the Repealers in Dublin, and the. Repealers would not join 

with the liberal, -unionists in a Parliamentary campaign. 

O'Brien was also invited to a meeting of Irish liberals at Lord 
31 

Charlemont'a Dublin house on the 18th of January, but he and all but a 

few Repealers remained away. The meeting was called by Charlemont 'to 

take into consideration the present alarming excitement, with a view of 

adopting h measures as might be calculated to allay the sans'. About 

50 persona attended, including the liberal-unionists Clanrioarde, Leineter, 

Kildare# Charleaont, Leitrixxz, Meath, Miltown, Acheson, Stuart De Deciess. 
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5" 

Esmonde, Corbally, TYysa and Stock. Milton u warned that if the grievances 

of Ireland were not 'speedily remedied' he would become a Repealer, in 

which view Stuart De Decies and Wyse apparently expressed their 

concurrence. ' The meeting agreed to petition Parliament for redress of 

Ireland's grievances with respect to the corporations, the franchise, the 

representation, the church and the scarcity of Catholic appointments, and, 

most potably of all, prayed that Parliament should sit, in Dublin once 
32 

every three years. 

When a similar suggestion (for rotatory Parliaments) was made in 

the Edinburgh Review of January 1844, Uonteagle. had felt that the, 

suggestion therein was 'too strongly put', but Forteo I laid much' stress' 
33 

on the idea and it was approved by Lord Lansdowne. The' latter and the 

British Whig leaders had conspired with Senior during the recess to 

produce thia article, with publication delayed until January in order 'to 
_ 34 

bring it out' when the season of action is about to commence. ' The article 

outlined proposals for the pacification of Ireland, all of than relatively 

minor except that for periodical sessions of Parliament in Dublin and the. 

sweeping amen cents-envisaged with respect to religion. Leading Whigs 

like Palmerston, Nornanby, Russell'and Cottenham approached the session 

of'i8"'with a determination to malm Ireland a major issue in debate, 

Norßanby and Russell apparently sincere, in their desire to remove Ireland's 

'real grievances' and Cotters aware of the possibility that, with many 

'moderate men' in England 'alarmed at the, state to which the acts of a 

Tory Governonent' had brought Ireland, ' judgment & tact' on Russells s 'part 
35 

in the coming session would see the Whig party benefit from the ' crisis' . 

4 On the first day of the. session, speaking on the Address, though 

Normanby. and-Clanricar`expressed doubt an to the. likely usefulneas of 

the Devon Commission and advocated 'justice' to Ireland, both felt that a 

full. discussion should await the and of the trials in Dublin. In the lower 

House, Russell and ) owick foreweeat comment on Ireland ffor the same reason, 

but Roebuck and. Wyse rejected thiä-position and with the O'Conor Don, 
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French, Barron, Murphy and a number of British members pressed for the 

redress of Irish grievances, deprecated the attempt to rule Ireland. by 

force,, and censured Attorney-General Smith for challenging to a duel one 

of the defending counsel in the Irish trials. Wyse and Barron described 

the exclusion of Catholics from the jury in those trials as an 'insult' 

to their religion. Crawford' s amendment to expunge frag the. Address the 

reference to tthe Union, on the grounds that it might prejudice the trials, 

was easily defeated but won the support of all 10 Irish liberals (most of 
36 

them unionists) taking part. Wyse did not vote; he had intended to move 
37 

an amendment but was 'forestalled' by Crawford and Roebuck. 

Russell's motion for a Committee of the House: to consider the, state 

of Ireland came on on the 13th of February. Though the major speeches 

came from the British party leaders and. O'Connell, Wyse seconded the 

motion and the liberal. -unionists O'Ferrall, Sheil# Iosyard, Barron (? ), 

Bellew, Clements, Murphy, the O'Conor Don and Ross all contributed to the 

debate. They and the, liberal members in general contended that Ireland 

was ruled by military force in place, of the conciliatory policy which 

was necessary to remove discontent in Ireland. The state of the franchise, 

the representation and the land question, the. appointmeat of Protestant 

partisans to and exclusion of Catholics from important offices, the. 

dismissal of the Repeal magistrates, and the position of the, Established 
35 

Church were again presented as grievances. However, the principal topic 

of debate was the Government's conduct with respect to suppression of the 

Repeal agitation. Liberal members ridiculed the decision to proclaim the 

Clontarf meeting after months of Government inaction, and much angry 

comment was passed upon the risk of violent collision incurred by the. 

failure to issue the proclamation until hours before the meeting was 

due to take place. 

Above all, the. trial of O'Connell was condemned as unfair by almost 

every liberal speaker. The. charge of conspiracy was described as a 

dangerous proceeding much less creditable than a charge for a specific 
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offence; the: omission of naaes, a disproportionate number of them of 

Catholics, from, the Special Jury Panel, the setting aside of all the 

Catholics on the Special Jury list to leave the. travorsers tried by a 

jury of Protestant 'antagonists!,, the obstructive, and intemperate. conduct 

of the Irish Attorney-G eneral,, and the one-sided su=ing up of Chief 

Justice Pennefather were all asEailed., and it was claimed that the. 

Government had managed only to undermine confidence in the. law and boost 
35 

the agitation for Repeal. 

After a debate of nine nights' duration, the motion was defeated by 

99 votes, with no accessions -to d1w Opposition, ranles in spite of a 

readiness declared by several Conservatives, notably the 'Young England' 

group, to pursue a, more conciliatory course in Ireland. 53 Irish liberals 

supported the motion, including the waverera Ferguson and Howard, and 

none voted against. In addition, also on the 13th of February, the 

harquis of Uorn anby brought on a motion in the Lords for inquiry into the 

state of Ireland. ßeß ßea ont, Forteecue and the Irish Whigs Clanriearde 

and L; onteag1e spoke in terms similar to those of their colleagues in the 
40 

Co= one, and incurred an equally heavy defeat. 

Georgs: Tyne advised his brother during the, cdebate: 

summon a. s cial meeting of the liberal Irish members (who take 
part in this debate after your defeat - to determine upon your future 
conduct during the: session. It ought to ba done at before they 
scatter as they undoubtedly will after this discussion - probably in 
hopeless disgust. -41 

Though there is no evidence of an orchestrated campaign, in 

subsequent weeks the liberal members of both Houses pressed the Government 

strongly on a number of Irish questions. host notably,, Crawford# Rawdon 

and the Repealer E. B. Roche. urged the withholding of supplies until 

attention was paid to Irish grievances. R3Y1dons, Villiers Stuart, Crawford 

and the Repealera Somers and E. Be Roche advocated a resolution- dcprecatieg 

the lateness of the Ciontarf. proolnmatioa as having brought *a risk of -- - 

disastrous collision' -. and. 20 Irish liberals voted for the motion.,, tiuoh 

was made by Wyse, Bellew and Duncombe of Finsbury of irregularities. in 
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connection with the State Trials, and Dunoombe' a motion on the employment 
42 

of 'epics' in Ireland was supported by all 18 Irish liberals in attendance. 

These manoeuvres met with little or no apparent. -muess. Jephson. 

Narreys, the Whig member for Mallow, 
_was not äisheartenedv however: 

'I am always sanguine in the belief that. an Irish party, however 
eam71, if composed of man moose position in society & general character 
removed then from the suspicion of acting, for interested motives or from 
that lowest form of corruption & bribery"- of pandering to popular passion 
or Popular Impulse - that such a party could, & would, as rapidly as 
reasonably men could expect, effect all for Ireland that reasonable- men 
could devise. Even your (O'Brien' a) separation from 

. us has not disheartened 
us -- tho' I confess it grieved me much. Ylhca I reflect on the. advance 
viich liberal opinions have made even, during my short Parliamentary life, 
when I consider the opinions which were expressed by "the Gentlemen on the 
other side" in the late debate, I cb not, hesitate to say that our Irish 
prospects are beginning to- briiten: 43 

Wyse conducted a correspoadnnoe with the absent O'Brien at U is time, 

and appeared indeed to be prepared to do O'Brien' a Parliamentary business, 

declaring that he was 'ready for any part I can serve Ireland effectually 

In, and leave the. matter wholly to you and others. ' He was referring'here 

to his agreement to present the petition of the Repeal Association against 

the way in vbioh the State Trials had bean conduoted. Wyse had no doubt 

of the unfairness of the trials: 

'It is right the people of Ireland should enter their solemn protest (by neglecting such cases they becomesystem s against the. iniquities 
of these late proceedings, and rejoined I am that they have, done its as 
beoars& them, so promptly and universally. ' 

- He agreed also to bring forward a motion on the abject; though he 

was not hopeful of a good division he. felt that, was I secondary to fiat you 

&I have in view, the re cording the, sense of the great mass of the people 

of Ireland on the unfair dealing they have experienced' in the late trials.. ' 

Wyue described a dinner for O$Connell, 
_in 

London, an a great. nuaoesa. 

Thouah Elyse did not attend, he claimed that, 

'No man feels more strongly that injuatioe. done. him .. it`was thought 
judicious that those directly, connected with the late governMent should not 
appear .. but the great point to be demonstrated was sympathy between the 
patriotio in both countries, indignation at the oppression, with which he 
and his fellow traversers have been visited -& this has been patt beyond all 
question. To, judge frag private more than public declaration,.. there is a 
very cordial feeling between him and all a'sotions of liberals - and nothing I think of. that old Whig feeling is allowed to interfere at present. ' 4i 
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Barron of Waterford also wrote to O'Brien to approve tha protests 

over the ý state trials and to complain that O'Connell had been tried by 
45, 

his political enemies. Indeed, as Wyse makes clear, tha miaanagement 

of the. trials largely dispelled any ambiguity in the feelings of British 

and Irish Whigs towards the prosecution of 0'' Connell by a Conservative 

Government. When Wyse presented the petition of the Repeal Association, 

bearing 82j, 33tß, si aatures, it 'produced no small sensation. on each side 

of the foucel and 'had its due effect. ' He was in consultation not only 

with the liberal-unionists P. E. Murphy and liahony regarding his motion 

but twice consulted with O'Connell, whose advice to postpone the motion 
46 

he accepted. 

The following month, after O'Connell' a return to Ireland, the liberal- 

unionists began to-most successful movement of the session, in opposition 

to the Goverrxnent' a Registration and Franchise BilL. More O'Ferrall, 

Bellew, French, M. J. O'Connell and Tlyse, in conjunction with Russen 

and. Hama, criticized the measure on the. first reading on the grounds that 
47 

it did not give a sufficiently wide and independent franchise. George Wyse 

had earlier advised his brother that, 'The Registration Bill will require 

your attendance as regularly as the Arms and Wyse, though he 

expected Russell would not divide. on the, second reading, duly informed 

O'Brien that, 

'That, however, does not affect Irish members . '., we ought to. 
constitute ourselves as last year on the. Arms Bill, en! onite permanent, 
and under the legal asupiees of Pigot... The feeling almost general here 
with the Irish members is to divide on the 2nd reading. The others wait 
to learn from us that to do: 48 

Eliot was subsequently told by Charles Wood, a prominent Whig, that, 

'the Irish Whig members, Wyse and More O'Ferrall included, have 
expressed .* their earnest hope that the »i11 will not be sanctioned by 
the support of any portion of the Whig party, that they deccribs the 
feeling of hostility to the measure in Ireland, no matter how produced, 
as very strong and very general, and that in the present state of that 
country they think it moat important that one party at least in the House 
of Connons should appear to sympathizes with the great body of the Irish 
people, Wood in himself favourable to the principle of the Bill... (but) 
the Bill, he says# has no chance of passing this year unless the Govt, 
are prepared to carry it at the expense of all their other measures. The 
opposition to it will be as pertinacious as that which was offered to 
the Arms Bill ..: 4.9 
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The bill was postponed several' times, until the tat of July. Two 

days earlier there vas ' V. meeting of Irish members at the Reform Club, 

called by Circular ... they then arranged that Morgan John (01 Connell) 

vas to move the reading of the Bill that day 6 months - Shell to second 
, 50 

and a dabato to be got up accordingly. ' It is likely that W'yoe and the, 

liberal, -unionists were behind this meeting; the repealer Maurice O'Connell 
51 

knew nothing of it till the meeting was over: Their plan was disrupted 

by Thomas Duuccabe'a successful motion to prevent a fau debate on the, 

second reading of a bill which was to be abandoned, though I. T. J. 0' Connell, 

Sheii, Stuart and More O'Ferran contrived to fire a parting Salvo at the 

measure,. Tliouji it would be foolish to ignore the denunciation of-the! ' 

bill. in Conciliation Kalt and its apparent unpopularity in Ireland, the 

evident determination of the liberal-unionists to pursue again the tactics 

of the Anis Bill debates was probably a factor in the abandozrzent of. the52 

bi l; Peel attributed the decision to the pressure of business in the Houss. 

In Aprildune 0". v liberal members'- particularly Irish liberal- 

unionists - continued to press the. Government on auch isauea'aa the 

practice or excluding Catholics from Irish juries, ' public works in Ireland, 
53 

'ate employment of Englis=h and Scots in Ire. lands, and the Irish poor' law. 

C1anrj da' supported Cottenham's Bail in Error bM %hiah, 'if it had 

Pad, would have prevented the`imporieonment'of O'Connell befom hie' case 

C8e before the Lords on appeal. On the 11-12th of June, the-liberal- 

animists, 'Fergusou apart, unanimously supported Ward' a motion' on Irish 
54 

Church T poralitLes. - Wyse, meanwhile., Tplanned, still to mova for a Select, 

COM-ittee to inquire into the State Trials, 'vrhich had resulted, on`-the 30th 

or lla. Ys In the imprisonment of o'Connell and the other travorsars. In a 

ilia letter to Wyse, Speil supported Byre! s course and described O'Connell 
55 

as ' the deliverer of his country, ... ' the man to v4UA we ̀  aWs everything: 

But a' Connell' s opinion of ilyses' aa ort s wan ' di smissivc in the extrame, 

ands tu his letter to tail o£ tha'19th of June he referred, too, to the 
lack of, enthuaiae swag tha British %U9 Leaders: ' 1' a 
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'I do not care a twopenny ticket for Wyze' a notion. The Irish 
people do not care a rash for it. They expect nothing from the, English 
Parliament and have a vivid contempt for itsproceedings but, besides 
this hatred of Englands ought not commonsense be looked to? What in 
point of commonsense can possibly be the result of a night or two nights' 
talk on such a motion? Certainly the Whigs this time are right. All Wyse 
will accomplish will be a knitting tögether once more the disjecta membra 
of the present party in power. Mind,, I do not advise the notion to be 
given up because I do not advise at all on the subject. It is to tie one 
of perfect indifference. ' 

He went on to lament that Shell instead of agitating in Ireland 

was busy ' calculating what you ogre to the Whigs for having given you a 

place, '. And he prooeeded to & pounce the. Irish Whigs for their behaviour 

with respect to the trials: 

'what have the Irish section of the Vlhign clone under such 
unparalleled cirotuaatancea, with the people boiling up'at every side but 
still obedient as if they were under military command... What is the Irish 
section of the Whigs doing? 'Nothing .... Oh; plague take the shabby sate 
the Duke of Leinster - his name operates like a vomit - is getting up with 
Peter Purcell. dinners for pig feeders and calf fattenets: Lord Miltorn 
sent sue a salmon - good for Friday - and Lord Cloneurry sent me his card. 
I am, amused at condescending to have even the appearance of being angry 
with such beings, The Irish Orangemen are more friendly to Ireland than 
the Irish Whigs. But I have cheerfully done with them. I am bound to say 
and I say it readily and gratefully,. that Lord John Russell has behaved 
exceedingly well respecting these trials: 56 

Russell felt that 'the violations of justios tho' important do not 

warrant auch an interference with`- the conduct off' the tribunal! ° as was 

involved in a Parliamentary inquiry; "but he was afraid that *merely to' 

oppose Wyse' s motion would lone. us, & deservedly, any support'we may have 

in Ireland among the popular party* and proposed to move an`Address to the 

Queen to record their objeotiona to 'the violations of justice's to ask 

for remission of the sentences, and to state the House' a camaitment to 

equality of 'political rights" between Britain and Ireland. But Palmerston 

opposed even this; he felt that the Government had been right to s top" 

O'Connell, that their'only mistake was in acting so late and in such 

'irregular' ways,, an3 that for all the, irregularities in the prosecution 

'the convictions were right and .& in the result substantial justice has 
57 

been cone: Ironically Russell was later, to abstain'on and Palmeraton"to 
5a 

vote for Wyse. ' a motion for enquiry. 

IIyse believed that the motion would admit 'the fullest range oC 
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debate. This is the main point t the. expression of individual opinion 

and. its operation on the public opinion of both countries .,, it is right 
59 

and. useful,, and what we owe to ourselves and to the country: The motion 

was finally brought on on the 15th of July, when Tlysa claimed that the. 

Crown bad aated., Aith 'en utter absence of that fairness and generosity! 

which one could reasonably expect,, and dealt at length with-irregularities 

in the constitution of the jury; he informed the Government that their 

proceeding had merely 'smothered' for a time the 'animosities' of the 

Irish people and had raised O'Connell to a new status, and he argued that 

contentment could only be secured by a conciliatory policy. U. J. O'Connell, 

Villiers Stuart and John O'Brien were Wyss' a only supporters in the 

brief debate, Though Wyse. had earlier expected that the. Repeal members 
60 

Would come over for the occasion, the great majority of the 26 Irish 

liberals in the division were unionists. No Irish liberal voted against, 
61 

but the Government's support stood firm and the motion was defeated. 

Also in July-August 1&I4, the liberal-unionists objected vigorously 

to the, renewal, or the Unlawful Oaths (Ireland) Bill. Sergeant Murphy, and 

other liberalr-unionists pressed the Lasuc of Ministers' Money. On the 

19th of July, 'Wyse, supported by Shed and BeUerv, urged the elevation 

of Maynooth and the, establishment of provincial colleges. In the Lords 

Clanricarde and the British Whigs questioned the. decision of the Irish 

Chancellor to restore a delinquent magistrate, and in the lover House 

this issue was pressed to a division by Ross, Dillon Broome, 0'Ferrall, 

Sheil and Bellew, in which division 19 Irish liberals supported what was 

virtually a motion of censure on Sugdeq. Wyse, Shd. l and X. J. 0' Connell 

joined in an attack on the episcopal appointments of the Gowrrm ent in 

Ireland. 

On the 2nd of August, Clanrioarde declared that the Roreal movement 

was as strong and ' dangerous' as ever and that the Goverment' a response 

' had totally and entirely failed' , and with Monteagle and Campbell he 

issued a general indictment of the. Goverment for its failure to win 
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over the Irish by means of 'meaures for the improvement of the country. ' 
62 

A Reek later, Shell, Wyse, Mums and Russell, whose aid Shell had implored, 

again described the unfairness of the Statu Trials and called on the 

Government to f : D'Connell and the other, prisoners pending the Lords' 

decision on the Appeal and in their Irish policy to 'throw aside force, 

and conquer by generosity. ' When the Law Lords found in favour of the 

traversers early in Septedher, Otvray Cave, liberal-&znionist member for 

Tipperary, joined in celebrating 'the: great event' and urged Peel 'to 

avail himself of this golden opportunity for the o nuencement of a wise 
3 

and generous policy towards Ireland. ' 

All in all, the liberal-unionists acted in 1841E with considerable: 

vitality; if far from Wyse. ' a ideal of a compact unit capable of harassing 

Parliament into adoption of their Irish policy,, they res=. bled oven loss 

the inert band of 141-3. With the repealera still generally absent, the 

liberal-unionists retained their role as the . Parliamentary spokesman of 

discontented Ireland. Even in 1844, however, there were signs that they 

were losing their raison d'etre as the Conservative Government moved 

towards a more conciliatory policy is Ireland. The strident denunciation 

of 1843 of the Government' a do-nothing policy was tempered in 1841 by 

admissions$ in debate or silently in the division lobby, that measures 

like the increase of the education grant, the. aborted municipal reform 

bill, the renewal of the: Party Processions Act, the Dissenters Chapels 

and Presbyterian marriages bills, were satisfactory. In July, Sheil, 

Bellows Ross, Palmerston and Monteagle welcomed Peel' a evident readiness 
64 

to improveMaynooth and establish lay colleges. In a noose even the 

Goverment' s course on the regi , tratiarVfranchise issue frustrated the 

liberal-unionists, as the abandonrsent of the. bill denied the Iridi the 

opportunity, clearly relished by Wyse, to reconstitute the 'Caait_ 

jperc anent' of the Arms Bill. 

The. Charitable Bequests Bill, which took control of charitable 

bequests fron a large, almost exclusively Protestant board and gave it 
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to ai aailer body of vlhidi almost half the members croul& be Catholics, 

was regarded by sa= liberal-unionists as part of the conciliatory policy. 

Monteagla and Clanricarde gave. their " entire approval. ' to the bill when it 

first came. up for discussion, and thouZ-h later critical of acme aspects of 

the bill were satisfied ehen amencbents were made to meet their objections, 
65 

Warmly praising the measure and thanking the Government for its introduction. 

As for those in the Coons, Eliot wrote., 

'The O'Connor Don does not himself object to the proposed constitution 
of the Board, but he thinks himself bound to respect the scruples of the 
clergy & to act accordingly. This is, the general feeling I telieve of the 
Roman Catholic members: 66 

O'Pcrrall, Be11mv, Sheil, Wyse, and the. Repealers M. J. 0' Connell 

and Dillow Browne, all Catholics, and evidently influenced by the outcry 

against the bill which Mao Hale had stirred up among Catholics in Ireland, 

were cxtrcicly critical of several parts of the bill, and the only Irish 

liberal to welcome the measure was the Protestant mother for Arma h, 

Colonel Rawdon. In the, division on the second reading, most of the above 

critics abstained, but seven Irish liberals, six of them Catholics, voted 

against, and only three - Rawclon, Rosa and Dawson, all Protestants - voted 

in favour. 

On going into Couanittee, Graham announced his proposed amendments, 

the most important of which was the ackna ledgement of the Catholic hierarchy 

by use of the titles Bishop and' Archbishop. O'Ferrall and the O'Conor Don 

warmly welcomed the changes, but the latter, Cheil,, Wyse, Dillon Browne 

and Rawdon led majorities of Irish liberals in unsuccessful divisions on 

other aspects of the bill. Other iaporteat concessions were subsequently 

made, and welcomed by Wyse. On the third reading the Repealer Dillon Browne 

moved the rejection of the bill, but, though he warned that the Irish 

members 'Would have to account to their constituents for not having opposed 

it in a more determined manner'., he could find no-one to second the motion, 
67 

and M. J. O'Connell gave his warmest assent to the emended measure. 

Several of the Catholic liberal-unionists subsequently indicated 
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their satisfaction with the. amended measure. Wyse informed O'Brien that,, 

'The Charitable Bequests Bill has gone through third reading greatly 
amended. All now will depend upon the way it is carried into execution. 
It looks as if it were to be the preface to some change of policy. ' 68 

More O'Ferra}1 wrote to Lord Hatherton to ask him to recamaºend 

certain men for the new Board and to stress that, "Thsre is more in the 

manner of applying the law than in its actual provisions to attain the 

great object of attaching the Clergy tote State". Hatherton informed 

Peel that, ' There was much more in his (0' Ferrall' a) letter on the. same 

subject, the tone. of which satisfies, as a former letter of his did, that 
6.5 

he is sincerely grateful to you for this measure. ' David Pigot of Cl0nmal 

declined to serve on the Bequests Board only, he claimed, because of his 

reluctance to accept an appointment fron the Tories, and it was a former 

liberal-unionist member, Sir Patrick Bellen, who agreed to take Pigot' a 

Place and act with Anthony Blake as the lay Catholic part of the Board. 

The Irish (Protestant) Whig Lord Bessborou declared to Russell it was 

'a good Bill and .. what we had intended to propose in 1834. only we were 
70 

not quite no liberal. ' When the Board was gazetted in December 1844 Shell 

was evidently delighted that the Catholic bishops were planetýabove the 

Protestant commoners in the list. It was 'gallantly done; the effect will 
71 

be extraordinary. ' 

The recess saw much disagreement within the Irish Catholic Church 

and the Repeal Association on the subject of the.. Bequests Bill. Of more 

relevance to liberal-unionists, however, were the fortunes of the 

federalists, who sought not the Repealers' independent Irish Parliament 

but a Parliament in Dublin to look after domestic matters only, leaving 

foreign and imperial questions to a Westminster to which Ireland would 

continue to send representatives. Suvh a solution, it was argued, would 

involve less risk than Repeat. of dissolution of the connection between 

Britain and Ireland. 

Theraas Wyse and Sharman Crawford had been federalists for many years, 
the former putting it forward in 1832 as an alternative to Repeal, and 
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the latter canvassing it in public letters from 183'6. 'hen the Repeal 

agitation revived discussion of the constitutional question in 163, 

federalian too bec=e: popular in some circles. In June Thamas Hutton, 

brother of the former liberal. -unionist member for Dublin,, and Councillor 

James Perry conspired with Wyse to produce a federalist declaration. Sir 

Montague Chap: = was., wrote Wyse., warmly favourable and had claimed that 

'many Tories, Shaw amongst then, are of the. same. opinion. Ross confirms 

this account and adds they already amount to 171 - apparently meaning 17 

Irish IS. P. 0 a. Wyse continued-. 

'On the other side, O'B. (rien) is stronr, ly r ainst. `'"Repeats he 
nays, or "Union" - no Litemediato house. Many Englishmen with whom I 
have consulted are of the sarge view - excellent in theory but rendered 
impracticable by O'Connell. No sort of support (of weight at least) is 
to be expected in the House even from (English) liberals - as matters 
actually stand - and out of the House the coldness with sthieh it Will be 
received will be urged as argument by O'Connell for Repeal & (the) folly 
of looking for any minor, concussion. I much fear therefore. the ti= is 
past, or yet to coma for' such a measure, however abstractedly desirable, 
and that we must confine. to another kind of operation .. 9 there was a 
time when it might have been listened to. It is past - O'Connell has 
been the cause of that .. his late declaration that he would only use it 
as a means to an end, a ateppinrp stone to an absolutely independent 
Parli 

- 
nt not only renders it how to advocate it but really an 

imputation on a man' a good sense to think of it. They regard its support 
as evidence that a man is a dunce: or a hvpoorite - either no soft an to 
believe O'Connell will, stop there, or concurring with him in secret and 
afraid to speak out. He has spoilt that plan altogether. It would be 
now opposed in eth House quite an zealously & far more scoffingly than 
Repeal itself: 73 

In debates and. public letters that eu=er, Wyse, Crawford and 

Francis Murphy of Cork supported a federal solution, and the Whiggish 
74 

Dublin newspaper, The Monitor, took up its advocacy. In September, Sir 

Valentine Blake, though involved in the agitation for Repeal, suggested 
?5 

'a federal union' in correspondenca with Peel. in November, John O'Brien, 
-., ..; i 76 

like a few others before, him joined the Repeal Association as a federalist. 

Towards the end or the year Ross and Colonel Hen7 C ield, Charleaont' a r '. 

brother, declared for'federälism, and Thonaýs Davis later wrote that ;v tha 

wealthiest citizens of Dublin, Cork and Belfasts rtany of the leading Whig 

gentry and barristers and`not `a few conservativas of rank held federalist 
77 

opinions. ' 
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All gras not plain sailing. Wyse felt that Q'ßonn©III a brief 
.,., " 

flirtation with federali= in October 1843 had ' paralysed' the movement, 
78 

'Their time is not yet cone' . ''At the beginning of 1844 the proposal of 

periodical sessions'of the Imperial : Parliamentýgained some ground, 

receiving the ̀  sanction of. the Charlemont-Hou3e, petitionerss and inducing 
79 

Chap= to declare-that,. ''This is worth all-the federalism in the world. ' 

Lord Charlemont'and Anthony Blake[subeegtently canvassed this rather less 
80 

ambitious proposal. Jephson-Norreys, : writing to O'Brien, deprecated , the. 

'sickly, unmeaning! federalist course and said that if he became a 

Repealer his object would be ! an intelligible independeme of British a Si 
legislation & of the English Goveranent.: ,X cannot see any middle sour: e: 

Aaaording to Duffy, ° there were 7. federalists (1$ Repealera, , 36,1whigs' 

and 43 Tories) among the Irish members entring : the 1814 session, though he 
`$2 

named only three, , Roos, Wyse and Ui.. J. O1 Connell. - John Grey Porter, High 
83 

Sherit'f of Co. Fermanagh, produced a detailed federal -plan in August-184+. 

In September, Grahams feared that O'Connell, Ia, portion of the Irish nobility 

and gentr. , and the British Whigs would reach agreement on a fora of 
6 

federalism. Peel was moved "to ask Lord Heytesbury to find 'an able writer' 

to attack federalimi,, resulting in the publication of a series of 
65 

'Antifederalist' articles by Isaac Butt. Uorpeth was told ' oy a cool- 
66 

headed Irish authority that the Federal Party were spreading vrida &, faat: 

Russell$ clearly alarmed by the . growth of federalise, wrote to Leinster to 

seek his influence against any such tampering with the: Act of Union; I it 

cannot'be compromised or cut into 
-fragnents 

to make. repeal more easy to,.. 

swallow' . Leinster concurred and prci iced to use his I best, endeavours' 
87 

against the movvement. Lord Bessborough was also concerned: 
' many of our friends who would be., shocked at being supposed to be 

Repealers are trying to incline themselves to Federall=.. On tho vhole. 
I am inclined to think the word Federalism worse, & more dangerous than 
Repeal. One must be understood 

, 
by everybody, ths,,, other may deludo honest 

but foolish men, & give. dishonest ones an opportunity of forwarding their 
own e, nds., without coaMitting theaselve s: 

On tha 12th of October, 1844, they c4nently ' dizhoneat' 0' Connell, 
in a famous letter to the Ascot Ätion; declared his ' prcferencß' for 
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89 
feäeralimt over ' simple Repeal' . He hoped, in fact, that federalI 

would become 'the rallying point of all the Irish Liberals ... a strong 

Federal display made by and with men hitherto non-Repealers would induce 

the Ministry to strike and to canvass the terms on hioh the Irish 

legislature should be reestablished. ' -, O'Connell persuaded one of these 

non-Repealers, Pierce Mahony, to get-up a federalist declaration for 

signature, and hoped that a meeting of the federalists in Belfast on the. 

26th of October would initiate a process vhioh would and in the eclipse 
9o 

of I mere Whiggery. 11 ,. 

Mahony agreed to the proposed declaration and it was'duly drawn up 

anä canvassed with the assistance of Thomas Hutton ant William Murphy, 

the latter described by 01 Connen as °9a principal "brains carrier" of 

the Irish Whigs: - Aooord ng to Davis, however,, the federalists were put 

off by O'Connell' a support of federalism and his known connection with 
9.1 

Mahony and the proposed declaration. The latter apparently was never 

published. -Wyse felt that 0' Connell' a letter had done mora to annoy 
92 

Repealers than attract federalists. The meeting in Belfast,, attended by 

Caulfield, Crawford and. ' one or two others' s, was, in fact, a eaa17., 

private affair,, and it merely drew up a federal declaration to be seat 
93 

privately for the, aonsideration of the federalists in Dublin. 

09Connell, under pressure from, Young Ireland because of his declared 

preference for federali'n, wrote to Ray on the 8th of November to deprecate 

the failure of the federalists to make. a public movement and, in effect, 
9 

to rededicate himself to 'simple Repeal: Crawford described his federal 
95 .' 

plan in a series of publio letters in November 18+4. He revealed to O'Brien 

the full extent of his frustrations 

'To say the. truth I have been thoroughly disgusted both with the 
professing Federalists and with 0' Connell' s repeal. shuffling. ' The former, 
speaking of them as a class,, wi& to make a flash of supporting local 
legislation for Ireland without having any defined ideas on the subject 
or having any intention to go forwarai with the principle ..,, exoeptMr. Caulfield and a very few others who, would be honest and, willing to go forward if they had the. opportunity ... (O'Connell) wants also to take the sam undefined course, hi nbugg ing both Repealers and Federalists keeping up. a delusive joint agitation, knowing right well that whenever particulars Dame to be discussed they would split up like a rope of sand. 
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I conceive that the principles of the, constitution of 1782 and those of 
a Federal constitution are so essentially different that it is impossible 
for the supporters of each to work together, unless one giveaway to the 
other .. my object in my late letters was to endeavour to put an end to 
this odious farce. ' 96 1 

Russell, and the: liberal Press in Britain, continued to consider 
97 

repeal and. federalism ' equally obnoxious' . -Many liberal, -unionists 

retained, serious doubts about-federalism,, even apart fron the effect of 

O'Connell! a interference.. The Northern Whig, Influential in Ulster- 
98 

liberal circles, was hostile., Bessborough, though not 'alarmed' about 

federalise, remained 'very sorry to see that some very sensible people 

are inolinAd to entertain it', as he. considered it involved either-, 

independence or, according to one plan, a worthless 'double discussion' 
99 

of Irish questions, in Dublin and London. Monteagle felt that the danger 

of collision and, separation of Britain and Ireland was as great with . 
federalism as with Repeal, and that the antagonist Irish parties needed 

100 
'a calm & more. Impartial judge', Westminster, to run their affairs. - 

The Duke of Leinstar, warned off federalism by Russell, duly 

exerted his influence against the movement. The Lord Lieutenant reported: 

'On the breaking out of the federalist folly Lord Cloncurry & some 
others of that sort proposed to the Duke a general meeting of the Whig 
Party &a coalition with the Federalists.. The Duke refused, & not only 
refused but declared that he would oppose by every means in his power, 
openly & publicly, any, such project. The whole thing therefore 
evaporated in a series of silly letters from Mr. Sharman Crawford. ' 101 

As for those more disposed to the idea, the connection with 

O'Connell prrbably deterred many. Davis felt that, 'All chance of a 

federal movement is gone at presents, and mainly because of O'Connell'a 
102 

public and private letters. ' Duffy later wrote that 'The very suggestion 

that he (O'Connell) and the Repeal party would beoome Q? ederalists gave 
103 

Federalism a blow frag which it never rallied. ' O'Connell's initiative 

did bring an enthusiastic response. from the Dublin Evening Post and from 
104 

the Monitor. But with O'Connell forced to abandon his initiatives, other 

potential sympathizers deterred by the O'Connell connection and the 

degeneration into 'odious farces' , the failure of the federalists to 
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launch an organized movement in support of a definite, agreed plan, the 

hostility of Russell and leading Irish Whigs like Leinster, Bcccborough 

and Monteagle, federal 4= reached its peak in 1844 and declined into 

insignificance thereafter. 

On the '3rd of February 184.5 it was agreed in the Association that 
105 

Repeal members should again' absent themselves from, Parliament, leaving 

the unionists once more as the Parliamentary representatives of Ireland. 

The session opened with a Government pledge to, extend the system, of higher 

education in Ireland and with- the ännounoement that the'long-awaited 

report of the Devon Commission Would 'soon be 'presented to w Parliament. , 

Pigott Sheil and some British Whigs had urged Russell to propose a motion 

of inquiry into the Irish Trials, " but, "enaouraged by Bessborough and 

Cottenham, lRussell felt that Lord Denhin' a views in upholding the Appeal 

had been sufficient condemnation of the trial, and that a motion would 

only see the Cam as approving 'the iniquitous conduct oP the Goverment: 

In the debates on the Address, -Russell and Lansdowne. MCrely adverted to 

the (very unjust proceedings' against the. Traversers and rejoiced at the 
106 

decision of the Law Lords. 

"'" On the sauce occasion, several members of, the Opposition,. including 

the liberal-unionists Bellew and Mail,, lamented the f act that the - 

Goverment had not consulted the Catholic bishops on the Charitable, 

Bequests issue and pressed for amendments in the Act to meet Catholic` 

grievances, though Sheil acknowledged that ý the Governmei. t had brought in 

the measure with the beat of intentions and Bellew said that, 

'Unquestionably great unfairness and misrepresentation had been resorted 

toi and many who opposed the measure did not 'do so bona but because 

that (sic) nothing should meet-with acceptance. *- Bellew again-expressed 

confidence in the Devon Commission,, but Normanby and : heil did not , hare 
107 

Bellew s sangtrloe view. ' 

The pledge on higher education induced the Irish 'liberal.! speakers 

to demand reform of Trinity College, and Normanby' stated that ' more. 
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comprehensive measures of justice' would be required in order to 
108 

tranquillise Ireland than those on offer in the Queen's Speech. However, 

the most rancorous arVech came from Russell. He declared that Irish 

distrust' of the Government' a conciliatory intentions was ' just 

retribution' for: heir past encouragement of anti-Catholic prejudices 

and described their-near more conciliatory policy as an admission of past 

error. The speech succeeded in bringing Peel to state his intention to, 

propose an increased, grant, for3daynooth, and this announcement was warmly 
109. 

welcomed by Wyse, Bellew and Sheil. . The mixture, evident in these debates, 

of generous approval-and carping criticism was to feature again in the 

response of some liberal members to Peel's conciliatory policy in Ireland. 

Heytesbury felt that'. the opposition lead ra w are fetermined not to ' allow 

this country to be pacified by is... They hope to return to power by 
110 

increasing our Irish difficulties;:.. ' 

Legislation on Irish' affairs was delayed for two months as 

Parliament concentrated on financial°and oo®neroial issues. The liberal, - 

unionists were often hopelessly divided on the income tax, sugar duties 

and Post Office gi}estions. Apart -from Crawford, then sitting for Rochdale, 

they united in opposition'to Roebuok' a motion to extend the lbome tax to 

Ireland and used tha'ocoasion to'urge a conciliatory attitude towards 

Ireland, In March the Irish liberals voted unanimously for Cobderis motion 

for a Committee of Inquiry into the effects of the Corn Laws, and only 
1i1 

Maanamara broke ranks on Miles' protectionist motion some clays later. 

Specifically Irish- issues arose infrequently. Bellew, Ross and M. J. 

O'Connell attacked the reinstatement in the magistracy of Lord Luoan, 

earlier z4& oved for intemperate conduct in open Court, and Normanby and 

Portescue, retaining a remarkable interest in Irish affairs, alleged an 

irregular proceeding regarding an important appointment in the Irish 

Constabulary. In both oases the. debates encompassed quite general matters, 

the Luaan affair-in particular being used to support the contention that 

popular confidence in the administration of justice and in the Government's 
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112 
sincerity in espousing conciliatory politics had been undermined. 

On the 3rd of April 181}5 Peel introduced the Maynooth Bill. For 

most Irish libcrals the issue presented little difficulty. They had 

invariably supported the M&ynooth grant in the 10 divisions on it from 

1834, to 1844. Cloncurry pressed the Goverment to increase the grant in 
113 

1835 but. found Melbourne wary of English Protestant opinion. In . 1837 

Spring Rice expressed to the King his 'deep conviction' of the need to 

Change, the. 'narrow, e holaatio 
. and disputatious' course of study at 

Maynooth. *If it could be enlarged and liberalized, if persons of better 

worth & connection could fill the office of thet priesthood great good 

Would be done: Others - Irish liberals especially.. advocated an 

increase of the grant in Parliament. But it was in the 1840's that an 

increase in the grant was demanded by a significant number of liberals 

in Parliaments, including specific motions on the subject from Monteagle 
114. 

(Spring Rice) and Wyse in 1844. The fact that it was proposed in 1845 

to increase the grant without imposing; objectionable conditions diminished 

the likelihood of liberal opposition. There were some: rumblings among 

Repealers about. the insult of this 'bribe', but in general O'Connell and 

his friends recognized the measure as a boon and, rather than reject it, 
115 

preferred to claim it as one of than: fruits of agitation. 

In Parliament the Irish liberals warmly, welcomed thm bill. They 

regarded State support of the, college as a question upon %hich the principle 

had been conceded and a virtual 'contract' forweds, and felts like Peels 

that the increase in the grant to meet Maynooth'ä needs was no mors: than. 

fulfilment of that contract. Though many of the Irish said they hoped;. 

the measure would. be only the first of many of a similar tendency,, they 

readily gave fulsome praise to the. Goveraaent for sm ha conciliatory 

gesture; and they warned that its rejection would be regarded in IreUnd 

as final proof that the British Parliament was not prepared to meet the 

wishes of the Irish majority aid would induce the entire nation' to 

'join in one deep anathema against the Union: 
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Most of the Irish liberal members would have preferred that 

Maynooth should have been endowed out of the property of the Irish 

Protestant Church, instead of the Treasury; 18 of them. voted for and 6 
116 

against Ward' a unsuccessful motion to that effect. Shell had earlier 

approached Ward to warn him against endangering the Maynooth bill and, 

with Russell also concerned, Ward had withdrawn his amendment on Church 

property in favour of a substantive; motions of which the success would 

not have caused the loss of the. bill,. 
_ 

Both Be, B. Roche,, who supported 

Ward' a motion, and Barron, who opposed its regretted the introduction of 

the Church issue, and even those r&ia voted with Ward also emulated him 

in supporting the Government measure as the beat that could be obtained. 

The Irish liberals supported the bill. in the face of radical voluntary 

as well as Tory opposition, the only exceptions being Crawford,, who took 

the voluntary line,, declaring against all religious endowments, and Lord 
'118 

Marcus Hill,, whose reasoning was never made clear. Behind the scenes, 

David Pigot prepared a defence of the bill against its opponents in 
119 

Committee. 

In the Lords, in the absence of a voluntary movement, the liberal 

party gave solid support to the bill, with Monteagle, Leinater and 
120 

Lansdowne its Iridz Whig advocates in debate. Monteagle sent an 

interesting letter to his friend Sir Richard Boarke on the proper course 

to be taken by the Whigs in response to the Goverment' a oonciliatcry 

policy. In the Maynooth debates most of the bill's supporters,, British 

and Irish, were remarkably generous in their acclamation of the Ministers, 

but a few English Whig members, Macaulay in particular, taunted Peel with 

his past illiberallwt towards Catholics. Regarding the Maynooth and 

Colleges bills, Monteagla felt� 

'In both these questions very great steps in advance are taken, & 
taken not only in the right direction but firmly & boldly. -` I have been 
a little vexed that any of our friends,, especially üaoaulays, should .,, attack the Government. Most assuredly in some respects they () prove the insincerity & disingenuousness of their conduct in opposition fraaº 
11330 to 1ß41. But that speaks for itself & does not become more eloquent from being proclaimed by our whig voices. Indeed I think our silence on 
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the subject would have been at once a rebuke more. bitter & more dignified., 
Personal imgrtations; we might safely have left to the: Disraeli class. At 
all events it is unjustifiable to impede: in any degree the course of 
improved & more liberal spirit of legislation (sic), & to make repentance 
more painful & more subject to reproof & punishment than a perseverance 
in error. Peel is now doing what we approve, mat we. wished & yet were 
unable to accomplish. This is not the time for contuna y& reproach. 
Besides which how can we expect him to weaken himself & to quarrel with 
hin cmn friends unless assured of a disinterested & generous support from 
U39 We wish to see our measures realized but hoer can this be if men he 
adopts our suggestions we treat him with indignity. I thin: all tlin the 
mom inexcusable because in these measures I think him at once courageous 
& disinterested. He is not now yielding to clamour or pressure. He is 
doing mat he thinks right & doing no with a consciousness oaf the loss 
which he sustains: 

In July he eirote, 

'The iiaynooth bill is law, most fortunately, & on the whole both 
sides have acquitted themselves honorably. Though I love the Tories as little 

as most men, I think it is umriss an vell:. ss ungenerous to select the ma=t 
of their conformity to the true: faith to taunt them with past heresies: 121 

Monteagle, in facts, wrote to Peel to express his I earrn st 

thankf z1n. 3s' for his 'wies & courageous .. # grsaicus & disinterested' 

course regarding Uaynooth. Another of Peel' a correspondents spelt out 

its relevance to thm fortunes of liberal-unionism in Ireland: 

(The bill will) satisfy a 'ellmdeserving and highly important party 
-I mean the Roman Catholic gentry and. others of their persuasion V&o have 
kept aloof from the agitation. Were things to rain at a stand-still 
this party could not long hold cut against Repeal. Your p sent 
conciliatory course is now giving them a triuaph and a reward for their 
peat position, and must bind firmly to their side those who were before 
swerving and. slipping away. ' 122 

As shorn above, the Ubara], +-unionists gava a general wcZcoac to to 

Colleges bill, which was introduced in May 1e45. On two major issues, 

then, the liberal. -unionists ooulc: do little mors than approve the efforts 

of the Conservative Goveramant, and they were placed in a similar position 

by the Goverment' a resistance to the renewed Campaign for a grant for 
1Z3 

Church education in Ireland, and the appointment of a Catholic Chief Clerk. 

In addition, they were again unable: to present a united front on the Corn 
12+ 

Laws, when it was discussed in May and Juna 1 5. The liberal-unionists 

did not, hovmver, revert to the indolence of the early days of the 

Adsainistration. On both the Mpnooth and College questions they were 

active participants in the Parlismentary proceedings and on the latter 
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were critical of sonne aspects of the measure. And it they did not set 

theazelves clearly apart from, the. Conservatives on the Colleges bill, 

they did manage to assert their distinctiveness vis-ar-vie O'Connell and 

the majority of Repealers. On ctha issues the liberal-unionists played a 

prominent part. For example, after meeting in private to plan opposition 

to the Irish Banking Bill a large contingent reaoaatrated, in vain, against 
125 

the nneasure. A nunber protested, in private talks with Grahem and in 

Parliament, that the Scottish Poor Law Bill would discriminate against 

Irishmen resident in Scotland; on this occasion they succeeded in securing 
126 

a satisfactory alteration of the measure. 

Fitzstephea French continued to criticize the. Irish poor lava and, 

with thm ail of other Irish menbera, to press for railway extension in 
127 

Ireland. Uurhhy, Barron and the repealer E. B. Roche urged abolition of 

ministers' money, and Watson., Redington, Sheil and U. J. O'Connell (repealer) 

strove, with equal lack of success, for the removal of certain Catholic 

disabilities. Several liberal-unionists opposed the. Valuation (Ireland) 

bill, later lost in the Lords. And in a general debate near the and of 

the a canton, Sheil pressed for franchise and ecclesiastical reforn and 

deprecated the continuing failure to extend Government patrongge to Irish 

Catholics. In the Lords, Clenriearde described the spread of agrarian 

outrage, and, contradicted the Government' a assertion that the State Trials 

had arrested agitation; the. Repeal agitation, he said, was as strong as 

ever, and, with the expiry of the Processions Act, Protestants were 
t 

re=menoiag their own species of agitation. 

Above all, the Irish Ylhig peers played a major part in securing the 

abandomnant of the Government' a Tenants Compensation Bill. The Devon 

CQi nission presented their report In February 1845, recommending a number 

of palliatives to counter the social ills of rural Ireland. The most 

radical proposal, compensation of tenants for improv®mante,, was taken up 

by the Goverment. Their bill, introduced by Stanley in the Lords on the 

9th of June, proposed that landlords should compensate tenants for acme 
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typen of improvements. Goverment officials were to decide whether or 

not a landlord might be required to pay such compensation, but in no 

instance: would, it exceed £5 an acre of improved land, nor would 
129 

compensation be required unless the landlord ejected the tenant. 

Irish liberals scorned . 
the. measure. Uonteagle wrote tthat it gras 

'absurd & mischievous' s, a 'legislative abortion'; Pigot, less scathing, 

approved of the compensation principle but thought it 'imperfectly 

unfolded' in the: bill and 'accompanied with intolerable machinery' . 

According to Davis, 'Stanley' a bill is infernal .... the worst public 

document I ever read in its design and in its style. It Would extinguish 
130 

the tenant. -right' , and might ' change Ulster into. a Tipperary. ' In 

Parliament, Clanriearde, Goaford, Uonteagle, Caren, Lansdavrne and other 

Irish Whigs (in the Protest) objected tot fundamental propo: el in the 

bill, that a Goverrmient officer could force a landlord against his will 

to become liable for improvmeats on his cn property, a 'fatal interference 

with the, rights of property*, Though other imperfections were also 

pointed out, it was this essentially ' consxrvative' objection rich 

dominated the ergunent of the Irish Whig peers, in contrast to the tenant- 
13t 

orientated opposition of Davis' a Report tothe Repeal Association. Opposed 

by all ahadea of Irish opinion, the. bill was referredtb a Select Committee, 

a step which, given that the end of the session was mars Monteagle 

likened to 'the old nursery process of putting a naughty child in the 

corner'* Stanley duly announced the abandonment of the measure on the 
132 

15th of July. 

The, opposition of the other Irish interests to the bill was also 

important, of course, And it in, perhaps, stretching a point to include 

this effort of the Irish Whig peers as part of the Parliamentary 

endeavours of the liberal unionists, in that, given their previous 

statements on the question, it is likely that most of the ltberal. unionista 

of the lower House would not have: opposed the measure on the I conocivative* 
grounds advanced by the V hig peers, Crawford was pressing his more 
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liberal bill even before the final abandoniuent of the Government mea urea 
133 

and subsequently described the latter an ! objectionable and delusive'. 

At any rate, as the bill did not reach the Caxnonu, the liberal-unionist 

members were again denied an opportunity to flex their nuzsol es in 

opposition to the Government; and the non-appearance of the Irish 

franchise bill similarly denied them. 
�. - 

By the end of the session of 1825, at least partly as a result of . °: 

Government conciliation and forbearance, Wyse's ideal of a vigorous, 

cohesive liberal.. unionist Parliamentary party gras'far from realization; 

and, especially with the decline of the federalists-neither was there a 

strong liberal movement in Ireland to challenge the Repeaters. Indeed 

the Mail claimed in July 1845 that there was I no moderate t hig party in 

Ireland. Thero is no milk-ad-water ju sto milieu in Irish politics s- or `° 1- 

if there be, it in too feeble to suatain itself,... ' There were 'but two 
13ý 

parties in Ireland worthy of the name ... the Repealera and the Tories: 

The recess saw important developments zhich changed the course of 

the history of both Britain and Ireland. The ' great fact' of Irish 

history from the antun of 16145 was, of course, the Famine, the first 
135 

signs of potato disease in Ireland appearing in August 1845. Fran the 

end of October, Leinster and Clonourry acted with 09 Connell, to press the 

Government for effective, measures to cope: with the crisis, and Fitzstephen 

French urged the landlords of Roscommon to react by establishing works- 

for the employment of the distressed, Other liberal-unionists ...... 

coa nunicated directly with the Govercment, though Monteagle: and 

Bessboroui were among thosa who attempted, to play down " the Oaxtent of 
436 

the cricia. 

Peel' a subsequent declaration for. repeal of the Corn LaRa sealed ., 
the fate which he had courted earlier over biaynooth. The a%ort-lived ' (' 

attempt in December I845 at the formation of a Liberal-Governn«2t entailed 

several items of Irish interest. The Duke of Leinster called on the fi 

outgoing Lord Lieutenant to express his" regret' at the. latter'e 
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departuru'and Ohio approval of the course p=eed in this country, & hin 

conviction of tim good that had been effected by the, conciliatory conduct 
137 

of the Government. ' Russell offered Bessbarough the Lord Lieutenancy, 

while Horpeth pressed for Somerville., like Bczsboroug1. an Irish Whig, as 

Chief Secre. tarr, describing him as the best speaker & the most unjobbing 

M. P. of all the Irish,, a real fine cý high-minded man: Bessboroq; h was 

reluctant to accept the Lieutenancy partly because he; could not 'conceive 

that any person -can consent to have the nominal Govex! tr; bf Ireland 

while the Conciliation Hall under his nose is in fact governing ... 

Conciliation hall with all -its ramifications is getting too - strong for 
138 

the Lew: ,... 

O'Connell, however, approachc t PUot. and, to : the latter' a satisfaction, 

offered to call on the Repeal Members to attend Parliament again to support 
139 

'The Anti. Corn `LaW Ministry. ' iiessborouh approved of Russell! a 

declaration in. favour of total and immediate repeal of the. Corn Laura, bitt 

Lansdowne, clearly dissatisfied. demanded massive compensation for-the: 
140 

land interest. MonteagLc. and Lansdowne,, the only Iri n involved, 

were in the minority of Whig leaders vho wanted Russell ro refer the 
11 

Government. 

The session of 1846 saw tho. return to Parliament of O! Connell and 

most of the Repealers to register their views on c=n and coercion. 

Several liberal-unionists - French, Clements, Crawford, Ross, the O! Conor 

Don, Barron (? ) 
i Clanricarde ° and Monteagle - called the. attention of 

Parliament to the Famine in Ireland. Some, notably Crawford and French, 

cited the distress in Ireland as a reason for their advocacy of- outdoor 

relief under the poor law. Barron (liberal-unionist? ) complained that the 

grant proposed in the, Public forks bill, a measure desiiped to relieve the 

crisis by extension of public. worlts, $would_be but a drop of water in the 

ocean as compared with . the wants of the country' , and he and Cieenta,.,,,, 

scolded those English members wba. begrudged even that I paltry, aum' Moat 

of the Irish liberals supported the bill, in the only division. The 
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enthusiaan of liberal-unionists for railway extension (see below). clearly 

oared somothing to their desire to give. employment In the distressed 

districts. II 

However, French and Ferguson were also concerned that the Public 

Works bill would give the Public Works Cowl asioners ' unlimited' power 

to tax Irish landlords and with the Of Conor Don divided the. House on a 

motion to unit the relevant clause; and'C'Ferrall cxpressed a similar 

fear with respect to the County Works Bill. French objected . 
to the 

Goverment'c bill to cope with fever in Ireland, calling it 'uncalled 

for and unnecessary'. Somerville felt that the crisis was not so great 

as to require outdoor relief and O'FarraU argued that such provision 
J42 

would be ' fatal to the existence of all the property of the, country: 

The principal object of a memorial signed in May by four Irish Whig peers 

and. several Irish Conservatives was to counter the. cry for outdoor reliefs, 

though they also urged the. Government to talce other steps to meet the: 
'1+3 

crisis. And in general the liberal-unionists were less vocal, less 

passionate in pleading Ireland's cause in this respect than the. Repeaiers, 
144 

for TJhom the O'Connells and Smith O'Brien were. wall to the. fore.. 

Several of those sdio expressed alarm at the extent of Famine in 

Ireland advanced it as a reason for repeal of the. Corn laws. With mich a 

predominant agricultural interest in Irelaads even her liberal 

representatives might have been expected to"feel wary of such a measure. 

In January Pigot expressed his doubts to Russell as to the support for 

repeal of the Corn laws among the Irish liberal members; 

the great majority - probably all would have supported your 
vote e ich Lordship if in office; and they probably would da eo upon any 

would restore you to power. But independently of that consideration, 
ame of the Irish members are not inclined to SO, out of their way to 
affect a repeal of the, corn law: 

The Repealer James rower he considered a protcotiorist, and he 

beli. red that Redington was + not very enxdOus for a repea], oP U ja Dent 

law "- though I have little doubt that he will f ollaw your lordship in a 
145 

division; Caz th O'Brien had, in December stated to O'Connell his 
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preference for *a moderate fixed duty' to repeal, and at the January 
11+6 

'conference' of Repeal members announced his opposition to 'total -repeal" 

Heytesbury reckoned that I very few, even amongst his -friends' , shared 
14+7 

01 Connell' a views on the qieation. 

In the event, in thq three major divisions in the Ccxxona on the 

Corn bill, 53 Irish. liberals, including Parer and Bedingten, supported 

repeal; 10 abstained or were absent, including the liberal-unionists French, 

Sheil, Tuite and 4estenra, and the Repealer Smith O'Brien; and 2 voted 

against the measure, ' the independent Repealer Robert Archbold (Co. Kildare) 

and the liberal-unionist Thomas Martin (Co. Galway). - Smith O'Brien, thozjh 

taking no part in the proceedings on the bill itself, did riet at one. point 

to state his preference for a fixed duty ancL his steadiness to, accept a 
8148 

temporary suspension of the Corn laws to meet the crisis in Ireland. Some 

of the Irish peers - 73essborough, Clanricarde and Lansdome. - were said to 

belong to the_ group of leading Whige o favoured a fixed duty cauproinise, 

but, after Rossall insisted on full repeal at a meeting of Whig peers on 

the 23rd of May, Clanricarde and L nsdo vne. opposed the. fixed duty amendment 

and the bill passed with the Irish Whig peers even more united is its 
1k9 

support than their colleagues of the lower House. 

The liberal-unionist members were also active on other fronts. Watson 

Of Kinsale led another attempt to relieve Catholics of certain pains and 

penalties; he had the satisfaction of seeing a Goverment bill of 'a similar 

nature, but not including his proposal to recognize the Catholic episcopal 
150 

Provinces,, pass into law soon after the losn of his maasure. Crawford 

urged the. Goverment to bring on their landlord and tenant bill and 

responded crzite generously, though by na means unreservedly, Y&en their 

rather unambitious programme was unfurled shortly before: their departure 

frag off ice. French, Clanriearda, Monteagle, and other liberal-unionists 
151 

were active in urging railways extension. Ferguson, Norreye, Layard, 

Villiers Stuart and some of the Irish Whig peers met with other Irish 
152 

rep'e3entatives in June. 1846 to promote this object. 
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In supporting a, motion from Lord Grey on the state of Ireland, 

Clanricarck censared the Government for their conduct across a range. of 

topics - the State Trials, the Church, appointments, the franchises the 

corporations, the Devon Commission - and attributed the rise of Repeal 

to the G avernment's failings. Other liberal-unionists spolae. up on the 

Church question,, education, polling, waste lands,, drainage, and maintenance 

of the police. No liberaL-unionist joined the Repeal members towards 

the end of April in trying to protect Smith O'Brien fromi a charge of 

contempt or the House after his refusal to serve on a Railways Select 

Ca snittee. Armstrong, William Browne and Rawdon voted with his accusers, 

Rawdon explaining that he, had to set aside 'personal motives' to do what 

he though ' fit and ri ht' . Some We eke later the. liberal-unionists voter. 
154 

unanimously for O'Connell' a vain attempt at a compromise solution. 

In March 18ti6s, More O'Ferrali wrote two powerful, almost apocalyptic 

letters to Russell,, urging him to comet his party to establishing in 

Ireland 'a eystem which will satisfy the feelings and embark the interests 

of the Irish people in its support' . Only ' perfect equality with England 

or perfect independence' would satisfy a people which had outgrown the 

ambitious of those like O'Ferrall who ' grew up during the e. -istence of 

the penal code' and 'were gratified and contented with comparative justice . 
Ile warned that 'the period of trial approaches' - Russell' a forming a 

Government - when those who believed. that the Union could be 'made 

beneficial to both countries' would have their 'just and moderate views' 

tested by results, and would be forced by failure to advocate a separate 

Parliament in spite of their conviction that its 'permanent success' was 

impossible. He went on: 

'All Previous Irish policy has failed on half measures, even with 
good men. You now find the public mind in Ireland engrossed with an 
exaggerated idea of the results to be expected from a repeal of the Union. 
Give them boldly and generously what they desim thra' a British Parliament. 
Be assured it would not alienate one million of Protestants, but if it did 
you would secure, the attachment of seven millions of Catholics. All men of property are fully alive to the present dangers, they .* would submit to great sacrifices thro' British legislation to ensure future security... Believe me, men without large measures will no longer succeed in governing 
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Ireland.. If good men can not carry good measures, they can take the 
first step to success by proposing them ... 

He eaviaaged a declaration of future policy which might obtain 

'general concurrence' fron Peel, at least on principles, a concurrence 

which would lead O'Perrall to ' entertain for the first time in my life a 

confident hope of the regeneration of this country (Ireland). I fear that 

if political leaders continue. to make Ireland the battleground of party we 

may live to see. it the battleground of hostile analen. By altre ei nt in 

Ireland between 'the two great party leaders', all the Irish parties would 

know that whoever was minister the systeut would prevail' 0 the. moderates of 

both sides would be encouraged, and the. hopes of Orangenas and repealer 

dashed. 

The measures 0'r errall wished to see from the basis of a' general 

understanding with peel included reform of the Church,, which he 

considered the first priority; rencwnl of 'political intercourse' with 

Rome; replacement of thim irresponsible Grand Juries with bodies composed 

of both elected and ex officio councillors; and 'firm and conoiliator7' 

administration of the. law, with due deference to Irieh opinion. He also, 

proposed 'the most careful revision' of the laws regulating landlord and 

tenant relations,, going far beyond a single measure of compensation for 

improvcaents, which would ! effect but little compared to the extent of 

the evil ... 

'The (land) question is a large one and should be considered in all 
its bearings, aril without too much tenderbesn for hat is so miscalled the 
rights of property. I firmly believe if these rights were curtailed and 
their praise defined and simplified,, the landlords would, be great gainers, 
A change in the law might wound some prejudices, but if it attsched the 
people by the solid benefits conferred on the many at the expense of the 
few, it would be sutficic nt justification for a departure, from the old 
system vihich has reduced this country to so deplorable a state: 

155 
He claimed that Pigot shared this view of the land question. The 

Protection of Life bill of 1846 dominated-tha attention of tun Irish 

members that session and brought a decree of division to the liberalr- 
, 

unionist ranks. From October 1841 outrages had prevailed almost constantly 
in several Irish counties, notably Tipperary, Limeri; k, C1=0, Can$ 
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Leitrim, Roscaou and parts of Fermanagh. These outrages - murdera, 

assaults, attLDks on property, raids for arms, eta. -*were purely 

agrarian in nature, with little religious er, political motivation. Thougi 

the Irish Tories were particularly outspoken in response this development, 

Irish Whigs like Clements, Tutte, Leinster, Bessborough and Clauricarda 

were also greatly alarmed, and even GO Connell and Craýrfcrd expressed 

concern. 

Several Irish pigs clearly came to Parliament in 1846 well disposed 

to the idea of coercion. Speaking on the Address the 0' Conor Don expressed 

his ' abhorrence' of the ' barbaritie a' being committed in Ireland and ' gras 

glad to think that measures were to be proposed for the mppression of 

crime', thougls he hoped that there would also be remedial legislation. In 
157 

February, Clements, as he bad. already done in private, urged tha: Gavernnent 

to use their power under the Constabulary Act to proclaim the disturbed 

areas ia order that the inhabitants of those areas alone could be charged. 

with the expense of extra policing. Clanricarde accused they Government of 

'great neglect' and'sudneoe. sa' in allming outrage 'to an-unparalleled 

extent' $, of failing to enforce or alter the. law as the situation demanded, 

and in particular of rejecting unreasonably the proposal of district fines 

for the compensation of victims of outrage. 

On the 23rd of February, St. Germans introduced- the Government's 
153 

Protection of Life bill. Based upon a paper by the Prime1iniater himself, 

it rede-fined the Lord Lieutenant' a power to require disturbed areas to - 

bear the expense of additional constabulary, proposed a penalty of 

transportation for anyone breaking the curfew which the Lord Lieutenant 

could enforce in a disturbed area, and 4naluzie. d Clanricarde's suggestion 

of compensation for victims df outrage out of district Fines. LensdaTne 

and Clanriearde were among those who welcomed the bill as a necessary 

measurer of protection, thou h Clanricarde proposed several modifications, 

and the bill was given an unopposed second reading. 

In Committee, Moateagle, too, warmly praised the measure and with 
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I. ansdc o and Clänricarde helped to deßbat Lord Grey' a efforts to mitigate 

its severity. Clanricarde. ' a principal ob j cation wan pertialIy removed 

vthen the Goverment accepted Lansdowne' a amendment limiting the operation 

of the bill to three yearn, and he subsequently attaa'ced the Goverment 
959 

for its lack of urgency in carrying so vital a measure. Athen Clarendon 

informed the Nhig peers of Russell' a' difficulties' regarding the measure 

they were. ', much annoyed' and determined to give 'proof of the sincerity 

of their on convictions that the measure was nezeasary' by supporting it 

even against Ruscell' a zishes. According to Clarendon, 

'Bessborough & Clanricarde both said that every one of the liberal. 
Irish members who are pair opposed to the Bill have in IMItate expressed 
they selves favorably upon it & admitted its necessity. ' ' 

Bessborougli in fact wrote to Clarendon that the insufficiency of 

the existing im made the, bi]]. a necessity, that even in Conciliation Hall 

the crisis was recognized, that in nearly two hours of conversation 

between hisaself and iigot on the state of Ireland the M. r. had not 

expressed a single doubt as to the propriety of coercion, and that he 

was surprised Russell ' does not see that not one person in the House of 
460 

Coons connected with Ireland. opposes the Hill: Toiards the end of 

March Bestboroagh was still unhappy with Russell and the. other Whigs who 
161 

hesitated to follow the course of the Iri¬ . peers. 

Clanricarde wrote in similar ter= directly to Russell,, reminding 

h#rs of the I fearful responsibility' of opposing a measure to, äeal with a 

state of disturbance acknowledged by all,, even Repeaters. The latter were 

'anxious to embarrass the Gov ent an3 to excite animosity against 

Imperial Parliament.... 

' Their object in plain. But r=ept More 0' Ferran & Sir "t. Somerville 
I have not heard of one cinle independent UP. vho does not any that 
Ireland is now in a noire (sic),, & politically in a more critical state 
than at any time within the memory of man. I assure you that in Dublin 
liberal old men told me that there. were not half such bad symptoms 
visible in '97 & '98 .. 0 no Government can exist or pusht to exist in this 
country if it is opposed to the property, integrity and intelligence Of the country. And I know of these,, in an isnenae proportion, think it absolutely necessary that the, Queen's Goveerment should take 
a=e energetic steps to restore her & put dann Molly Mag hire' a authority in Ireland .. O'Conor Don & F. French are both of :y opinion. 

Ikke_. 
v 
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Ae. insisted, then on the need for the bill,, though he thought it 

'inefficient foritspurpose' and wanted to limit it to one year. 
162 

Speaking 12-days later, in the Lords he was still unrepentantly eoeroionist. 

The Whig - George Moore felt that the people of Mayo were 'ready to break 

into-open rebellion at, the very first signal given to them by their 

spiritual leaders. ' . Graft= concurred in this vievi ands reckoned, that' 

'the real. state of the country is known to the Irish members; never- 
theless they will not dare to support our bill for the protection of life.. 
The influence of the. reign of terror haunts them even in Parlibjaent. ' 163 

.., At a meeting at Russell' a on the 9th of. March,, Tiysse and Somerville 

'declared strongly against' the. bill; Somerville subsequently gave notice 

of an =eac'hnent. to the, first reading and at a second meeting of the Whigs, 
16tß. 

on the 27thijp Wyse, urged hie Britin h colleagues to support the, amenanent. 

In his first letter to Russell, on the ß7th of March, )$ore O'Ferrall" , 

regretted 0' Connell1 a . 
insistence. Ion remedial meamwe's, accompanying the 

Coercion bill.., s-as they will ., appear to be the, fruits of erüm' 

But, he i4rote, 

I, do not , think it effective for, its purposes, - and maybe made the. 
instrument of great oppression and injustice, sowing the need of fixture 
discontent.. The principal disturbance eadste in Roscommon,, ithere - oppressioa of the poor has long been practised by the grass fazmers.... 
They (the poor) have certainly committed great outrages, but they have 
long been the victims of great oppression. It the mass or the people 
are made subject to a coercion larr to be administered by their oppressors, 
should. not the legislature which enacts it apply some coercion to those 
oppression rendered the law neoessary$' 165 

In s hastily-prodizoed pamphlet. the. Repealer Dillon Browne listed 

33 Irimh monbers as having ' met at different times in the Reform Club' 

to organize their: opposition tothe first reading. , 
The liberal-unionists 

Viysep Rawdonj,, ZNorreys, 
, Crawford, Hatton,, Esnondep ý Collett, Somerville, 

Carew.,, the. C'Conor Don and Barron (? ) feature in - this list, but the large 
166 

majority were Repealers. r 2l Irish liberals apoloe against the first 

reading; . 
the. majority; again were repealera,, but most of the abäve-mentioned 

liberal-unionists took part and others, , 
Bellen and Latiyard,, also protested 

against . 
the aeasure.., No Irish liberal, supported the bill, in debates. But 

three 
in, tha- final division on -the first readip fliberai-unionists� Ferguson, 
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äfflliam Browne and Howard, voted with the Government, and almost all of 

the ' 20 Irish liberals who failed to vote were unionists. The Irish 

liberal speakers generally acoepted'that the level of crime in parts of 

Ireland was intolerable, but they complained that the proposed bill gave 

the Lord' Lieutenant unconstitutional powers and, with its harassment ands 

taxation of innocent persons, would only aggravate the: situation. They 

advocated strict application of the ordinary law'and a conciliatory 

legislative programme, the latter involving the old politico-religious 

grievances but above , all-. removing the. 'agrarian grievances out of tihich 

outrage dad risen. _'_ John-Collett declared that the, bill had persuaded him 
167 

of the necessity of repeal. 
168 

This " band of patriots the faithful bodyguard of Ireland' , heard 

up the bill for-over a mcath on the first reading. Russell at that stage 

supported the bill "vary reluotantly', much dissatisfied with the Irish 

Whig peers over'their support of the measure and evidently anxious to 

conciliate: 4the Irish of the lower House and to challenge a much-weakened 
16$, 

Government. During the month of April, however# Besaborough and 

Clanricarde " entirely changed their minds' and concluded that the measure 

would 'do more. harm than good. ' Bessborough sent a tiessage to Russell to 

say *that he was no longer anxious for its success as in consequence of 

its having been so long delayed he did not believe that it would now be 
170 

attended by any beneficial effect: And in May Clanrioarde declared in 

Parliament that he 'did not think that this measure could do any good now,, 

'from, the way in which it was brought before Parliament, and the way in 

which it Ras likely to pass' i apparently a reference to the delays permitted 

by the"Goverinent both before and after the introduction of the bill. 

Russells is opposition to the bill hardened during April; he determined 

by the 26th " to throw out the coercion bill. on'the second reading' and a 
171 

month later_ gave notice of his intented opposition in the House. 

Monteagle warned Russell that Peel saw the coercion issue as one on which 

he could go out with advantages, and that 'an'over helming majority of the 
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17Z 
non repealing Irish' wanted the bill. But Russell replied that 

Bessboraigh and Clanric erde had changed their minds and he ridiculed the 
173 

measura for its ineffectiveness during daylight hours. 

'When the liberals met on the 6th of June to consider their policy, 

Russell said he wished to oppose the second reading of the 'harsh and 

oppressive' measure. Of the 20 Irish M. P: a, half of them unionists, and 

50-odd British members present, only one, Lord Clements, ventured to 

disagree. He had taken no part at the first reading, but, 'regretting his 

separation from his friends', and though he too doubted if it would prove 

effective, convinced as he was that *the social condition of Ireland. 

required the application of coercive measures' he had to support the bill. 

Afterwards, at the Reform Club, the Irish members agreed that Somerville 

and Rawdon, liberal, -unionists,, `should propose and second the amendment to 
174. 

the second reading. 

The debate on the second reading resembled that on the first in that 

the Irish liberals, repealera and unionists, again led the assault. And 

there was little- change in the import of their arguments. On this occasion, 

however# Clements and Ferguson voted with the Goverment,, while Browne and 

Howard were among the absentees. 48 Irish liberal =embers voted against 

the reading. More. important, the Whig leaders and over 70 Conservative 

Protectionists 
-opposed 

the measure. The Goverment were: defeated by 73 
175 '-" 

votes and tour days later, on the. 29th of June, announced their resignation. 

Early in July, Montea° s wrote to Peel in sympathetic vein; he 

regretted that it was Peel' a advocacy of repeal of the Corn Laws- 'which 

had caused his downfall, and,, evidently unable to follow the other Irish 

Whig peers in their change of policy on the coercion bill, added, 'Had I 
in our 

been in the House of Commons I should have voted with youAlast division, 
176 

as I did in the other House: Soy the differences within liberalr. nnioni® 

on the bill were only partially resolved, for all that political expediency 

dictated rejection of the bill, And thou aft the bulk of the liberal- 

unionist members resisted Impressively throe out, it gras O'Connell and 
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the Repeaters who &'4 n ted proceedings dien 0 the. Irish members' spelt 

out their position on the first reading. 

Indeed it is clear that in general 0' Connell was abla to resume his 

place. as the dominant influeno* in the Irish liberal representation on his 

return to Parliament, in 1846, The importance: of the. liberal-wiionista 

frocm 1843 wasp of -course,, a ways derivative, in that they were able to 

pose as the Parliamentary representatives of liberal Ireland in the 

absenoe of her true leaders. Ahile:. the. liberal-unionists were always 

active and occasionally effective daring these years, they did not 

seriously challenga,: the Repulers for the affections of Irish Catholics. 

In fact, in seven by-elections between 181ß. 3 and 1ßi6, seats held. 
by liberal-unionists fell to repealera, with no compensating gam e* not 

to speak of their, losses from the defections of-sash as Smith O'Brien, 

Caleb Powell, John O'Brien and John Collett. Wyaa, Sheil, Bellew, the 

O'Conor Don, Pigot and Redingtons, all Catholic liberalr-unionists, accepted 

oftioe from the Whigs in, 0+6# probably putting mora distance between them 

and the majority of Irishmen. A year later, the number of liberaL- 

unionists crag _, reclzced to 25 by the General Eleotion of 1547, with Wpep 

Barron, Monahan, Stuart and Carew among those driven out by the Repealere, 

the latter having an Indian ao4mer before the; heira of O'Connell themselves 

drifted back to unionism and Young Ireland turned to rebellion. 
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Chapter 10 

The Irish Tories. 1841-3 

General Election of 18844 gave the Conservatives a 

large majority - of 80 or 90 - in the House of Comnons, Charles Greville 

reflected on the hopes salvaged by the Whigs of a speedy return to office: 

'Above all, they look to Ireland as a great and constant source of 
difficulty, and they evidently hope that O'Connell'a- influence will now 
be successfully exerted to render the Government of Ireland impossible. 
And they insist upon the certainty, almost the necessity, of lie Orangemen 
being so exigeant that Peel will have as much difficulty in dealing with 
them as. with the O'Connellites, and between both that he will be inevitably 
swa: ºped. In these fond anticipations I believe they will lind themselves 
egregiously disappointed, especially in what they expect front the Orangemen. 
My own expectation is that the Orangenen will no longer aspire to an 
exclusiveness and ascendency which are unattainable, and that with the 
protection, justice, and equality which they will obtain under a 
Conservative Goverment they will rest satisfied, and will not be fools 
enough to quarrel with Peel, and open a door to the restoration of the Whigs. ' 

Lord Forteaoue believed that, 

'the Orangemen will bluster & rail but .. they will in the and submit 
to'anything the new Government shall require, consoling themselves with the 
reflection that though they may get little from Peel they would get less 
from us. ' -2 

Such expectations of Irish Tory moderation were to prove somewhat 

sanguine. But though the troubled relationship between the Irish Tories 

and the Conservative Government was presaged in earlier events, Irish Tory 

apprehension was evidently submerged in the initial euphozia of victory 

over the Whigs, and the relationship deteriorated only spasmodically aver 

the succeeding months. In tracing that deterioration it is proposed to 

pay particular attention to the editorial line of the principal Irish Tory 

journal, the Dublin Evening Mail. That paper cannot, of course, be 

accepted without question as fully representative of Irish Tory sea. timent. 

Indeed, apart from the fringe elements of 'the Protestant OperatLve 

Associations, the Mail was to emerge as possibly the most sensitive and 

vociferous element in the Irish Conservative party.. Its views were not 

shared by the second-largest Tory'jour al, the Dublin Evening Packet, which 

almost invariably" supported the Administration and was oonsequently - and, 

strictly speaking, unjustly - branded as 'the' Castle organ' by the Mail. 

On the other hand, the views of the Mail were often supported by other 
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Irish Conservatives, including the Members of Parliament, the paper ciid 

not identify at any time with the Orange, Repeal-the-Emanoipation-Act 

fringe element, and the size of 'its circulation give it some claim to be 
3 

representative of 'a large section of the party. 

In August 1641, the Mail rejoiced in the succession of the 'great 

stateanan' , Peel, and welcomed the prospect of 'a moderate Government 
4. 

disposed to do justice to all. ' However, this harmony was soon disturbed 

by an issue which was greatly to exacerbate relations between the 

Government and the Irish Conservatives, namely the distribution of patronage. 

Peel's correspondence reflected the extent of expectation among his Irish 

supporters of reward for their loyalty in opposition. The list of Irish 

Tories vho desired favour for themselves or a close relative or friend in 

18 1-2 includes such names as John Young, Conolly, Thomas Lefroy, ' Northland, 

Hillsborough, Verner, Francis Bruen, Chatterton, Coote, Mathew, Daly, Kirk, 

A. Lefroy, Shaw - all sitting or recent M. P. 's - and nearly a score of 
5 

Irish Tory peers. Of these applicants only Young had his wishes fully or 

substantially met. Other Irish appointees included Perceval, Corry, Claud 

Hamilton, Damei, Tennent, Lunas, Lefroy, Jackson, Fitzgerald, Hawarden and 

Ormonde, though acme of these appointments were not made until October- 

November 1811. 

Refusal of applications occasionally brought'forth expressions of 

appointment or resentment, notably from Londonderry, Donegall, Thom al, 
6 

Charles Bushe, and the Lefroys. There was a strong protest in the Mail 

early in September 1641 that the 'arrangements' appeared 'toe exclude 

Ireland from her fair share of power and patronage. in the administration. ' 

The. 'tide of preferment' had stopped at 'one or two minor appointments',, 

with 'the heads. of the party in Ireland' 'not ' fairly represented' in the 

varLOus fields of patronage, 'an overnight which might tend to dimini44 
7 

the confidence of Ireland' in the Administration. Greville, discussing 

tho Household appointments, recorded that, 'The. Irish Lords Glengall and 
Charlaville are .. furious, and consider Ireland " that is, Orange Ireland 
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insulted and neglected in their persons .. * the Irish Lords are open- 

mouthed and abusive. ' And Shaw, in October, warned Peel that there was 

'a growing feeling here (Ireland) that in the patronage of the present 

Irish Government former political services will be rather considered as 

a disqualification than a recommendation' , with the failure to appoint 
9 

Conservative tradesmen to serve the Castle a prominent grievance. However, 

the Mail virtually withdrew their complaint after the. full list of 

appointments was known, particularly the placing of Fitzgerald in the 
10 

Cabinet in October 181}1. 

The appointments of De. Grey (Lord Lieutenant) and Eliot (Chief 
11 

Secretary) were also said to be 'unpopular with the Orangemen. ' Certainly 

the Mail protested strongly against the, appointment of Lord Eliot, 

dwelling on his 'defection!, in 1838-9 on the issue of Irish Corporations. 

The Mail. dismissed as ' utterly groundless' the charge that , they sought 

the office for Shaw, and added that 'while we utterly and contemptuously 

disclaim the imputed desim of setting up an ultra-Orange regime, we tell 

the Premier and the Irish Secretary that no truckling to democracy will - 

go down here. * However, the Mail not only avoided censure of Peel over 

the appointment but praised his conduct on the Corporations question, and 

asserted that their confidence in his judgement induced them to allow 

Eliot a fair trial. They subsequently warned Eliot as to the 'merited 

obloquy'-he would receive if he pursued a Whig policy but praised his 
12 

address to his constituents and declared, 'Vie do not suspect him. ' 

On the 21. th of September, the Mail declared that in spite of the 

above grievances the recent transfer of power was the consummation of 

our dearest hopes, and the accomplishment of our most ardent aspirations... 

'(The Government) shall have our wannest support, and most strenuous 
advocacy, so long as their acts are guided by Conservative principles, and their appointments made in consonance with the spirit of Conservative 
policy. Justine to every class of her Majesty's subjects by all means but favours in the distribution of office only to friends... We would matte Conservatism - the holding and practising of Conservative principles ." together with ability for the requisite duties# the test and qualification 
of fitness for the Government patronage. ' 

Subsequently the mail urged a re-allocation of the offices in the 
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Castle and expressed mild disappointment that Sugden, an Englishman, had 

again been made Lord Chancellor in preference to Lefroy, whose political 

exertions, it was felt, should have been a recommendation instead of the 

disqualification they appeared to be. It was, then, with a wary eye 

that the Mail regarded the new Government; but, after the initial 

difficulties over appointments, Peel, Eliot, Do Grey, Lucas and the 
13 

Government in general were often spoken of with considerable generosity. 

Roden, writing to Peel, assured him of how ' anxious' he was ' for 
14 

the success of your administration. ' In Parliament the Irish Tory peers 

and members naturally gave solid support to the amendments to the Address 

by which Peel took office. On the 20th of September four Irish Tory 

members voted against the grant to Maynooth, and another, Acton of 

Wiclklow, meant to do so but entered the wrong'lobby. Tennent (an office- 
15 

holder), Ker and Reade voted with the Government for the grant. Several 
16 

Irish Conservative members publicly praised the new Administration. 

The first election to the reformed Corporation of Dublin in October 

181+1 caused the MMail,, possibly seeking a scapegoat,, to- complain that $ the 

Government did not give that. aid or manifest that feeling towards the 

Conservative candidates which they had a right to expect, to demand. ' 
17 

Eliot was singled out for special criticism. A much greater storm was 

provoked when the Tory member for Dublin, Jo D. -West, was passed over for 

the third Sergeantcy in favour of the relatively apolitical Richard Warren. 

The choice of West had been urged by Shaw in correspondence with Peel, 
18 

and was confidently predicted by the Mail. Eliot, Sugden and Do Grey 

were originally of the same opinion, but the latter two eventually 

settled on Warren under the impression that they had 'done enough for 

Parliamentary gratitude, & that we should stand better with the'Bar & 
19 

the Country by now looking for professional merit. ' Peel agreed. Do Grey 

subsequently wrote of the result that, 

'there. is very great discontent amongst many of Mr. West' a friends 
... Mr. Warren's appointment gives great satisfaction at the 13arp but has 
excited great warmth & commotion amongst Mr. West' e friends & supporters in the city. I am told that there, was a meeting of one of the 
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Conservative Registry Assoeiationslast night at which very warm language 
was held ..., much anger is expressed by many of that class, and some very 
angry & violent paragraphs have been published in some of our papers. ' 20 

The Mail attributed 'this gross and offensive aggression committed' 

upon. the Protestants of Dublin' to 'a root of bitterness' 9 an 'evil 

principle', at work in the Government. West's services in the Conservative 

cause, far from bringing him 'due preference , had proved ' disqualifications' 

for promotion, lest-political enemies be offended. It 'was the intention 

of the extreme liberal. section of Sir Robert Peel's Cabinet to sacrifice 

the Irish Conservatives at the. shrine. of conciliation, and-to prostrate 

the spirit. of our party leaders before the idol of political expediency. ' 

The Mail claimed that the Packet, in its 'slavish'sycophanoy' to the 

Government, was virtually alone among-the Conservative' journals in 

defending the, appointment. Never, it was said, had auch 'sensation' or 

' excitement' been created among Irish Tories. - Although the Grand Jury of 

Dublin withheld-an Address to Do Grey in-protest against the appointment, 

the reputations of both Do Grey and 'Eliot benefited as their conduct was 

contrasted with--that-attributed to Sugden and Slake, who were blamed for 

the decision, particularly when Do Grey made the 'graceful reparation' 

which: steamed the tide of 'dissatisfaction and disgust: He was allegedbo 

have made an 'avowal of error' to West in their interview on the 12th of 

November and to have conceded the principle that political services would 
21 

not impede one's prospects of advancement in public office. 

The Mail of - the 19th-of November contained a speech from West * in 

which he confirmed -this account of his interview with De Grey, but, that 

Lord Lieutenant reported that . he, had in fact said he would do the same 

again, in order . to show ' that we would not be governed by party or more 
22 

political'motives'p and denied the. imputed 'apology & submission. ' Graham 

was happy that Be Grey had 'calmed the storm which they who call themselves 

his (heat's) friends have raised... If we yield to dictation of this sort 
23 

we are no Government, Firmness is necessary. ' One Irish Tory wrote that, 

-:: 'West' a affair has passed off rather satisfactorily as it brought out the declaration that it is not intended to overloolc parliamentary services, 
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I fear that Sugden, `who has been at the bottom of all these misdoings, 
will dosus much mischief yet,... (and) Lord Eliot is a man too civil to 
be sincere. ' 2tß. 

During the Säest controversy,, the Mail found fault with other aspects 

of the Irish Government's distribution of patronage, again proclaiming 

'justice taýa 1, favour to friends', and, lamenting the continuation of 

outrages, claimed that there was 'an error .., a weakness and indecision' 

in the Executive which 'emboldens the wicked. ' They complained that there 

was 'a vast and .. unjustifiable preponderance'ot liberals among the Lord 
25 

Lieutenant's tradesmen. This accusation De Grey thought particularly-., 

unjust. He alleged that a, ' low unprincipled, fellow named Sheehan',, 

editor of the Mail, attaobed the Goverment, ! solely for, the purpose of 

exciting the more rabid portion', of, the Conservative party with a view ;_. 26 
to ' increasing the sale of his paper. ' --: p-s 

The Tory Lord Donoughmore was said in December 184.1 to have become 
27 

disillusioned with the Government. However, -thestory over liest receded 

with amazing rapidity after De Grey's-supposed assurances-to West. Tennent 

claimed that 'the conservative-party are in high delight' with the 
28 

Administration of De Grey. Meetings in various parts of Ireland towards 

the end of -the year and for well into 1842. saw Peel and De Grey warmly 
29 

praised by leading Tories. The Mail concurred in their high opinion of 

De Grey, approved of his magisterial appointments, -and gave warm praise. to 

De Grey and Eliot when a number of stipendiary magistrates were. removed. 

The decision to prosecute William Connor for ! inflammatory language' was 

praised in apparent ignorance of the fact that Graham and Peel regretted 

the Attorney-General! a rash comaitment to that course believing that as 

Ireland was quiet. the. Government would do better to be, as Peel put it, 
30 

'hard of hearing. ' 

The death-of West on, the 27th of December 1841 brought a revival of 

ill-feeling. Judge Cramptoa told Sugden that disoontent over the Qleat 
31 

affair was hindariag the Conservative effort to retain West's seat. 

Graham wrote to De Grey that, 
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Mest'u death is an unfortunate event, for the first inevitable 
effect of your moderate policy, which is based on the hope of giving 
peace & future contentment to Ireland, has been to create heart-buraings 
or at all events lukewarmness in the Conservative party in Dublin, & in 
some measure to destroy their combined energy for such a contest.. I am 32 
afraid that our party is at this moment lukcwarm & disjointed in Ireland. ' 

The Mail claimed early in January that, 

'There is no Conservative candidate because the heart and spirit of 
the Conservative party is broken in Dublin; and the an who should aspire 
to its representation would have to encounter not only apathy but desertion 
in the progress of his canvass. And why is this; Men are disgusted at the 
line taken by the Governments, and indt, gnant. at the avowal of the principle 
that political services are to be held a bar to legitimate promotion. ' 

Indignation was fuelled by Ithe impression that has gained ground' 

that Westin dGe-th, was 'accelerated' by 'the recent slight put upon hin 
33 

and upon his party. ' Discontent was increased by some of Sugc en' a magisterial 

appointments - 'Is the Lord Chancellor a repealer? ' - and the Mail accused 

the Government of ' not going half far enough in exercising' their ' legitimate 
3' 

influence' in the by-election. Charles Fox felt, however, that the 
35 

Government managed the content wall. And, on the whole, the election 

campaign clearly drew Conservatives closer to the Administration, 

vindicating to some. extent Graham! a view that 'fighting and drinking 
36 

together are the bonds of unity in Ireland. ' The Mail declared that the 

causes for ' apathy or distrust' had been ' removed for ever' , that the 

Goverment regretted their ' acts of Ingratitude and impolicy' and would 

show due favour to Conservatives; ' confidence - full and perfect confidence 

- is restored... We have a good candidate and a good Government, .. a 

Goverment whose rule is just, firm, impartial and beneficient. ' De Grey 

in particular received praise for various acts of his w inistration. The 

Conservative candidate, William Gregory, also warmly pledged his confidence 
.% , 37. 

in the Government. 

Eliot' a report to Peel on the Dublin election was full of a fore- 

boding which was not allayed byI this kind of enthusias+z. He thought that, 

'a strong Protestant, almost Orange, feeling has burst forth which 
however useful it may be on the present occasion will be difficult to deal 
with hereafter. I look on the death of Weste occasioning as it did a vacmcy for Dublin, as one ofvthe greatest misfortunes that could befall your Government. The proceedings at this Election will I am afraid alienate many of the Catholics who were gradually drawing near use and they will 
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strengthen & encourage the ascendancy party which was beginning to see 
the necessity of moderation. We shall carry this election but we shall 
pay dearly for the triumph. ' 38 

Relations between the Irish Conservatives and the Government were 

in a healthy state at the beginning of 042, and had, in fact, been so 

frone the time of the settlement of the West affair in November. With the 

opening of the Parliamentary session attention shifted somewhat from the 

Government at the Castle to the Goverment at Westminster, and in 

particular to the principal concern of the session, Peel' a commercial 

and financial reforms. On the. 9th of February 181+2, Peel outlined his 

proposals for 'a very considerable decrease of the protection' afforded 

to the corn-grovrers of the United Kingdom, The Irish Tory members Shaw, 

Bateson and Christmas expressed concern for t he fate of Irish agriculture 

and 11 Irish Tories supported an amendment to raise the proposed duty on 
39 

oats, thouGh 18 remained loyal to the Government. The Irish Tory members 
40 

also exerted prescnre behind the scenes. The Mail announced that, 

'It becomes a very serious question with us, and with the interests 
which this journal represents, whether it were not of more advantage to 
Ireland - at least so far as the question of protective duties is 
concerned - that Sir Robert Peel and his friends should be on the 
opposition benches, rather than wielding the. powers of state on the 
Government side of the House. ' 14 

However, the Mail's discontent was again short-lived. Peel' a 

'talents and character' were admired and his ' general policy' approved. 

The 'deep-felt and universal' consternation 'among the agricultural classes' 

was 'much greater, we admit, than the case seems to justify'. Above all, 

Peel 'immortalized himself' with his income. tax plan, announced on the 11th 

of March, 'a plan so magnificent in its extent, so adequate .. so 

benevolent', and Ireland was 'so generously exempted'. Though same 

criticism continued, the general tenor of the. attitude of the Mail had 
42 

changed markedly from that of the outbursts of February 18+2. In 

Parliament the Irish Tory members and peers generally, though not 

invariably, supported the Government' a commercial and financia]., polillies 
43 

after the relatively strong protest on the oats question. In Eum, the 

economic policies of the Government provoked a response among Irish 
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Tories which varied from the stridently hostile to the warmly enthusiastic, 

but one which was in the final analysis acquiescent. 

with regard to more pe=Uarl, y Irish issues, the Mail were satisfied 

that church patronage had not been 'subjected to the overlaying and 

damaging weight of conciliatory politics' and congratulated the Government 

on their 'just, impartial,, and firm adni. nintration of justice'$ though 

Eliot and Marnalifte were initially assailed for their complacent replies 

vthen the question of outrages in Tipperary was raised in Parlia lent. Eliot 

ran foul of the Mail much worm seriously with his 'atrocious' measure, to 

transfer control of the medical charities from the gentry to the unpopular 

poor law Commission and the priest-controlled guardians. Several Tory 

provincial journals took the same line. Eliot' s' iciprovident and 

unadvised' fit heries aeamiras, which seeped to threaten property rights, 

his alleged disposition to increase the grant t o- Maynooth and ' truokl. ing' 

to O'Connell regarding the affairs of Dublin Corporation, and, above all*' 

induced outburst in July 1842 on the subjeot of Piational Education duced 

the Mail to psronounoe their suspicion's about Eliot Pullt' justified by 

events; they denounced hißt, for his deäira for 'nob popularity' and 

lamented his continuation in office. The Evening PaoIt r. Ulied'to the 

defence of the Chief Secretary. 

Lord Chancellor Bogdan emerged as the other principal object of 

the Mail' a abuse. - He acted 'unjustly and impoliticly' In refusing to 

restore to tha bench a Tory gent1c a. ns, i anacrgh St. Georjo, rho had been 

dismissed by Lord Norn anby. '' Tim legal profession were 'alienated by his 

'incivilities' at the. bar and Irish Conservatives by tha political 

tendencies of his aäministrativo acts: Theras was a 'general supposition' 

that he was inflaenced towards a liberal course by 6 the secret and 

sinister advice of Mr. Anthony Blalml . ugden and Eliot were bracketed ' 

together as the liberal wing of the Irish Govern ent, pursuing a 

*truckling and conciliatory policy', while De Grey and Lucas were 

praised in tho Mail as the. truly Conservative' seotion and represented 
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as the Iintended victims' of their liberal colleagues. 

The St. George affair induced the Mail to complain in more 

general te=s that, 

'The besetting fault .. of Lord Da Grey' a Administration in a 
vacillation in purpose and want of moral courage in execution.. The 
people at the Castle are afraid to do justice to their friends lest it 
might furnish cause of offence totheir foes, and thus pleasing neither 
party - but on the, contrary rendering both dissatisfied . they are,, we 
grieve to say, running the high road to unpopularity and distrust .. e tried friends (have) been neglected and steadfast supporters overlooked. 
.. Unless matters be differently ordered at the. Castle, and the malign 
influence which .. works so disastrously for the Conservative interests 
in Ireland be got rid of,, the sooner the present heads of departments 
are removed the better for the peace .. of the country ... scarcely a 
day passes here that some one act is not done calculated to Siva a 
trium h to our enemies, or some injury inflicted certain to give offence 
to our friends. ' 

The Mail claimed that their complaints gave only 'a very faint echo 

to the voice of public opinion. ' Similar general and lengthy 

denunciation of the Administration was made several times in the columns 

of the Mail during the session of 1842, notably in response to the reform 

of the, systems of Crown Prosecutors and the appointment of several liberals 

in the new system, the choice of a non-Conservative for the. Clerkship of 

the Crown in Limerick, the Goverment's yielding to the Grand Jury of 

Cork regarding the number of police in that city, tha failure to bring in 

arms and registration bills, and the proposed law courts, drainage, 

limitation of actions, grand jury and medical charities bills, 'all 

containing provisions adverse to the Conservative party'. The law comets 

bill received, with the. medical charities measure, the. most severe 

criticism, as a threat to vested interests in the legal profession, and 
46 

libs the charities bill was subsequently abandoned. 

It was the Irish Administration which attracted most censure on 

the above issues,, but Peel was assailed An June 1842 in conneotion with 
4- i 

the "corrupt compromise* by vhich the Conservatives of Belfast agreed to 

share with the liberale the two'Belfast seats in t'uturo. eleotions in 

order, O'Connell alleged, to oecuret the abandonment of charges of bribery 

and personation against the Conservatives. Peel virtually dismissed 
Shaw's efforts in private in favour of Tennent and the Belfast Tories,, 
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and when Shaw moved the writ for the Belfast by-election he was opposed 

by a"Prime Minister who felt constrained by English precedents; the 

motion was defeated and 0' Connell' a motion for a Select Committee agreed 
47 

to. While 'Wyse exulted in, Peel's apparent dishing of Tennant, the Mail 

warned that, 

'The statesman who shows himself so unworthy to have a tarty will 
soon be without a party.. There is .. a strict limit to confidencet`a 

boundary to forbearance, and Sir Robert Peel is not inaccessible to the 
reverses which punish either the weakness or the perfidy of state=en.. 
Were. he unseated, Concervatisa could stand without him ... ' 

These were strong words, but the Mail also insisted that they were 

$strenuous admirers of the talents, the wisdom, the general policy of 

Sir Robert Pool' and described the Belfast affair as ' an isolated case' . 

And they felt impelled to advise Orangemen that marching on the July 

anniversaries would be against the wishes of 'the best and most impartial 

Goverment with Yhich the country has been favoured for the last quarter 

of, a century. ' The failure, of O'Connell' a Select Committee to indict 

Tennent had a similar effect; it was even suggested that Peel's course 
43 

van determined by his confidence that this would be the result. 

The Mail conceded that in criticizing the Government they stood 

almost alone in Ireland', thous several English Tory papers took the 
49 

same critical view. The. Packet, the Statesman and the Warder all 
a0 

denounced the Mail's attack on Peel over the Belfast affair. But the 

Mail could respond by pointing to the votes Cast in the division by most 

of the Irish Tory members. Eight Irish Tories voted for Shaw's motion, 
51 

while Gore and the office-holders Iffier, Corry and Young supported Peel. 

In general fez of the Irish Tories in Parliament Joined the Mail in openly 

expreswing dissatisfaction with the. Government or their measures. It 

occurred, as shown above, to some extent with respect to Peel's economio 

policy. Lefroy, Conolly, Jones, Ffolliott and everal Irish Tory peers 

were unhappy withthe Goverment' a fisheries, drainage, medical charities, 

limitation of actions and law courts bills. Batcson, Verner and (in the 

division) seven other Irish Tories opposed the decision to continue the 
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Maynooth grante As shown above, pressure was exerted in Parliament and 

at public meetings for reform of the education system. 

On the other hand, Wicklow supported most of the above-mentioned 

bills. Jocelyn spoke in favour of continuing the. Maynooth grant and 
53 

Wicklow contended that it should actually be increased. In spite of 

considerable pressure from their Presbyterian constituents, the majority 

of Irish Tory members followed the Goverment line on the Church of 
54 

Scotland and Presbyterian marriage issues. Apart fronen tha occasion of 

the, Eliot-Jaokson row, the Irish Tory grievance regarding education was 

presented with considerable patience and no suggestion of censure of the. 

Goverment. And there was ro trace in Parliament of the general 

denunciation of. the 'conciliatory' politics of the Goverment : which 

periodically appeared in the Evening Mail. 

During the session, there was formed the 'Irish Fishery Protection 

Society'-to protest against the Government's fisheries bill* it included 

aconsiderable number of Irish Tory peers, the Irish Whigs,, Glanricarde 

and Kenmare, and the Irish Tory M. P. 's Conolly, Archdall and Ffolliott. 

Of particular interest is the claim in the -Mail of the 8th of June that 

the Society *resolved to declare itself a permanent committee to watch 

over the interests of Ireland .,, upon every subject of legislation' . On 

the 11th of July, the Mail stated that, 

'The "Society of Irish Peers and Members"(was) composed of members 
of both Houses of Parliament - the general supporters of the Government - 
to act on the self-defensive system, in opposition to measures advocated 
by their friends but fraught with ruin to themselves. It was an anomalous 
state of thing that called such a protective society into being, their 
own party being in power; but the very fact of its existence, and the 
necessity for its activity .9 is not only a justification but an argument 
for the line adopted by this journal. ' 

It was claimed that the Society was active in opposition to the 

drairurge and limitation of actions bills and that it had succeeded in 
55 

rendering satisfactory the fisheries bill. Given, however,, that the Mail 

had an interest in emphasizing such corrobas ition of its views, and that 

other sources contain no allusion to its one must be sceptical as to its 

existence in the form suggested in the Mail. 
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In the autumn of x842,, the Government' s decision to propose their 

new Solicitor-General (T. B. C. Smith) for the vacant University seat 

brought an outburst of protest from the Mail, the Warder, the Statesman 

and provincial Tory journals,, with the. services to the Tory cause of 

their favoured candidate,, George Hamilton, the. 'insult' to the 

independence of the constituency, 3iaynooth.. and education. the principal 

issues discussed. The Mail revived old grievances over Lefroy and West 

and hoped the contest would show Peel that there was a party in Ireland 

'who repudiate the weak and cowardly policy of a Government which makes 

expediency, not principle,, its rule of action. ' The Statesman announced 

that, 

'The present Irish goverment is gone. It is gone except as a Whig 
government, reduced to Popish supports, like its predecessor. It is gone 
in the confidence of the Conservatism of the land. ' 

It was Eliot who bore the bent of the discontent, with the. Mail 

venomous in denouncing his 'madness and impolicy' regarding the seat and 

Irish policy in general. De Grey, in contrast, was warmly praised, bis 

absence regretted as the cause of the: Government' a course, and the 

'glorious announcement' subsequently of Smith's withdrawal attributed to 
56 

his exertions on his return to London. The affair involved more than a 

further deterioration in relations between the Mail and the Government, 

for Smith's failure indicated the existence of disaffection on the part 

of the University constituency; Smith was allowed to stand down because 
57 

his support was inadequate. The Irish Tory Press, apart from the Packet 
58 

and the Newry Telegraph, opposed the Government. And it was claimed in 

the Mail that 'sixteen Irish Conservative members of Parliament had 

placed their names on Mr. Hamilton's ccz inittee in direct and avowed 

hostility to Lord Eliot and his Irish policy' j, and in the Evening Post 
59 

that Shaw led the ultras in remonstrating with the-Government. Graham 

complained to Peel about the support Hamilton received from Primate 

Beresford and Shaw, the latter acting 'in sp. te proceeding from his most 
60 

selfish motives: Graham and Feel concurred in the promotion of Smith's 
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candiä&oy. 
, 
According to Grahams y `" , I- 

'We fist the battle in firm defence of- our opinions, Y-hich are 
impugned by Mr. Hamilton... Unless we are prepared to abandon the scheme 
of education now established in Ireland and'"to withdraw the grant fron 
Maynooth, I do not see how we can conciliate the cordial approbation and 
good will (sio) of the High Church Party. If we seek to obtain it at this 
price., we are. involved in an Orange policy,, the dangers and difficulties 
of which it is impossible to calculate. On the other handy tho' I would 
resist the Proteutant Party when they are unreasonable, as I think them 
on this occasion,. I would avoid all bitterness of altercation with then; 
I would not yield to their dictation, but I would readily parcbn their 
wayivardaess# and give than a large share of patronage, while I bent than 
to my will ... by perseverance and steadiness in a prudent course of 
justice and moderation we shall overcome these fiery spirits and bring 
than into subjection at last. ' 61 

Subsequent history was to show that Graham was hardly justified in 

this rather complacent view. Other factors exacerbated the situation. 

Several Tory journals lamented the passing over of Litton for the. 

Solicitor-Generalship and Litton himself was 'very sore'. But Eliot 

thought Litton had 'no hold on public feeling .. the. disappointment will 
62 , ,. be; confined to himself ka few friends. ' More important,, Eliot was 

bitterly assailed when it was revealed that he had subscribed Z50 to 

help the defence of the radical weekly, the. Worlds against a pending 

Crown proseoutione According to the Mail it was the culmination of 'the 

various vexations, thwarting, and mischievous undertakings' of Eliot and 
t 63 

cast doubts on his fitness for the office of Chief Secretary. Eliot had 

considered that the libel action was 'a malicious one .. originated in 

political hostility' and thought the paper'might be of use', but Graham 

felt that Eliot's conduct was 'indiscreet'. 

After the victory on the issue of the University bye-election, Irish 

Tory discontent appeared to recedes, temporarily, with satisfaction 

expressed in the Mail at the Government's legal appointments in October 

1842 and subsequently at the tranquillization of Ireland through firm 
wre 

65 ,. 

application of the law. De Grey was credited with these developments. 

Also in October and November Peel'a economic policy was stoutly defended 

when agricultural depression brought it under fire. One minor appointment 
rti 

was attacked as 'political suicide' and indicative of the Government's 

dubious principles regarding patronage: Opposition to the medical 
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charities bill. continued in the . tail and at meetings chaired by such as 
6ß 

the Marquis of Westmeath and Viscount Bernard, M. P. * 5ugden! spublic 

arraignment of Blaokburne. over, a legal decision was attackod. The Mail 

also deprecated the conciliatory policy towards Canada and the, intention 
69 

to abandon the sty on Canadian corn. 

Above all, Eliot' is, place as the bugbear of the Mail was fizmly 

established. -, - Their campaign was pursued with extraordinary venom. The 

'Whiggish Irish Secretary' was denounced for his 'stupid blundering and 

deplorable imbecility', his-'shallow and crotchetty understanding',, his 

'wavering imbecility or mad folly' 1, his 'proclivity towards Repeal' and 

his ' Popish principles. ' The Mail astceds, ' What strange dimness of vision 

has affected those-who maintain Lord Eliot in his'present position of 

mischief? ' This remarkable torrent of abuse in'November and December 1842 

was occasioned by Eliot's suitability as a. scapegoat for the Repealers' 

successes in the municipal eleetiona, at the end of October, rumours that 

he was preparing a. bill to relieve Dublin Corporation of its pecuniary 

difficulties, his position on. the medical charities question, his seeking 

the views of priests in Tipperary regarding disturbances in that county, 

his approval of-the poor law, and rumours regarding his radical views on 

various issues. The 'excellent Lord Lieutenant',, De Grey, 'the chief stay 

of Conservatism in this disturbed land' # was foiled by 'the blundering 
70 

buffoonery of his imbecileSecretary' . 
As shown abovve, the Government's decision on the education question,, 

announced at the end of November 1842, was a great source of difference 

between the Irish Tories and the Government, producing discontent far 

beyond the columns, of the Evening Mail. it was the Cabinet which incurred 

most of the opprobrium on this occasion. Confidence was further underrA23i- 

by the rumour that�the Cabinet were contemplating reduction or abandonment 

of protection, for corn. ,, That tai], called on the constituents of Irish 

ConservativeM. P. 's to remind the latter. that support of their party or, 

Government was not their primary - duty and that, the acceptance. of a free 
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trade measure.. would be rewarded with defeat at the polls. On the 19th 

of December, the Mail welcomed the news that certain Irish peers and 

MM. P. ' a intended to 're-assemble' in London prior to the next Session 

*in order to protect their interests. ' Londonderry, Westmeath, 

Dunraven, Carbery, Charleville, Glengell, Mountcashell, Bandon, Clare, 

Downzhire, Hawarden, Bernard, Ffolliott, Conolly, Archdall, Gregory and 

Grogan, Irish Tories, and " numbers of the Irish gentry not in parliamect' 

were said to be involved, as were C1. anricard, and Burka, Irish Whigs. 

The Mail called on the public to support 'this country party' in its 
?1 

advocacy of 'Irish interests'. 

Though this report was given 'on authority - having seen a latter 

from a neble and influential Lord to that effect', there. was no 

indication subsequently that the 'country party' met as predicted; but 

the idea of such a party was later to play a praninent part in the 

expression of Irish Tory discontent. In the new year Eliot remainod the 

principal target of . 
the Uai. ls censured for 'his desertion' on the 

Corporations question and the endorsement which his amendment bill 

effectively gave to the new bodies, his espousal of the medical charities 

bill, his defence of the poor law and the unsatisfactory nature of' his 

amendment bill, his inadequacy in the House, his liberal course regarding 

the appointment of stipendiary magistrates, and his alleged sympathy with 
72 

fixity of tenure ('another Whig crotchet in Lord Eliot's brain'). 

The campaign against the medical charities bill was continued in 

both radical and Consergativo circles (the Pact again excepted) until 
73 

it was announced in mid-January that the bill would not be proceeded with, 

This decision followed De Grey' a success in resisting Eliot' a desire to 

press one alazmed as he was at the opposition encountered from 'all 
7k 

quarters'. The Mail subsequently supported French' a alternative charities 
75 

bill in spite of the opposition of the Goverment. With respect to 

economic policy, in January ltountcashell chaired a meeting at rerazoy at 

which the depressed state of agriculture was attributed to the Governaent'a 
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corn and 3enera3r tariff measures of 1812. The Mail regretted 

Mountcashell'a? course and defended the Government' a economic policy, 

but warned against further reduction of protection and called on the 
76 

Irish members to 'remonstrate' with Peel if he wavered on that point. 

Dissatisfaction over the education queetion lingered on during the early 

mcnths of 18+3. When the London Standard claimed in March that the 

Irish Goverment was popular with most Protestants, the Mail replied, 

'It is true that Lord De Grey is popular, and deservedly so; but 
we. emphatically deny - and we are but echoing the opinions of all that 
is worthy and respectable. in the Conservative- party - we emphatically 
deny that the Irish Government,, or the measures in progress, or the mode 
in which the business of the country is administered, is either popular 
or satisfactory. ' 

Their 'worst apprehensions' had been bore than realized', their 

'gloomiest anticipations more than fulfilled' regarding Eliot. Smith 

was popular until he beoama 'the Attorney-General of Lord Eliot', since 

which time he had been rejected by the Conservatives of several Irish 

constituencies. Smith' a problems in this respect were cited by the Mail 

as evidence that their views were shared by many Conservatives. In 

Addition, the defeat of the Tory candidate in the Athlone by-election 

was attributed to 'the line of policy adopted towards Ireland by that 

section of the Cabinet which attempts, through the instrumentality of 

Lord Eliot, to govern this country upon principles of mistaken expediency 

and according to a code of cowardly conciliation... Day by day, and bit 

by bit, they are disgusting their friends and frittering away their 
77 

strength ... ' In fact, the Conservatives might well have lost Athlone 

regardless of any such disillusionment, for it changed hands several 

times after 1832, and the Conservative candidate in 1843 received more 
78 

votes than any of his predecessors. 

The Government' e failure to bring in registration and arms bills 

was commented on in the Mail with increasing bitterness. The Irish Tory 

members were impeached - 'Ahat are the Irish Conservative members about?. 
*79 for their silence on the registration issue. The education, poor law, 

registration, and arms bill questions were cited when the Mail called 
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on the 20th 6f March for the, formation of 'a country party' to protect 

Irish interests: 

'The Government feel they can more conveniently hold their own by 
compromise and concession than requite. the good service done by a steady 
adherence to principle, sound policy and justice. Ireland is now 
neglected - she is committed, if not to the hands of her former grooas, 
yet to the former regime under which ehe suffered... It was not for this 
that the Protestant Conservative party of Ireland supported the present 
administration. The conduct of that administration, as respects Ireland, 
pleases no party... It must coma at last to this, that Irish members 
will merge all party distinctions, and combine into what may be called 
a country party - and then let us see the, administration that will dare 
to neglect or trifle with the interests of Ireland. ' 80 

The Mail canvassed this idea a number of times during the 
81 

succeeding months. It was opposed by the Packet as a device to force 

the gall's friends on the Government in place of the 'moderate and soul d. 
82 

hearted men' who had been appointed to office. On moat of the major 

iss.: es then under discussion - education, registration, an arms bill, 

Corporations, Repeal - there was little possibility of united action by 

the Conservative, Repeal and liberal-unionist members. The Mail 

acknowledged this, but contended that, 

'There are also other questions involving the general interests 
of the people that present a totally different character, and that we 
must say do not receive-the attention due to their importance in the 
present distracted state of the Irish representative body ... the poor 
law; the fisheries; drainage; internal communication by canals, rivers, 
and railroads, &e, &c. All these points .. could be usefully discussed 
at .. meetings of members of parliament .., and upon most of them 
differences of opinion might be expected to be of such a nature as would 
warrant a fraWc submission to the reasonings and opinions CC a majority.. ' 83 

The Mail envisaged such cooperation with O'Connell and the 

Repealers as well as with the liberal-unionists, but also described the 
8 

party as a potent weapon against Repeal. For all the vagueness of the 

proposal, however, it was a notable expression of discontent with the 

Government. Its impracticality and the fact of divergence between the 

Mail and the Irish Tory members were underlined Rican most of the Irish 

Tories followed what the Mail disparagingly called 'the Don't-Embarrass. 

the-Governmsi. t Doctrine' and voted against O'Brien' a motion for inquiry 
85 

into the poor law. 

The awarding of the Irish mail-coach contract to a Scottish company 
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caused 'soma feelings of antoni nt, ' and great feelinZa of pain' to 

the Mail. ' O'Connell would benefit: 

'The imane acts of our rulers are. every day adding to his power, 
by increasing the causes for agitation; and we tremble to think that a 
perseverance in tha r cckl ess course zahic they are pursuing will leave 
them, and that at no distant period, without a party in this country - 
distrusted by-those-%h= it was their duty to support, and despised by 
those whoa they cannot conciliate. ' 

'Though the Mail would ' not now affir! n' that the time ' has yet 

arrived' for Irish Protestants to embrace Repeal, they claimed that 

'the Croal contract has done much to make people of all kinds begin to 

doubt the benefits of unrestricted English management of Ireland*''j with 

meetings involving 'many influential gentlemen and, magistrates' and 

many Conservative, newspapers asserting that 'Love of British 

institutions must cease the moment they are made destructive to Ire. lanä'. 

The Mail also opposed the decision on the merits of the, case itself. 
86 

and attempted to blame Eliot and exculpate De Grey. The latter was by 

no means pleased that the. Mails, *that greatest of blackguards' s 

suggested a 'want of confidence between myself & the Government, 
87 ' 

intended I believe rather to disparage Eliot than the Government ... ' 

On the 8th of April, a number of Irish Tory and liberal members 

met in Max's London house and condemned the coach contract decision as 

unjust in itself, and 'likely to cause great excitement in Ireland, and 

to be productive of unfortunate consequences in the present state of 

that country. ' Their deputation car Goulburn and Peel, but did not meet 

with any success. The affair was used by the Mail to support their call 

for ' an Irish Party' ý and the meeting in Shaw' is house was welcomed as 

'the beginning of this great end'. Referring subsequently to this 

joint action of-the Irish members, the Mail claimed that, 'The party is 

forced. It will .. increase and continue until justice is done, to this 
88 

misgoverned country. ' 

In more: general terms the Mail at the 10th of April spoke of 'the 

political blindness' of the: Government and sought to bring to the 
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attention of the country considerations which indicated 'the absolute 

necessity' of forming 'an Irish parliamentary party upon principles 

altogether irrespective of a blind support of any Ministry'. They 

pointed to the 'undeniable progress' of Repeal over 'the last few months', 

as seen above all in 'the altered tone of feeling' among Irish Protestamts: 

'On too many occasions the question now asked"by loyal men is not 
hour shall the progress of Repeal be resisted, but, what are the chances 
that if it were passed'the destruction of our religion and our property 
might be effected less certainly and less speedily than is likely to be 
the- case under the present system ?' 

With its conduct on education, registration and the poor law, it 

was clearly 'the fixed intention of the British so called Conservative 

Government to abandon the Protestant Church and people of Ireland. ' 

Irish Protestants had to wonder if they had 'anything to expect from a 

further continuance of the faithful support' accorded to the Government. 

The suggestion that the rapid rise of the Repeal movement resulted 

largely from the Government's 'discouragement and discountenance of 

Protestant principles' and 'neglect' 
- of the wishes of 'the sound and 

loyal portion of the population' became a major theme in the Mail. The 

'Conservative Protestant party' was excepted from the 'general system 

of patronage and concession: They had lifted into power $a party ready 

to sell them and theirs for a short-lived truce witi priests and agitators. ' 

The Repealers were I the fad party ... the Government is now without 

a party ... by wanton perwnrseneas and ingratitude, it has cooled its 

friends,, while, it heated its enemies. ' The Packet was said to be the 

only Irish Conservative journal which was not critical of the Government. 

According to the Mail, 

'the columns of the Evening Mail but reflect - and that, too, in 
a mitigated form - the sentiments entertained by every Conservative 
nobleman and gentleman in Ireland, and by the whole body of the clergy 
of the Established Church. ' 

It is clear that the, )tails sense of disillusionment with the 

Government was by April 1843 fairly complete. Only De Grey appeared to 

retain their ' unqual4 Led confidence' , but he was ' thwarted by his 
89 

colleagues' in his desire to remove the Protestant grievances, The 
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'culpable supineness' of the Government in response to 'the most -Y 

formidable agitation that Ireland has experienced since the rebellion 

of 1981 emerged in April ay 18+3 as another major grievance,, - The Mail 

urged Sugden to supersede the. Repeal magistrates and contended that as 

a threat to the public peace the Repeal meetings were illegal and should 

be suppressed. Though generally of the opinion that the existing law 

permitted such suppression, and that recourse to coercive legislation 

or force was unnecessary, theyýdid occasionally propose *a-bill for - 

declaring it high treason to agitate a repeal of the, union'. And they 

urged the Government to utilize the services of the Protestant yeomanry* 

The Arms Bill was welcomed as-'an indication-of returning consciousness. ' 

Above all, however, there had to be an end-to the 'short-sighted - 
eapediency' of the Government, °to their 'career of treachery to their 

Irish Protestant friends,, $ Unless Protestant discontent were removed 

'the movement in favour of" Repeal cannot be put down. ', The ' present 

apathy of Protestant Ireland'"would continue so long as it felt that its 

opposition to Repeal might be rewarded by this Govcrnment, as it was 
9o 

formerly by the Whigs, with conciliation of the Repealors. 

In April 181+3, Jackson offered Peel 'sincere congratulations " upon 
91 

the successful progress' of his Administration. Except on the education 

question, the behaviour of the Irish Tory members during the early ' 

months of 1843 did not reflect the discontent expressed in the Mail, 

though there was also evidence of dissatisfaction over the poor law, 

the Maanooth grant and, the coaches contrast*-' However, the rise of 'the 

Repeal agitation brought a more active-response. Anthony Lefroy asked'' 

Eliot towards the end of April if he considered the Repeal meetings were 

legal, and whether the Government ' were prepared to take any measures, to 

put an end to that agitation' i which, questions Eliot contrived to 'evade. 

On the. 8th of May, Glengall expressed alarm in the Lords at the , 

'perilous agitation' and Wicklow urged the Government to show their 
92 

determination not to. allow the ' agitation to proceed with impunity. ' 
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Members of the Goverment were approached privately by George Hamilton,, 

Northlaad, Claud Hamilton, the Earl of Erne and other Irish Tories 

'under the impulse of exoitement and alarm' over the upsurge oP the 
93 

agitation. 

On the 2nd of May , the magistrates of Fermanagh met, under the 

Earl of Erne, to voice their concern at the agitation, and unionists in 

Cork petitioned the Commons in favour of some sort of response. Under- 

Secretary Lucas, formerly the Tory member for Monaghan, wrote to Eliot 

to complain that the latter was responsible, for the Goverm ent's failure 
95 

to act. The Reverend Mo Ghee advised Peel to act promptly on 'the 

alarming state of Ireland' or 'lose the confidence of the Protesttntu 

of Ireland' and drive thousands of them to Repeal; 'the Protestants 

begin to think that Enngland is giving up the country to Popery & that 
9 

they cannot be worse. ' 

Roden and Charleville urged De Grey to dismiss magistrates who 

attended Repeal. meetings. On the 4th of May, Roden wrote to Wellington 

of the. 'fearful advance' of agitation and the 'natural alarm' " of 'loyal 

subjects'. Reclaimed that, 'The feature which is to then most frightful 

is the apparent apathy which is observed on the part of the Government in 

not taking measures to avert its progress, or to sheer the mind of the 

Administration on the subject'. He gave notice of a question in the 

Lords 'in consequence of my communication with several of the most 

influential and moderate persons of property throughout Ulster'. He 

visited Wellington a few days later to describe the. state of 'alarm' in 

Ireland. On the 9th, Roden epoka. in the Lords of 'immense masses of the 

people', addressed $in, language. the. most seditious and the most violent'. 

There was 'alarm and distrust' among the non-Repealers as a result not 

of the agitation but of 'the 
, silence and the apparent. apathy of the 

Government. ' He called on, the latter. to give 'sane declaration, that it 

would support those who were anxious to maintain the publio tranquillity 

.. ý to state its opinion and avow_itsdetermination to maintain the 
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integrity of the empire. ' He pressed for the dismissal of the Repeal 

magistrates and contended that if the existing law proved insufficient 

the Government could easily obtain additional pacers from Parliament. 

Roden's son, Lord Jocelyn, brought the subject before the Commons on the 

same day, simply asking if the Government were aware of 'the fearful 

excitement' and prepared to take steps for its repression', and urging 

Peel to affirm the Government' a determination to maintain the Union 'at 
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all risks and hazards. ' 

The Goverment had, of course, already discussed the situation in 

Ireland at some length. In late April and early May, De Grey aslasd for 

'specific enactments' to curb the 'astounding' growth of the agitation 

after the law officers had reported that the meetings could not be put 

down under the. existing law. He was prepared to support the dismigßal 

of the Repeal magistrates and urged the necessity of *soave declaration 

on our part as to our intention of maintaining the Union ... as a cheer 

to the anti repeal party ... 
'... I have received many letters & communications from various 

quarters hoping & trusting that the Government mean to take some Steps 
to put down this recent outbreak of Repesl agitation... Our own 
professed friends are out of sorts, out of spirits,, & out of temper. 
They say they are neglected, their interests overlooked, & their 
opponents fostered & cherished. To know this to be untrue - but they 
are told it by those who unfortunately have weight with t hang & they 
believe it. We therefore have only a lukewarm cordiality from them. 
Whatever support they give is more dependent upon their dislike & 
hatred of others than their liking for us: 

Tho ' impartiality' of the. Government had ' most lost (them) the 

confidence (at least .. enabled the organs of that party to have done 

their best to destroy the confidence) of that party Twhich has usually 
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professed itself friendly. ' Sugden and Graham were also uneasy at the 

state of Ireland; Grahame proceeded to send military reinforcements to 

Ireland and favoured diamiasal of the Repeal magistrates. But he 

baulked at the thought of asking Parliament fcc powers : Loh would 

involve 'the subversion of all the settled principles of free Government... 

" if Martial law be necessary, is it not wise to wait until the 

necessity shall be demonstrated ... until the rebellious spirit shall 
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have been evinced by some decided overt aat: He added that,, 'The 

Polly and perverse malice of the Conservative party in denouncing the 
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apathy of'the Government are extreme, ' 

As well as Graff, Eliot and Stanley were: reluctant to coerce. 

The latter feared that Sugden and Eliot would oppose coercion and felt 

that it would prove impossible to suppress the Repeal Association and 

absolve the Anti-Corn Law League, and that to suppress both mijit 

'precipitate disastrous events in both countries at the same moment** 

Wellington was 'bent on immediate legislation' to 'prohibit' the Repeal 
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Association. The Cabinet met on the 8th of May to discuss this 

question, but came to no*definite conclusion. Peel, reporting to Do Grey, 

was clearly far'from hostile to'the idea of coercion and contemplated 

a'demand for extra powers before the separation of Parliament. But he 

feared that lack of care might yield an ineffectual measure or lead to 

'disunion among ourselves', with Eliot's 'willing acquiesoenca in strong 
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measures' especially unlikely. 

On the 9th, in reply to Roden and Jocelyn, 'Wellington and Peel 

expressed their awareness of the dangerous state of Ireland and the 

determination of the. Government to maintain the. Union. Peel said that 

he believed the existing law should first be tried, though he was prepared 

to seek additional powers if necessary,, and, he. made his famous declaration 
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that he considered even 'civil Rar' preferable to Repeal. He informed 

De Grey the following day that the declarations 'were a good preliminary 

and preparation for increased powers, should we deem it necessary. to 
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require them. ' Downshire expressed his Outmost satisfaction' at 'the 

determined front' asaumed by Wellington. ' It would 'settle the minds of 

the people of Ireland. ' With Mountoashell, Wicklow and several British 

peers, he deprecated the agitation as harmful to the prosperity of 

Ireland. Londonderry, however, 'did not think that Ireland could be 

tranquillized unless they had recourse to more determined measures', if 

necessary legislation tot prohibit that Repeal meetings, lie felt that 
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the. strong arms of the law' was required, as conciliation had been tried 
10 

and had failed. Though they themselves had suggested euch a course, -the 

declarations only fuelled the: Mail's desire far' 'total supFression' ofr 

the 'incipient rebellion' ., Failing this the. declarations were merely 

' idle. words' ' lambent and harmless' and ' good for nothing' .' The influx 
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of troops was similarly rejeoted as useless in itself. 

Also at, this time Henry Lambert warned Stanley of the danger of 

as outbrealc' in Ireland. ; 0' Connell ehould" be' arrested and pit in the 

Tower. 'If there be no law to punish this traitors, make one. Parliament 
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seeing the necessity would not refuse it. ' The Knight of Kerry feared a 

Catholic rising and advised Wellington to station ships around the coasts 
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to provide . refuge for Protestants. - On the 13th. of May Roden and Ely saw 

Graham, and Glengall visited Peel. - They, addressed the Ministers in 

language Which was 'a mixture. of reproach and apprehension' . They 

complained of 'neglect of the Protestant Party and .. discouragement of 

our friends.. Lord Roden', s complaints pointed rather to Eliot' and to ' the 

cold reserve and seclusion of the Lord Chancellor (Sogdes): And Roden 

said that as processions-to the proposed Repeal meeting in Tipperary "` 

would madden Orangemen and threaten-the 'public-peace the Government 

should declare the meeting to be dangerous and possibly prohibit it; at 

any rate any magistrate or Government employee attending that or any 

subsequent meeting should be dismissed. Westmeath wrote to reel d' his 

regret that the ' systematic ruining' of the peace of Ireland was ,' allowed 

to go on without a check' , and though confident that Feel's forbearance 

was 'founded upon an anxious consideration of . the whole case' he thought 

no occasion so favourable for striking down that viper 0' Connell and all 
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his following:. = 

Do Grey continued to press for extra powers to suppress the Repeal 

meetings, and the associated Temperance processions, -and urged diwalssal 

of the Repeal magistrates. He gras clearly influenced by I the clamorous 

demands of our own party to. do sw thing.. Every day makes it worse' , for 
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it increases the confidence of the Repealers '& depresses the wall 

remains of trust which our friends, or those wishing to be so, may repose 

in us: Many of them said the. Government were ' indifferent & lukewarm. ' 

Attorney-General. Smith also wanted to ask for extra powers. Sugden felt 

there was ' just cause for alar' but was ' not prepared for new 

legislation'. Graham and Da. Grey, the former as alarmed as the latter, 

seriously considered prohibition of some of the more dangerous-looking 

meetings. But Graham remained convinced that 'nothing short of a 

demonstrated necessitg' would reconcile Parliament to the sort of coerclw 
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powers which might be effective. Wellington and Graham became heavily 

involved in military preparations for "La Grande Guerre" in Ireland. 

Both contemplated calling out and arming 'the Protestant T'eomanry of the 

North'; Wellington wished to advise Irish Protestants to prepare their 

houses against attack and 'to confederate for their mutual and canon 
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security. ' 

. On the 23rd of May, Lord Chancellor Sugden'wrote to several leading 

Repealers to dinuiss them fron the magistracy as a result of their 

attendanoe. at Repeal meetings. In his letter to Lord Pfrench on the 23rd 
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Sugden virtually admitted that the meetings were not illegal. The 

admission was seized upon by the liberal objectors to the dismissals 

and was regretted by Peel and Grahm; the latter nevertheless resolved 
113 

to give Sugden the. full support of the Government. Sugden subsequently 

wrote that it 'had long been matter of complaint from the loyal & well 
1114 

disposed that the. Repeal magistrates were not dismissed. ' Several Irish 

Tory Lords duly defended Sugden' a course in Parliament. But ones, Lord 

Vlicklow# 'did not approve the wording of the letter' and contended that 

the meetings were illegal. The Mail heaped abuse on Sogdun because of 

his implied admission that the. meetings were legal, making him for 

several weeks the principal target of their tirades. Roden wrote to 

Feel that, 

'the dismissal of the Repeal Magistrates is no doubt a very important and necessary measure, but I an sorry to say the letter 
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written by the Lord Chancellor which accompanied that step has in a 
great degree nullified its good effect. ' 115 

However, it was in the Comrions that the Irish Tory representatives 

proved most vocal, using the Arms Bill debates of Mays-august 181+3, like 

the liberal-unionists, as an opportunity to disousa more general issues. 

In the long second reading debate at the end of May Batesoni Conolly, 

Bernard, Claud Hamilton,, Shaw,, Jocelyn, Verner and Brooke all spoke in 

favour of the bill. Most of these members cited the alarming state of 

Ireland as a factor in their desire for such a bill, attacked Repeal, 

and slammed the Repeal leaders for agitating the Irish people by, as 

Conolly put its, 'gross and cruel misrepresentations .. of unreal- 

grievances and fancied wrongs'. 'Bateson denied that it was a coercion 

bill and ! was-not of opinion, as many were, that it was expedient: to 

pass some legislative enactment to put down Repeal discussion. The 

actual laws,, if carried into effect, were. at present sufficient. ' New 

legislation 'would only be adding fuel' to a Repeal flam which he. felt 

would soon die away. Bernard said that, 

'while he strongly deprecated coercion .. he nevertheless sincerely 
hoped that if the time should cone when such a step should be deemed 
necessary,, the Government would take the earliest opportunity of asking 
Parliament for additional powers, in order to put a stop to the agitation. ' 

Brooka believed that the arms bill alone would not tranquillize 

Ireland and that members on both sides of the House 'would are long call 

upon her Majesty's Government to enact laws far the preservation of 

tranquillity in Ireland of a much more stringent nature than that now 

under consideration. ' Even Broo1 
., 

however, did not seem to intend 

censure on the Govvernment. Shaw, on the other hand,, delivered a 

remarkable speech in dich he reflected, cutiouslyp many of the views 

of the Evening Mail, He denied that Irish Conservatives desired 

ascendancy of any kind. But they expected to receive the favour due to 

the Government's own supporters. They felt they had instead been treated 

with 'distrust and suspicion' by the Irish Governments and had consequently 

"shrank into themselves and in their turn become distant and reserved... 
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'... They looked on with wonder and amazement at the blindness of 
the Government to the progress of the present agitation, but they would 
not step uninvited beyond the limits of their o}n peculiar duties - they would not intrude opinions that were not sought, and were probably 
apprehensive that if they did, they would be unheeded and bring upon 
themselves the imputation of ultra politicians and of being the 
advocates of unnecessary coercion. (They therefore) had undoubtedly, up 
to a very recent period, been apathetic and almost indifferent to the 
present agitation, to a degree most unusual, and, indeed, unprecedented 
amongst them. ' 

This, Shaw claimed, had contributed to the, Ialarming$ -state of 

Ireland. So too had the agricultural depression in Ireland, which owed 

much to Peel' a economic measures. ' I It could not be disguised either that 

throughout all parties-in Ireland there existed a prevailing. opinion that 

there was a want of vigour and independent power of action in-the 

executive Government of Ireland',, though he attributed this to anomalies 

in its position rather than to shortcomings in Do Grey and Eliot. And 

Shaw regretted that the magisterial, dismissals had not come earlier. He 

contended that the Repeal meetings were. illegal and could, and must 

immediately, be put down under the existing law. He recognized, in 

conclusion, that what he had said Owas not entirely pleasing to either 

of the great parties' in the House but claimed that he had represented 

the views of 'the gentry, ", the professional men, -: and the educated classes 
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of Ireland generally. ' { 

Other Irish Tories in Parliament shared Shaw's doubts about the 
117 

Government's commercial policy, the Canada Corn Bill in partioular. That 

measure also incurred the opprobrium of the Mail, though for all their 

denunciation of 'the free trade extravagances' and apathetic Irish policy 

of the Government, the Mail urged Irish members to support the Ministry 

in order to laeep out the. Ylhigs, in ' the choice of evils' this ceourse being 
118 

'the least calamitous. ' But it was the growth of, the Repeal agitation 

which preoccupied Irish Tory minds.. -. Many Irish Tories expressed alarm. 

Clancarty sought an interview with Peel to discuss 'the state of-Ireland' 
119 '. 

and others urged Peel to suppress the agitation. , In Parliament on the 

lot of June, Lord Lorton denounced the Repeal agitation as a vast Jesuit' 

_'_.. ýý 
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conspiracy, ruled out conciliation, and recommended instead the calling 
120 

out of the yeomanry. Roden wrote to Glengall from Dublin that, 

'No one can form an idea of the state of alarm & anxiety felt by 
all classes of persons here, all looking in vain to the. Government to 
take some decided steps. If this tardy conduct continues, rely on it 
the country is gone; nothing can save it but a decided course, & if 
something is not done by them we must only individually seek to protect 
ourselves. ' 121 

He sent a long letter to Peel describing the 'extensive conspiracy' 

in Ireland, the military preparations of the Repealers, the alarm of 'the 

loyal people of the Country', and their resentment that while Orange 

processions were prevented by law the Temperance bands, 'fully enlisted 

in the present excitement', marched without impediment. He went on; 

'The loyal people of the Country are anxiously looking to the 
Government for some measure. to check these proceedings and to prevent 
the collection of money for the Repeal Rent... I would take the liberty 
of suggesting to the Government the. importance of embodying the yeomanry 
of the North, both with the view of preventing any in that quarter from 
joining Repeal as also on the one hand to give confidence tothe loyal 

and on the other hand to Imbp in check the further proceedings of the 
Repealers ... not a moment is to be lost in taking decisive measures to 
arrest this growing evil. Every day that these measures are delay' di 
and they must come at last, additional strength is given to the Repealers, 
and, dismay and despair will fill the minds of t he loyal. ' 122 

Writing to the, Mail on the 6th of June, Roden warned Protestants 

against Repeal,, which involved 'the aggrandizement of the Roman Catholic 

Church .. the extinotion of the Protestant-religion, and eventually the 

annihilation of the. Protestant people of Ireland. ' He thought the 

Government had 'acted wisely' in sending troops throughout the country. 

But he also felt that, 

'It is a melancholy fact that notwithstanding the state of 
excitement occasioned by the large assemblies .., the meetings are,. 
permitted to proceed.. It appears an unaccountable infatuation that, 
whilst the danger is admitted by those in authority, no sufficient 123 
measure has yet been adopted calculated to stop the progress of the evil. ' 

Wellington was daily in receipt of alarming reports from Irish 

Tories, notably Glengall, Donoughmore, Jocelyn and Castlemaine, a 

considerable. nznber of them advocating the calling out of the Protestant 
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Yeomanry to counter the expected 'general rising'. Even the relatively 

moderate Tory James Stronge of Armagh expected 'a civil war ., the people 

are as quiet as gunpowder. ' And he feared that Orange attacks on 
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Northern Catholics, already begun, would endanger southern Protestants. 

'The Government must act with severity against these people (the 

Orangemen), which again will have the effect of disgusting a large part 

of the loyal population of the North. Altogether things are getting 
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into a pretty mess. ' Lord Farnham, too, as his subsequent behaviour was 

to show, belonged to the more moderate section of Irish Conservatism. 

But he was no less anxious about the state of Ireland. Graham informed 

Peel on the 4th of June that, 

91 have had Lord Farnham with me in a state of considerable alarm. 
He tells me that the accounts received from Ulster this morning by 
himself, Sir Arthur Brooke, and others, have no doubt (sic) that an 
immediate, collision between the Protestants and Catholics in the North 
is inevitable. They have reason to apprehend an outbreak on or before 
the. 13th of the present month, uncl Lord Farnham presses me for an Order 
calling on Lords Lieutenant, Deputies Lieutenant, and Irish magistrates 
now in England to repair forthwith to tinir respective counties .. he 
was satisfied not a moment was to be lost. ' 126 

Graham subsequently wrote of Farnham that, 

'He holds very prudent and moderate language and declares that his 
first object is to restrain the Protestants in the North from being the 
aggressors; and that all his influence will be exerted to keep them 
sober and within the limits \of strict obedience to the law ... ' 127 

George Hamilton, the member for the University, was equally 

cooperative. In his view, 

' an extremely moderate declaration in reference to the repeal 
question - appealing to the good sense of men of all parties - 
calculated as far an possible. to allay excitement, and such as might be 
signed by Raman Catholics as well as Protestants, would have a salutary 
effect, at least in preventing socsa injudicious move ... the course to 
be taken by the Conservative party in that country (Ireland) is becoming 
a matter of very great importance, and .* an injudicious move on their 
part might prove embarrassing to Government ..: 

He was 'moat anxious' to use his own influence, in an emergency 
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litae the present, in full cooperation with the views of Government. ' 

According to the High Sheriff of the City of Cork, 

'It is the opinion of the well affected here that with the 
precautions which the Goverment is taking there is no great probability 
of an outbreak. That an imposing force of the standing argy is the beat 
security & the wisest policy ... That there wou ld be much danger in 
calling out the yeomanry. That the crisis requires gentleness as well as firmness: 129 

On the other hand, one of Wellington$ a correspondents from the 

North wrote that,, 'The Irish Goverment are losing the confidence of 
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the loyalists of this country, they am thought to be apathetic, and 
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wavering in their politics. ' Da Grey wrote on the 8th of Juno to 

describe the state. of Irish Tory opinion: 

'Of course our opponents dislike & distrust us; but alert so do 
those who have called themselves our friends. Your anxious wishes & my 
earnest endeavours have been to act with honesty & impartiality... But 
the violence of the other (Tory) party, & the language of their leading 
organ, the Evening' il, which whether the guide or follower of opinion 
matters not, is such as to make even an impartial & honest choice of 
any publio functionary (founded upon his individual fitness) a ground 
of bitterness, & is urged upon them as amounting to insult, as well as 
injury, unless he should happen to be one of their own faction .. e 
their dislike of Eliot & Sugden is not of recent origin. They have felt 
the same ever eine they were appointed, bißt. it has increased to so 
great a degree as now to have rendered their services, honest & well 
intentioned as they may be, '-clearly useless here. ' 131 

Graham and Wellington felt that Ireland was in an extremely perilous 

state at the beginning oP' June 181.3; the Duke was convinced ' that an open 

rebellion is close at hand's anxious for embodiment of the yeomanry, and 

evidently frustrated that ' efficient measures are not adopted' by the 
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Government. Sugden seemed to favour a demand for extra powers to suppress 
133 

the agitation. Eliot felt that the opinion of Under-Secretary Luoasp 

apparently favouring suppression of the Repeal Association, was 'rather 

that of an Irish Tory gentleman than that of a member of a national 

Government. ' Eliot was unwilling to ' do more than the exigency of the 

case requires', and felt that a measure to suppress the Association would 

be easily evaded, would not remove the source of danger, the Repeal 

meetings, and would prove more difficult to carry in the Canons than a 

bill to suppress those meetings. Par from opposing all proposals of 

coeroion, however, he advocated an extension of the Processions Act to 

prohibit all processions with any semblance of 'military array', and he 

would give magistrates considerable discretionary power to dissolve or 
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prohibit dangerous meetings. 

Nevertheless, when the Cabinet discussed coercion on the 8th aM 

11th of June they decided that they diould not yet seek additional powers 

from Parliament to deal with the Repeal agitation. Peel informed De Grey 

that the decision was made after much debate and 'considerable change of 
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opinion. ' He. explained °it its terms. of the facility with which the 

agitators could evade proclamation by reco1rae to churches, the :. .1 

Corporations or the Poor-laus Boards; of the likelihood that coercion 

without conciliation would unite in opposition a wide range of British 

parties, fron Whigs to iartisto; and of the 'formidable' excitement 

which 'the cry of anti-coercion' Would cause in Ireland, undermining - 

the chance that Repeal would deoline as man drew fearful for t heir 

property and f reedan. Them remained aI probability that it may not be 

safe to pexmit Psrliameat to separate without an appeal to it. All that 

we resolved .. was to postpone at least the demand for additional payers, 
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not to give eta notice of an intention to demand them: Graham was 

'veil pleased' with the dedision: 

'our forbearance aggravates the guilt of the rebellious, and will 
win to our side. all rational and prudent men whose judgement might be- 
revolted by a premature effort to suspend civil government in Ireland.. 
(There is still) a specious semblance of tranquillity .. this organization 
is the strongest proof of real danger and that the whole country is 
ruined; but no free Legislature will consent to destroy free Government 
on suspicion ..: 136 

De Greg wrote several times in the next week about the state-of 

Protestant opinion: 

'The Protestant part of the eoamunity .o are in a state of the 
greatest alarm. They say, "are we to stand quiet & to be murdered in our 
beds whenever it suits the other side? ", & those gentry & landlords who 
may have influence, such as Lords Farnham, Erne, Enniskillen & Rodcn, 
however they may exert themselves, all declare that their influence is 
abating, & that their people are becoming daily more determined to act 
for themselves: 

He had written to Farnheias, Roden and Downshira to implore'their aid 

in keeping the Protestants quiet and planned to see them to explain the 

decision against coercive legislation,, and he urged real to speak ý to 

Lorton, Conolly and Perceval in London. But he feared that, 

the more at trifle may set theviwle in a llama ... The feeling of 
the Protestants in the North has been no worked upon, & only kept down 
by a latent ho, e that pmething would be done, that very reasonable 
apprehension must be entertained that on the Ist & 12 July they will 
break forth. ' 

By the 17th of June he was more, . oonfident that their leaders would, 

sucoead in averting 'any risk of outbreak' among Protestants during the 
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July anniversaries. But he warned again that, 

there is no concealing from ourselves that they are in a state of 
the greatest excitement & alarm. In soma places they sit up for security 
at night; at other places they have established nigitly patrols and are 
under the most serious apprehension of midniEht massacre. They ask for 
troops, which we cannot in all cases grant them. They ask for arms,, 
which we have invariably refused. They ask for leave to organize & arm 
themselves, whioh we equally refuse. They ask for the protection of 
existing laws, which we are obliged-to aelmowledge is not adequate; & 
they ask finally that we will in such case endeavour to obtain increase 
of power, which as yet we have not attempted: 

Do Grey complained bitterly that, 

'The influence of that scoundrel, the. Evening Bail, is fearful 
amongst that class. It is not possible for ma to put myself in communication 
with the villian, and I do not know that any one has power over him. `t'haw 
is supposed to have. it t& Lords Gleam ll & Charleville. are his bosom 
friends ... 

De Grey explained that the Repeal agitation owed much to discontent 

the Church and Land questions# and he believed that among Protestants, 

a V" r of the Goverment giving way upon either or both of these 
subjects forms a principal ground of alarm. The Evening Mail, which has 
a very great circulation amongst the Protestants, & which guides them 
in a very great degee,, has started the idea that you mean to purchase 
peace upon Repeal by concessions on these other subjects. And I have no 
doubt that thousands are now impressed with that motive ..: 

A 'minor but atilt important part of the present causa of irritatkn 

& exasperation' was the applicability of the Processions Act to Orange 

marches while Temperance bands were exempt; De Grey again urged extension 

of the. Act to cover the Temperance bands. He also found ' on all hands a 

most anxious desire that acme declaration on the part of the Goverment 

should bee, made. ' 9 more formal than a statement in Parliament, on the 

subject of Repeal. And there was a desire among ' our own friends in 

hirer classes' to be informed of the Government' a intentions so that 

they could work for 'union & mutual support' in the Protestant camp if 

they were to be 'thro; n back upon their own efforts' by the refusal of 

Government support. De Grey had declined to sanction auch initiatives 

on the grounds that 'union & mutual = means (sie) embod n& annin' , 

and Government approval of such 'would be: deemed a declaration of war 

by the opposite party ..; He wished,, however, to comply with the desire 

for information on 'what the Government would do & what it would not do. ' 
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Regarding the Repeal agitations, De Grey feared that ' an accidental, 

occurence may blow all into. a . flauoe' , in spite of the intentions of its 

leaders. 'An outbreak would in soma respects: be an advantage' s, as it 

might facilitate, coercion, which, however, he thou t justified even by 
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the existing position. 

Roden urrote to thank Wellington for the extensive military 

precautions being 
. 
undertalmn. But he also, warnad that Ireland was like 

'gunpowder' which needed only 'a little spark .. to set it all in a blaze!. 

He was trying to keep the Protestants quiet, but they, and he himself 

were annoyed that Repeal meetings., with aU the 'excitement & bad feeling' 

they involved, were 'proceeding without any effort of the. Government to 

put than even on a. par with the loyal Protestant meetings & na to prevent 
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their processions: Farnham reported on' the excessive state of alam Of 
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ed the Protestant population' of Cavan. Glengall and Donou aora continued 

to hear harming reports fron Ireland of . 
the likelihood o£ a rising. 

Lord Clancarty and Baron Fennetather wanted the i=ediata suppression of 

the Repeal meetings., and the Baron reflected on the 'injadioioua' conduct 
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of the Government in that respect. 

As Do Grey noted, the Mail continued to denounce savagely the 

'wretched and cowardly Government' for its ' bla noable aüpinenesa' in 

failing to suppress the. Repeal meetings, its alleged determination to 

conciliate the Repealers,, and its failure to slow 'eonmon gratitude to 

friends. ' They advised the ' betrayed insulted, trempleds, spat upon' 

Protestants to remain aloof fr= projected anti-Repeal meetings until 

the. Government changed its policy. 'For the present they (Protestants) 

must maintain a strict neutrality. ' ThePacknt, Warder and Statesman 

dissented from, this vier, but the latter two concurred in the Mail's 

condemnation of the Government. Several Protestant anti-Repeal meetings 

took place early in June, but,, to the delight of the Miailjo the principal 

meeting, in Dublin,, was badly attended and saw denunciation of the 

Goverament$ a conciliatory politics and a call for suppression of the 
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Repeal agitation. 
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When it was iearnt that the Cabinet had c3coic1ed against a coercive 

measure the Mail declared that Ithe Protestant people of Ireland have 

been-finally flung overboard: They alleged that many Protestants, 

feeling themzelv+es abandoned, were becoming attracted to Repeal. The 

Irish Tory members and peers should (admonish' Peel and if necessary 

bring the question to Parliament in order 'to ccm 1 the. administration 
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to: the alternative. - of action or retirement: In private correspondence, 

too, Sheehan of the fail"was'alarmed by the progress being made by the. 

Repealers. "The "sinews of 'war' were accumulating, 09 Connell exercised 

a 'despotic sway', "and 'all this has been achieved by the base and 
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cowardly truckling of a dishonest and unprincipled ministry ... 

On the 13th of-June, Londonderry informed Peel-that, 

'AToble Lord called on me to ask ma to join in calling a meeting 
of Irish peers & Commoners to wait upon you with a viev7 of urging more 
decisive & energetiok measures In Ireland. He stated further that this 
would greatly tend to fortify a party in the Government who were 
favourable to the adoption of this course.. He talks of giving notice 
of a motion on the state of Ireland. ' 

Londonderry decided to remain aloof from the. 'meeting of 

Conspirators' because the more names they have the more consequential 
15 

they will consider themselves. ' The recquisition for this meeting was 

signed by Bandon,, Wicklow, Charleville, Donoughmore, Glengall, Lorton, 
146 

Lucas, Castlemaino and Carbory, all Irish Tory peers. The meeting was 

hold on the. 17th of June in Lore Wieklovi's London house and was attended 

by 22 peers connected with Ireland, 21 of the Irish. Tory 7 other 

11. P. '' a connected with Irelands,. and the- forayer member for Sligo, Colonel 

Perceval. Their resolutions, though they expressed concern at the 

situation in Ireland, were relatively moderate, in spite. of Londonderry's 

fears and the. preposterous claim in the. Evening Mail that they showed 
. mot. 

that the leading Irish Conservatives in Parliament shared the antir- 

Goverexient policy of that paper. It was, unanimously resolved, 

'That this meeting deeply deplores the prerent alarming state of 
Ireland. - 

That we consider the, multitudinous usaeablagen now taking place in different parts of Ireland to be dangerous to the public peace, and 
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calculated to create wall founded terror in tha minds of Her Majesty' a 
well disposed subjects of all classes in that Country. 

That in consequenca the ordinary occupations of the population arc 
suspended, and the. public mind lmpt in a state of painful and dangerous 
excitement. 

That under these circumstances we feel it our duty toýdeclare, 
individually, and collectively, our anxious desire and firm 
determination to use our best exertions - in cooperation with Her 
Majesty' a Goverment - for the purpose of upholding the. law, preserving 
the public peace in that part of the United Kingdom, and allaying that 
dangerous excitement to which we have referred. 

That our Chairman be ftquested talay the foregoing resolutions 
before Her Majesty' a Goverment. ' 

. There waa no insistenoo on the illegality of the meetings,, no 

demand for coercion or criticieni of Goverment apathy, in that respects, 

and no accusation of Goverment neglect of the Protestant party. - ti 
Downshire wrote to Peel that the resolutions ' will I° hope. be. useful to 

your Government' , and Peel was able to report his ' satisfaction' at tho' 
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promise of cooperation. 

There was a note of censure, however, in the resolutions passed at 

a meeting of 3i, magistrates of Co. Fermanagh on the 16th of Juno. Erne, 

the Lieutenant of the County, called the meeting, as he explained to reel, 

to address the Government on 'the very great-alarm which prevails in this 

county .. & also for the. -purpose of devising means for protecting our 

lives & properties in a constitutional manner & as far'as lies in our 

power, left as we are entirely to our own- resources. '' The Catholics,, he 

asserted, possessed 'a great quantity of aras', were stealing lead from 

roofs, were being drilled by the. priests, and were. 'in such an 

ifilammable state & no organized that they cnly await the word from their 

leaders to explode: The resolutions expressed 'the lively and 

justifiable alarm' of the loyal population-and asserted that 'rebellion 

and anarchy must shortly overwhelm our country if more active measures 

be not adopted by the. Government to repress'tha 'tumultuous meetings' - of 

the repealers. They 'most strongly' called on the Government 'to, take 
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the speedy and decided measures to, put doom these illegal assemblies. ' 

In addition, some. Orange groups, revived according to the Mail by 

$the. culpable supineness or a so-called Conservative Government' in the 
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face of the. dangerous agitation, expressed dissatisfaction with the 
149 

Government' a conciliatory policy and failure to act against the Repealers. 

Wellington, Graham and Lucas remained greatly concerned at the prospect 

of a rising in Ireland, Graham, for instance, declaring that 'a struggle 

is inevitable. ' However, Eliot was much less apprehensive. And the He 

Secretary baulked at Wtellingtoa's 'awful' proposal to supplement their 

ample military force by calling out the. Protestant yccmanry; be thought 

it would be 'the signal of insurrection in tim South', though, regarding 

the yeomanry as a force to be used in the event of rebellion - 'if it 

coma to blows we must use the Protestant strength' - he instructed De. Grey 
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to place 'arm& and accoutrements' in convenient depots for their use. 

Graham was aware of the Protestant role as 'our garrison of defence and 

acknawledged'the rational anxiety of the Irish Protestants amidst the 

threats with which they are assailed iron. e very quarter .,, they are the 

true supporters of British connexion and .. in a crisis such an this they 

must not be disheartened: And he explained to De Grey his conviction 

that 'the. time had arrived when Fixity of Tenure and the overthrow of 

the Protestant Church must be firmly disclaimed as concessions never in 

any degree to be contemplated by a British Government. ' This view lay 

behind his famous declaration in the House that 'conciliation has-been 
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carried to its utmost limits in Ireland. ' 

This declaration tools place during the. second great Arms Bill debate, 

which saw Jones, Conolly and Sha's lending support to the measure and a 

vigorous defence of Orangeiea by Colonel Verner. Shaw again boasted of 

the. 'moderation' of the. Irish Conservatives, and claimed that they felt 

they had been rewarded not with the confidence of the Govern ent but 'with 

time degree of jealousy and distrust - not fraa any ill will towards them 

on the part of the Goverment,, but fragt the Goverment wanting the 

courage to be just and to act uprightly: At the end of the month 

Carbery spoke in the Lords of his own alarm and that of the Irish 

Protestants at the excited state of Ireland and urged the. Government 
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'to take some prompt and decisive steps, with the view of putting an 
15a 

end to a state of things so alarming. ' 

Lord Clanwilliam, an Irish Conservative, returned to his-estates 

in Co. Down to urge local Orangemen not to march on the approaching July 

annniversariess, representing such forbearance. as-the advice of 'the whole 

body of their London friends: In an interesting letter to De Grey on 

the 28th of June,, he reported that,, 

'the lower classes .. say that the (Processions) law is ono sided, 
and .. harshly ad inistered... They say (the high as well as the low) that 
Ministers know they can have. their assistance whenever the day and hour 
shall come, and that they use this power ungenerously. They can't and 
Won't understand that a strong government should look on, les bras 
c ises, at repeal meetings, in all their accessions of treason and 
terrorirr and even French emissaries. They say they pay the Queen's 
taxes and receive no equivalent in protection. The gentlemen have a 
dogged feeling that they will leam the government, which throws them 
over, to fight it out by themselves, and let them see whether they can do 
so without our assistance. This is nonsense, but it shown the public 
tamper. Such is the terror .. stout hearted farmers .. sit up at nights 
.. o nothing can be. more open than the occasional language of the. Roman 
Catholics about the, speedy recovery of forfeited lands... I took CC 
Pains so far to defend Government as at least to show the, extreme 
difficulties attendant, for instance, on putting down repeal meetings, 
whether as meetings or as repeal. The jealousy of parliament respecting 
that rightle, the. increased difficulty now from the bungling of the 
Chancellor; then as to repeal, I expressed my conviction that .. O'Connell 
was most probably already prepared with acme. other topic for agitation 
should repeal be proscribed. ' 

Cianwilliam had streased also the risk of ' collision' if the 

yeomanry were re-formed. But these, arguments ' fell dull on the ears of 

men who felt they were all but fighting for their lives and lands, which 

say they is the Government' a business, not theirs: They had a word of 

approval only for the Arms Bill, which they hoped would be used. 

Clanwilliam himself was worried about the. Repeal agitation, fearing that 

'the vent of leaders puts rebellion so long and no longer out of question', 
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and recuznending the deportation of all Frenchmen. 

On the 30th, Wellington informed Grahams that the Northern 

Protestants were, 'much disheartened and in a sad state', especially over., 

the one-sided Processions lacy, and that he was upset to hear that come 
1% 

farmers felt they had to remain on guard at night. Boyd, the Tory member 
for Coleraine, sent a report that in Antrim there was Protestant alarm at 
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the, 'niEbtly weetinga' held by Catholics and the, prospect of insurrection. 

And towards the end of June, an Irish Tory po nrhleteer deprecated the 

Government' a' defensive' attitude to the mounting threat of insurrection 
156 

and advocated repression of the, agitation. Wyse was told by Ferguson that, 

'the Protestants are, becoming so alarmed ., they are determined to 
meet the encroaching evil, before it becomes absolute invasion, by main 
force. They' say it is just as well to be cut down by the swords of the 
Queen' a cavalry as by the, pikes of papists. ' 157 

Clanwilliaia was not alone in exerting his influence to prevent 

illegal processions of Orangemen during the July anniversaries. Roden, 

Farnhaa, theM. P. 'a Verner, Northland, Alexander and Kirk, Erne, Downshirei 

Donegall, O'Neill, biassarene, Cooke, Waring, O'Sullivan and Sheehan of 
158 

the Mail were all involved in the smw causa. The annivorsarie s duly 
159 

passed off without any infringement of the law. On the 3rd of July Da 

Gray again urged the extension of t he Processions Act to the Temperance 

Bands, on the grounds that their processions contributed significantly 

to the Repeal agitation and Protestants were aggrieved at the contrast 
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between their ittmunity and. the illegality of the orange marches. Graham 

brought the issue-before the Cabinet, but it was felt there that anything 

short of a measure 'prohibiting or giving a discretionary power to 

prohibit any meeting or playing MX tune' would be evaded, and that the 

difficulty incurred in passing the Arms Bill indicated the sort of 

opposition which would be offered to an attempt to extend the Processions 
161 

Act. The Cabinet accordingly decided not to alter the Act. 

In Parliaaent tha Government were forced to make many changes in 

the Areas Bill. Graham complained that, 'The majority of the Irish members 

on our side 'of the House are unfavourable to the proposed alterations 
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and, give us no cordial support. ' In fact, the Irish Tories unanimously 

supported the Government in all but one of the many divisions in 

Cociittee, albeit silentlry; on the third readin3 Verner said he regretted 

the concession by which the bill was restricted to tire-arms only, but 
163 

he joined the rest oP the Irish Tories in voting for the measure. 
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Smith O'Brien' a motion for a Carmittee on the state of Ireland at 

the start of July was opposed by six Irish Tory speakers. Bateson, 

Bernard, Tennent, Shaw and Jocelyn contended that Britain could not 

meet the demands of the agitators with respect to the Church, the land 

question, or Repeal and attacked the agitation for the dangerous 

excitement it had caused in Ireland. Tennent and Jocelyn were prepared, 

in Tennent' a words, to 'resist sedition by the unswerving redress of 

every acknowledged wrong', and Bateson proposed taxation of absentees 

and investment in public emplo ent. George Hamilton urged Ministers 

to attend to the 'practical' wants of Ireland - short of abandoning 

'great principles' - by extension of public works and railways and the 

establishment of a eoamission to consider land improvement. Them was 

a suggestion in these remarks that some Irish Tories saw the need to 

conciliate; but none followed George Smythe,, the Irish Conservative who 

sat for Canterbury, in demanding 'large measures of conciliation', stich 

as the improvement of Maynooth, and in attacking the Goverrment for 

offering only an Arms Bi 1. 

Bateson and Bernard were especially grateful to the Government for 

its pledge to uphold the Established Church in Ireland, and Bernard said 

that if the agitation continued 'he had the satisfaction of feeling that 

they had at the head of affairs a liinister not interior in ability and 

stateman-lila- qualities to that great Minister who carried the Union. ' 

Hamilton and Maw,, however,, were more critical of the Government. 

According to Hamilton, 

'They had mistaken the feelings of the Conservative, party - instead 
of inviting them frankly to join with thecae in the great work of just 
conciliation, they had mistrusted their generousity or their moderation. 
While the, attitude of the Government towards their political opponents 
was conciliatory, ca it should be, their attitudetbwards their friends 
was that of repulsion. The inference which the Conservatives came to wan 
this, either that their honest support was embarrassing, or else that 
some new and objectionable concessions were in contemplation. The motive 
of Govveraneat, no doubt, was a good one, but this policy wan a mistake. 
The Govcrnment by it had estranged their friends - they had strengthened their opponents, and enoouraged -them to hope that something might be 
extorted Pram their weakness by clamur and agitation... He was firmly 
convinced that just in proportion as Goverment evinces firmness and strength .., in the same degree would the excitement nubaide. ' 
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Though concurring in Peel' a reluctance. to seek new coercive powers, 

H=ilton urged administration of the law 'with firmness as well as 

temperance: But he too welcomed the Government' a determination to 'a 

uphold the Church and 'the principles upon mich they came into office',, 

and he called on Conservatives to support the Goverment; 

'Let the Irish Conservatives feel themselves no longer estranged, 
let moderate men of all parties have the courage to come, forward and 
support the Crown .. for the purpoae. of enabling Government to bear down 
those physical demonstrations by an exhibition of moral and political 
strength. 

Sham said that he 'could not approve of the course which her 

liajesty'a Government were pursuing in that country's though his desira 

was 'not to weaken but to strengthen their hands and; togive them every 

general support in his power: While wanting the Goverment to, act ý with 

impartiality and ' due forbearance' , he wished also for *a firmness ,: '" 

becoming a strong Government' - in . upholding -Ithe , law. and in giving $a 

protection which it must be, confessed was not experienced at the present 

moment: There were 'emergencies' when 'party and political feelings' 

must yield to 'higher considerations: Normal activities rand social'° 

relations were suspended is Ireland, and-peaceable. inhabitants'lived in 

'terror' of the monster meetings. The latter were 'illegal', and, though 

he 'wanted no coercion bills', the G overnment should 'uphold- the existing 

law, and not suffer its spirit and its letter to be violated; 'and yet- 

they had permitted these meetings to go on*', The Government must expect 

criticism if they stood by ' with folded arms' while Ireland was on' the 

brink of 'outrage and revolution', and 'must not wonder if the loyal and 

peaceable subjects of the Crown felt uneasiness'and alarm and a want of -: 

that confidence which, under the present circumstances of Ireland, a firm 

Government and vigorous administration of the law could alone inspire. ' 

In the division on O'Brien' a motion the. Irish Conservatives, apart 

from Smythe of Canterbury, 
. voted solidly with - the Government. -- Two days 

later the Lords debated Clanricarda' a motion on the dismissal of the 

Repeal magistrates. Wicklow, always th©'most independent of the. Irish 
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Tory peers, described the way in which the dismissals were mad as 

0 unconstitutional and unjust' . while feeling the magistrates were ' unworthy' 

of their commission and 'properly dismissed: But he would not vote with 

Clanricarde because it would imply censure on a Government whose every 

act he had approved,, including their refusal to seek coercive powers and 

their watchfulness over the situation in Ireland. Glengalls, too, 

regretted that 'the, manner' of tha dismissals 'gras not as .. correct as 

the act itself: He urged the Government and Parliament 'to afford swe 

better protection than mere iailitary means' to the unionists of Ireland 

and felt that a coercion act was justified by 'the alarming and critical 

condition of the country.. Forbearance was to be commended, but forbearance. 

had its limits: If that policy failed the Government would find it 

difficult to explain 'its supineness' . He wondered if the Government was 

Prepared to wait until the country was in a state of fully-pledged 

insurrection. 

Clanoarty regretted that the Government's conduct in Ireland 

'exhibits a melancholy and a painful contrast' to their able administration 
in other areas; ' not only has their general policy in regard to Ireland 

disappointed public expectations but more particularly has it been wanting 
in the present emergenoy in those qualities which are essential to the 

securing of public confidence' a in the vigour necessary to end 'the very 

'LlaMing state of things in Ireland. ' No step had been taken to stop the 

illegal and unconstitutional' Repeal meetings,, apart fror one of ' auch 

questionable propriety' and tendency to excitement as the: magisterial 
dismissals. The meetings should be suppressed if illegal,, and if necessary 

rendered illegal by special enaetmont, instead of trusting as at present 
to the influence of O'Connell to prevent an outbreak and to the use of 
r litary force. Cha rleville, , too,, wished that ' the. law would be 

roiled with vigour' toend the agitation vihich was so dangerous and so 
miming to loyal citizens and felt that the Government had been mistaken 
is their policy of forbearance, He too doubted the propriety of the 
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magisterial dismissals and especially the failure to puraw that course 
164 

with consistency. 

Donoughmore congratulated Glengall on his 'capital' speech, and 

ca entedd, 'What a shifty fellow Wicklow is, no one is eure of him on any 

subject. ' There were indications in Peel'u correspondence at this time 

that some Irish Tories agreed with Wicklow in approving of the Goverment' a 

forbearance. Lord Clare wrote to Peel that 'in neither proclaiming the 

illegality of these meetings nor in applying for new laws to put them 

down, you have acted with sound discretion. Paddy will soon have bad 

his talk out, & then if he begins to act, 'why, at the worst, you must act 

too: He was also confident that the widely-predicted order to withhold 

rents would not succeed. But even Clare was alarmed at the organization 

of the repealera and the extent of their expectations, and he feared that 

'there will be a crisis before a cure .. there is much political danger 

hanging over us. ' 
_ 

The High Sheriff of Cork reported that the 'well affected here 

entirely approve of the conduct of Government in this trying emergency. ' 

Even those who had favoured a coercive measure 'nor acknowledged' the 
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'virtue of your forbearance o Sir Arthur Brooke, Tory member for 

Fermanagh, assured Peel, of his anxious wish not to t embarrass' the 

Government 'or throw difficulties in their fir: He proposed that, 

'a Commission should be appointed .. for tha purpose of instituting 
a close and searching enquiry in to the numerous grievances which am-now 
alleged to exist in Ireland; with a view If possible of redressing those. 
abuses,, if any euch really do exist .., the Commission should cauprize .. 
men of both parties, and Homan Catholics also if you thought proper... I 
em not very sanguine as to the.. lasting advantages to be derived from such 
a commission, still I feel confident that it would not only have the 
effect of satisfying the Country that the Goverment wem moat anxious to 
do all that is Just & right as regards Ireland, but it would also be the 
means of disarming the Agitators (and) allaying the frightful state of 
excitement which at present exists in that Country ,.: 167 

Lord Farnham contrived to express 'the most implicit confidence in 

the Government and to urge the redress of Protestant grievances. He 

considered thatp 

'the Protestant Press in Ireland is most culpable for the Jim 
which it has taken in misrepresenting the actions and motives of 
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Government; and that to_it is in a great measure attributable that 
growing feeling of distrust which,, if it should continue to spread among 
our Protestants# will be productive of serious injury to and will 
tend more than anything else to thwart the endeavours of Government to 
promote the general welfare of this country. I .o see the great danger 
.* should these attempts to alienate the confidence, of the Protestants 
fromm the Government prove successful ... I cannot too highly estimate 
the vast importance of having,, on the side of the Government, the 
great moral weight & support of the Protestants of Ireland. ' 

But he had found I great difficulty' in persuading his fellow 

Protestants 'to plaoo the. same implicit confidence (as I da) in the 

conduct and intentions of government. * He had 'spared no exertions to 

produce this result' but had to report that, 

'among all classes of the Protestants, I have found distrust 
pry g" They complain that the progress of Repeal agitation should 
have remained so long unchecked. They complain bitterly that there is 
one. law for them, & another for the Roman Catholics; that their 
Processions and lo l exhibitions are put down by law .* ytiila the 
other are allowed to parade their avowedly disloyal Processions... 

_:. In this respect I consider the processions of the Teat(sic) Total Bands 
as the-. most objectionable and irritating causes of offence; & as long 
as this prolific source of bad feeling is allowed to exist I can look 
for no peace or friendly feeling in this Country. ' 

The Goverment should prohibit the Temperance processions so, 'teat 

everyone should plainly see, that Justice is equally dealt out towards 

11 parties: More vaguely, he opined that ' if the Repeal Agitation goes 
68 

on, it is unreasonable to expect too much forbearance from the. Protestants. ' 

Glengall and Roden c mplainect publicly of the unequal treatment of 

Protestant and Catholic processions, Roden claiming that, 'This cannot be 

justice. Either the procession not must be repealed or this 

revolutionary movement must be suppressed: Early in August Roden 

presented in the Lords a petition From 5,000 Down Protestants on the 

issue and urged repeal or extension of the act. Nioklow said that nothing 

could then be done, but he felt that the act should either be extended 

to embrace all or allowed to expire: in the following session. In the 

Commons., Northland asked if the Governnent intended to repeal the act. 

Wellington and Peel. ruled out both repeal and extensions, but Peel said 

that Protestant forbearance in relinquishing their processions night 

facilitate a decision not to. renew the act when it expired at the end of 169 
the next session. 
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Irish Tory concern and dissatisfaction was by no means limited to 

this issue during July and August 1843. "" Lord Carbery asked Peel for an 

interview to discuss tho 'alarming condition' 'of Ireland and communicated 
170 

his anxiety to Wellington* Lambert wrote, to Stanley that, 'Matters are 

daily becoming worse here .. Rebellion flourishes',, not least because of 

the 'utter inaction on the part of Goverment. ' The latter should act . 
immediately to suppraas the agitation by 'force , for it would not 'wear 

171 
itself out' or be defeated by a conciliatory approach. Donouglxnore 

complained thats,. 'Pte have no Governmeat & no protection: He had lost all 

*influence' over even his own servants. -Ireland was full of Frenchmen 

claiming to be priests but looking' like 'half pay officers. ' The 'whole 

fabric of society' was disorganized,, the people f driven to madness by the 

harangues' of O'Connell and the other agitators. The 'real object, ot the 

repeal cry' was as 'a war hoop of extermination against the Protestants & 

all those who are -loyal subjects to the Queen. Yost will ham to reconquer 

this country' . he told Wellington, ' if -you mean it should rem in a part- 
V2 

of the British Empire: b ... 
De Grey reported that 

'a very apparent sense of sullenness & disappointment in many, from 
(what one would wish & expect to be) good friends. It is a predominant 
feeling that .. (the Arms Bill) is offered an a remedy (& the only remedy) 
for the eent state of things, and its inefficiency for that parpocc is 
strongly caamented upon ... Great slam exists among the whole of the 
lower classes. ' 173 

Petitions from Grand Jurors in Loitrma , Donegal, Tyrone, Cavan, 
17 

Galway, and Fermanagh pressed f or suppression of the Repeal meetings. 

Wharncliffe received a letter from Lord Erne 'which gives a melancholy 

picture of the feelings of the, Protestants in the North of Ireland, under 

their present circumstances, Lord Erne: is so excellent a man, and so 

moderate in all his views and opinions, that he in not likely to 
175 

misrepresent or overstate anything: Eneas Mao Donnell. was concerned at 

the * rapid progress' of Repeal in Britain and America and the efforts of 
.,... _. 176 

the 4ihigs to exploit the crisis for party gain. 
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Sir Robert Bateson and others feared'that'Presbyterians were being 

driven toards Repeal by despair over the Church of Scotland and 
177 

marriages questions. Clancarty Pelt I that with' excitement so great Ian 

outbreak might at any time take place from the mitlest 'cause even 
178 

contrary to the wishes of, the Repeal Leaders: Charleville was worried 

by the fact that so many people of respectability were turning to Repeal 

and particularly alarmed at the desire expressed at one meeting for a 
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general reduction of rents. Some of these reports were, taken seriously 

by Graham. and Wellington, and they continued , to regard Ireland with 

anxiety. Graham was convinced that the 'struggles would ' lead to 

bloodshed and convulse the Empire. ' ý But he suspected that at least one 

'nm1air', that put out by Lady Donougbnore concerning treasonable - 

activity among the priesthood,, was ' intended to damage the Governinont by 

raising the impression that they are negligent and careless in the midst 
180 

Of imminent danger and impending massacre: 

The Mail were driven to new heights of invective by the Government' a 

concessions on the Azurs Dill - evidanoe of the ' inacmpetenoy anä 

vacillation! of Eliot . and Peel - and above aU by the. oonoiliatory 
lamme of Feel, Grahaza and Stanley in Parliament. The woeseion of a 

V8 Government would be a ''grievous calamity', buts it was argued on the 

7th And 19äi of Juiyo, ! if, air Robert Peel-will not listen to the dictates 

Of duty# and to the voice of reason, let another Conservative leadar be 

Oho : The Government intended the preferment of Catholics, 'a-general 

confiscation of every species of property now held by Protestants', and 

subvQrsion of the Church. - Many Protestants were considering 'a timely 

CocIpramise' with O'Connell, having lost confidence in the protection of 
their present rulers and betrayers: - Meanwhile 'the march of rebellion' 

went 'uncheoied and unrestrained; Eliot and Sugden remained principal 
targets, 

while De Grey was warmly praised and specifically excluded from 

all maure. The Warder, Stateenan and Newry Telegraph were; quoted in 
Sit of the Mail'o policy, and'it waa olaimed that only the Herald 
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and the Standard in London and the Packet in Dublin remained loyal to 
181 

Peel. 

In correspondence with Charleville, Sheehan., indicating that his 

editorial policy reflected genuinely held viciss, wrote that, 

'The possession of the land, the extirpation of the gentry and the 
extinguidzing of Protestants, either by the knife or by "staring them 
out",, are the objects of the priests and agitators, and before 12 months 
are over, this object - at least as far as the. non-payment of rents are 
(sic) concerned -- will be effected. (In Parlinanent) you should state 
distinctly that nothing short of an absolute surrender would satisfy a 
party that no concession can conciliate, and that as the country can 
only be held under existing circumstances by an armed force or by a 
Protestant party, the time has came for a decision. 

The Irish Conservatives ask for or Zesire no, breach of the 
constitution, nor in any coercion bill necessary for the restoration of 
peace. Agitation would subside if a party interested in maintaining 
peace and for the British connection were encouraged plainly and avormdly. 
It was fully expected by the papist agitators, at the. accession of Sir 
Robert Peel to power, that such a party would have been encouraged, and 
not the slightest dissatisfaction would have been expressed at such being 
the case... 

Sir Jenes Graham, by apologising for his "utmost concessions" speech, 
plainly declared the intention of granting concessions. This is great 
impolicy in the midst of agitation. The announcement of the destruction 
of the. Irish Church would produce 50,000 Protestant repealera, reckless 
of consequences. The Orangemen are already joining the Association... 

I protest to God, one is inclined to come to the opinion that a 
judicial blindness has seized upon our rulers; for it is utterly 
impossible that, if they saw the present aspect of affairs through the 
same medi= in which they present themselves to me, and I have neither 
passion nor prejudice to obscure or mislead my mental vision, that they 
could look tamely on, and see the work of destruction progressing at the 
speed it is doing: 182 

In what was probably the most noteworthy of' ll the steps takrra by 

Irish Tories, Donegan (airman), O'Neill, the Duke of Manchester 

(formerly Lord Mandeville),, Rodent' Erne, Sir Robert Bateson and others 

met in Belfast ca the 19th and 24th of July and passed resolutions 

against Repeal and expressing alazta at the prospect that the. 'wiäely- 

spread and dangerous conspiracy' in Ireland would lead to an outbreak of 

violence. They further resolved, 

'That, whilst under these alarming circumatancea, we can confidently 
repose, in the power and preparation of the goverment,, we feel that them 
are efforts for public safety which no government can maloa, and which 
require the unanimous and perfect confederation of the parties endangered, 
to guard against the machination of those by whoa they are threatened; 
and that we feel persuaded that if .. anything can preserve the peace of the kingdom it will be the thorough conviction of the restless agitators 
of Repeal that their Protestant fellow-subjects, who desire nothing so Minch as to live in peace, are yet fully prepared and united for purposes of self-defence. 
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That whilst it appears to be the manifest and, bounden duty of the 
Protestants of Ireland generally to examine the dangers by 'shich they 
are threatened and .. diligently prepare to avert them, it is the. 
special. duty of the Protestants of Ulster, upon whom, from their numbers, 
concentration: and moral energy,, the safety of the kingdom and the. unity 
of the empire must largely depend, to meet for deciding on the measures 
to be adopted for the, sipport of the throne and the common safety of 
themselves and their brother Protestants in the south and west of this 
portion of the united kingdom: 

They accordingly planned to hold a, publio sleeting in Belfast on, the 

7th of September ' for 
_ 
the purpose of devising a plan f or organising the 

Protestants of Ulster and of adopting measures for the defence and &aspport 

of their cannon faith, their property and their lives. ' The, reaquisition 

wastLgned by the. above-mentioned Irish Tories, Sir A. Chichester, D. Be Kerr 

Was J" W. OU, W. G. Johnson (formerly members for Downpatricik and 

Belfast respectively), Henry Coolco, John Bates and about two dozen other 
1133 

Ulster Conservatives. It was an ominous sign that such figures should 

seem to contemplate the embodiment of as independent Protestant militias 

with all its implications as to their confidence in the protection 
18 

afforded by the Goverment and the possibility of collision and civil. war. 

The Mail warned that at the proposed meeting there 'must be no 

attempt to, administer cordials to a sinking government' by means of 

'unconditional declarations of confidence. ' i and they warmly approved of 

thft intention to unite in self-defence.. Roden wrote. to Wellington on 

the 29th to justify the above. courses, contending that, 

'The increasing difficulties & alarm which pervade this part of the Kingdom nialce it necessary that something should be done by Loyal 
Inbabitants of Ulster for their own protection. They are in a most deaponding state and cannot but consider the abandonment of the 
Gonernnent as the, source of their danger. Such is their despair, in 
m 84Y instances we find it almost impossible to keep them from going 
over to Repeal,, hoping against hope. that the dangers of uniting with o'COnnell may not be so Imminent & that his proposition of fixity of tire: may be sincere & in their cases carried into effect. There . a. no means left untried by the Repeal Wardens & agitators to get the haler 

classes of Protestants over to their aide. An yet their 
QCess has been but very partial, but to 'prevent its increase to a f ful extent it is neceezary to have. some meeting to express our sentiments. I have been accessory in calling a meeting on the subject at $5ftst 

..: 186 

Roden also informed the Duke that he would 'refer to the present 
° to of this unhappy country' in the Lords. His protest of the 8th of °, 
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August against the Processions Act wan duly accompanied by general 

critiein of the Goverment' e treatment of the crisis in Ireland. The 

5,000 Protestant petitioners against the Processions law also asked the. 

Lords 'to adopt such measures as would prevent civil war and its direful 

consequences: Roden cpoks of the. arrentaent of all improvement in 

Ireland and of the 'fearful anxiety' and 'feeling of alarm and apprehension' 

among Frotestantc, alarmed above all by the failure of the Government to 

be 'active and energetic in repressing' the agitation. Though thankful 

that many troops had been sent to Ireland, he felt that 'this was not 

sufficient'. He advised the Government to call out the Protestant 

Ycooanry, lif they would cave the country from ruin: Many Catholics 

had turned to Repeal because of 'the apparent apathy of the. Governuant', 

their failure to take 'a bold and determined course . GlengaU, on the 

Dane occasion contended that there. was so much intimidation of jurors 

in Ireland he must support Brougham's call for revival of the. Change of 

Venue law. Wicklow agreed with Roden as to the serious effects of the 

agitation on prosperity in Ireland, but he ac: aiowledged 'the great 

difficulty' of coercion. lie felt 'that Ministers had anted prudently 

and Wisely, if they doubted the illegal nature' of the meetings, and. that 

'nothing had transpired which mada it desirable to add to the power of 
187 

the G overmment: Broughm agreed. 

Tlellington'a assurances, in. reply to Roden, as to the. ability of 

the Government to suppress any disturbance In Ireland were warmly greeted 

by Lord Carbery in a letter to Peel; they would rerun the. ' frightful 

apprehension' among Protestants and 'restore confidence. (to) the lower 
'$88 

classes of Protestants. ' Brougham proceeded to introduce a Change of 

VC e bill, buts, though supported by Wioklow, it was opposed by they 

Gaftrnment and subsequently withdrawn. The final instance of Irish Tory 

revolt in Parliament in 113 arose beoac e of Lord Lucan' a dismissal from 

the gietracy of Co. Mayo after an affray at the potty cessions. Sugden 

W18 the principal target in the. speeches of iucan, Glengau and Charrleville 
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and even Ticklows, an$ Londonderry felt that an. injustice had been done. 

Char]. eville. was especially critical. of Widen's ' popularity hunting. ' He 

and Glengall both threatened to. resign fron the magistracy co 'disgusted' 

were they with the affair. Lucan also criticized Eliot for his approval 

of the dismissal and tools a swipe. at that noble Lord's': please - everybody 

policy'. The Government's course in defending Sugden by withholding 
189 

relevant papers became the. subject of bitter resentment. 

The seasion ended without any further critician fran. the. Ir. sh 

Tories in Parliament of the Government' a handling of the crisis in Ireland. 

Throughout the. immer they failed, to echo the discontent evidently, felt 

by many Conservatives In Ireland, particularly in the Common where Savr 

and George. Mainilton were the, only members to speak of that discontent. In 

July the Mail complained of their failure to criticize the Government, 

with Shaw' a speech and to a lesser extent Hamilton' a the only Irish Tory 

contributions to the debate, on wraith. O'Brien' a motion to give satisfaction 

and the speeches of Bernard, Jocelyn and Bateson regrettably ' eharactsrised 

by a tenderness for, thu feelings of Uiniaters ... 
'that Are the Irish Conservative Members About? ... the course 

pursued by the. Irish Conservative members of the. lower house, of ParUamentp 
since the accession of Sir Robert Peel to power, has not been calculated 
to inspire their constituents with confidence... Much evil - more perhaps' 
than can be repaired - has been occasioned by"this feeble submission to 
authority. ' 

Their 'non-intervention system!. had allorre3 judgement 'to go by 

default' regarding the alleged grievances against, the Church and Irish 

landlords. The Irish peers were also impeached in the Mail of the 5th of 

July, but the suLsequent efforts of Roden., Clancarty,. Glengall and 

Charleville proved satisfactory. The Irish Tories. of the Commons were. 
190 

advised to emulate these Lords, regardless of the frowns of Ministers. 

However, no Irish Tory member of the lower House commented on the 

Government' a response to the Repeal agitation after the close of the 

debate. on O'Brien' a motion on the 12th of July. Dissent in that House 
191 

was confined almost e=lusively to 
_the poor la ic- amendment. bill. 

In August 1843 the policy of the Mail itsoli changed noticeably s 
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even dr-amatically. The reasons for this are by no means clear, but the 

evident decline, in the Repeal agitation fror this time may have, been a 

factor. The. assault on the Goverment continued on several. fronts, 

notably their conciliatory course on the poor lave and the can affair 

and Sugdenb a failure to dismiss certain Repeal magtstraten. But such 

critioi= was made with much less bitterness than prcviau3ly. Several 

o. ° the Gevernnent's statements in 'nrliament - for example Peel's reply 

to Northland on-repeal of the, Procen ions, Act and hin 'most eaplioit' 

defence of. the rights of property in reply to Crawford, and V ellington's 

assurances of military preparedness - were warmly weloaaed. It was 

conceded that an inquiry into the question of landlord tenant relations, 

'guarded as it. ha3 been proposed- by Sir Robert Peel� can scarcely fail to 

do good. ' There was vague talk or the likelihood of 'better times. ' 

Perhapo. most noteworthy of all the .il accepted that the Goverment 

could not then changrcourze and ouppress the Repeal agitation. They 

remarked that, 

'It is now impossible for Government to take any step for checking 
agitation; and although we are still. of opinion that "prevention in 
better than care. ", we should be sorry to weaken the hands of the 
Executive by any observations calculated to raise a doubt in the minds 
of the timid as. to the sufficiency of the means taken for the. preservation 
of the, peace and the mainteAance of the Union: 192 

Notwithstanding the timidity of the Irish members and the late 

ccmplainance of the flail, it is clear, looking back over the previous few 

months, that a great number of Irish Conservatives were deeply dissatisfied 

with the performance of their governors. If there is, reason to, doubt the 

extent to v+hich others shared in the discontent of the, Mail in tha 

earlier days of the Administration,, `.. here is an abundance, of evidence to 

show that by the middle of 1343 Irish Tory confidence in Peel and his 

colleagues had been severely shaken by the. failure to suppress the agitation 

for Repeal. How=nr, an drown belw,, the Irish Tories were to. Find many 

of the Governrzent's future measures to Pat don Repeal just as 

unacceptable as the. M, '-do--nothing' policy of the extraordinary rummer of 

1843* 
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Chapter 11 

The Irish Tories, 1843-6 

It is doubtful that the-Uail"a apparent chaabc of course in 

4U4%t 181+3 was determined by a sense of foreboding as to the outcome of 

tWrotestant meeting planned fcr the 7th of September; they endorsed 

itatins whca first announced and subsequently expressed the hope of 

seeing I& couple of hundred thousand of the sturdy Protestants of Ulster' 

catbering to ' strilce a wholesome terror into the rabble %bn bluster and 
I 

gaa¢onade of being able to cops with tha in battle. ' In the meantime, 

the); arquis of Londonderry had indicated his opposition to the meeting. 

In letters to Tennent,, Peel and Roden and in Parliament on the 15th of 

Luust he fearedtzat the psoc eodingn ! could involve attacim on the 

Goverment and opined that the armed organization envisaged by some 

T=ld be no improvement on the precautions taken by individual landlords 

and much less efficient than the troops of the State, He. s confident 

that the. Governrnt, wellington in particular, would maintain enough 

trOopo in Ireland to meet any contingency. 

Londonderry expeoted 'a great diversity of opinion' AMong Ulster 

Tories as to he ' prudence and utility' of the meeting, with marry staying 

aýýr becau o cf 'Roden' a known Ultra feelinöz. They should ' not attempt 

to organize meetings which might only show their numerical inferiority', 

expose the extent of Protestant disunity as to positive action, 

' porate in bluster and end in weak if not ridiculous defiance , and 

p ice. a counter-demonstration fray Repealers, with the possibility of 

6a religious strife' or ' civil war', 0' Connell. ' a agitation could otherwise, 

than At, subside speedily. He attempted to refute 'the highly-coloured 

Picture' of $ universal terror and alas' aaong Irish Protestants which 
h@ Claimed Roden had presented In the Lords. To Peel he 'wrote of his 

intOution to go to Ireland to ' Work against' the meeting ' all I can. ' 

aýn 
replied on the 24th, denying that he had given a' hi&hly-coloured 

i'iOture' 
of the fears of Irish Protestants and regretting that Londonderry 
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had chosen to opposes the plans of resident gentlemen who knew 'the 

dangers ich threaten tha I'rote. atant interest in Ireland'. They were 

anxious 'to open the eyes of our Protestant brethern' to those dangers 

'and to talon all legal measures within our reach to avert the calamities 
2 

which seem to hang over us. ' 

Lord Farnham. was another leading Ulster Troy who had reservations 

about the project,, 'anxious' as he vas that the course and language 

adopted 'would be completely in accordance with the views entertained 

by the Goverrzent. ' He decided to attend because an the meeting was 

apparently to go ahead he felt that, 

'there should be as fun an attendance as possible of persons of 
vrci, ht and property... (1ty absence) might be imputed to be lubewarmness 
towards the interests of the Protestants; and might diminish or endanger 
the influence Y&ich I pouseca among then ... And I am most anxious that 
there should be present at the meeting acme persons of rank who are (like 
myself) warmly attached to your Govcraaents, and who will do their utmost 
to induce the great body of our Protestants to repose confidence in those 
'who are at present at the head of the Government. ' 3 

The Government, in the rhape of Peel,, Grah3n and Eliot,, disliked 

the idea of the meeting not only because. cif the risk of collision with 

Catholic3 but also because they thouOit that 'any division among the, 

Protestants is dangerous' and perceived 'disadvantages' in 'a failum or 

in a partial and ineffective demonstration. ' Graham approved of 

Londonderry's " prudent and rational view* g though he wished to avoid 

Londonderry' a 'trap;, #, he seeks to commit ne to the. adoption of his 

opinions, and forthnith he. will hasten over to Ireland and proclaim 

himself the organ of the wishes of the Government. ' Like many others,, 
k 

Graham attributed the project to Roden. The (liberal) Northern Whig 

Warmly praised Londonderry's opposition to the meting and claimed they 

were 'told that some other influential Tories fully concur with him and 

arc determined not to attend this meeting: The Mail deeply regretted 

the division in Irish Tory ranks and hoped 'fervently' that it 'may not 

affect either the respectability, the zeal or the determination of the 
5 

meeting. ' 

The Queen's Speech of the 24. th of Au,; ust provided a way out of the 
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difficulty. he expressed 'the e deepest concern' over , the Repeal: -,. - - 

agitation, her 'Piro determination **. to maintain inviolate! - the Union# 

and her confidence that her 'faithful Subjects who have influence and 

enthority in Ireland will discourage to the utmost. of theirlPower' the 

system of 'pernicious Agitation'. The }flail admired the 'unaffected 

consciousness of power' of the Speech 'and the constrained determination 

to use that power' to maintain the union. 'Lata though it bell, this 

devslotent, added to Wellington's assertion of preparedness far any 

exigency, 'is satisfactory to the Conservatives as showing that they 

have nothing to fear: There was $a now state of things' j, demanding 9a 

revision of our policy' of criticism of Goverment apathy. And it 

rendered unnecesary the projected meeting in Belfast, which had been 

the result of the previous 'want of energy' of the Governnent. The Mail 

claimed that they had never really looked favourably upon 'those self- 

defence novenents of our Ulster friends ... preferring the ordinary 

operations of society and lair, and unwilling to recu ncl. a course of 
6 

action to our friends which we had invariably conccned in cur enemies: 

On the 30th Donegan chaired a meeting of the. recquisitionists of 

the meeting. They welcomed the Queen' a determination to uphold the Union 

and expressed their desire to avoid giving any pretext to to Repealers_ 

'for eonticriing a systems, of agitation which has been narr co explicitly 

condemned by their Sovereign'., As loyal subjects of the Queen 'and 

amnions to comply with the spirit as well. as the letter of her expressed 

wishes, we feel it our duty to forego the. meeting fixed for the 7th of 

September, lest the Protestants of Ulster should be charged by their 

enemiez, however unjustly, as the causa of continuing political agitation. ' 

They spoke also, however, of 'the continued and undisguised threatenings 

of the Repeal agitators' and 'increasing dangers by which the Protestants 

of Ireland are surrounded. ' In order to unite Protestants behind religion, 

throne and Union they proposed a declaration supporting those institutions 

for the signature of all 'loyal Protestants'. A 'provisional casnittee' 
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gras appointed to promote signature of the deolaratioa and to have. it 

presented to the Queen. In additions if the Repeal agitation continued 

the ccnraittee daould, 

'call ouch meetings oY the' Protestants of northern counties an 
local circumstances may render most convenient and desirable and devise 
such means as they may deem most suitable for co-operating Por ca=on 
protection with our Protestant brethern of the other provinces. ' 

fr 

The oociittee had more than 70 meabersq including 12 11. P2 a and 13 
7 

peers. It never undertodc any of its allotted tasks. The Govertaaent 

welcomed the abando sent of the necting, Eliot calling it 'a wiser 

measure than I gave Lord Roden ACo. credit for*, The Atblin Protestant 

Operative Assootation attributed the abandonment to a fear that tha 

Government would be attacked for their failure to repeal the Act of 
9 

Emancipation. The liberal Press d , 21y ridiculed Roden and the rest for 

their 'Grand Old DLI of York' behaviour. They gave Londonderry much of 
10 

the. credit for the olimbdoen. The Mail welcomed the decision to ' adjourn' 

the meeting not least betau. it 'effectually prevented' continuation of 

the difforeaoe botwaen Roden and Londonderry. They v. era not slow to 

disapprove of the IInjudioious manifesto' of the latter (meaning his 

letter to Roden), thous they allomed that $ its publication (was not) 
11 rr 

suctioned in any ray by his Lordahip: Londonderry confirmed, in a 

speech to his teaanta on tha 7th of September,, that he had not intended 

the letter for publication. The Whig ca=nted that-'ice accamt of the 

matter is very defective', as his distributing copies of the letter to 
12 

his friends was a means of covertly releasing it to the Press. Londonderry 

had, in fact, informed Emerson Tennent coma time before that he intended 
13 

'to publish my letter & stand aloof with all the forces I can nester: 

In other respects Londonderry's speech did nothing to soften 

differences,, for he again rejected Roden's view of. the state of Ulster 

(it aas ' never .. more tranquil an& flourishing' ), claimed that ' an 

attack' would certainly have been made on the meeting had it taken place, 

implied his belief that his letter was decisive in the affair, and 
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coamented provocatively on his refusal. in June to attend the 'great 

meeting in London of Pcers and Commoners of Ireland to induce the 

Govrrr ent to adopt more stringent and decisive iaeasurea' against the 

agitation, which meeting 'ended only in a resolution to support the. 

Government of Sir Robert Peal in whatever manner he should think best. ' 

Ile did think, however, that 'if Goverrzaent had considered the extent to 

which the "monster nsetings' would have gone, they night have taken 
11ý 

early measures by arming thetaselvea with greater power to prevent them: 

Uillaborough, Doanshire' a son and one of the Tory members. for 

Co. Davm, urrote to reel to explain these events. Given the alarming 

state of Ireland, I it was determined to hold a Provincial meeting for the 

purpose of conoorting measures for the co=on safety & for petitioning 

the Queen ... it was datermined to hold the. meeting in cbors for fear of 

a disturbanc& . The Queen' a Speech was unanirmualy welcomed by 'those 

whose. duty it vas to look after the con interest'. A 'certain number' 

not, including Dozn3hire and Roden, and decided on tha resolutions 

published. As for Londonderry, 

'I never felt so strong on any cubjeot ... Lord Londonderry had 
nothing to do with the postponement of the meeting either by his 
influence. -or by his letters to Lord Roden ... it was determined upon 
before these precious letters were printed .. (and) in to be attributed 
entirely to the innate Loyalty of the Protestant body & not to the 
peevish pomposity , &- suicidal vanity of our Custos I2otulortn ... he 
Might be vaunting his triumph (as he calls it) to you or some of the 
Liinietern : here he is thought only fit for bedlam... The case. is 
simply this, we were most seriously alarmed at the open violence of the 
R. C. body & wiEhed by a natural impulse to beg of the. Queen to interfere 
in their behalf. This meeting was rend: red unnecersary by her answering 
te question before it was put (so to speak). No reason was left to 
tbA= for holding the meeting & none was held. We are. much relieved by 
this speech & it viii keep up their spirits for a time,, but for God's 
salaa do act up to the meaning of the speech, do not send the poor 
Orangen to Jail for taking a walk 2 days in the year ti-then tens of 
thousands of Papists are meeting day & nicht to talk open Treason & by 
niit to drill armed to carry that Treason into effect. ' 

In more moderate strain he hoped there was no foundation in 

rumoura of Peel's 'ill health & approaching retirement from public life. 

Believe me you have the good wishes of a very large body in this Country, 
15 

in which I heartily join: The 3tai1 also contended that the Queen's 

Speech alone, and not Londonderry's letter to Roden, had caused the 
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'postponement's and that the committee of organizers decided on this 
16 

course before publication. of the letter on the 29th. Thous the 

reequisitionists did not meet until the 30th, the claim made by 

Iiillaborough and the Mail an to the order of events may well have been 

correct. However, Londonderry initially opposed the meeting in 

Parliament on the 15th, and his letter, written on the 19th, was in the 

hands of Roden, and probably of the 'friends' to whom it Tan circulated,, 

before the meeting of the organizing committee. Above all, it is 

difficult to accept that the Queen's Speech was sufficient to justify 

the decision. Peel's declaration in May was, in fact, nu more vigorous, 

and as the Northern Whig pointed out, 'the Roden party' originally urged 

the necessity of the meeting 'because efforts were required "which no 

Government can wake". and new they say they abandon the meeting because 
17 

they are told that the Government will males efforts. ' It seems 

probable that the Protestant leaders great alarmed at the. prospect 'of 

disturbance and unsure of the propriety of independent action in 'self- 

defence", with Londonderry's none-too-discreet opposition an additional 

reason for forbearance. 

The decline in the Repeal agitation may have been another factor 

in the decision. Though the Tara meeting of the 15th of August was a 

formidable affair - 'a manifestation of physical force and revolutionary 
18 

intent not to be despised' - the agitation was falling away according to 

several accounts,, and Londonderry and Claro thought that O'Connell was 
19 

puzzled as to his next move. Nevertheless, the Government proceeded to 

take a significant step in the conciliatory course vhich Graham and Peel 

had plotted when the agitation was at its highest point. Soon after 

Graham's declaration against conciliation on the 16th of June he wrote to 

Peel with apparent regret at his lack of discretion and anticipated 

subsequent Goverment policy with the declaration that, though the Church 

could not be abandoned to conciliate Catholioss, 

'no opportunity should be oiaitted of winning them to the States, of softening their resentments, of improving their education, of reconciling 
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their clergy, of admitting them to a share of patronage,, and of giving 
full scope to the Act of Emancipation, of which wa have incurred the 
dangers and have failed to reap the promised fruit. ' 20 

In ini&July Graham, and Peel- agreed on . the need to 'talon a new 

departure' in their Irish policy, turning 'the etretua. of patronage 

into soma new channels.... ., 

' ... Wo must look out for responsible Roman Catholics for office. 
There are many grounds for not ridlay acting in Ireland on that 
specious principle that if Protestants are better quali. ied for 
appointments that fall vacant Protestants aught to be preferred to 
Catholics. If no Roman Catholic shall be appointed to higher office. 
until it be shown that he, in superior to all Protestant candidates, 
there probably will be. fever Catholic appointments. ' 

This doctrine of positive diocriaination was supported by F'eelg 

Graham, Stanley, Sugden and Eliot in zubsequent correspondences, 

particularly in advocating the appointment of John Howley, a Catholic 

barrister, to the post of Third. Sergeant. De Grey resisted the doctrine 

and the appointment,, arguing that it could not be $wise or expedient to 

appoint an unfit an to an office merely because he is a Catholic. 

Conciliation .. is a chimera: But he eventually gave way and the 
21 

appointment wan made at the end of Augst. , 

An Howley was manifestly undeserving of the office on professional 

grounds,, his appointment was seen by the Mail for what it undoubtedly was, 

an act of po. itive discrimination in favour of a Catholic, and the truce 

between that journal and the Government came to an abrupt end. In the 

most vitriolic terms they denounced. Peel's 'cuperailious neglect of the 

friends of his party and of his own supposed principles*, and reverted 

to denunciation of the. Goverment' a 'supine, apathetic, and cowardly' 

response to the progress of the Repeal agitation., - The Packet and the 

W his Evening Post were the only leading newspapers to ¬ upport " the Howley 
22 

appointment, But the moderate Tory Lord Clare'wrote of the appointment 

that 'the Bigots on both sides are very angry, ' but depend upon it allmoderate 

& right minded men will approve of, it. ' Eliot believed 'that 

very many conservatives take the same view of Howley' a promotion that 
23 

Lord Clare does. ' 
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Glengall informed Wellington towards the, end of August that,, auch 

were his fears,, Donou zorc intcndcd to zoll hic Eich estates and leavo 

Ireland. GlengaU, then and again in September, intimated his own fear 
21+ 

of a conflagration. The Duke, evidently snuck influenced by such 

communications, was still greatly alamed at the.. apparently lawless state 
25 

of Ireland. On the 2iat of September Rodon indicated his continuing 

concern when he infoxied Eliot of his intention to train 20 or 30 of his 

depenäanta and servants to the use of the. nuyl1t in order to defend his 

have ' In case of any attack: Eliot replied that Roden' a example viould 

be followed by others paho could not be trusted with such a p0laar, and 

that 'very carious mischief must inevitably ensue. ' if men 'uncontrolled 

by discipline or by military law' were armed. Roden received this reply 

in better spirit than Eliot expected, and abandoned-the project. But 

he warned that 

11 .. must consider (the Goverment) responsible for any disastrous 
results which may arise from the want of preparation & precaution on my 
part... In making this comunication to your Lordship I feel I have clone 
my duty an a Resident Proprietor in Ireland,, and I cannot but lament that 
more encouragement is not given to u3 by H. Li. Govt, to use oll legal 
means within our reach for the preservation of our properties end the 
well being of the country under the state. of danger in which we are. 
living. ' 26 

Bonham pravide4 an intcraeting- pictura of tho excited stato cC 

Shay'' s mind towards the end of September 1823; he infomed Pcel that, 

'Z cavr Shari .. on route for Ireland, and he tells me "that the 
North maana to take care of itself'. 110 in perfectly ferocious. Nothing 
will. satisfy hfri but Warren as Attorney General, vho would (even more 
than Blaokburna of old) inopire 0' Council with coda apprehension: 27 

In spite of the fearn of acme, the continued clcaline of the Ropeal 

agitation in September 783 probably had awe soothing effect on Irish 

Tory opinion. Lord Clare again declared that he felt convinced that the 

Government were being proved # right in not taking more notica of the. 

Repeal meetings. ", Eliot and Dawson reported that many of 'the Protestant 

party' rho had condemned the G overnment' e 'apathy and cowardice' now 

recognized that their *forbearance, & caution' and military Precautions 

had I saved Ireland. fron a most fearful collision betvcen the adverse 
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28 
parties: Eliot feared that a prosecºttiou might revive the. faltering 

agitation. but he was no convinced of its 'great moral effect on. the 
29 

public rd. nd' he favoured such a cove against 0' Connell. The latter' a 

carelensne= in a speech in the Repeal Association on the f 3th of 

September gave the Government the. opening they had sought for several 

months. And, before they could move against O'Connell, militaristio 

references in plaaardo advertizing a monster meeting at Clontarf for the 

6th of October gave the authorities an opportunity-to deal the agitation 

a. double blow. 

On the. 7th, or October the. meetinß at Clontari was prohibited= The 

Irish Tories Shaw and Donoughitore. were among the signatories of the Privy 

Councils a proclamation order. On the. 11th O'Connell and a number of 

other Repeaters were arrested oa a charge of conspiracy. These steps 

were accompanied with military preparations on a massive scalar buts in 

spite of the f ears of Glen all and Wellington of an outbreaks, there was 
30 

no violent reaction. The Dail greeted enthusiastically both the 

proclamation and the proseautiona, though the Government's 'culpable' 
31 

delay in taking such action van not forgotten. Attorney-General Smith 

felt that 'the Impression amongst the well disposed i3 very favourable 
32 

to u3 & our proceeding: Lord Powerscourt wrote to congratulate Peel on 

the neww--Pound vigour of the Government. The poorer.. Protectants, he. wrote, 

had been thrown into a9 stato of dieaourageient' by the. Repeal agitation. 

'The Queen' a Speech was a great en©ouragenent -&I haves no doubt that 

this proc1x tion will rojoica the hearts of many a poor & dosponding 
33 

loyalict: 

Dos? nahire wrote to Do Grey fron IIillaborougs that, 'Every loyal 

person hero in this part of Ireland rejoiced at your Excellency* s, iesaa 

of the proclamation a, ainst the meeting.. Your Excellenoy has placed the 

wealcaess oP the. enemy in its proper light: - Glengall welcaied, the 

prosecutions and exalted in the disarray of the Repealera. But he 

became alaraed then fires were. Iit througbout°the southern, counties in 
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mid Ostober, They were evidence of 0much previous concert... 

Unquestionably the organization of the people is most coipleat & truly 

serious. '- And, though confident that the influx of troops would prevent 

rebellion, he reported that many of the gentry lived in fears particulaly 

after an attack in November on a Protestant fani]y in Tipperary. This 
35 

attack also caused Donoughmore to fear- for_ the safety of the Protestants. 

According to Incas in November 4343 Ireland was $ in its most natural and 
36 

accustomed state, quiet on a barrel of gunpowder' . Eliot and De Grey 
37 

bore, witness to the continuing alarrs of the scxtthern Vrotestants. 

Towards the end of October the. Mail again reflected upon Peel's 

failure to act vigorously on Conservative principles and lamented the 

impunity with vhich the repeaters could open Conciliation Ball and 

conduct their arbitration courts. It vas subsequently alleged that 

Eliot was ucrxillit to press the prosecution of 0' Connell, and the 

Attorney-General waa attaolmd for hi3 alleged micconduot of the 
3a 

prosecutions. Smith wan upset that,, 

'Ltr Sheehan .. is exciting himself to the utmost to thwart our 
proceedings ... every. thing I do is misrepresented by the Evening hail 
from feelings or the. sorest malignity, and the anxiety of Mr Sheehan is 
to excite & create discontent against every act & stop of the 
Government amongst the. Conservatives' 35 

The preliminary stages of the prosecutions saw several setbacks 

for the. Crown, some of their witnesses proving unreliable and much 

doubt expressed about the capabilities of the I= officers. But Cmith'a 

victory on a procedural point before the Queen' a Bench on the 21 at of 

November chealmd the criticism of the Mail and,, according to Graham, was 

compensation for $much ungenerous slander and the, base desertion of 

friends: The, wriadan of the decision to accede to the travcrsers' 

request for postponerient of the. trial until January -a decision taken 

in the knowledge that the Special. Jury I ne1 for 1844 would be not only 

less defective than that of 134.3 but at leant as Conservative - was 

apparently accepted by most Irish Tories. The En4i ,h Tory Lord Ingentrie, 

after a tour 'throw a great part of Ireland' in November, found 'a 
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very general satisfaction expressed at the manner in Ybiäh the 
40 

Government prosecutions have been undertaken. ' 

On the 20th of November the Davon Commission wan appointed to 

inquire into relations between landlords and tenants in Ireland. Though 
41 

Irish Tory members had shown a disposition to defend Irish landlordica,, 

the Commission was one conciliatory gesture which did not alara the Irish 

Tories, In July, Sir Arthur Broot, c, Tory member for Ferniarngh,, had 

mentioned the question as a principal subject for the consideration of 

his proposed Commission of Inquiry; he added that, 

'I think I can answer for most landed proprietors in Ireland, I 
knov: I can for myself, that we should consider no sacrifice tos great 
which could promote the prosperity of Ireland & tend to secure the 
tranquillity and permanent contentment of the people of that country. '42 

Even the Ultra Tory Lord Glengall stated that ha 'had no objection' 

to a Commission. of Ingairy,, confident as he m that it would vindicate 
43 

Irish landlords. Immediately prior to Crawford'a introduction in August 

of his bill for compensation of evicted tenants for improv+ements, Wyse 

reported that, 

'Sir A. Brooke .. is about to propose an amendment on Crawford'a 
Bill .. to appoint a Commission .. to examine strictly into the condition 
of landlord and tenant with a viev to redress of grievance & better 
arrangement cf property. He tells me`a lar= party if not all of Irish 
Conservatives will support him .. and wishes me to canvass on our side: 14 

When Crawford brought on his bill,, Brooks welcomed Peel' a caret itment 

to consideration of the cjzestion and did not preis an amendment. But he 

said ejection without compensation far improveciento was 'very hard' and 

'believed very fair landlords in Ireland would object to the principle of 

the bill. ' And he agreed with Peel' a condemnation of indiscriminate 

ejections,, though he also felt that landlords were wrongly blamed for the 
45 

'wretchedness and misery so generally prevalent in Ireland. ' The Mail 

welcomed the proposed inquiry, which, they felt, waild vindicate the. 
46 

landlords. Lucas indicated in September that he was 'favourable to the 
47 

appointment of a Commission** The principal Irish Tory repro cen tat iva 

on the Caxthcsion, George Hamilton, was convinced that inquiry would 
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lead to real improvement. The acceptance of the invitation to servo by 

Hamilton and John Vynne of Sligo, the first (and only) Iriah Conncrvativen 

invited,, and Jemen Daly' a application to be dada a Cc iesionor, also 
48 

suggested Iri nhh Tory approval of the project. 

In December IE 3 the, Mail. adverted occasionally to the. 'continued 

neglect' of Irish Protestants by the Governmcnt# and the Conservative 

Registration Committee reported that disillassionment with the Goverment 
49 

had inhibited some fron registering their claims to the franchise. But, 

isolated references apart, it is probably fair to state that the b: ail's 

attitude towards the Government was more favourable during the last five 

months of 184.3 than at almost any other time since Peel' a coming to 

potiTer. Liany of the southern Protestants remained greatly alarmed at 

the danger of local outbreaks of violence, particularly after the 

occurrence of several murders in the midland counties. In November 

magistrates at Dun anvay, Co. Cork, swore is 110 Special Constables, all 
50 

of them Protestant, in apprehension of a 'sudden rising' by the peasantry. 

The act implied a lack of faith in the. Government's will or ability to 

protect Protestants. On the 28th of Piovember the magintratcs of Bandon,, 

including Lords Bandon and Carbery and Viscount Bernard, Lt. P., met 

privately to discuss 'the defenceless state of the.. West Riding as 

regards military protection. ' And on the 29th over a hundred gentlemen 

met at Borrinokaae in Tipperary to consider 'the necessity of adopting 
51 

measures for the future preservation of life and property. ' Glengall 

wrote to Wellington of those tho met at Bandon and Borriso'. no that, 

'Their object is to formt themselves into associations for mutual 
defence, for it is next to impossible to expect .. that military & police 
can be everyvlhere... Organization of this nature has been carried on to 
a considerable extent. So has the barricading of houses. In truth there 
is not a man in the country who in not armed in some way or other... I 
have recommended the Borriso: mne & Bandon gentry to propose to Goverment 
that they should smear the=elves in as Special Constables. I honestly, 
confess my object is that as anything like forming yeomanry corps is out 
of the question at present, that the Special Constable system should in 52 
fact work an a yeomanry force, & evade the objections to the other system.. ' 

On the 4th of December the. Mail urged the Goverment to f organise 
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and arm the loyal .. whether ate a icd yeomanry or as cpceial oonatabloa' 

to ensure the 'security of the loyal against occasional outbreak. ' They 
53 

approved of the steps already taken'in this direction. The Goverment 

were greatly concerned, however, -that if the'conduct of the magistrates 

at Dunmanway, regarding Special Constablee, became general, 

'we 
. hall have the whole people in battles array,, -divided by their 

religion, and a civil war will be inevitable... I : hall be anxious to 
hear that'the. Irish Government has taken same Cocisive, but prudent, step 
to arrest the progress of these Orange magistrates in their mad career. 
If they be, suffered to proceed, we. shall haves the South of Ireland in a 
Flame before the end of the. month and the people will have right on 
their side. ' 

The Goverment had no power-under the 1tß to prevent such a 

development., as the behaviour of the Magistrates was quite legal; but 

Eliot's letter to the-Lieutenant of Co. Cork, Lord Bandon, expressed 

' dirapproval 
_ of the appointnent of spec ial constables for Genoral 

pirposes. ' There is no evidence that the feared extension of the practice 
14- 

did,, in fact, occur. 

In their application of the netz Artaa Act, too, Protestant 

magistrates gave the Government cause to 1 °^ent their ' downright madness, ' 

Magistrates in several parts of Ireland denied licences to Repealero. And 

Lord Newry, the. Tory member for Nevrry town, wrote to Eliot that, $ If wo 

knew that the Government thought as to Roman Catholics being trusted it 

would be ' of great assistance. I would not trust ona if I could In an 

; ray avoid it. Are magistrates ob li; e3 to state their reasons for 

objections ? ... ' Eliot and Graham regretted that Nowry's attitude was 

shared by many Protestants, who 'would reenact the penal laws if they 

could: Grah= felt the Amis Act was never intended 'to be perverted 

into a test of political opinions' and feared complaints in Parliament. 

A circular was isa ed to the Lieutenants of the Irish Counties to the. 

effect that magistrates should consider the 'character & general conduct' 

of each claimant, 'without reference to his religious or political 

opinions. ' This circular, reported Eliot in January, gras 'taken in very 

good pert' by the 'Lieutenants of counties & tha MMagistratea gencralle 
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thou`.. the magistrates of the Queen' a county complained of the implied 

'distrust in their jud ement and discretion' and a discontented Mail 

assorted that it had 'spread consternation and dismay attong the. Tiell- 

affected and peaceable. ' Eliot vas again the principal target of the 
55 

mail' a abuse. 

Early in 144 the Irish Tory Fredcrick : mow was involved in the 

first of several controversies in connection with the State Trials. In 

Nov= ber IE 3 the. Special Jury i'anel fromm ' hich the jurors would be 

balloted was drawn up in Recorder Sham s court. Subsequently,, during 

the collation of the parish lists, several naaes were, wrongly omitted 

frag the final panel., a disproportionately high number of them Catholics. 

The discovery of the omissions at the beginning of January caused a major 

storm. Shasv. * as a strong partisan, was undoubtedly anxious for the 

ouccess of the. 0'Connell prosecution, but it is unlikely that he took 

part in an attempt dishonestly to alter the list. Responsibility for 

the fraud or error was fixed on one of the clerks of his office. Ho ver, 

Shaw was vigorously assailed in the liberal press and later in Parliament 

for his failure, personally to supervise the collation. He had gone; to 

England before the commencement of that operation. 

The Govarrc ent,, aware of the. importance of securing a conviction 

vhich could not be impugned as unfair,, were upset with Shaz for his 

neGlect* in, leaving such an important tank to a subordinate. Graham, 

clearly bristling with an; ers wan convinced that thaw ' ou;; ht not to resist 

an enquiry before. a fair co=ittea' of the House of Commons into 'the 

Fraud for 4hich he himself is all but responsible. ' De Greys, however, 

thou h agreeable to such a cornciitteei argued that, 

'we are. not called upon to incur unnecessary abuse fret the 
Radicals by a defence of Shaw on the o ne hand, or to win the odium of 
an uncalled for sacrifim of hire on the other, which his friends might 
consider it if we were. the movers or suggentors of sash a mode of enquiry. 
I em no partizan indeed hardly an intimate acquaintance of Shaw' a, lie 
behaved ill to the Government in the matter of the Arms Bill last session, 
he in a disappointed man, no doubt,, but he has a eonniderabla number of 
adherents & ouupporters here ... hear his explanation, ureic his statements, & act in concert with him if it can justly &: honestly be done. ' 
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In the event,, the btinistcrs stressed in Parliament that the 

Gmernment were not respoo3ible for the omissions and made auch of the 

fact that the guilty clerk was a -Catholic; but no-one in Government 
56 

passed comment,, for or, acainst, on ShaO s part in the affair. The 

Governnent' a own role with regard to selection of the trial jury 

became a nu ject of great controversy and they were fortunate that the 

most questionable of their actions never became public knowledge. Part 

of the secret service money was given to local Conservatives' to employ 

agents in the Recorder' n court, there the rival parties foujit over the 

claims of their partisans to appear on the Jury Panel. Theso funds were. 

' secretly supplied, but no agent on the part of the. Government was 
57 

employed ... the secret was weil kept, ' 

The refusal of the law officers to allow the. striking of another 

Panel after discovery of the, omissions came in for much criticiam, but 

it was their securing of an all-PProtestant jury which broujt most 

opprobrium on the Government. Those in Government concurred in feeling 

that it would be desirable to have at least one Catholic non-'repealer on 

the jury; but,, in the event,, they could not be sum that all of the. 

Catholics on the list were not Repenl. ers and the Attorney-General duly 

had all of the Catholic candidates set aside. The. Goverment spokesmen 

in Parliament subsequently defended that course, stressing that the 

objections were lodged on the grounds not of the religion of those 
59 

involved but of their political sympathy with the traversera. Henry 

Lambert felt that the Crown la ra had merely done their 'duty' in 
60 

objecting to the inclusion of Repealers. The Mail took the same view. 

On the. 2nd of February the Mail lamented 11 the. meagre and 

unsatisfactory referenco to Ireland' in the Queen's Speeds. Ireland 

'seems dostined', they claimed, 'to be ceded to tba united spirits of 

conciliation and agitation... The hande of the Agitator are to be 

strengthened by, an extcnnion of the county franchise' $, and there was 

'no promise of relief' for the problems of agriculture and banking. 
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"Political cowardice is the besetting sin which deprives Sir Robert Peel 
61 

of friendo, and will eventually pull down ruin on his Cabinet. ' These 

were the hardiest words used in tha. Mail for some time. But a few days 

later Peel won approval for his defence of agricultural protection. And 

the Mail approved of the way-in vhich the Crown lawyers in Ireland 

conducted the State Trials. The verdict of guilty brou t expressions 

of delft ht from, the Mail: 

" we. are bound to admit - althou t re. were once of opinion that a 
movement on the part of the Cro+zn had been culpably, almost fatally, 
protracted - that this prosecution was conceived and concocted with 
infinite wisdom} and conducted and concluded with consu mate WWI 062 

Irish Tories in general were evidently delighted with the. conviction 

of O'Connell. O'Neill Daunt later 'rote that the verdict caused 'a 
63, 

mighty uproar of delight in all Orangeland. ' Glengall seemed to 

envisaga the crumbling of the Repeal agitation, and all his fears of a 
64 

revolutionary 'movement' had gone. According to George Vtyse the ' Savage 
65 

exultation of the Conservatives' was 'beyond endurance. ' But the opinion 

of the Primate's niece that 'for a wonder Government seers to have made 

no, blunder this time' euggests that dissatisfaction with the Ministry had 
66 

not been completely dissipated. Lady De Grey informed Peel that, 'Many 
67 

of our ultras here would have preferred no verdict', presumably in the 

hope of embarrassing the Goverment. 

The great debate on Ireland in February 18" rar the Goverment 

spoke=en stoutly defending their pact conduct, particularly in relation 

to their appointnants, the proclamation of Clontarf, aal the Trials; but 

it also brought confirmation of the. Governaent'n resolve to rule Ireland 

in a more conciliatory manner. Thotji the Union and the Ectablidied 

Church were declared inviolate,, refozta was promised in the fields of 

education., landlord-tenant relations., the franchise, and the. right of 

Catholic priests to receive land grants from oynpathetic proprietors. 

And in Cabinet Peel urged consideration of the extension of collegiate 

education, municipal reform, the abolition of mininterm' money and the 
68 

Improvement of Ma 'nooth. 
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- ",: The improvement of Maynooth was perhaps the most striking inclusion. 

For over two years Eliot had argued that a higher grant would facilitate 

amore lengthy and leas' dogmatio and narrowly-based education of the. 

Catholic clergy,, and would allow, as a quid pro Quo, 'a real andd, 

efficient control'-to replace'the nominal powers of the existing Visitors. 

Stanley held similar, _viewa, 
but Peel and Graham, encouraged by De Grey 

and Baron Foster, originally baulked before the prospect that an increase 

of the, grants, or the Commission of -Inquiry which all in Government 

assumed must precede auch an increase, would stimulate Protestant 

hostility'and stir up religious controversy. ' In October 1843, bzmever$ 

Graham agreed with Eliot that it was . 
'the moment for . tempering firmness 

with reasonable concession' 'and put 'the reconstruction of Maynooth with 

an enlarged grant' on the agenda for consideration. The subject was 

discussed-in Cabinet in January and February 1841+ and it was virtually 

decided'that as the grant only 'embittered' the priesthood by its 

'scantiness and insufficienW,,;,,. probably. contributing to the prominence 

of young'priests in the Repeal agitations, 'and. since a larger grant would 

be no greater violation of principle than ,a small one., they should 

increase'the vote, The proposal to begin with a Ccmaiasion of Inquiry 
69 

was later quietly abandoned. 

Londonderry congratulated Feel on the result of the Irish debate 
70 

and on his own 'stupendous effort* 0 The Irish Tory members voted 

unanimously against Russell' a motion for inquiry,, ý and their Irish, 

colleagues in the upper House similarly opposed the motion of Lord Normanby. 

There was little. criticism of the Goverment by Irish Tories. Shaw, their 

principal critic in the. Commons in f843,, "was largely preoccupied with 

the task of explaining the omissions from the Jury Panel. Conolly 

expressed his ý' great 'satisfaction' k at the conviction of O'Connell. He 

did not tin every respect defend the pns sent Government*, but he had to 

acknowledge 'the-amount-of confidence reposed in them by the people of 
Irelandd, with respect to the steps which they had lately so successfully, 
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so constitutionally, "so legitimately undertaken to put down agitation ... 

the present Government had had the. honesty and the boldness to repress 

(it) 'in a legal manner: Several of the. Irish Tory members approved of 

the proclamation of Clontarf and defended or-praised the law officers 

with `respect to " selection of the ' jury. Lord Claud Hamilton was glad 

that until October 'every latitude` had been allowed to the agitation, 

and George Hamiltoni'as'the representative`o f many of those in Ireland 

who, last`year,, -were of opinion that-too great a degree of forbearance, 

or, inertness, had been, exhibited as regards'the Repeal Agitation', 

pronounced himself fully satisfied with Graham's explanation of the: 

Govezmment' s' apparent " supineness ... the course which Government had 

pursued with regard 'to the Repeal Agitation was marked by great 

moderation, great wisdamy and great firmness' # and he 'rejoiced that "the 

eomon law .., had been resorted to rather than any extraordinary paerers 

sought for: 

John Young (an offioe-holder) produoad a general detenoe of 

Government policy and praised both their forbearance in the early part 

of the agitation and their vigour in increasing the garrison in Ireland 

and instituting proceedings against O'Connell. Verner, however, spolae of 

the ' undeserved disfavour* shown by the Government to cards Irish 

Protestants and clearly had Tory as well as Whig Administrations in mind 

when he deprecated the conciliatory course of Irish policy over the 

previous'15 year's. In the'Lords, Roden adnitted that he *had found fault 

with the noble Lords behind him for not having before. talan measures' to 

suppress the Repeal agitation, but he was now 'inclined to think that 

Ministers were perhaps in the right in"allowing things to proceed to the 

length they had reached before they struck the blow which now appeared 

to have been effected . ". * the 'old adage was good, "better late than never" 

... he Could not but thank noble Lords-behind him for the. course they, as 
71 

Members of the Gavernent, ` had pursued as to the late trials. ' 

The Jubilation of the Maill, quickly gave way to'a degree of alarm at 
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72 
the conciliatory direction mapped out by the Ministers. Sheil wrote 

from Dublin that, 'The Repealers and the Orangemen here are both about 
73 

equally dissatisfied: the former with O'Connell, the latter with Peel... ' 

The Protestant Operatives of Cork were angered by Peel's remarks on their 
74 

intolerance. Jackson was upset that-the attacks on Chief Justice 
75 

Pennefather were 'suffered to pass unanswered & unrebuked. ' Early in 

March there was speculation in the Irish newspapers, including the Mail, 

that the Government would not proceed to have sentence passed on O'Connell. 

"Our own gossiping professed friends' 1, complained De Grey, 'are the 

loudest in the cry. ' 

The Irish Tory members voted against liberal efforts to indict the 

Government in relation to the State Trials and the proclamation of Clontarf, 

and throughout the months of March and April remained fairly quiet in 

Parliament. Shax withheld judgement on the Parliamentary and Municipal 

franchise bills introduced at the beginning of April,, though he. was 
77 

subsequently critical of both measures. Perhaps marking a change-in 

attitude, Shaw actually applied to Feel for an appointment for his eldest 

son, the first correspondence, apparently, between the two in more than 
7a 

15 months. In April any Shaw cooperated with the Government in dishing 

the projected inquiry into the poor law and was supported by most oP the 
79 

Irish Tories who took part in the division. However# 10 Irish Tory 

members voted against the. Government on the factories bill in March; and 

Taylor, Irving and Shirley voted against Peel in an important division on 

the Sugar Duties when the defeat of the Government raised the possibility 
80 

of resignation. All of the independent Irish Tory members opposed the 

Government's Dissenters' Chapels bill in deference to the wishes of their 

orthodox Presbyterian constituents,, who were. irate over the bill's 

tendency to secure to unitarians the possession of their ecclesiastical 
at 

property. Presbyterians were also greatly agitated at this time by the 

Goverrmeat' a initial Failure to satisfy their desire far equality with 

the Establishment in the matter of mixed marriages, but were pleased 
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when the bill (eventually introduced in June 18 1a, virtually conceded 
82 

to them the points at issue. 

The Mail remained dissatisfied with the conciliatory line taken by 

the Government,, criticizing Ministers over the. Parliamentary and 

Municipal franchise measures, the factories and Dissenters' Chapels bills,, 

the abandonment of registration, reform, the leniency of the treatment of 

O'Connell in Richmond Bridewell prison, the failure to suppress the 

Repeal Association, and so on. Occasionally they welcomed the. prospect 

of the resignation of the 'Conservative (I) and Protastant (:: ) ministry. ' 

In st: m, though there was not yet a return to the sustained denunciation 

of the Government seen in the Mail in 1843, there can be. no doubting the 
83 

extent of their disillusionment. 

In June Farnham, Verner and other leading Irish Tories exerted 

their influence once again to prevent Orange processions on the July- 

anniversaries. But in doing so Farnham publicly described the Processions 

Act as ' insidious and unjust' . and the Orange Grand Master of Co. Monaghan 

asserted that, 'One trial more usaits you before the: expiration- of the 
84 

Processions Act: There was evidently an expectation, arising from Feel' a 

pledge to August 1843 to review the question,, that the Act would not be 

renewed upon its expiry on the tat of August. Eliot, recognizing that 

simple renewal of a law which acted only against Protestants was 

'impossible', urged extension of tho'last to cover all party displays 

which might provoke animosity or a breach'of the peace; failing that it 

would be 'better to let the Act expire than to continue a lax ich is 
85 

manifestly partial. ' Graham, however, feared that an attempt to extend 

the lax 'would lead to a protracted struggle' in Parliament and probably 

end in defeat, And he felt that the likelihood of a revival of Orange 

processions necessitated renewal of the. Act. He had already informed 

Farnham that the Government would probably decide to continue the. Act 

'for one or two years: On the first of July he announced in Parliament 

that that they would renew the, Act until the end, of August 1845. His letter 
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to Farnham received vat he called an ' unpleasant' reply, and the Mail 

complained of the decision, *to, perpetuate an insult upon the loyal 
87 

Protestants of Ireland. Eliot was reconciled to the decision all the 

more easily by evidence in the police reports of 'a very bumptious 

disposition on the part of the Orangemen: But De Grey, probably 

supported by Lucas, pointed out that, 

'The influential men amongst the Protestants had in their public 
addresses urged the fact of the expiring law as one of the strong 
grounds for calling upon their followers to be tranquil, ... the one, 
sided law was an expiring one, that if ever renewed it would be so 
constructed as to deal justice to both sides. And I confess-that I feel 
the truth & force of such reasoning... You are sawing seeds of discord, 
distrust & hatred to yourselves at this mment which may lead to the 
worst consequences. I do not want you to rely upon the Protestant 
population solely,, or too auch. But .. you pin no feeling of respect, 
esteem, love or confidence frans the other party by this sort aL attempt 
to conciliate them. And ill as you may thin'c you are supported by 
those who call themselves your friends, you cannot expect to be better 
off men you have turned thea into avowed inemies * 138 

On they day that Da Grey Irrote this, the 8th of July, disc=ussions 

bet can the Government and sane: of the Irish Tory members led to the 

decision to limit the: act of . renewal to the 1 at of June jßß1 i leaving 

the legality of the July processions of 1845 open to further consideration. 

This arrangements, Graham felt, was I generally satisfactory to the 
85 

Protestant members of the North of Ireland'. The hail remained 

dissatisfied, however, and Wicklow and Roden subaeq ntly attacked the 

renevral of such a cues-aided Aat. They contended that it dwuld be 

extended in scope or allowed to expire.. Wicklocv described the renewal 

bill as 'unnises, unjust and impolitic', though 'in saying this he must 

add that he, believed that there never was a Goverunent mom anxious to 
go 

do more for the benefit of Ireland than the present Government: The 

bill gassed throw the Coa3mons without debate, 

The Charitable Bequests Bi11 of 1344 was intended by ministers to 

be, 'a boon' to Irish Catholics, an as it proposed to dismantle a 

Protestant monopoly Smith believed that it old 'certainly displease 

some of the Protestants of Ireland. ' Graham, however, felt that the bill 

would: prove 'acceptable to the Roman Catholics and not offensive to the 
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Protestants: It wa$-- given the qualified approval of Wicklow and Shaw 

92 
and supported by the Irish Tory members ca the second reading. The 

}Sail seemed initially to approve of the, bill as one 'made to protect 

the interests ot the laity against the: rapacity of the (Catholic) 

clergy' , but they subsequently accused Feel of giving 'Popery a fresh 

start in her - career of deapotis<a' by conceding - =enctnents which 

'practically repealed the statute of mortmaio, in favour of the Rcaiah 
93 

Church' and soinowledged-the titles of the Catholic hierarchy. `Later 

in the year Primate Beresford and. Lord Donouglroore agreed to serve on 

the new Board of Charitable Donations. - This Board was Gazetted on the 
94. 

18th of December With, on Graham's instructions, the two Catholic , 

Archbishops listed immediately after Beresford and Vhately. The Mail' 

pleased and surprized Eeytesbury and Eliot by praising 'not only the 

measure but the mode in which it has been brought about'; any doubts 

were apparently submerged in their joy at the. defcat inflicted on 
95 

O'Connell. However, Roden sent Donougbnora 'a very intemperate. letter' 

stating that it was. 'a degradation of the, peerage that his name should be 

placed after those of the Romas Catholic Archbishops: Donoughmore 

received eight such letters fron outraged Protestants. He informed all 

that he was 'perfectly satisfied, that the Act was one of the. beat Acts 

that had over been promulgated, & that he. had no wich to embarrass the 
96 

Goverzaent by raising difficulties upon minor points: 

Ileac the end of January 181+5 the Mail myaterious1y I ascuned quite. 

a new tonet upon tha subject of ý the Beque eta Bill (xtiich it, has hitherto 

upheld), deprecating ala interoozree with Roms, referring to tI 

Coronation Oath. ,& touching upon all tha topics -rthich have been generally 

falling out of user since the passing of the Emancipation Act. ' In the 

Spring they depicted tha Act as part with f&ynooth of a project to 
97 

establish the Catholic Church. The extremely low-Church Warder acwapepcr 

and their allies in the. Dublin Protestant, Operative Aocooiation denounced 

the measure ad an elevation of ''Poperry. Gregory, the Tory member for 
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Dublin, and Lord Clanoarty spok in similar terms in Parliament in 1845. 

There is no doubt, howevvers that, compared especially with the furore 

created among Catholioss, the Bequests Act was almost a matter of 

indifference to most Irish Conservatives. 

On the 19th of July 18414. Peel virtually promised in Parliament 

that in the next session the Government would reform higher education 

in Ireland and increase. the grant to Maynooths, and he announced their 

intention to increase the grant to the National System of Education by 

5q. In the debate which Followed, Grogan indicated his suspicions 

regarding reform in higher education; a number of ultra Tories, including 

Verner, Lefroy and Hamilton, urged the grievance of the Church Education 

society; and 12 Irish Tories voted against the existing Maynooth grant, 
99 

with only the office-holdere Young, Corry and Darner approving the grant. 

Next day, the Anglo-Irish A. S. O'Brien wrote to viscount Adare,, 

'Iou see that our precious Government is going to found a Popish 
college next session as well as to increase the Maynooth grant. I an 
afraid that all this is terribly in the wrong direction. The North must 
be now considered as lost to us %hat with tle-s announcement and the 
Dissenters' Chapels Bill ... ' 100 

The reaction of the Mail was stridently hostile, particularly to 

the apparent threat to Trinity College Dublin. They declared that 'every 
101 

tie of party' between Irish Protestants and the Government was ' dissolved. ' 

In July 18i, 4. the new Lord Lieutenant, iieytesbury, commented on 'the 

ill-hczaor that prevails in certain quarters' as a result of Peel's speech. 

And he was intorud *that the ultra Tory Party in this country has begun 

to talon alarm at the more liberal instructions with which they suppose me 
102 

to be. furnished: In facts, Peel and iieytesbury were agreed that the Lord 

Lieutenant should not appear to be 'a partisan', and that there should 

be '& perfectly impartial administration of civil government. ' The 'cry 

of - the high Protestant Party' was for a 'monopoly of favour and 

confideagj but 'the day is gone by when it overehelmed every other 

argument. ' Graham, however, though arudous 'to abate the jealousy & 

hostility of the mora moderate R. Catholics' . also felt that iieytesbury 
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taust * takc` care not to estrange the. Protestants, and to give no -just 

cause of offence to this powerful body, those loyalty is undoubted, but 
I (V+ 

whose passions are violent,, & vhose demands are often unreasonable: 

In August the Mai], continued to criticize the Government on 

several fronts, notably the. Bequests bill and the education grievances 

and general cocment was passed upon Peel's ' expediency' policy. It was 

claimed that the Evening Paclflet was 'the only professing Protestant paper 

in Ireland that advocated the policy of Sir Robert Peel. ' Early in 

September O'Connell' a release on Appeal inducad the Mail to' coment 

briefly on the, G overcment' a' cowardice' or 'treachery' in refusing to. 

allow the entire House of Lords to dacide. on the cases, and in failing to 

initiate a new trial or suppress the agitation. A 'Member of the 

Legislature' I presumably an Irish Tory (he wrote fray Dublin) , 'publicly 

attacled the three. Whig Law Lords who had effected O'Connell' a release, 

and pressed for legislation to put down O'Connell. He also claimed that 

the Goverment had 'vainl. ' and ' weakly' sought to conciliate the. 

Repealers and had thereby 'disgusted' Irish Conservatives and thrown 
105 

them into a state of sullen apathy. 

It was with some justices that Heytesbury referred early in 
106 

September to ' our ex, -friends of the Evening Mail. ' The Irish Tory 

Lord Hawarden tools a leading part in an attempt, not pursued, to have 
107 

the entire House, of Lords vote on O'Connell' a case. Wellington, Graham 

believed, was influenced by Roden, Glengall and others of their ilk_, in 

pressing for additional. military precautions in Ireland, including the 

embodiment of 'a local force: But Graham., with Peel's blessing,, 

dis missed the idea that there was any $ danger of an immediate outbreak' 

and argued that existing forces were sufficient; he would not trust 

Catholics in an armed force and felt that the constitution of an 

exclusively Protestant body would be seen as I& declaration of rar' by 

Catholics and destroy the Government's hopes of conciliating or dividing 
108 

theme 
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Notwithstanding the claims of Grey Porter and the fears of Graham 

and De Grey that 'discontented Orangemen' were turning to federalism it 

is doubtful if that went attracted **ny Tory adherents. Certainly, 

no Irish Tory took part in the efforts to la=ch a federalist party, 

and federalism was publicly rejected by Westmeath, Londonderry, Butt and 
109 

the Mail. However, the hail lent support to another constitutional 

option, rotatory sittings of Parliament. On the 25th-of September, 

Henry äiaunsell, a writer in the Mail, moved in the Corporation of Dublin 

that they should ask the Queen to hold her Court and Parliament in Dublin 

at least once every three dears. The, principal interest of this 

initiative lay in, as Duffy later put its 'the position of the mover 

and the motives to which he appealed' . He argued the merits of 

decentralized government and, more strikingly, 'he addressed himself 

directly to his own party, and urged it upon them as a measure of self 

defence: According toMaunsell, 

in determining his policy, and in distributing the public patronage, 
the minister they had raised to power not only ceased to regard but 
deliberately thwarted their wishes. Only two institutions in which 
Protestants had a special interest, the University and the Church, were 
permitted to survive in Ireland. How long would they remain ? Let no one 
hope that a minister export in manoeuvres for tiding over political 
shoals would not lot slip these remaining anchors of Irish Protestantisi 
whenever he considered the sacrifice useful for his enls. When this 
catastrophe occurred they would find themselves a weakened, denationalized, 
and betrayed garrison of England. Let them come to terms before the 
breach in their bulwarks became indefensible.., * If Irish Protestantism is 
to be sold, we ought to insist upon the bargain being made in our 
presence... It would enable. Englishmen to learn .. the actual position 
of Protestants in Ireland. ' 110 

kiautnzell had actually written to O'Cornel1 to ask 'or his oaxpport, 

but the motion failed to find a seconder among either his fellow 

Conssrvatives, the liberal-unionists or the repeaters in the Corporation. 

0' Connell could not accept such 'a substitute for Repeal' , though he gave 

every encouragement to, Maunseaso Davis wrote, 

'I look upon Mwansell's motion as clear gain. He is an Ultra Tory. 
Secldng an Imperial session in Ireland as a remedy for grievances may be illogical & is impracticable (so much the better),, but it is a loosening 
of ideas, an abandonment of the old superstition that all was rights, and good will come of it if we be the men of the time ... ' 111 
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The Mail fu11. y concurred with both Maunsell' a proposal and the. 

reasoning with vhich he advocated it. Also at this time, that journal 

attributed Conservative failures in the registry courts and the 

dissolution of the Conservative Registration Society to 'the apathy and 

estrangement of the Conservative body', mich were in turn the effect of 
112 

the Government's 'mistaken policy' in Ireland, 

Hear the end of September Lord De Grey passed severe oaaanent on the 

Ultra Tories� who had advanced him as their especial friend within the 

Administration. Be wrote to Graham, 

'I an well aware of the impossibility of the. Goverment' a announcing 
what it means to do, But with the rascally party who pretend to be our 
friends but who are our worst foes, it is inconceivable. how mach mischief 
results Fran doubt & uncertainty. With the. incessant efforts made by the 
Press to convince. these friends that the Goverment is oovert v 
endeavouring, to get excuses for a felduni policy, thousands am induced 
to distrust, & at last perhaps to adhere to what they believe will be 
ultimately the strongest party: 

He urged Graham to reassure. Protestants by displaying a readiness 

again to prosecute O'Connell., but concluded, 'Be strictly just to. all 

creeds & all classes,, but be stoutly bold to them all. No party in that 
1t 

country can be won or 1 pt by favor, no party deserves it. ' The 

Government proceeded to prepare the Maynooth and Colleges measures and 

to constitute a Board of Ca iasioncrs under the Charitable Bequests bill. 

These 'healing measures' j, as Graham called them, were part of a design 
11ý 

'to divide the R. Catholics without alienating the Protestants: The 

divisions among the Catholics towards the end of J844 on thellaynooth 

and Bequests issues were extremely gratifying to the Government. They 

regarded the successful constitution of the Bequests Board as 'a great 

victory' over O'Connell, who quickly 'retired to Derrynane" Agitation 

is at a stand still: The papal rescript of October 184+ against 

clerical interference in politics was another victory for the Goverment, 

though the effectiveness of t his cautiously worded doournent was very 
115 

limited. 

One black spot, frag the point of view of the Administration, waa 
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the revival of outrage in certain counties of Ireland from October 1449 

The. Government took tim situation very seriously, and# though Graham 

found comfort in the fact that the outbreaks showed the weakening of 
116 

the 'political ccabination', additional constabulary, troops and 

stipendiary magistrates were despatched to the troubled areas. Local 

Protestants were greatly alarmed and pressed the Goverment for strong 
117 

measures. Eliot and Heytesbury wished to deal with the problem by 

imposing fines on disturbed districts, in order to induce people to, 

cooperate against the criminals; and, with the same and in view, Eliot 

approved of a plan submitted by the magistrates of t ha King' a County to 

charge disturbed districts with the expense of extra policing, instead 

of the whole county. However, Peel and Graham rejected these proposals 

as unjust to innocent people andliable to be no much resented that their 
t1ä 

enforcement- would be virtually impossible. 

The other problem which faced the Government was the continuing 

dissatisfaction of the Irish Tories. The Coaaaittee of the County Dublin 

Conservative Registration society issued a circular in October 1844 Which 

referred to 'the pusillanimous and ungrateful. policy of ministers to 
119 

their Irish supporters: According to Sugden,, this Irish Conservatives 
120 

were no longer 'disposed to exert themselves' in the electoral. arena. 

Peel andItcytesbury agreed that the, Government were 'not well supported 

by the i'ress' in Ireland. According to I eytesbury, 

'The general hostility of the Press cannot be denied. Bath the 
exception of the Evening Paokx t we have not a newspaper with use & even 
there the Editor is so little trustworthy, & so much afraid of his 
colleague of the Evening Mail, that his milk'-and-water assistance is of 
very little service to our cause. ' 

And the Packet 'has not a very extensive sale. ' A subscription 

was raised "by certain parties, friendly to the present Government for 

the purpose of starting a newspaper to be conducted upon moderate 

Conservative principles: " IIeytesbury hoped to find in it I a, powerful 

auxiliary',, but the. newspaper which was apparently the result of these 
121 

efforts, the Dublin Times, lasted only a few months. 
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Early in November, George Hamilton in a public epeech, attributed 

the 'apathy and neglect' of Dublin Conservatives regarding registration 

to the fact that 'many were disappointed and dissatisfied Frith the 
122 

conduct of government in some respects. ' Gregory complaii d to Bonham 

that the Government had failed to distribute sufficient 'patronage in his 
123 

Dublin constituency. Heytesbury and the British Tory Lord Redesdale 

noted that there was not 'quite the right sort of feeling' among 'Irith 
1211. 

Tories; they were 'not in the best of humour ..; During this period 

the Mail continued to deprecate the Goverment' a' yieldings and 

conoesaions' to the Catholics and their failure to do 'justioa'ýto their 

supporters. Peel had 'identified himself with the-Whig party by the 

adoption of Whig measures. ' - The result was ' apathy, discontent,, and, -*;.; 
jealousx' among Irish Conservatives. The favourable reception accorded 

to t he new Bequests Board in December by the Mail, ' which for the, last 
125 

four months has been in open hostility to the.. Government' ,, heralded a 

period in %hioh the. Goverment were less harshly treated in the Mail. 

But they continued to pass the occasional critical aarncnti for example 

attributing the disturbances is ý nunc counties to 'the misgovernment of 
126 

Sir Robert Peel and the truckling and timid policy of Sir James Graham. ' 

The new yazr brought other indications' that many Protestants weere 

unhappy with the Government' a performance. Early in Jam ary,, George 

Hamilton-, refused to seek a favour fron the Government fora friend of 

Emerson Tennent: 

'Unhappily such is now the state of things and opinions in this 
country, that a Conservative Member not officially connected with 
Government must hold himself quite independent and: be 

. prepared to, act independently of Goverment if occasion should require it.. Perhaps it 
may be of use to you to known this freu map for Ian not an Ultra with 
prejudices against a moderate. policy. Neither a- Ia disappointed office.. 
seeker or an expectant: 127 

According to Pfgot the Irish, Tories were I incensed against Sir 
12a 

Robert Peel to a degree beyond all former example: Peel retained a 

friend, however, in Galway's Jig Daly, who wrote- that the Mail eras a 
129 Paper of 'hose prinoiples & practices. I highly, dicta yFrovo. One 
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interesting result of the ministerial chuffla at this time, was the: 

appointment of Roden* s son, Jocelyn, as a Secretary of the Board of 

Control. The appointment was seen by Graham and, Heytesbury an a blow 

to the opposition to Maynooth; Jocelyn ' made no difficulties about 
130 

Diaynooths, Education, or Irish Policy. ' But Roden was said to be 
131 

'exceedingly displeased at his son's acceptance of office. ' 

In opening tips Parliamentary session o15, the Queen said that, 

'The Political Agitation and Excitement' in Ireland 'appear to have 

gradually abated' , and this was clearly the prevalent view of the `days 

though Pigot thought that 'the Repeal feeling continues as strong as 
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ever, though not an noisy. ' The Government were daterained to press on 

with their conciliatory programme, with Peel, speaking on the Address, 

re-affirming his pledge with regard to higher education and announcing 

their intention 'topropose a liberal increase of the vote for the college 

of Maynaoth. ' Shaw, the, only Irish Tory speaker, withheld comment on 
133 

these meaeiree. In Ireland the Mail stated that Peel ' has avowed his 

policy to be one of unlimited, unconditional, and complete, concession', 
13ý 

and in particular deprecated his intentions tozardsMaynooth. According 

to Heytesbary, "Our querulous friends, the Orangemen, & the Evening Mail, 

are very angry, but less violent in the expression of their anger than I 
'35 

thought would have been the case: 

The Government's financial policy took precedence over the Irish 

measures in the enduing weeks. In Ireland agrarian outrage remained a 

major worry. At the end of January 21 Tipperary magistrates pressed 

the Goverment to aak for ' larger powers' to quell outrage. 'Any 

explanation' , noted Heytesbury, ' of the nature of such powers is carefully 

avoided. '. Other magistrates, including such notable Conscrvativea as 

Fardhkam and Ely, called loudly for ' new & more stringent laws' . According 

to Devon many felt ' neglected by the Government' and wished for a revival 

of the insurrection `act. Some called for proclamations under the 

Constabulary Act in order to charge disturbed districts with the expense 
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of extra policing. Howemr, it gras felt that a coercive measure MiGht 

not pass the. Co=ons. Furthermore, Graham; arid. Peel felt no great 

sympathy with the gentry, doze lack of ' firmness, d3 moral courage' and 

attention to magisterial duties they blamed for much of the problem; 

and Graham believed that they would peroecute. their tenantry under the 

security of any coercion act$ athicb would be unable anyway to remove 
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" the deep-seated disease' which lay behind the outrages. 

On the ' non-Irish' questions which daainated the early part of 

the session - the inccriia tax, the sugar dutiea, window duties, the 

corn laws and the opening of letters at the Post Office - the Irish 

Tory members acted alaast invariably in unison with the Goverment. In 

one of the debates on the inane taxj:, Visaount Bernard said that 'peace, 

tranquillity,, and happiness had been restorcd'to Ireland by I the steady 
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cour&. e and finuuess of Her Majesty' a Government: The Mail were greatly 

dissatisfied with the agricultural policy of the Goverment and 

continued to deprecate Peel's 'deflection from the. principles which put 

him into office'. And they re4oioed in the opposition to Maynooth which 
�a 

was building rapidly in England. 

Peel introduced the Uaynooth bill on the 3rd of April, asserting 

Pariiament'a oammitment to the principle of andoryae. nt of that college, 

describing the insufficiency of the existing grant to create other than 

'disgust and discontent at our parsimony', and proposing therefore to 

increase the grant from £9,000 a year to more than £26,000. The 

visitorial system would be mace more efficient, but no 'ungracious 

interference' in religious matters would be attempted. The'result, he 

claimed, would be the institution of a priesthood 'better instructed 

and inspired with more kindly and friendly feelings towards the State. ' 

On a subsequent occasion he stated his belief that 'a spirit of kindness, 

forbearance and ger rosin' , as shown in the Maynooth bill,, was 

necessary in order to break up the 'formidable, confederacy' in Ireland 
139 

against the, nion. 
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Even with such objeots; the 11aynooth bill proved unacceptable to 

most of the Irish Tory members. They had joined only half-heartedly 

in the resistance in earlier.; years to the grant.. From 1833 the 'number 

of Irish Tories who voted against it ranged between 3 in 183E-7 and 

1839, and i2 in 1844.,., In1836 Shaw, deprecated the system, of education 

at Maynooth but was unwilling to vote against, a grant which successive, 

governments had sanctioned and upon which many were dependent for support. 

After Peel' a accession to power a number, of Irish Tories, mostly office- 

holders, voted for the grant.. In the. Lords, Wicklow said that it v as 

the ý$ height of absurdity' to demand its withdrawal and supported a call 

for an increase of the grant. But the Irish opposition to USaynooth 

actually increased from 1841;. the number of Irish Tories voting against 

the grant was substantially higher, suspicions that Eliot wished to 

increase the grant stirred up Tory feelings, tha issue: figured 

prominently in the University election controversy of 1842, and the 

Reverend Robert iia Ghee launched his own campaign to publicize the evil 
11+0 

of the doctrines, taug}it at Uaynooth. 

The Irish Tory members who'' opposed the 2Maynooth bill. in 1345 spo'4e 

at length about the: endowment of ' error$ , encouragement of agitation, the 

tenwency of making the grant permanent instead of subjeot to, annual vote 

to remove i'arliament' a 'control' over the. college and elevate the latter 

to the, status of 'a State institution' ,# and the likelihood that payment 

of - the priesthood would follow. They seemed to favnurr, a complete 

withdrawal of the grant. But, possibly of Lore interest than their, 

specific objections to the Baynooth billy, the Irish Tories frequently 

passed comment on tha general polloy of the Goverment in Ireland and 

on the state of mind of Irish Protestants. Gregory, Verner, Bernard, 

Taylor,, George Flamiltons, . Major Beresford and Shen spoke at length of,, 

the way in which Irish Protestants felt ' deserted, abandoned, and 

betrayed by those to whom they were led to believe, they might look for 

countenance and protection. ' Most of these members made it clear that 
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d,. they shared'the feelings of their constituents. Gregory' a discontent 

was -provoked by the Dissenters' Chapels and Bequests "Acts as well as 

the Maynooth bill. Verner complained auf tim extension of Crown 

patronage to enemies of Protestantism and the Union and. opolo of 

Protestant dissatisfaction with 'the indulgence. ' rhown towards agitators 

and the 'severity' with which Protestant demonstrations were 'prohibited 

and suppressed. 

in a remarkable speechp-Mim complained that, particularly in 'the 

last few years' , Ireland had been treated 'snore as a Colonial dependency 

than as an integral portion of the United Kingdom - too long had one 

party in that country been played against the other,, had "Divide et im ra" 

been the Anglo-Irish motto - and though theretofore it" had been the party 

of the Government against - their op nts, he. could not see, that in 

principla the matter was much mended-by the present Government playing 

the party of their opponents against their own. ' While the Irish' parties 

fought, the " national character had been injured' , their shared 

'unpolitical' interests neglected and 'sacrificed to considerations of 

imperial policy', the 'highest offices filled by strangers. ' 'And the 

so-called Irish Government' ' in Dublin had become a' mookery' , 'a 

'registration court-for the behests of the Home Office. ' 

If the Irish, he vent on, were'#to lose the pride of their 

nationality and not gain the advantage of identification with British 

interests', ` if while $ the masses' struggled for `Repeal the Protestants 

were made to fear for their Church, let' Parliament and Government ' beware 

lest they should find the Irish nation for'the first time united, but 

united in a. spirit of general discontent, '-° On the third reading, Shag 

said that in his earlier'remarks he bad, spekennot as a partisan but as 

an-Irishman, and accordingly rejected Grahaa's suggestion that he wished 

to maintain a Protestant ascendancy. But he referred 'nevertheless 

scathingly, to the (considerations of a: apurious liberality' which 

dictated appointments in Ireland. And he spoke of the''fearrs and hopes, 
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'both possibly, exbtggerate, d', generated by Graham' a description of the. 

Maynooth measure as 'tile beginning of a new. policy towards Ireland and 

retraction of his declaration`of 184.3 that eoneessLon had reached 'its 

utmost limits. Looking bautawardsf 'ha said he had never considered the 

policy tore 'the aonstcr meetings at first, or the State prosecutions 

after, a'judicious one. 

A few Irish Tories spoke oat in defame of the bill. Castlereagh,, 

Jocelyn and Claud Hamilton welcaro. d it an an attempt to replace a 

' paraLaonioüs' and' inadequate' provision Which had " never won Catholic 

g ratitude with one vdiich would 'soften the feelings of six or seven 

millions of Irish Rauau Catholics: Castlereagh and Hamilton, thsmselvca 

former opponents of the grant, almost ridiculed the f ears of those who 

agitated against the granting of 'a' few pounds' for the education of 

Catholic priests. And they approved of the general tendency in 

Government i)olicy towards conciliation. However, 29 of the Irish Tory 

11.13a's opposed the bill, according to the divisions on the principle of 

the meazure. Only 8 Irish Tory manbers supported the measure:, namely 

the office-holders Corry, Tennent, Young and Darner, and Castlereagh, 

Claud Hamilton, Coote and Irving, the latter an Engliebman. Jocelyn 

and fellow Irish Tory ' exiles' Viscount Adare and George Smythe also 
142 

supported the bill. With almost half of the British and most of the 

Irish Conservatives in revolt, the Goverment were supported by only a 

minority'of their friends and the measure passed the third'reading on the 

strength of apposition Brotes. A majority of independent Conservatives 

voted against both second and third readings. 

The Conservatives of the Upper House gave. the meaaur& an easier 

passage. Even among the Irish Tory peers almost half of those voting 

in the second reading supported the bill. Rodang Clanoarty, CharleviUs, 

Manchester and the Bishop of Cashel figured prominently in the, assault 

of the, Ultras, while Rosse and Wicklow warmly dafended the measure. 

Rodeo' and his friends objected -to the bill' s eando event of the ' erronems 
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dootrines' inoulcated at Maynooth. But Roden also, leaving this narrow 

grounds claimed that while vigorous action had put down the Repeal 

agitation in 181+3 the impression that the present bill was $a. measure 

extorted by fear' had encouraged a revival of agitation. And Irish 

Protestants, he said, felt they had been 'betrayed' by the Government, 

that their hopes had been ' miserably deceived. ' They were ' disgusted 

at the policy of the Govverament. 

Clanoarty wade a general attack on 'inconsistency and 
tergiversation' in the government of Ireland and. lamented 'the practice 

of successive Governments' of courting the support of the priesthood by 

'weak and unavailing concessions. ' He cited the Goverment' a education 

policy, their payment of poor Im chaplains according to the principle 

that='numbers# not truth' should decide preference between religions, 

their Bequests Act,, and the Maynooth bill as examples of this system, of 

'misgovernment: He also criticized Ministers for the 'state of mute 

astonishment' with which they had encountered the dangers of 184.3, and 

depicted the successful proclamation of Clontarf as having demonstrated 

'that one timely act of vigour might have prevented these meetings from 

taking place at all: The Government had administered well the general 

affairs of the Empire,, 'but no such ability or foresight can be said to 
144 

have characterized their administration of affairs dii Ireland. ' 

In Ireland the Mail took the most ultra of positions regarding 

the Goverrmente s 'present course of establishing the Rcmish religion 

in Ireland. ' Their attitude, to the Prime Minister and his Goverment 

became one of unprecedented and susf'ained hostility.. Peel was called 

a $hypocrite' , 'the arch-traitor's 'the impostor's and he was assailed 

for his l ingenious fraud and unparalleled treachery' . It es with 

relish that the Mail looked to the ' future: but not distant clay ehen 

reel's 'tyrant majority' would e dwindle and fall from his hands or talge 

courage and revolt against his orders. ' The 'Irish party' project of 

1843 was briefly revived, in reaction to 'the disregard of Irish 
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Protestant interests entertained by a Conservative (! ) Ministry and a 

Protestant (t) Parliament'. The Tory members who supported the 

Mayrnooth bill, including the Irish, were threatened with vengeance at 

the polls, while the Irish Tories who opposed it were congratulated 
1i5 

upon their having rendered 'due service to the constitution: A 

'numerous and most influential body' of electors of the University 
t6 

petitioned against the bill. Thousands of Protestants heard the bill 

denounced when they met in Belfast and Dublin in Jane under the auspices 
14.7 

of the. Irish branch of the, Central AntL'iaynooth Comaittee. 2,000 of the 

Protestant Operatives of Dublin petitioned Parliament against State 

endowment of ' idolatrous' DSaynooth and. grayed for the impeachment of 

Peel for 'hiwi crimes and misdemeanours against the laws and the 

condition of that realm's and 600 people in Tyrone, signed an anti. Jiaynooth 
118 

petition in which Peel was described as 'the enemy of Protestantism: 

The education issue, brought before Parliament again by Irish 

Conservatives and further publicized by release of the correspondence 

between Peel and Beresford, added fuel to the situations, and the Mail 
149 

opposed the colleges bill. In May the Earl of Erna was urged by Wicklow, 

Donoughmore and Clancarty to stand for the representative peerage even 

if the Government decided to support Lord Belmore. Donoughmors and 

Clanoarty felt that the Goverment' s Maynooth and education policies 

made an arrangement impossible, and Wicklow and Donougbmora believed 

that Erna' a opposition to these policies would ensure him a majority in 

the Irish peerage. Donoug! =ore assured Erne, 'Circumstances are greatly 

in your favour. The old argument of having been in Parliament and giving 

support to Sir Robert real will tell rather against' Belmore. And 'many 

will vote for you now for the express purpose of annoying' Peel. 

Heytesbury was aware that the education and Uaynooth questions had caused 

'such disorder in our ranks that the weight of the. Goverment reaasnendation 

will not be that it used to be' . Erna decided 'to fight the. good fight' ý 
and, with a majority of peers pledged to Ernes 'the Belmorites were 
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obliged to give Way' when the Irish peers met at Wellington' a house to 
150 

decide on their course. 

Primate Beresford was privately hostile to the Raynooth bill. 

But he refused to take part in the getting up of petitions against the 

bill: 

'Approving as I do generally of the political principles of Sir 
B. Peat's administration and conceding that if he were removed from power 
no Cabinet actuated by higher or better principles could under present 
circumstances be formed .tI have thought that it was not becoming my 
station to lend my assistance.: to a movement that might have the effect 
of removing the present Ministers ..: 151 

Charles Fax apparently had the same sense of priorities when he. 

wrote to Lord Erze that the late Lord Farnhaxa had I often told ma. he was 

one of those who turned out the Duke, and would never do such a thing 
152 

again: There were indications, Indeed,, for all the vapourings of the 

Irish Tory members, that opposition to tthe Ma. ynooth. bill was not as, 

strong among Irish Protestants an it was in England. Not only was this 
153 

claimed in Parliament by the bill's supporters, but iieytoabury, Peel and 

others reuark d privately on 'the: contrast between Protestant feeling in 

the two countries: The Irish Tory Lord Clare, who considered the bill 

a 'wisa measure' t remarked on the dearth of anti. uliaynooth petitions f rc a 
'5' 

Ireland. Irish Tory opponents of the bill had to agree that the number 
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of petitions frag Ireland was relatively small. With the arguable 

exception of Somerset Maxwells formerly a member für Cavan, no promigent 

figure took part in the so-called 'great' antiiaynooth meetings in 
156 

Belfast and Dublin. 

It is possible that, while a great deal of the. agitation in 

England was the. work of voluntaryist Dissenters, the great mass of Irish 

Protestants, concentrated as they were in the Presbyterian and 

Established Churches were. embarrassed by their own receipt of the. 

regium down and the rent-charge; one independent Irish Protestant sect 

charged. the northern Presbyterians with 'culpable apathy .. tongue-tied 

because your own clergy receive the Reginm Donum: Montgomery felt 
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that the Presbyterians had been silenced by the. cry of "ehama" on 
157 

them as 'Pensioners' themselves. 

Peel made much of the petition in favour of the bill from a 

number of Protestant proprietors in Galway; one of themm, was James Daly, 

Formerly a Conservative member, and there was perhaps a connection 

between this and his elevation in June to the Irish peerage. Similarly, 

the contrast between Castlereagh' a 'frank & uncompromising support' of 

the bill and the hostility of Hillsborough in the Comnonn and, as the 

new Marquess of Downahire, in the Lords influenced the, decision to give 

Castlereagh the Lieutenancy of Down after the death of the 3rd Marquess 
15a 

of Duwnshire in April 185" Emerson Tannest was another those loyalty 

was rewarded. Towards the cad of April he complained to Stanley that 

his position in Belfast was becoming 'daily more & more embarrassing .. 

I an now embroiled not with my enemies but with my friends. ' He asked 
159 

for a 'permanent' post outwith Parliament. He was duly made Secretary 

of Ceylon, and given a knighthood. 

The Irish Tory members joined with the Goverment to defeat the 

assaults during the ®umaer of 1845 upon the Corn Lama and the Irish 
160 

Church, and they acquiesced in the Colleges bill. Buts in addition to 

Maynooths other issues sawn the Government at odds with their Irish Tory 

supporters. The original proposals under the Soottish Poor Tar Bill, 

discriminating against Irishmen resident in Sootland, provoked the 
161 

opposition of several Irish Tory members and were attaolmd in the, Mail. 

Somme Irish Tory mambers voted against the Goverment on the Scottish 

banking bills and one of the men organizing the opposition to its sister 

Irish bill was hopeful that they viould do so again on the latter. 

Conollys Vemers Acton and Northland attended Ia meeting of membern' 

called to plan such opposition. In the events the Irish Tory members 
162 

split on the issue in Parliament. 

In Ma Julys Farnham, Ernes Glengall, Lorton and many others 

implored the Goverment to talcs stronger measures against the agrarian 
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outrages in their counties. Farnham described the 'growing Impression' 

among frightened Cavan Protestants that there. existed ' but little 

sympathy towards then on the part or the Government. ' Correspondence 

in the Mail supported this view. The. Mail claimed that ' whole districts 

are in open and undisg<Zi. ned rebellion', asserted that the law ras allowed 

'to remain a dead letter by a feeble and a cowardly administration', and 

dcr.. anded reintroduction of the insurrection oat. In the Commons on the 

30th of June Hayes of Donegal enquired as to vhat faction, within or 

without the existing law, the Garernneat planned against ' the system of 

outrage, intimidation and murder .. which had been allowed to go on for 

a considerable tine' in Mme comties. In mid-July the disturbed 

counties called simultaneously (and possibly in concert with one another) 

for coercive legislation. Greh a and Heyt©sbury would not entertain any 

such drastic step an a coercion bill, but by the and of June Heytesbury 

especially felt the need to tal¢ vigorous action as outrage worsened and 

there emrged a danger of Protestant retaliation, He proclaimed al]. of 

Cavan and parts of Leitrim under the Constabulary Act, principally 

because refusal 'would be construed into a fresh proof of the indifference 

of the Government to lie fearful state of the. country. ' The. Mail were by 

no ins satisfied; but the situation impro ed mariadly in July 16x+5, 
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with outrages d1 inid and convictions obtained at the Assiues. 

Irish Tories also expressed alaruL at the. revival of the monster 

Repeal meetings in the armer of 1845. In Parliament, Verner, 

Charleville and Westmeath pressed the Government to interfere to stop 
16i 

the meetings. The )tail accused the Goverment of 'culpable neglect' in 

the face of this new threat, inducing Iieytesbury to remark angrily that 

the Mail was ' doing every thing to encourage the Repcalers ' by constant 

Insinuations that the Government is determined not to interfere:... 

blowing the fume as mm h an it can in the hope of enoreasing the 
165 

embarrassments of the Government. ' Wellington apparently regretted 

that 'the Irish Government should again allow the Monster meetings to 
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assemble with impunity',, and Graham was ' disappointed and grieved' at 

the revival of the meetings; 'this practical demonstration of the 

inefficacy of our conciliatory policy is most disheartening and 

inopportune: Bitt O'Connell probably embarked on the moetings with 

reluctance, his nerve affected by the, suppression of 184.3; they were 
166 

of doubtful success and were discontinued later in the suaner. 

The Compensation of Tenants 3111 of June, 184.5 provoked the. 

hostility of both Irish Tories and liberals. Londonderry was convinced 

of the, virtues of the. tenant right system that operated on his Irish 

estates, by which incoming tenants paid the inc thents for their interest 

in the holding# and he rejected the bill as liable to underminm that 

systen. Essentially] however, Londonderry, Rodea$, Roase,, the Evening 

Mail and the many Irish Tory peers who signed 'either the remonstrance 

or the Protest against the bill held the mm fundamental objection as 

their Irish Whig allies, vize that the possibility of compulnion of the 

landlord was ' destructive to the: rights of property' . Only Lord Wicklow 

of the Irish Tories supported the measure in the: Lords, happy that it 

did not emulate Crawford' a bill of 1843 in applying the compulsory 
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principle without even inquiry by an independent agent. 

Towards the end of the session, Graham loolmd back on the 0 long 

and arduous struggle' of the previous tow months and congratulated 

himself on the. Government's having laid' the foundation of a sounder 
468 

polio' towards Ireland. However# this policy was evidently not to the 

lilting of Irish Protestants. Lord Lorton, visiting Graham, ' opens d, a 

fiercm attack on our policy .. and a' t told no that if Protestant 
169 

Asoondancy could be re-established by Repeal he would be a Repealer; 

Chief Secretary Fremantle was told on going over to Ireland ' that the 

party was dispirited, that Ur Mo Kenna' a appointment as Ch. Cleric in 

cry office had given great offenoo A that none of the Conservatives 
170 

would one up to register. ' 6, hen leading Dublin Conservatives net in 

August to arrange their eftbrts at the registry they passed a resolution 
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-1.,. 
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expressive of their ' disapprobation' of Government policy. 

The Mo Kenna appointment took place dien Lucas resigned and was 

replaced as Under Secretary by the Chief Clerk, Richard Peanefather. 

Peel and Graham actually proposed to replace Iau; as with a Catholic, but 

they were persuaded by Heytesbury that this would be too radical a step, 

that a Catholic Chief Clerk would be a sufficient ' concession to The 

Catholic party' and would *avoid that angry ruptures with the Protestant 

party which would be the inevitable consequence' of the appointwent of 
172 

a Catholic Under Secretary. However Irakas informed Heytesbury that if 

the Government chose a Catholic Chief Clerk it "would separate, us 

entirely tromz the Protestant Party & cut the. g round, fron beneath our 

feet. All confidence in the Government would disappear. The Lord 

Lieutenant cammonted, 

91 was not unprepared for such language, which will be repeated, 
no doubt, in many quarters sera we shall be sorry to hoar it... The 
question we have to decide in reference to Mr Lucas' observation is a 
mare party question. Are we strong enough to risk the possibility of 
being abandoned by the great body of the Protestants ? If that 
possibility do not affright us (& I kam not by it should, for they 
am not with us erven now) there is nothing else to deter us fron the 
proposed treasure, which may be considered as a necessary consequence 
of that policy you have never been back and to proclaim. ' 173. 

The : flail gras duly outraged by the Mo Kenna appointxient, awelling 

on the radical politics of the new Chief Clerk and accusing Heytesbury 

of being a Repealer. They too, like Fremantle, attributed Tory failures 

at the registries to the appointment, and for the first time actually 

encouraged Protestants to stay away to punish the Goverment for their 
174 

'ungrateful and treacherous course of policy: 

The policy of the Go7erment also canes under ohalleage with the 

reconstitution of the orange order, in USay t1 G vernalent had to dooide 

upon renewal of the Processions Act, d& to expire oa the ist o June. 

Mme, iDdludiDg lea, expeoted Orange processions to take place on the 

July anniversarisa and that they mould be I the nore n=arously attended 

Fran the, ill Peeling amongst the Orangxcn to vhich some of the late 

measwces have Even rise: On the other hand, simple renewal would be 
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"unjust to the Protestants', Chile. ita extension to cover the Repealers 

'would no doubt be met with very fierce opposition. ' So the Act was 
175 

allowed 'quietly to expire'. A succession of Irish Tory leaders, 

including Roden, Farnham, } nnisºd11en and Verner, publicly advised the 

Orangemen not to march in July. The Mail originally adopted an 
1 

equivocal positions, but on the 25th of June they advised against marching, 

not least because when only the Repealers agitated the ' cowardly' 

Goverment were shovn to, be ' in tha wrong' " Peel would gladly suppress 

Orange processions if given a reason, 'and, by a useless display when 

you can do no good, you will deprive yourselves of all pourer vrhen you 

might feel it tit important to malm a move. ' . Haytesbury thou ht its 

difficult to imagine anything more miaohievoue' than this article. 

The Orangemen of Cavan and Tyrone met and resolved Ito abstain 

Prat all public processions: But they also made strong attacks on the 

conciliatorg course of Government policy. The Lisburn Orangemen resolved 

that I it the present time, when =principled expadienay had gained an 

ascendancy in the councils of the nation, and, when our beat interests as 

Protestants are in danger, we dept it essential to take immediate steps 

to reorganise the orange institution in this country', and they decided 

to march on the 12th of July. Londonderry wrote tothe chairman of this 

meeting,, James Watson,, to deprecate their proceeding and throw his 
177 

weight against it. In spite, however, of the efforts of the mat Tory 

leaders, the Orangeaten apnarcnt]y marched in substantial numbers in 

several parts of Ulster. The1iail declared that 'Orangei. m in revived 

in all its power, integrity and might ... ere long it will present an 

arced and a handed confederacy... Sir Robert Feel's Policy has Revived 

the Orange. SystQ*' , his ' perfidy and misconduct' were the aale cause. 

That' welcaned the prospect of an orange march in Enniskillen on the jt2th 

of Aug ust. Orangen 'must malm themselves feared in order to be 

respected by the. present Goverummt. Suoh advice, they boasted, had 

'stricken terror into the hearts of the basest, most unprincipled, and 
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treacherous ministers that or held the reins of Govert sent in England' . 
The Lord Lieutenant, diagu3ted by the Lail' s language, felt that in 

Ireland'patriotia is out of the quootion. Under the influence of 

passion, Oraxi cccn & Repealcrom, shen thwarted in their object, have 
178 

recourse to precisely the sane expedients, 

" In a ra=kab1 passage at the and of July the Mail called on 

Iri: h Protestants to ' combine and confederate' in on* 'party' and opined 

that, 
'Hanover improbable,, -it is not impossible that better terms might 

be trade with the Repeaters than the Goverment seem disposed to give, 
A hundred thounandº Orange=,, with their colours flyings might yet meet 
a hundred thousand Repealera on the banks of the Boyne, and .. sign the 
Magna Charta of Ireland's indepondenae: 

And the Mail coatinuad into August to encourage the Orangenen to 
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agitate'. Tb Govei nt proceeded to strike a blow against i 

Orangemen by removing Jade Watson from the magistracy for his having 

presided at the meeting of the Lisburn Orangemen which resolved to 

reconstitute the Orange Society. Heytesbury feared that 'in the present 

excited state of the Orange Parts' the diasissal would. cause: as flood of 

magisterial resignations. But it wem alt that ' impartt: al justice! 

required such a step after the Government' a conduct regarding the Repeal 
180 

cragiatrates. The MaLl called the dismissal an ' iasuit' to Irish 

Protestants and. an act of ' tyranny' . In Parlimaent,, Yeruer gave notice 
161 

of a motion on the sub jest for the beginning of the next session. 

Heytesbury wrote, to Lord Erna I to eagac him to do every thing in 

his payer to prevent the meeting at Enniskillen: He replied to the 

effect that he and' the other leading Conservatives' were. doing all they 

could to prevent its but That ' those ov ere. at one time, the leaders' 
182 

of the Orangeuaea now had 'little inrlt nce' over them. In the events 

according to Heyteaburr and Fremantle,, the meeting ' fell very far short 

in point of nmbern of those. io were expected to attend' . Lord George 

Loftus vas the only I titled pcTaonMe there, and the choice of hint as 
183 

chairman had I thrown ridicule nn3 disgmae upon the whale transaction. * 
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John Tounc, wrote to Peal, 'Saar shabbily t1 great people of Fermanagh 

chc ed out. Lord Erne staid away,, averaa to the meeting & its objeotaj, 

but he sent hic band to play. Lord Enniskillen was absent,, but his 

wife ma on the platfona ... ' Peel agreed that Erne and Enniskillen 

vrere. 'shabby fel1waa' for I giving all the countenanoe they can to the 
185 

proceedings (it their inferiors, unaccaapanied by any risk to themselves: 
later 

But Erne,, denis. d having sent his band and Heyteabury felt that he had been 

'perfectly honourable & straight-forward' and had dons 'every thing in 
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his power to prevent the meeting: 

The Mail cla1i d that IZ. 15,, 000 People attended the meeting. There 

was much Orange display, and it was resolved Ito reorganize the system 

or Orangei a. ' The need to combine against those who committed agrarian 

outrages vats the principal reason given for this step. In addition, 

there was much criticism of the 'Popish Ministers'. One resolution 
1137 

regretted Ithe absence of many of the aristocracy. ' An Irish Tory peer, 

Lord Lifford, pointing to sans of the strong language used at the meeting, 

felt that there was I sonne danger in the, principal gentlemen withdrawing 

fr= that body, as in consequence they lose their influence with them, 

vrhich hitherto has been very beneficial, &a demooratio character is 

given to the body, ' He widieed that Orange demonstrations Would talalt a 

less sectarian foms, and thought that I if the:: gentry were permitted to 
188 

countenance then without loss of office they would effect this object. ' 

fla cvers, the Govermentp with Graham espeoial], y insistent, prooeOdOd to 

remove Edaard Arahdall,, fat har of tha County member, from the magistracy 
"t89 

because of his attendance at Enniskillen. 

Several Northarn magistrates, and the English Ultra Earl of 

ilinahilaca, resigned their comdaaions in protest against the Matson 
Igo 

dimnissal. A meeting was arranged in Lisburn for the 20th of August to 

support Watson. The modarate Ear1 of C1anw31liami thoaah pressed by 

Downshirej, refused to attend because he " disapproved of W-a oonduat and 
191 

becauaa I foraßavi it would be an Orange demonstration: Bat the UUail 
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gave every encouragement and afterwards hailed the meeting as an 

assertion of 'the ancient spirit of Protestantism: 50,000 attended, 

it was claimed, including Lords Downahire and Annesley and Colonel 

Verner. Dovm. shire, who took the Chair, denounced the. Government' a 

'unjust' and 'tyrannical' proceeding against Watson. Verner and others 

followed suit, and appropriate resolutions were adopted. The 'contempt 

and disregard' shown to Irish Protestants in Government policy in 

general was also subject of bitter complaint, and it was resolved I that 

the Protestants of Ireland are deeply indebted to the Dublin Evening 

Mail and the Protestant Press of Ireland, for their .* advocacy oC their 
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rights and privileges. ' Graham felt that, 'The rosolutions and the 

speeches, tho' violent,, are harmless frea their absurdity' , and though 

he wma worried about the implications for the attending magintrates of 

the fact that there. w, ere orange processions to the. meeting, with sore 

men in arms.. it was eventually decided to take no action against any of 
193 

the participants. Early in September Roden led a smaller meeting of 

Belfast Protestants in attacking the Watson dismissal; Graham thought 

Roden' a words and conduct ' foolith in the extreme. He endeavours to 

excite others to the utmost and to keep within the limit s of safety 
194. 

hfmnelf. ' 

On the 27th of August Lord Enniskillen, the Irish Tory members 

Verner and Brooke, Somerset Maxwell and other ' influential gentlemen 

from; several counties of Ulster' met privately in Enniskillen and 

resolved to establish a new Orange institution. They appointed a 

Comittee to consider the form and, name to, be, given to this body in 

order to evade the laws which m da 'the orange Institution, as 

originally constructed, illegal: Its first decision was that their 

society should retain 'the ancient appel]Ation of Orange. ' The absent 

member for Fermanagh, Captain Archdall, fully concurred in the 

resolutions of the meeting; Brooke,, his colleague, apparently annoyed 

sae of thos* present by doprecating the. 'unadvised and injudicious' 
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public display vdUch occurred in Enniskillen on the 12th of August. 

Lord Ely, calling on Fremantle, claimed that in 'the excited state of 

the Orangemen in the North' it was neaesmry to form such a society 'to 

prevent the Orangerien from falling into t he. hands of the. Repealers or 

other disaffected persons: Enniskillen inforciad feytesbury that, 

'without some canpact angst Protestants .. that-will achit of 
the lover orders being brought into closer correction with those who 
are their natural and legitimate guides, a dangerous & factious spirit 
of discontent will be engendered amongst them by the ill-disposed and 
.* the amenity to the: laws that has hitherto distinguished them will 
be endangered: 

tar ever, the Government� internally and in a letter fragt 

He tesbury to Enniskillen,, deprecated the movement as one 'tending 

manifestly to the fostering of religious dissensions & political 

animeity amongst fier Majesty' a subjects# It was ' an Orange Club ich 

disguise, and the mock does not hide the face: They were not without 

hope that the movement would divide and the society be disbanded, as 

'the lower class of Orange ea' were said to resent the proposed 

'modification' of Orangeism. Graham was anxious to ' exercise forbearance' 

and avoid driving the. Protestants 'to despair' . But he remained 

determined to ' persevere in a course of ldndneos and of strict justice 

to the R. Catholics. After acme equivocation the Mail indicated its 

approval of the new movement as an appropriate response to Goverment 
195 

Foamy. 

The Government' s fears were greatly increased when Orangemen 

decided to hold a counter demonstration in opposition to a Teetotal 

meeting in K#lleshandra,, Co. Cavan� early in September. The serious 

risk of collision was eventually avoided when both O= Z=en and Catholics 

agreed to cancel their meetings. This outcome apparently owed much to 

the efforts of Lord Farnham., and the Goverux nt were duly thank ul for 

his 'real & activity' . They approved, too, of his refusal to attend a 

meeting in Belfast called by Roden for the 19th of September, Graha 

regretting only that Farrah na had not replied to Roden in language as 
1 manly and direct' as that which ha used to a letter to Fremantle. 
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196 
Farnham , ms subsequently rewarded with the Ribbon of St. Patrick. 

Enniskillen,, O'Neill,, Doe n3hirej, DSountcashell,, Verner and Somerset 

Maxwell were among those 'aha called on Roden on the 19th. This meeting 

was private and no formal account of its proceedings was issued. But 

Heytesbury was informed that it broke up 'without that general 

declaration of principles which =z expected' or ' cowing to any decision 

with respect to the formation of a nev Orange Assoniation. ' He hoard that, 

'my letter to Lord Enniskillen has, induced some of the leader a of 
the Orange Party to pause in the course they are pursuing... With this 
difference of opinion sxaongst them, this party will not hold together 
long... Many circumstances lead me to believe that moderate counsels 
begin to prevail,, particularly amongst the leaders. The. lower ranks of 
Orangemen are as wild & impracticable as ever, & think of nothing but 
the Sword & Protestant ascendancy. ' 

Ettersoo'Tennent,,, inciting to Feel to express his approval, of the 

Goveruaent'e policy in Ireland, claimed *that in the Protestant part of 

Ireland the gentry have studiously guarded themselves from being 

identified with the angry and unjust reclataations of the violent & 
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unreasonably section ..: Nevertheleaa, in Londonderry 'the Grand 

Lodge of Ulster .. announced its intention of adhering to old forma & 

old principles' and took 'every opportunity of deolaiming against the 
198 

lukewarnneas of their quo leaders: On the 10th of October 

Enniskillen chaired a meeting of 80 men in Enniskillen term-hall to hear 

their Connittee report that, according to legal counsel, 
ý? 

range Society 

may be organized consistently with law, retaining its fozur nanu, and 

acting by affiliated branches', and that it was 'the constitutional 

privilege of every magistrate to advise and encourage the proposed 

organization: The meeting agreed 'that Immediate steps c3hould be taken 

to reorganize tho Grand Lodge of Ire3ande Several epcalcere evinced a 

desire to e±feot Ia union with the Grand Lodge of Ulster: The Mail 

weloooed the new body as evidence that the Irish Protestasts had leaxrt 
$99 

that they too must agitate, 

On the 12th of Ostober Palmerston wrote that, 'The Orangemen 

complain that the Goverment has abandoned them, & are e=eedingly wrath. $ 
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Ile saw their re-organization as a useful cheok on the Repealers. In 

Belfast on the 17th Roden chaired the 'adjourned' meeting of leading 

northern Tories. Roden, Erna, Somerset Ma rieh and 'Noble cn and 

Gentlc en from the, several counties of the province of Ulster .e 

unanimously agreed' to an 'Address to the Protestants of the British 

Empire, ' It spoke` of the ' great danger and trial' Pacing Irish 

Protestants. ' In particular it was laznted that the Goverment' n policy 

dianot chvw ' any signs of affbction to the Protestant cause or any 

symptoms of resistance or discouragement to the march of Vm Church of 

Rohs: Given hia coruüct with regard to the Maynooth and edwcatioa 

issues it was clear that 'the policy of the Uinister is to attempt to 

govern Ireland. by means of the Rom Catholio party, ant to secure: their 

influence and cooperation by continual concessions: The Alsaissal of 

Watson and Archdall was denounced an ' an act both arbitrary and harsh. ' 

But Irish Protestants were urged to avoid infringing 'the spirit of the 

lags and constitution', by the use of illegal oaths or signs and their 

attention was directed instead to the. need for efforts at tha registries. 

Dotimczhire indicated his concurrence in the Address by letter to Roden, 

subsequently published; he also appeared to fear that there was 

insufficient 'caution and discretion' among 'our brethern of the lower 
201 

classes: 

The Mail rejoiced that the Address detonatrated that Protestants 

were IofferAed and disgusted with the policy of Sir Robert Peel. ' The 

Orangen of the Grand Lodge of Ulster concurred in its denunciation of 

the Government, but continued to urge Orange reorganization. Roden 

subsequently wrote that the Address hast I called down the abuse of our 

violent friends', io appmreatly considered it 'a poor milk & water 

produotioa ... It has how== draxm togmther a moderato party of 
202 

Protestants who hiehIy approve cf it: Graham and Heytesburyi thot0i 

annoyed., remarked on the cwitiow s, I almost unintelligible! language of 

the Address, and Peel wondered if it vmz (tantamount to on abjuration of 
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the Orange Society ... Iorü Ennietcillen' a proceedings ßßeß of a 

different character. They appear to contemplates reorganization in 
203 

sorge foz or other of the Orange Association; 

Roden, in fact., - vas greatly annoyed with Enniskillen and the 

Pemarash people for having proceeded to form I their Orange Sooiety' . 

He had"wished to secure Sergeant Wanes' a opinion na to its legality 

and to, ascertain the 'feelings & wishes of the Doti'n Orangemen on the. 

subject of the. Gentlemen joining in a Grand Lodge & whether they would 

be subservient to our opinions as to that Quit to be done in rendering 

the Society perfectly conformable to the letter an also tim spirit of 

the 3 sirr: He mat with Verner,, Somerset Umall and others on the 30th 

of October and they agreed that -they could not * at present join Lord 

Enniskillen' a taovc cat in Fermarz gh' because Warren felt their proposed 

test of admittance 'would be contrary to the spirit of the law: They 

intended to state this at their next meetiag,, in Armagh oft the 7th of 

November. An for the Doan Orangcncn,, they had indicated to Roden their 

unwillingness to dilute their Orange, practices or to accept the lead rchip 

of the gentry on any other ternn. Roden, rrfuyed to comply with their, 

conditions and announced to Domishire that$ 

'as therefore Intend proposing at ArmaSh that a Committee, of 
Gentlemen should, be appointed to settle. on that Society our t to be. 
formed to support our Protestant Prinoiples, & to make ourselves as 
acceptable as va can to our Protestant Brethern in Englanü,, which the 
course intended to be pursued by our 0. brethern never can do ... our 
great object should be tinterest the Ensy. lf eh people in our. ravourr- 20th. 

The meeting in 6ruragh, which was held in private, agreed that a 

'Protestant Alliane should he formed to meet the increauing dangCrS by 

vthich our Protestant interests are threatened' + and naiad a GCMItteQ 

sthiah included Roden, Downshire, Erne, Manchester, Enniskillen, O'Neill, 

Ma well and the 1I. P. 's Verner, Edwin iw. i. and Alexander. The: Allian0. 
205 

was formed by the end of November. But the Armagh aeoting was ' UY '8 

but unan moua. ' Watson thouit it 'moat unsatisfactory ... 
' ... Had they said in the. resolutions that the Protestant Alliance 

was in aid of - or in conjunction with - the Orange. Institution, or even 
mentioned their approval of the Institution and the advantages moved 
therefrom, it vould have had a different effect. As it is$ the Orangemen 
think, tho' erroneously, that it Is meant to supersadß them: 206 
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The gait, thich, approved of the nen Alliance. rebutted 'the. 
207 

artful. an4. false reports' of 'a schtari in the party, ' When the 

committee met under Roden is January 1846 they tried to renova any 

differences by resolving'that they had 'no intention of interfering 

with other societies having sia4lar objects, but would avail ourselves 

of their assistance, and cultivate a friendly cooperation with them in 

promoting our common purposes. These purposes cutlined'in a caries 

of resolutions, amounted to little more than a general declaration in 

favour of the Protestant religion, and marked, in iieytesbury' a views, 

'their hatred of Catholicism, & their determination to resist any 

further concessions to Roma. ", They alno is. - d an Address complaining 

of ' lavish and unjustifiable cone. ons to the Church of Rorrn' , as 

evinced in the Govercm nt' a policy with regard to editcations, Maynooth 

and patronage. The coarnittee by thin tim included Lords Mounteasballs 

Rathdowno and Lorton and the ti. P. ' a Bruea and George Hamilton, as mall 

as the abovo-mentionad and other less notable, fighter. It was� then, a 
208 body of no little. importance in terms of the personnel involved. 

In the meantime the Orange lodges continued to form and to unite 

in County Grand Lodges, those of Fernanal, Monahan, Cavan and Dublin 

adhcrinß to the mired, legal rules. Near the end of October, at a 

meeting to, ezprees sympathy with Watson and Archdall,, Enni illen 

referred to his election as Grand Uaster of tie Fergana h Grand Lodde. 

This incident cau. d tvnxch earncat debate within the; Governnent. 

Heyteabury was afraid that removal of Ennis' rn from the magistracy 

mould cause a ma as of resignations by northern magiatratet, ' one half' 

of thou, he believed, were 'core or leas implicated in these new 

societies: Their feeling that they had been ' deceived and maltreated 

by the Goverment' rendered such a course all the more likely. And 

Roden was openly threatening to lead a secession of magistrates if 

Enniald11en ware removed. Graham was not a little annoyed at Heyteubury' a 
failure, in a letter to Enniskillen, to record his 'd sapprobation of 
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subterfuges by which it is endeavoured to perpetuate the evils of the 

Orange system: However, v. 'hen the quastioe arose of a second letter to 

Enniskillen, Graham, as reluctant as Hoytesbury to avoid ' wur' with the 

Orangemen, agreed with Peel' a advice that the Lord Lieutenant should 

merely express his ' sincere regret' that Enni cillea had sanctioned the 

new society and reserve 'final jud nt' on the latter until he had 

'nora accurate informatioe' as to its rules and. was enabled to decide 

whether its facto & proccedinga' tended to excite, 'religious discord: 
2W 

Heytesbury concurred. 

In ansvier to üaytesbure a first letter Enniaki11sn gave a full 

justification of his course, contend. rß that the pew society ran ß 

perfectly legal response to the threat trog Catholic agitation, that it 

promoted ' brotherly love and social order amongst all classes',, and that 

if 'the Protestant Gentry of Ireland were to disunite t cciaclvcs without 

just cause from the ties of Orange Brotherhood with the humbler classes 

they would forfeit the salutary influence they now possess' and allow 

' political demagogues' to lead the Orangenen into ' some act of 

indiscretion that would tarnish they moderation with which they have 
210 

hitherto stated their Fears and grievances *. *I Enniskillen did not 

reply to Ueytesbury' a neon. letter. But Fremantle was informed that it 

induced Orangemea to ' boast that the Goverment was not bold enough to 
211 

attach no great a man & that they made h bridge for his to walk over: 

- The Lord Lieutenant brooked the Idea of a new Processions Act 

thioh Tmuld pert do= both Orange and Repeal izocesaioaa arid, he hoped, 

enoaurage moderate Orangemen to leave their aooiaties. A draft of such 

a meanure was prepared, but the Gov-mat were uncble to ovverca o the 

'great difficulty' of framing a bill which would not be either I easily 

evaded or inconsistent with the free exeraise of popular rift: ', cad 
212 

the project cams to nothing. No action was talon against Saaors t 

IS=all for presiding over the Cavan Orangemen hCn they deoidcd in 

Decd to adhere to the legal form: of Orangeisrs. They tool the. 
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opportunity to deprecate 'tha unprincipled concession made by our 
i 

prezeat and late r{ilcrs to Popery and mob clamour: Graham advised a 
2-'3 

gait-andr-sco policy. Thus the Orange revival continued unhindered by 

Goverrrient. It was a movement underta1 n contrary to the expressed 

wishes of the Government and to a considarable. degree represented a 

protest by Irish Conaarvativen againt Goverment policy. 

There sire other manifestations of auch discontent. Discussing 

to chances or a moderate, Goverment candidate in Dublin, Young informed 

Peel that " nothing in to be hoped. Repealers or Ultra Orangemen are 

the only acceptable candidates there, so fierce are the animosities 
21 

end so extreme the division of parts s: At a public mating on the 

4th of November the Tory members for Dublin, Gregory and Grogan, were 

critical of G vercment policy towards Ireland, Grogan complaining that 

the Protestants had Wen ' spurned and, neglected' and inviting his 
215 

audience to find consolation in the revival of Orangeivn. Also at this 

time the Evening Packet, for long the Gov+erniment's only support among 

the Dublin paperc, briefly courted opposition because of the Goverment' a 

refusal to grant the editor' a request for a stipend of £320 "per anon, 

HIeyteobury fueling that 'neither the talent nor the circulation of the 
2i 6 

Paart is sufficient to warrant such an expenditure. ' Gregory approached 

Peel at the cud of Noteber and, though 'very friendly' himself ' spoke 

with great alarm of the pmvailiog apathy of the constituent body' in 
217 

Dublin. Fremantle confirmed that 'no one' would cars: up to register. 

George Hamilton visited I eytenbury to- discuss the views et' the Irish 

Protestants, and followed this V with a long explanatory letter, He 

profeßsed to be a friend of the Government, one who, had cometimes 

supported this, ' at secs risk to mar c popularity among my ca natituents' , 

and one who t'eazed that, 

'there, prevails among the Protestants generally great alarm as 
regards the state of this country & great dissatisfaction with, & 
distrust of, the policy & the intentions of the present Govermae. nt... It is the cpinion of the Protestants that the present Gov+ertment, in their desire to ooneiliate the Raman Catholics ..., have deemed it necessary to asses an attitude of hostility to- wards the Protestants, or at least to indicate a disregard towards those who ought naturally to be considered as their roliti ft Anii Aa 
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They thought that the conciliation policy had merely encouraged 

and strengthened the Repealers, and that, in a futile effort to appease, 

the Government would eventually 'surrender to the Roman Catholics the 

Established Church' . Hamilton tried to ' excuse,, rather than justify, ' 

the revival of Orangeim by describing it as a' purely defensives' 

response to 'the undisturbed existence of the Repeal Association' " He 

wished the Government to introduce. legislation to put down all 

processions: meetings and associations and to malte agitation for Repeal 

illegal. With regard to agrarian outrages, he said that Protestants 

felt Government weakness was the., cause. He and ' the landed gentry of 

all persuasions' regretted 'that more vigorous measures were not adopted 

for their suppression' . preferably the Insurrection Act. As for 

patronage, Protestants were happy to sea Catholics receive, public office 

so long as there was no better Protestant candidate and political efforts 

in the Conservative cause were not made a bar to advanaenent. Many 

Protestants were alarmed at the use by Graham and Feel of 'vary cautious 

and guarded lang uage' men defending the Church in Parliament. In 

conclusion, he warned that, 

' if no change, shall be maäa. in their Irish policy, (the) Government 
in this country will soon be left without supporters, party & religious 
violence will increase, the repeal agitation will become more pcwiertul, 
& the: return of the Conservative party to power in 1841 will prove in its 
results the most disastrous event in the disastrous history of this ill 
fated land: 

Graham felt, unfairly in Heytesbury' a opinion, that, 

'The manifesto of Mr Hamilton can only be regarded as a declaration 
of war against the Government on the part of the High Protestants of 
Ireland. Their accusations are vague, their suggestions are indistinct,, 
but their anger andd, hostility are by no means dissembled .v they burn for 
an opportunity of gratifying their resentment ... but the days of 
Protestant Ascendancy are gone, never more to return. ' 2113 

Hamilton was not the only Irish Tory 'sho complained of the agrarian 

outrages, which became very serious in the midland counties in November 

181.5. Roden' a addresses in connection with tea: Protestant Allianoe 
219 

lamented the fact that Ireland had become 'a land of blood and crime' . 
The Cavan Orangemen justified their reorganization as a response to this 
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state of affairs. Between November and January a succession of Irish 

Tories, notably Erne, Clare, Desert, ümraven, Lorton and Crofton, 

privately urged the Government to adopt ' coercive mean res' . 

Donoug more presented the Lord Lieutenant with -a memorial from the 

magistrates of Tipperary urging I sane. more stringent' legislation to 

suppress the 'frightful system! of assassination in their county. The 

magistrates were said to have been ' Fv=eedingly dissatisfied' with the 

Government's bland assurances in reply, and proceeded, in fact, 

because of their ' uncertainty of the ultimate success of the application 

contained? in their memorials, to describe their plight in an 'Address 

to the- Brit iah Public. $ 

The magistrates of Fermanagh, Bosaammon1, Limerick and Westmeath 

also addressed memorials to C he Lord Lieutenant calling for coercive 

measures. The Westmeath memorial described the inadequacy of the, 

existing law, deprecated the 'spurious liberality' which allowed the 

stringent enactments of the past to lapse, and regretted that the, two 

great parties endeavoured 'to outbid each other' as to which clung 

'with most tenacity to the resources of the ooamon law, in defiance of 

ocmmon sense and the exigencies of a distracted oountry' . By their 

' bidding for popular faw w' they put 'the very existence of civilized 

society in Ireland up to political auction: Graham and Fremantle 

thought this memorial 'indecently violent' and the Tipperary address 

' no less embarrassing' . Heytesbury recognized that the ' country 

gentleaaen' were ' in a great state of angry excitement' i but also felt 

that the object of the ccmplainants was 'to embarrass & discredit the 

Government. ' The prevalence of crime was seen in the Mail as ' evidence 

of the complete and disastrous failure of the Peel polioy in Ireland' 

and the direct result of the Government's 'feeble administration of 
220 

the existing laic: 

The Mail remained bitterly critical of the Government. Upon the 

appearance, towards the end of Nov+embers, of Russel]'s famous Edinburgh 
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letter on the Corn laws, they declared that if Peel intended to join 

with Russell to betray the agricultural interest, 'such oroolced policy 

would be quite in accordance with the character or that truly 

despicable man: And if the letter was meant as a challenge to a 

toppling Government the outcome of the 'faction fight' was to them a 

matter of indifference, except insofar an it might allow a third party 

'to depose both these enemies of the true greatness of England's Peel'a 

fall in December was accordingly greeted with 'unmixed, satisfaction .. 

the wretched Peel is extinguished for ever... He attained power as a 

TRAITOR he abandons it as a COWARD: His subsequent return to power 
221 

was regarded as a 'ruinous' development. iieytesbury wrote of the so- 

called 'true Conservative Party' that, 

'Nothing can exceed their fury ... I was in hopes (sic) that the 
probable advent of a Whig-radical administration, involving the 
destruction of the Irish Church, would have sobered down the animosity 
of the Orangemen, & made them more amenable to reason; but if we may 
judge of the feelings of the party by the language of "the Evening ? Sail', 
the late occurrences have only tended to whet their appetite for 
vengeance & to enorease their fuzy. ' 222 

In the new year the Mail continued to depict 'the traitor Peel' as 

" the greatest aurae ever inflicted upon his party, his country and his 

church' , and the hostility of a large part of the Irish Tory leadership 

to Government policy was,, as shown above, spelt out in the address oC 
223 

the Protestant Alliance on the. 9th of January. On the. other hand Daly 

(now Lord Dunsand. Le) and Portarlington indicated their confidence in 
224 

the Goverment. Farah= also insisted on his 'friendly' disposition 

towards the Government,, but he retracted his agreement to second the 

Address because he thou ht his 'appearing so prominently would impair 

his means of, -serving the Government... This he can only do_by preserving 

his own reputation for independence: All his 'friends' in London had 

assured him that by seconding the Address he mould 'forfeit the 

confidence of every friend in Ireland and lose that influence among them' 

thick he was ' most anxious to retain and to malos available .. for the 

Support Of the Goverment ..: And he was apparently afraid of ocmitting 
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himaelt to the. Govermcnt'a course on the corn quoatLon. Young N 

aalunowledged the. logic of Farnham. ' a decision, e but Peel and Graham 

were very angry with Farnham for his ' 6habby' 'conduct. 'The Evening 

Mail#-reported ßeyteahury, t'nos lauds hic patriot La conduct to the. 
225 

skies. ' Farnham's reasoning says much about the state or Irish 

Protestant opinion, ' 

One of the most pressing questions facing Parliament was the: 

prospect of fc ina in Ireland. - This threat had produced differing 

responses fron Irish Tories in their correspondence with the 

Goverrment, with such as Jones of Derry, Young, - Dunraven, Clare, i Roden 

and Uountoashell underlining the., seriousness of the crisis and demanding 

action by the Goverment, and Gleoga32,, Jocelyn, Bernard, Shirley, Vesey, 

Gregory and others tending to play donn the danger. The Irish 

Government found that landlords and tenants viewed the extent of the 

crisis according to their opposing interests with regard to the. level 
226 

of recta. The Evening Mail initially expressed 0 alarm' , but also triad 

to calm fears, they apptwy d of the Government's commission of enquiry 

and generally took what Fren antis considered 'a veiny sober view' of the 

question. ' It was almost the only issue on which the Mail and the 

Goveran nt expressly approved of each other' is conduct. As tie passed 

however., there was a growing tendency in the Mail to discuss the threat 

almost entirely as a device: of the agitators and free. traders, ý declaring 

that 'there is not the slightest prospect even of scarcity ... the cry 
227 

of famine was raised for the purposes of facticu. 

In Parliament in 18x+6 the Irish Tories contributed much less than 

their liberal colleagues towards al crtinsj others to the: extent of famine. 

The, Government' a advancement of the famine as a reason for repeal of 

the corn laws made Irish Tory members reluctant to speak of the extent 

of distress. Indeed it drove many opponents of the Corn bill to dismiss 

the crisis as, in Bentinck' is words 'a gross delusion' . The Irish Tory 

Protectionists - Sian Cotiol]y, Brooks, Lefroy, Verner, IIiaklow and the 
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Mail - were the most persistent and least excusable exponents of this 
228 

line of argument. On the other hand� Roden and Mountoashell said 

that reports of the famim had not been exaggerrated. And, though 

Conolly and Roden objected, the great majority of Irish Tories voted 

for the provision in the Public Works bill which allowed Commissioners 
2291 

to tax Irish landlords to support relief works. Smith O'Brisa's Tory 

brother, Sir Lucius O'Brien, regretted that *the Irish gentlemen in 
230 

LonBon'made. 'light of the calamity: The Anglo-Irish Stafford O'Brien, 

a Protectionist, came over from Ireland with no misconceptions as to 

the extent of distress, and admitted that his friends had * in the heat 

of party debate given * too favourable *views of the state. of Ireland. ' ý 

thought he too deprecated Peel's mixing up of the famine and corn law 
231. 

quentions. O'Brien and a significant number of Irish Tories were 

involved in efforts in Uay-June 1816 to induce the Government to do more. 

to help the destitute,, though they were odamaatly opposed to the 
23Z 

provision of outdoor relief. 

Peel' a declaration at the and of January 184.6 for repeal of the 

Corn lave outraged the Mail and was attacked even in the Packet, both 
233 

papers denouncing Peel for his ' treachery' and 'political infatuation,. 

Whilst in 18tß-5 there was a slight majority among British Tory n3 bera 

in favour of the Ma nooth bill and a large majority of Irish Tories 

against,, on the corn 1wrs in 1846 the Irish Tory members behaved 

similarly to the Parliamentary party an a vi oleo with about two-thirds 

of each opposing the Government in the three major divisions. Several 

Irish Tories - Lefroy, Sbawt Bateeon, Conolly, and Verner - complained 

of Peal' is departure from his past principles. According to Verner he 

'had betrayed those friends voho had stood true to him for so many years. ' 

Shawn, particularly bitter,, accused Peel of ' instability of mind', with 

'his besotting infirmity to adopt the counsel of his opponents', and 

said that those in Goverment 'would be handed down to posterity as the 

greatest political cowards that ever wielded the destinies' of Britain. 
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His assaulta induced Grabaar to suggest that Shaw' a hostility emanated 

fror disappointaent that the Gaverznient had ra$ectod his application 

for a retiring aUowam (as Recorder) and frustrated his ambition to 

be Chief Secretary, and from' his hop* that a protectionist Government 
231. 

would deal more sympathetically with his elaime. 

Grahann was genuinely outraged by the 'bitterness and malignity 

of Shaw' , but his reply was In Grevills' a view ' clumal ' and ' savagely' 

made. The tail approved warmly of Shirr' a' brilliant' speech and 
235 

deprecated Gral an' a' cowardly and atrocious' reply. Led by Grogan of 

Dublin, most of the independent Irish Tory frs also opposed the 

re: 8u, tion of duty on butter and voted against many of the Goverment' a 

other proposals vhioh lowered protection. Two of the Corn bill. ' a $2 

Irish Tory supporters in the Qownono spoke in debate. Gregory made. a 

long speech in favour of repeal, citing his confidence in Peel' a 

judganent as an important factor in his decision; Northland initially 

declared against the bill but subsequently supported it in order to 

settle the gwestion and to Iceep Peels In, v d= he still had ' the, greatest 
236 

confiidenaa' . in office. The Mail denounced northland, Greg cry and all 
237 

of the rats' dio supported free trade. Gregory was duly offered a 

Lordship of the Treasury, in spite of Young' a fear that 'tiro or three 

hundred Orange fanatics standing by aeutor or even - giving their vote-3 

to the Repealer' might cauog Gregory' a defeat in the bV-eleotion in 

Dublin. The appointment was refused when Gregory' a father cbjected to 
238 

his taking office. 

The Irish Tory officeholders - Dauer# Young, Meynell,, Jooelyn 

and Corry - remained in office and supported the bill, Corry overcoming 

private doubts for the sa of securing a permanent settlement of the 
239 

question. In the Lorcas the proportion of Irish Tories opposed to the 

bi . was slightly Targer., with ßicklow the most vocal of the Irish 

Protectionists. Londonderry wrote to Peel that he v m3 reputing aI debt 

by gratitude. ' by supporting tho bill, and regretted that Castlereagh 
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'had so ooamitted himself & pledged himself to the highest agricultural 

protection with his oonatituente' that he had to oppose the bill. 

Londonderry led a considerable body, of Irish Tory peers in support of 
240 

the Government. 

With respect to the other major issue of the sesdon, the 

Protection of We Bill, the. Irish Tories were much mom united, in 

that not one of them was among the 70-odd Protectionists v&ho voted 

against the second reading on the. 25th of June when the Government were 

driven ft cm. office; in fact 35 Irish Tories voted with the Ga ern ent 

in that division, and 25 of them supported the first reading, again 

unanimously. Before the unveiling of the measuz in February 1846, 

Clare and Farnham expressed satisfaction with the assistance given by 

the Government to local magistrates in 'maintaining the supremacy of 

the lair. ' Farnham subsequently painted a vivid portrait of the dreadful 

state of Can and gave this most cordial assent' to. the Government' a 

application for greater powers. A number of Irish Tory peers supported 

the measure, in its progress through the. Upper House,, though Wicklow and 

Clancarty wished to see it strengthened in some. respects and Clanaarty 

used the opportunity to make a general attack on the conciliatory policies 
21.1 

of both Whig and Tory Governments from 18299 Crofton wrote to Iieytesbury 

to express his 'fear that the Bill will be a dead letter', as it man 
242: 

not able to deal with crimes committed by day. 

in the Cc moas the failure of the Government to bring on the bill 

x I1ediately caused Shaw to dmbt ; their will to protect lifo anct 

property in Ireland; on the first reading he criticized than for allowing 

the amandmant or the bill in the Lords, ands, thaw supporting the 

measure, claimed it would not have been necessary ' if the existing law 

had been aäninistered with a steady and temperate PirE nesn' . Hei too, 

assailed, but much more acrimoniously than Clancartyi tin Govern=nt' a 

Irish policy as one possessed of 'a spirit of caapruaise,, of spurious 

liberality of want of relianoe on the pe=anent principles of truth 
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and Justice,, a passing over of the beat and most competent men of 

their ova party fron unworthy fears, a tampering with an inferior class 

of tha opposite, party .. from equally unworthy hopes, in short. ' & 

trading on the generosity of their friends and the meanness of their 

opponents, until the Government was left without the confidence cc 

respect of any party in the country . He blau ed Grab= for this policy,, 

and repiuliated the Hone Secretarx' a earlier charge that his antipathy to 

the Goverment was the result of disappointment. It was probably the 

most outspoken attack on the government of Ireland by any Irish Tory 

member eine 1841. 

Verner, too, blared the outrages and the necessity of the bill on 

the Goverment' a failure: to adopt 'strong, vigorous and decisive 

measures' against those responsible, among idm he included the 

political agitators, and called for ' an end to that mistaken conciliation 

.., to uncalled-for concession. ' Conolly, though supporting the bill, 

felt it ' did not go to the root of the evil' by suppressing the Repeal 

agitation. for 9tl11 Beresford, an Irish Tory who sat for Harwiok, 

thought the bill would irritate the people without threatening the 

guilty. In addition, hill (Dorm) and Maxwell (Cavan) opposed the 

Goverment in one. of the. adjournment divisions during the Pirat-readin3 
23 

debate. 

Three weeks after the first reading, with na further prog 

made, gicklav angrily aaoused the Goverment of ' mere trifling with 

the lives and property of the people of Ireland' by their de lion to 
244 

give precedenm to tie corn bill. The English Protectionists decided 

on the 8th of Juna to oppose the second reading in order to record 

their want of confidence In the Goverment. George Hamilton, Conolly 

and Verner,, at the same meeting,, ' fully admitted the shameful manner in 

thich the Goverment had acted with respect to the Bill; but yet, as 

the measure was in nasie degree. c laul. ated to strengthen the ! ian& of 

the Exccutive, they' could not abandon their intention of supporting 
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245 
the second reading ... ' A week later a meeting which included 

Dos nahire, Roden, Luc an, Bruen of Carlow, " and several members of tlie 

üouse of Coons' took plaoe at Dmnthire' a London residence and 

revolved, to no avail, to attempt to change the decision of the 
246 

English Protectionists. On the sew day Olancarty described the 

Government' a Irish policy as one 'the weakness, inconsistency, anni i11 

s=cess of which cannot be better illustrated than by the, necessity 

that ban resulted from it for the enaotn nt of a Dill for the 
247 

Ivotection of life: 

In the seeood«reading debate# Shea doubted if the bill would. 

prove effective and attach d the Goverment' a' hesitating and uni'irrs 

manner' in allcrina amendaosnt and delay. Hew ould vote for the bill an 

the only one proposed for the protection of the peaceable portion of 

the Irish people, but not from ' party considerations' . for sit was 

impossible that he could. support the Bill fron any confidenea in the 

Goverment vdso i unoted it #. 9 if Whig measures mere to be carried, 

and Whig principles acted upon, then it gras better, more, just, more 

honest,, more constitutional, anl safer for all interests concerned that 

they should be carried by Whig men: If the Government were driven 

fror office ' he should feel that it was a merited retribution gor 

grievous and unprecedented politicaal and party misconduct .. # a righteous 

verdict, a just national judaent against public men for a great public 

delinquency' . He felt, too # that the Tory party ooul& recover beat in 

opposition, and so he 'would hail with satisfaction,, upon every public 

and party ground, the advent of .. (Lord John Ruaaell) and the Vihigs 

to office. ' The Government' a Iri&h policy was their ' greatest failure' ý 

a policy In which ' they had shown themselves afraid to be, just' and 

anxious ' to, please and conciliate their political opponents .. by vexing 

their friends* , with the result that they had became I undoubtedly the 

moat unpopular Government with all parties that he recollected or had 

heard of' . Graham, with his total ignorance of Ireland, was to blame 
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for this state of affairs# said Shm and he hoped Russell ' would be 

wiser and better informed in that respect: 

Verner supported the bill as an attempt to remedy the situation 

in Ireland but he too- regretted that it had been no long delayed. 

Shaw and Vernor, and WiC1C1aer and Claucarty, were, embittered Protectionists. 

The Iri :h Tory ' caches' , Beresford and Stafford 0' Brien,, also 

Protectionists, doubted the likely efficacy of the neanuro, and regarded 

the second reading an a question of confidence in the Government, sr4 

accordingly voted against. But Bernard, Claude Hamilton, Vesey and Jones 

gave the bill a support which was not hedged with critici&m ; Bernard, 

though a Protectionist, even attacI d Dentinok for his intention to 

bring down the Government on the issue,, particularly an the bill was 
248 

good in itself and unconnected with the Corn question. 

The Evening Mail denounced the coercion bill as inadequate, 

thous they also, defended it against the liberal assault. And they 

deprecated the amencddents and dela'a allowed by the Goverment. They 

looked forward to 'retribution' at the polls for Peel' a' betra. val' over 

the Corn laxa, with the return of a Protectionist Government; they 

hoped originally that the Lords vou]d force a General Election by 

defeating the Corn bill and later$ though unable'to we hors any Irish 

Conyervativa amber can vote against' the coercion bill, welcomed the 

decision of the English Protectionists as conclusive of the fate of the 

Governmant. The Bail duly rejoiced at the 'great and glorious news' of 
249 

Peel' a' eternal downfall' . Conolly emote to hin agent that : eel ' did 
250 

not go out until he had dann the oiachief: Peel h3 elf recognized 

that the Goverment were 'hatedwith blind fart' by the Irish Orangemen 
25$ 

and Protectionists. ' 

In spite, then,, of their behaviour in the crucial diviniona on 

the coercion bill, there was clearly much dissatisfaction with the 

Goverment meng Irith Tories. After more than 10 years of Tfliig rule 

the Irish Tories felt that they had a right to demand a aubatantial 
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adjustment in tto balanoc of favour under the Conmarvattvo 

Administration. For 18 months the relationship bet7mn Peel' a 

Goverment and their Irirh 'friends' was rather uneasy as hope save 

way to disappointment, The year 184.3 brought a serious crisis of 

confidenoe,, and in 182.5-6 there developed a deep rt t betvrecn the 

Goverpacnt and the majority of Irish Tories as the 'Mg policy' 

took ehapc. Indeed by June 18r+ä many possibly believed,, an 11=i1ton 

feared, that f'eel's return to power in 184.1 had proved ' in its results 

the most disantroua event in the dieaatroua history' at' their ' Ill 

rated land. ' 
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1838, Pereeval, Verner, Ellis, Verner; 49,1270-2,5 Aus. 1839, Percaval, Cole, Castlereagh, Divizion; 54* 1165-6,15 June 184A Bateson, Divisis ý" 56,1251-; 1261-70,1272.3,21iaz'ch 1841, 
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Litton, Jaoknon, Bataoon; 59,671-2,20. Sept. 1841, DivinLon; 59, 
692,21, Sept. 1841, Aoton; 62,459, ß! + April 1842, TlioUow; 65, 
394,20 July 1842, Bateson, Verner, Division; 63,729-30,7. 
April 1843, Division; 71,724.. 5,15 Aug. 1843, Vlioklou; 76,1143-4, 
19 July 1844, Division. Peel Papers, Add 1IS 40,511, f142,270, 
go Ghee to Peel, 28 June, 4 July 1842. Beresford Papora, APL, Vol. 
XI, f165, Mo Ghee to Bereaford, 30 June, 5,11 July 1842; ibid, 
f165a, Beresford to go Ghee, 9 July J842, The T1moa, 19 April 1834, 
Divi ion. Mi, 19 Jan., 11,23 May, 3,13,27 Juno, it 6,22,29 
July, 12,26,29 Aug ., 5,7,12 Sept., 31 Oct. 1842. 

14+1. Hansard, 79,5&-63,3 April 1845, Gregory; 79,512.20,11 April 
1645, Grogan; 79,622-4,642. -5,658-66,14. April 1845, Lefroy,, 
Gregcwy, Shaw; 79'1,692,. 8,70ß-5s 15 Apr l 164}5, Beresford, Verner; 
79,76Z-8,80zr-11,16 Alri3.16.5, George Hamilton, Bernard; 79,959- 
61,18 April. 184.5, Taylor; 79,1257,1287-8, . April 1845, Bateson, 
George Hamilton; 800 108.9,112,126-81,2 May 16.5, Verner, Brooke, 
Sham; 80 622-3,630-7,20 May 18445, Ffol23att, $ha; 80,657-62, 
21 May 1845, Verner. Beet also, Han nrd, 79,91421,17 April 184+5, 
Graham, for the speech commented on by ; fir. 

Hansard, 79, io9-11,3 April 184.5, Division; 79,612-7,14. April 
1845, Castlereagh; 79,81lr-8,83340,16 April 184.52 Jocelyn* Stythu; 
79s 91+1-9,1042-5,18 April 184.5, C. Hamilton, Division j 79,1429-31, 
28 April 1845, Division; 80,74.5-8,750.31,21 May 1845, Divisions. 
See al, - .o The Times., 21 April. 1845, Castlereagh to Blackwood,, 15 
April 185. 

14.3. Russell Papers, 00 30/22/41), f60-1, Tufnellto Ru aU 22 May 181+5. 
The Timen, 21 Apri o 23 May 1845. II!, 21p, 23 April 125. On the 
concern caused within the Goverment by thd: r dependence on 
apposition votes see Grahamm Papers, 2118, ileytesbury to Grahi n, 6, 
9, . 25 April 184: 5; Grabaa to Heytezbury, 10, April 18, +5; 88, Grr ham to 
Heytesbury, 4,12,18 April 1845.. 0. S. Parker, LS. and Lettxs of 
Sir Jc=a Grsh , II, 1Ei. 

114" Hansard, 79,10+8-9,1051--2,21 Ayril 1845, Roden, Hountcadzell; 80, 
1175-98 1217-9,1225-30,2 June 185, Roden, Manchester, Cashel; 
81,6-2 , 99-105,116-9,4 June 1845, Clancarty,, Charleville, 
Divisicm; 81,271-9,279-82,10 June 1845, OLnaarty, Wicklow; 81, 
581-4,584. -7,16 June 1845, Roane, Clancarty. 

115. , 21,26,31 karch, 2,7,9,11,14,16,18,21,23,2,5,28,30 
April, 2,5,7,9,12,14,16,21,23,26 May, 40 6,9,11,13,25, 
27 Jun et 7,9,11 July 1845, 

146. r, 31 March 18 W. Grahcu was dirgusted with tho I contumu , y, 
opposition and r 1iCnity' or the petitioners. Grohs i Papers, 88, 
Graham to Heytewbury, 4 April 1845" 

14.7. John Blackburn, The Three Conferences held by the opponents of the 
Maynooth College Endovat Bill in London and Dublin during the 
months of May and June 184+5 (London, Dublin, 181+5), 2442. Ifi f, 
4,6 June 18& 5. 

1S" Hansard, 79,4.95-9,11 A xril 1845, Ferrand; 80,622-3,20 UALY 181+5, 
FPolliott. 

11+9" See abave chapters 4 and 5. 

150. Erna 
, 
Papers, D1939/21/5cß/66,77, Donou, *mra to Erne 17,23 May 

18x4.5; 67,70,79, Tlioklocr to Erne, (19,20, n. d. ltay$ 1ß4.5s 68p 
Clancarty to Erne, 19 May 1845, ' 74, Ere. to Wioklows, 2311ay 1U5; 78, 
Roden to Erne, May 181+5. Peel Papers, Add 1 40., 4791, f354., 
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Heytesbury to Peel, 14 May 1845. IEU, 28 May 1845. 

151. Pack-Bereaiord MSS, D664i1501,501+, Beresford to the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, V. 24. April 1845. 

152. Erns Papers, D1939/21/5n/47, Fox to Erne, 2 March 1845. 

153" Hansards 79,602,14 April 1845, Frem . ntla; 79,943,18 AprU 1845, 
C. Hamilton; 79,11+19,28 April 1845, Peel; 80,109-11,2 May 181+5, 
Redington, Peel; 80,710-1,21 May 1845, Shail; 80,1334,3 June 
1845, Noxmanby; 81,69-70,4. June 184.5, Monteagle. 

154.. Grahams Papers, 21IS, iieytesbury to Graham, 23 March, 18 April, 12 
May 1845. Peal rapers, Add US 40,561, . 4.90, Peel to Murray, 21 
April 18451 ibid, 93 40,565, f3, Clare to Peel, 20 April 1845; 
ibid, f5, Peel to Clare, 21 April 1845; ibid, f31, Massey to Peel, 
20 April 1845; ibid, f53, Montgomery to Peel, 21 April 1845; ibid, 
US 40,573, f3.3, Major to Anon., 7 Sept. 184+5; ibid, 1SS 40,479, 
f333,36h Neytesbury to Peel, 24 April, 24. May 1845, 

155. Hansard, 79,63,3 April 1845, Gregory; 79,518,11 April 1845, 
Grogan; 79,659,14 April. 1845, Shaw; 79,701,15 April 1845, Verner; 
79,809,16 April 1845, Bernard; 79,959-60,18 April 184.5, Taylor; 
80,108-9,112,2 May 18t, 5, Verner, Broolos; 80,623,2 May 1845', 
Ffolliott; 80,658.60,21 May 1845, Verner. n w, 9,16 May 1845. 

, 5,9,16 May 184.5. 

156. Op. cit.. 
157. The Times, 21 April 1845. Peel. Papers, Add MS 40,565, f53, 

Montgoaaery to 'eel, 21 April 1845. 

158. Graham Papers, 2118, Heyteabury to Graham, 14., 18 April. 1845; 
Heytesbury to Peel, 14. April 184.5; Graham to Hgytesbury, 16 April, 
22 May 1845. Feel Papers, Add MS 40,179, P321, Peel to Heytesbury, 
18 April 1845. C. S. Parlaerr, Sir Robert Peel, III, 425. See also, 
The Times, 21 April 1845. IEM, 25,30 April, 19 May 1845. 

159. Derby Papers, 131/7, Tennent to Stanley, 24. April 145, 

160, Hansard, 79,1257-60,1282-9,1294,1311-4,24. April 1845, T. 
Bateson, George Hamilton, Bernard, DivisLon; 80,100tß-6,28 May 1845, 
Division; 80,1423-6,3 June 1845, Division; 81,381-44,10 June 1845, 
Division. On the colleges, see above,, chapter 5. 

161. Hansard, 82,423-4, -11 July 1845, C. Hamilton, Division; 82,491, 
14 July 18º+5, Goerge Hamilton. Iii, 7,9,11 July 1845. 

162, Smith O'Brien Papers, US 4.34., f1343, Reynolds to O'Brien, 6 June 
1845. Hansard, 81,176-7,178.9,5 June 145, Divisions; 81,217-8, 
9 June 1845, Conolly; 81,4.39,41+2,12 June 18451, Division, Bernard. 
LEND 9 June 184+5. 

163. Graham Papers, 2118, Graham to Fremantle, 27 May 1845 221R# 
Heytesbury to Graham, 1, -3,9,13,14,17 18,25,27 2), 30(2) 
Junes 1,2,3,5,7,8,11,14,16,17,18,19,23,2 July 18145; 
Graham to Heyteebury, 6,11,18,28,29 June, 1,6,13,18,19,30 
July 1845; Farnham to Heytesbury, 13 July 1845; Fremantle to Graham, 
15,21 July 1845; 2318, Heyteebuzy to Graham, 1,3,27 Aug* 1845; 
Fremantle to Graham; 19 Aug. 1845; 91, real to Graham, 8 July 184.5. Wellington Papers, Port. 130, f21, Glengall io Wellington, 20 May 181+5; ; bid, Port. 131, f112, Graham to Wellington, 2a July 1845, 
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Erne Papers, D193%(21/5i, Heytesbury to Erne, 3 July 18tº5. C. S. 
Parker, Sir Robert Peel, III, 181. I1Ebt9 11,18,23,25,27,30 
Junes e 

17459' 
1a 11 

1,16,21,30 
July 1845. Hansard, 81, J348.99 

30 Jun 

16tß. Hansard, 79,124.3,24. April 1845, Verner; 81,10l ,4 June 184,5, 
Charleville; 81,475,13 Juna 1981, Westmeath. 

165.1,16,19,30 ,2 June 184.5. Graham Papers, 21IR, Eeytesbury 
to Graham, 3,31 May 1845 . 

166. Graham Papers, 21iR, Grahame to Heytesbuxy, 29 AIri2 1845; He3tg8burY 
to Graham, 23,25,26 Mag 1845; 22IR, lieyteebury to Graham, 1U, 23 
June, 16,26,28,30 July 1845; Graham to Heytesbury, 21 June 145; 
85, Graham, to Heyteabury, 5 Ilay 1845; 90, Wellington to Graham, 17, 
20 June 181+5; Graham to WelUngton, 20 Jura 18x+5" Wet ington Papers, 
Port. 130, x136,153, We' I ington to Graham, 17,20 June 1845; ibI4, 
M30 151+, Graham to Wellington, 18,20 June 181+5. Feel Papexe, 
Add US 40,479, f364,370, Hq[teabury to Peel, 24,28 May 180 

167. Sharman Crawford MSS, D856N80, Londonderry to Crawford, 17 Doc,, 
1844. The Timen, 18 Nov., 9 Dec. 1844., Load Mdcrry. Tom, 9 Dec" 
1844, Londonderry. Peel. Papers, Add US 40,568, f382, LLondcnderry 
to Peel, 11 June 1845; ibid, M lp, 569, f51,53, DevM to mal, 
11y 17 June i845; ibids MS 40,1F61, f142, Salisbury to Wellington 
20 June 1815. Hansard, 81,229.30,9 Julie 1845, 'Wicklow, Rosse; 81, 
1116-21,1135,1150.2,2t. June 1845, Londrnderry, Wicklow, Roden, 
Protest; 81,1195-6,1201,120ty 26 June 1815, Londonderry, Tiicklow, 
Roden. IEX, its 16,20,25,27,30 June, 4 July 18x. 5" Ely ohaired 
a meeting of peers on the 17th of June to consider the bill. 36 peers 
connected with Ireland signed the resultant critical remonstranoe, 
vhioh Londonderry later read in the Lords. IEM, 20: June 1845. 
Hansard, 81,1118-9,21, June 181+5, Loncbaderry. Graham Papers, 90, 
Grabmº to Stanley, 22 June 18tß-5. C. S. Parker, Life and Letters of 
Sir James Graham, II, 11.5. 

168. Graham Papers, 221R, Graham to Heytesbtry, 18 July 1845, 

169. Ibid, Graham to Heytesbury, 6 July 18.5. 

170" Peel Papers, Add US 40,1,76, f562, Fremantle to Peel, 3 Dec. 1815. 

171 . In!, 13 Aug. 184.5" 

172. Peel Papers, A8d HS 40,479, f395,403,405,113, Peel to feytethury, 
18,230 21+, 30 July 1845; Ibias f399,416,1,20, Heytesbury to Peel, 
20 July, 2,3 Aug. 1845. Graham Papers, 2218, Graham to Heyteabury, 
i8t 22 

2b 
my i 5; U yteseý g to Graham, 21+ July 1845. C. S. Parker, 

Peels 1119 8 

173. Pool Papers, Add US 40,479, Heatesbury to Peel, 2 Aug. 1845. 
Grab= Papers, 2318, Heytesbury to Graham, 2 Aug. 1845" 

171. IE L, 13,15,18,20,22,25,27,29 Aug. 1845. 

175. Graham Papers, Z1IR, Hgxteebttry to Graham, 21,26 May 1845; Graham 
to Heytesbi, ry, 23 Syy 1845. 

176. Graham Papers, 22IR, Graham to Heytesbury, 21 June 1845; Farnham to 
Heytesbury, 26 June 184.5; Heytesbu y to Graham, 26 June 1845. 
Id, ' 18,239 25,27,30 June, 2,4., 9,11 July 181,5. Jobre D1adcburn, 
Three Conferences, 32 (S. Oswalt). Hansard, 81,1.63,13 June 1845, Farnham. Beresford Papers, APL, Vol, XI, f176, uo Ghee to Beresford, 20 June 1845; ibid, f177, DereefordL to Mo Ghey (June 1845). 
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177. IEU, 30 June, 7,25 July 1845. 

178. Graham Papers, 223: R, Heyteabury to Graham, 11,14. s, 16,26 July 
1845; Farnham to Heytesbury, 13 July 1845; GosZbrd to Lucas, 13 
July 1845.0 Fremantle to Graham, 15 July 1845. I, 9,14,16,18, 
21,23,25,28 July 1845. 

179. IM, 30 Ju y, it 4., 6,8 Aug . 1845. 

180. Graha n Papers, 22IR, Heytesbury to Graham, 15 July 1845; Graham to 
Heytesbu ry, i8,28 July 1845; 231R, Heytesbary to Grahaaa, 1 Aug. 
1845; 92, Lucas to Watson, 1 Aug . 1845. 

181. ID!, 4,6,11,15,20,22 Aug., 3,5 Sept. 1845. Haaaard, 82,1521, 
8 Aug. 184.5, Verner. 

182. Graham Papers, 2318, Heyteabury to Gram, 1,11,12 Aug. 1845" 

183. Ibid, Heytesbury to Graham, 14. Aug. 1845; Fremantle to Grains, 16 
Aug. 1845; Graham to Fremantle, 18 Aug. 1845. Peel Papers, Add.. MS 
40,4.79, f426, Heytesbu y to Peel, 13 Aug* 1845. 

184.. Peel Papers, Add MS 40,572, £301, 
, 
Young to Peel, 19 Aug. 1645. 

185. Ibid, 13 1FO 4451, £211, Peel to Graham, 21 Aug. 1845. Graham Papers, 
92, Peel to Graham, 21 Aug. 1845.0. S. Parker, Sir Robert Peel, 
III, 186. 

186. Graham Pavers, 2318, Heytesbury to Graham, 27 Aug. 1845. 

187. LENi 13 Aug. 1845. 

188. Peel Papers, A&L MS 40,572, £325, Lifford to Peel, 20 Aug. 1845. 

189, Graham. Papers, 2318, Graham to Heytesbury, 15,16 Aug. 1845; Graham 
to Fremantle, :, 18 Aug. 1845; Heytesbury to Graham, 18,25 Aug. 184.5; 
Fremantle to Graham, 25 Aug. 1845. 

190. Ibid, Cleland to Heytesbury, 12 Aug. 1845; iieytesbury to Graham, 
21 Aug., 2,10 Sept. 1845. MU, 11,13,15 Aug* 1845. 

19i o, Clanwilli=Papers, D30 %FI13/2&4, Diary, 20 Aug. 1845. 

192" 1,15,20,22,25,27 Aug. 1845. 

193" Graham Payetre, 2318, Fremantle to Graham, 21 Aug. 1845; Heytesbury 
to Graham, 21,23,25 Aug. 185; Graham to Fremantle, 23 Aug. 1845; 
Graham to Heyteebury, 23,26 Aug. 1845; 6W, Graham to Heytesbury, 
27 Aug. 184,5; 92, Graham to, Peel, 23 Aug. 1845; Peelio Graham, 23, 
25 Aug. 1845. Peel Papers, Add L'S 40 451, ; 217,221,227,237, 
Graham to Peel,, 22,23,25,27 Aug. I 

WI ibid, ; 225, Peal to Graham, 
25 Aug. 1845; ibid, Us 40,4.76, f4 3, Fremantle to Peel, 21 Aug. 184,5. 
Co 8. Parier, Life and Letters of Sir James Graham, III i8. 

1914. IM ,58 sagt. 1845. Peel. Papers, Add MS 40,451, £263, Graham to 
Peel, 9 Sept. 184.5. Graham Papers, 23 IR, Graham to Fremantle, 
9 Sept. 184.5; 93, Grahaia to Peel, 8 Sept. 1815. C. S. Parker, Life 
and Letters. of Sir James Grabau, I, 397. Co S. Parker, Sir Robert 
Peel, III, 187. 

M. Graham Papers, 231, Heytesbury to Graham, 30 Aug., 3,9,12,43' 
Sept. 1845; Fremantle to Graham, 3,8,9 Sept. 1845; Graham to 
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Heyteabury, 5,16 Sept. 1845; Graham to Fremantle, 6,10,12 Sept. 
1845; Enniskillen to Heyteabury, 10 Sept. 1845; Heyteabury to 
Enniskillen, 13 Sept. 1815. Peel Papers, Add MS 40,451, f282, 
Grahams to Peel, 16 Sept. 1815. =, 29 Aug*, 3, ' 5,8,12,17,19, 
22,21 f Sept. 16 5. 

196, Graham Papers, 231R, Heyteebury to Graham, 5,6,8,9,10,12 Sept. 
1845; Fremantle to Gram, 5,9,1i Sept. 1U5; Graham to Heytesbury, 
7,10 Sept. 1645; Graham to Yreca ntle# 9,10# 14. Sept. 1&+5; 241R, 
Graham to Heytesbury, 2 Oct. 1845; Heytesbury to Grahams 3 Oct. 185; 
93, GraIwm t0 Peel, 7 Sept. 18x+5. Peel. Papers, Add MS 40, ß51, f257, 
Graham to Peel, 7 Sept. 18451 ibid, MS 40,479, f467, Hetteebu ry 
to Peal, 7 Sept. 1845.1I]1,8,10 Sept. 1845. 

197. Graham Papers, 231R, Heytesbury t-o Grat, 22,26 Sept. 184.5; 24IR, 
Hegte ebury to Graham, 9 Oct. 18145. Peel Papers, Add MS tý0,575, f 90" 
Tennent to Peel, 1 Oct. 1845; ibid, MS 1+0,479, fß+92, Heytesbury to 
Peel, 9 Oct., 18&-5; ibid, IM 40,451, f339, Graham to Peel, 2 Oct. 
1645. Ttli, 24. Sept. 18445. 

198. Graham rapers, 23ER, Heytesbury to Graham, 26 Sept. 1845; 2, 
Heytesbury tt Graham, 9 oat, 1at5. Ut6,8 Oct. 1845. 

We Graham rapers, 241t, Heytesbury t. o Graham, 12 Oct. 1845" LEK# 
13 Oct. 184.5. 

200, Russell Papers, HO 3W22/4D, (273-4., Palmerston to Ruseel]y 12 
Oct. 184.5. Also Monteagla Papers, MS $3,395(3), Pa3meratan to 
Monteagle, 31 Oct* 18145. 

201. Dcmnahire Papers, D671/C/356/123, Roden to Downshirei 31 Oct. 1845. 
n2la 20,22 Oct. ' 1845. 

202. Peel Papers, Add MC. S 1.0,578, f144, Roden to Jooelyn,, 3? Oct. 184.5. 
I 4,20,22,270 29 Oct., 3 Nov. 1845. 

203. Graham Papers, 2418, Heyteebury to Grabaa, 21 Oct, 1845; 94-, Feel 
to Graham;, t3 Oct. 184+5. Peel Papers, Add MS 40,451, f428, Graham 
to Peel, 24. Oat. 18+5. 

204. Downshire Papers, D671/C/35f"123, Rodes to Downthire, 3$ Oct. 18+, 5. 
Peel Papers, Add MS 40, p 578, f14.3 young to Peel, 6 Nov, 1845; ibid, 
f114., Roden to Jocelyn, 30 Oct* 1845. 

205.29,11:, 28 Nov. 164.5. 

206. Downahiro Papers, I671/C/35029, Reilly to Downabire,, 8 Nov. 1845; 
ibid* /142, Watson to Domnshire, 24. Nov. 1845. 

207, Iai, 21 Nov. 184.5'. 

208. Tom, 70 9 Jan. 184.6. Graham Papers, 2618, HeXtesbury to Graham, 
8 Jan. 1846 

209. Graham! Papers, 241R, He teabury to Graham, 30 Oat., 7,12,13s 15,19 
Nov. 1845; Peel to Grahams, pod.; Graham to Heytesbury, 3,10,17 
Nov. 1845; Hcytesbury to Enniskillen, 6,19 Nov. 1845; 95A, Graham 
to Peel, 14. Nov. 1845; Peelto Graham, 16 Nov. 1845. Peel Papers, 
Add IM 40,452, P5,15,25, Grahame to Peel, 9,1ßr, 15 Nov. 1845; 
DUO 127, Peel to Grahame 16 Nov. 1845.1I 1,31 Oat. 1845. 

210. Graham Papers, 21X4, Enniskillen to Heyteabury, 10 Nov. 1845. 
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211. Peel Papers, AM IM 40,476, f571, Fremantle to Peel, 21 Deco 18x+5. 

212, Graham Papcrs, 2418, Heytesbury to Grauaar, 1s 2t Nov. 1845; 
Grahan to Hegte , 18 Nov. 

, 1845; 251R, Heyteaburyb Greham, ý. 22; 
30 Dec. 1845; Fremantle to Graham, 29 Dec. 1845; 26IR, Fremantle 
to Graham, 2,3,8 Jan. 1846; Graham to Fremantle, 5,10' Jan. 1846; 
IIeyte3bury to Grahan, 10 Jan. 1846; 680, Grahmi, to 

. 
Peel, 25,28 

Dec. 184.5; 963, Groh= to Peel, 28 Dec. 1845; 98, Graham to 
Heytesbury, 6 Jan. 184.6. Peel Papers, Add US 40,1+52, f37,75, 
Graham to reels, 28 Nov., 26 Dec. 1845. - 

213. DEM, 12 Dec. 18tß. 5. Grabaus Papers 
, 
2518, Graham to Heytoabury, 

8 Dec. 1845; 951, Graham to Frewi ntle, 8 Deco (wrongly dated NOV*) 
1845. 

214., Pee]. Papers, Add tom 40,576, f22, Young to Peel, 17 Oct. 1845. 

215. DIi, 7 Nov. 184,5. 

21f. Peel Papers, Ad&ML; 40,176, f550, Fremantle to Peel, 14 Nov. 1845" 
Grcham Papers, 2 nt, ileytesbury to Graham, 15 Nov. 1845. 

217. Peel Papers, Add MSS 40,476, f560, Peel to Fremantle, 1 Dec. 1845; 
; bid, f562, Fremantle to Peel, 3 Dec. 1845. 

218. Groh= Papers, 24,1R, Heytesb ry to Graham, 26 Nov. 1845; 251R, 
Heytesbury to Graham, 6,11 Dec, 145; Hamilton to Heytesbury, 4. 
Dec. 1845; Graham to Heyteebury, 8 Dec. 1845; 95A, Graham to 
Fremantle, 8 Dec. (wrongly dated Nov. ) 1845. 

219. Dovmehirc Papers, D671/0/356/123, Roden to Dona 'e, 31 Oct. 184.5. 
Tom, 70 Oct. 1845,7,9 Jane 1846. 

220, Grabe Papers, 24IR, Fremantle to Graha a, 114 30 Nov. 1845; 
Heytesbury to Graham, 1i, 24., 28,29 Nov. 1845; Westmeath to 
Heytosbury, 26 Nov. 1845; 2518, Heytesbury to Grahaat, 1,2,3,5,7s 
10,14,22,21+, 28 Dec. 1845; Graham to Heytesbury, 5,9,22 Dec. 
1845; Fremantle to Grahams, 18,29 Dec. 1845; 2618, Fremantle to 
Grabaa, 8 Jan. 1846; Heyteabury to Graham, 8,27,30 Jan. 1846; 
Dunraxen to Haytesbu ry, 26 Jan. 1846" Peal Papers, Add NHS 40,452, 
f43, Graham to Peal, I Dec. 1845; ibid, H3 40,176, f562, Fremantle 
to Peel, 3 Dec. 18+5. Ills, 10,21,26 Nov., 3,5,10,12,24,26, 

- 
29 x., 1845,12,14,16,21,23,2ä, 28 Jan., 2, ! +, Feb. 184.6. 

221, IDs, 28 Nov., 1,3s 12,150 17,19,22,21., 26,31 Deo. 1ßt+5. 

222. Peel Papers, Ada = 40,4799 f542, Heyteabury to Peal, 25 Dec* 1845. 
Graham Papers, 2518, Heytoebury to Grahams 21 Dec. 145. See also 
vmitb O'Brien Papers, 93 135, (1438, Powrell to: O' B=i. en, 1,5 Dec. 1814,5. 
Peel Papers, Add MS 40,581 s f73, Brady to Peel, 13 Dec. 181.5. 

223. n &, 2,5s 7,9,120 14,16,19,21,23,26,28 Jan. 1846. 

221+. Peel rapers, Add MS 40,582, f267, Portarlington to Peel, 13 Jan. 
1846; ibid, f1+35, Dunsandle to Peel, 20 Jan* i8. 

22,5. - Ibid, f426, Ioung to PPeel, 15 Jan. 1846; ibid, DAS 40,461, f3970 
405, Wcllington to Peel, 16,20 Jan. 1SI+6; ; bid, f399, real to 
Wellingtons 17 Jan., 1846; ; bid, f407, FarUhem to Wellington, 20 
Jan. 1846. Wellington Papers, Port. 136, f11,44, Wellington to 
Fare m, 12,19 Jas. 1846; ibid, f17,56, Farn; to Wellington, 
1i, 20 Jan. 1846; ibid, f29,60, Wellington to Pest, 16,20 Jan. 
184.6. Graham rapers, 98, Peel to Graham, 20 Jan. 1846; 2618, 
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Grahson to Heytesbury, 20,25 Jan. 181+6; Heytesbury to Grabaa, 
23 Jan. 184-6. Is!, 21,239 26,30 Jane iß16. 

226. Peel Papers, Ad, 11W 40,574y f335, Jones to Young, 26 Sept. 1845; 
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Closing Remarks 

No sweeping conclusions will be drawn here, as it is considered 

preferable that the reader should be left to extract what he will from 

the facts which have been drawn to his attention. Two points are 

especially worthy of notes however. In the first place, it is clear 

that neither the Irish Tories nor the. liberal. -unionists were organized 

as cohesive political units according to the stand ards of the 20th 

century. The Irish Tories were often seriously divided, and liberal 

unionism was, as stated above, merely Ia left-over category' . Secondly, 

many liberal-unionists and Tories evidently held more I extreme' views 

than their British leaders. Indeed, one is strack by the extent to 

which Irish politics had already taloan on the polarized character of 

the modern era. Though the-extent of division within each of the major 

groupings is emphasized in this study, the general picture is one of 

politicians and pop*ilaae rallying to their respective sides of the 

sectarian divide. Even the liberal-unionists, sag whm there were 

many pro-Catholic Protestants, took part in a political game which was 

essentially sectarian. Given the polarization of Irish politics, the 

Irish Tory tradition has survived rather better than that at middle-of-- 

the-road liberal, -unionism. It is necessary to rennbar, however, those 

highly able and individualistic men, the liberal-unionists, who lent so 

much colour to the politics of their own age and whose conciliatory 

approach might have dome more to secure the Union than the heirs of 

Irish Toryism managed in the event to achieve. 
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appenc11i 1 

The Raoastraress August 1843 

To The 

People of Great Britain 

Fie, the undersigned, Representatives of Irish Constituenoie3, 

it sewed with earnest solicitude respecting the.. present state and 

future destiny of our country, deeply sensible of its Wrongs, anti 

resolved to leave no effort untried to obtain their redress, feel it 

our duty, before we separate, to place upon record our oole n 

Remonstrance against the fatal policy t+hich has alienated from your 

government and institutions the ninds of a large portion of our 

fellow-countrymen. 

Deeprooted and increasing discontent pervades the nation r&ose 

interests are entrusted to our charge. Feelings of estrangement are 

rapidly supplanting those affections which ! d. n ness and justice. would 

have placed at your co=and. Despairing of redress from the Legislature, 

tha. people of Ireland now rely upon their own strength and resolution 

for the attainment of those rights which they haw sought from 

Parliament in vain. 

The voice of the civilized world isys to your charge the guilt of 

having produced this exasperation of national feeling. For centuries 

our legislation and government have been subject to your oontrolj on 

you, therefore,, lies the responsibility of haviag failed to secure the 

welfare and contentmant cf the Irish pople. 

Our social condition is replete with elements of disorder. The 

connection between Landlord and Tenants, deranged as it has been by a 

long course of vicious legisietion, wants that mutual confidence which 

is es3ential to the developnent of productive industry. The labouring 

population,, unable to obtain employment,, live habitually on the verge 

of extreme destitution. Notwithstanding our connection with a nation 

vhiah boasts to be the wealthiest,, the most enlightened, and the most 
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powerful in the world, our commerae, our manufaoturea, our fiaheries, 

our mines,, our agriculture, attest, by their languishing and neglected 

condition, the baneful effects of your misgovernment. 

A. Church Establishment is maintained for the, exclusive benefit 

of one-tenth of the rtion. 

Our Representation in the Legislature is unjustly disproportionate 

to the population and resources of Ireland. 

Our Parliamentary Franchises area holly inadequate to secure a 

true re1lsotion of the opinions of the nass of the . nation. 

Our Muaicips]. Ri ffs are abridged in comparison with yours. Our 

COrporatc Franchises are limited by needless and harassing restrictions. 

The Pecuniary e uation, oooasioned by abaenteeisn, is a cavated 

by the mods in mich the prooeeds of taxation are applied. 

An Anti. Catholia and Anti-Iriah spirit of e=b, ion governs the 

distribution of official appointments. 

Our local wants are not duly oonsidered in the Imperial Parliament. 

Yet adequate Powers of selfs. governaent for local purposes are not 

afforded in the constitution of our fiscal and administrative institutions. 

Va have applied in vain to the Legislature for redres$. Our 

oaa'PZaint3 are unheeded - our remonatranoea are unavailing. We now 

Weal to that higher tribunal ot'publia opinion, which creates and 
deposes Parliaments and Ministers� and we ask your intervention to 

enforce our claim. 

V demand,, in behalf oC our Country, the adoption of measures 

Calculated to improve the condition of the industrious classes,, and to 
dcv+elope the resouroea of Ireland. 

We end the recognition of perfect equality, in regard to 

eaaleatastiaal and educational arrangementai between the several 

religioua °nwnitiee into, *doh the population of Ireland is divided. 

We dexgd a more ample representation in the Legialatureo 

Ve `end franahisea adequate to give full expression to public 
opinion., 
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We demand the assimilation of municipal. rights in both kingdoms. 

We demand that Ireland shall participate more largely in the 

benefits of the Public Expenditure� 

We demand, in regard to acbinistrativ+e Governnent, that the 

profession of the Roman Catholic Faith shall no longer be made a ground 

of virtual, as it has ceased to be one of legal, ezolusion from official 

station; that in the general administration of the affairs of the empire, 

Irishmen shall be called to take part, in a proportion commensurate with 

the extent to which Ireland contributea to its greatness; and that the 

management of our local affairs shall be confided as much as possible to 

those zho are identified and acquainted with the, interests of our country. 

t? e demand that the principle of self-go^v'erncsent subject to popular 

control shall be applied, wherever practicable, in the organization of 

our local institutions. 

We recognize in, you no superior title to political rights. We 

demand perfect ec uality, as the only teure and legitimate ftmdation 

upon vihich the Union can permanently rest. So long as these claims are 

denied,, ao long will continue the struggle of the Irish nation against 

injustice and misrule. 

Should this reaonstranoe be ewoeesful, area cannot indeed promise 

the immediate restoration of those feelings of attachment which a feet 

years since had begun to expel frcm the national breast sentiments 

engendered by centuries of oppression. We can only express our conviction, 

that those who confide in the influence of Justice will not have 

misplaced their trust. It may still be in the power of a Government 
has 

which,, the confidence of the Irish People to win back their forfeited 

affections; but we warp you, that every day's delay increases the 

difficulty of the. task, and gives additional strength to those who 

maintain that there is no hope of good goveraient for Ireland, except in 

the restoration of her National.. Parliament. 

Should this warning be neglected, upon you, not upon us, be the 

responsibility of future events. 
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Thomas Wyse . .. Waterford� City. 

D. R. Ross Belfast. 

Theraas Fsmonde Wexford Town. 

W4113m! Villiers Stuart . Waterford, County. 

R. S. Carew . claterford, County. 

D. Jephson Norreys . UaUo a. 

M. E. Corba7ly . Meath, County. 

Jahn O'Brien . 
Ltn erick, City. 

Y. J. O'Connell . Kerry= Count;,, * 

Robert Archbold .. Kiläare, County. 

Robert Gore . . 
New Ross. 

Hugh U. Tuite . . Westmeath,, County. 

Jeuzes Power . . .. Wexford, County. 

'WillismS. O'Brien . Limerick! County. 

Jahn Collett . " Aßß" 

V. F. Hatton .. .. Wexford, County. 

O'Coaor Don .. ... Roscommon* County. 

Theraas T. Rediogton & 0- AP 9 dalk" 

cß. IT. IL011 a ra . 40 so 0. Clare,, County. 

harry Grattan . Ueaths, County. 

Weary Winton Barron " .. Waterford, City. 

David Roche . . . Liusorick, City. 

Andrew Armstrong . 10 ... King's County. 

Benjamin Chapman . . Westmeath, County. 

Valentine Usher . Tipperary# County. 

Francis Stack Murphy . Cork, City. 

George Bryan .. . ... Killaenny, County. 

Mammal White . . Leitrim, County. 

Henry Watson . . .. Kinsale. 

26 August 184.3. 
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